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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE
PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:03 p.m. in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William L. Armstrong
presiding.

Present: Senators Armstrong, Durenberger, Dole, Roth, Chafee,
Heinz, Grassley, and Mitchell.

[The press releases announcing the hearing, background material
on the social security disability insurance program, and the open-
ing statements of Senators Armstrong and Dole follow:]

[Press Release)

FINANCE COMMITTEE SE'rS OVERSIGHT HEARING ON SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM

Senator Robert J. Dole, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, announced
today that the committee will hold an oversight hearing o Thursday, August 5,
1982, on the social security disability insurance program.

The hearing will begin at 9:30 a.m. in room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate. Office
Building.

A representative of the Administration, accompanied by Rhoda Greenberg, Direc-
tor of the Office of Disability Policies and Lewis Hays, Associate Commissioner oT
the Office of Hearings and Appeals of the Social Security Administration, and a rep-
resentative of the General Accounting Office will be the initial witnesses appearing
before the committee.

In announcing the hearing, Senator Dole noted "during the 1970's, we in Congress
became alarmed at the rapid growth of the disability insurance program. Costs were
far outstripping earlier projections and deficits became chronic. Many were con-
cerned that lax administration was at fault-allowing ineligibles onto the rolls and
failing to weed out the ones that were already there."

"We amended the law in the Disability Amendments of 1980 to strengthen the
administration of the program and insure that people receiving benefits are in fact
disabled," Senator Dole said. "Among other important changes, the Social Security
Administration is now required by law to review the continuing eligibility of disabil-
ity cases every 3 years."

"The periodic review of the continuing eligibility of beneficiaries," Senator Dole
continued, "has led to confusion and understandable concern on the part of people
now receiving disability benefits. These hearings will provide a valuable opportunity
to examine how the periodic reviews are proceeding and, more generally, to assess
the overall operations of the disability determination process since the enactment of
the 1980 amendments."

-(1)
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(Press Release]

FINANCE COMMITTEE POSTPONES OVERSIGHT HEARING ON SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM

Senator Bob Dole, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced
today that the Committee would postpone the hearing scheduled for Thursday,
Augsust 5, on the social security disability insurance program. Scheduling conflicts
with the House-Senate conference on the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
of 1982 will prevent the hearing from being held as previously scheduled. Recogniz-
ing the importance of the hearing, Chairman Dole stated that he would postpone
the hearing to a date as yet to be determined.

(Press Release]

FINANCE COMMITTEE RESCHEDULES OVERSIGHT HEARING ON SOCIAL SECURITY
DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM

Senator Robert J. Dole, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, announced
today that the hearing on the social security disability insurance program has been
rescheduled for Wednesday, August 18, 1982.

The hearing will begin at 2:00 p.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DOLE FOR SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE HEARING

The subject of our hearing this afternoon is the operation of the social security
disability insurance program and, in particular, the problems and prospects of the-
continuing disability investigation (CDI) process. This is an extremely important
hearing and I appreciate the many witnesses who have agreed to testify before the
committee. As you are probably aware, we have had some difficulty scheduling the
hearing. It was through no lack of interest or concern on my part or on the part of
Bill Armstrong, but simply scheduling conflicts with the tax bill now before Con-
gress.

At the outset, I would like to thank Senaitor Armstrong for agreeing to chair the
hearing and I understand Senator Heinz will aluo help chair later in the day. Also, I
would like to acknowledge the concern expressed by Senators Cohen and Levin over
the operation of the CDI process. Their interest, along with the interest of a number
of my colleagues on the Finance Committee, helped prompt this hearing.

To put the hearing into perspective, I think it is important to recall the impetus
behind the 1980 Disability Amendments and the requirement that b-'- eficiaries be
periodically reviewed. Rapid and unexplained growth in the CDI p. ,.gram in the
1970's led to concern about lax administration and poor incentives for beneficiaries
to return to work. Between 1970-1980, DI expenditures increased 5-fold. The
number of beneficiaries nearly doubled between 1970-77, alone. The program was
chronically underfinanced.

Congress responded by enacting the 1980 amendments, signed by President Carter
on June 9, 1980. The amendment of crucial importance today is the one which man-
dated that, beginning in 1982, all disabled beneficiaries must be reviewed once every
three years to determine their continuing eligibility for benefits. According to the
Social Security Administration and GAO, as many as 20 percent of the people now
on the rolls may not be "disabled" within the strict meaning of the law.

By now, the reviews havebeen taking place for nearly a year and a half. 310,000
cases were sent to State agencies for review in fiscal year 1981; another 500,000
cases will have been sent by the end of fiscal year 1982. On average, about 54 per-
cent of the people reviewed are having benefits terminated. Upon ap peal, Adminis-
trative Law Judges are reversing the termination decisions 60 to 65 percent of the
time.

This is clearly a difficult situation. Some States are feeling hard-pressed to meet
the workload demands of the stepped-up review. People who have been on the rolls
for many years-having never been re-examined-are now coming up for review
and having benefits terminated. Many people are confused about the process and
the importance of providing sound medical evidence on their condition. Significant
discrepancies between State agencies-responsible for performing CDI's and deter-
mining eligibility-and the ALJs is causing great concern about the reliability and
fairness of the disability determination process.
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There are now easy or obvious solutions to these problems, however, the Pickle-
Archer bill (H.R. 6181) was marked up last March, and was reported out of the
Ways and Means Committee on May 26. It hasn't yet made it to the House floor.
Opinions vary widely and in all these months a consensus has not been reached.

The current controversy over the removal of disabled beneficiaries from the rolls
warrants very careful consideration. A "quick fix" on the floor of the Senate could
result in further unforeseen difficulties.

I look toward today's testimony and hearing the recommendations of our wit-
nesses on this important subject.

August 17, 1982

BACKGROUND ON SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
INSURANCE

Basic Program Facts

The social security disability insurance (DI) program pays
monthly cash benefits to 4.4 million beneficiaries. 2.7 million
of these are disabled workers; the remainder are spouses and
children. The program is financed by a portion of the social
security tax (0.825% of the 6.7% tax).

DI outlays in 1981: $17.7 billion
1982: $18.5 billion

average payment for disabled-worker
families: $851/month

Eligibility

To be eligible for DI benefits, a worker must be both "fully" and
"disability" insured--that is, havy credit for having worked in
covered employment for a certain period of time. Generally, this
is satisfied if the individual has credit for working at least
one calandar quarter for each year after 1950, or if later, after
the year in which he reaches 21, and prlor to the onset of
disability, and if he also has 20 quarters of coverage in the
immediately preceding 40 quarters. (There are exceptions for
younger workers and the blind.) Currently, more than 95 million
people are insured in the event of disability.

Under the law, disability is defined as the inability to engage
in substantial gainful activity by reason of a medically
determinable physical or mental impairment expected to result in
death or last at least 12 months. Generally, the worker must be
unable to do any kind of work which exists in the national
economy, taking into account age, education and work experience.

1980 Disability Amendments

A number of changes to the DI program were made by the Social
Security Disability Amendments of 1980 (P.L. 96-265), enacted
June 9, 1980. The provisions were directed toward: (1) limiting
benefits so that they would not exceed the worker's predisability
earnings; (2) increasing the incentives for disabled workers to
return to work; and (3)improving the administration of the
program to insure that benefits go only to those who are
eligible.
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Among other important changes designed to improve administration,
this legislation required the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to:

o Review a proportion (ultimately at least 65 percent) of DI
allowances before benefits are paid;

o Review decisions ren-dered by administrative law judges
(ALJ's); and

" Review the continuing eligibility of disabled workers,
starting in 1982, at least once every 3 years (except where
the disability is considered permanent, in which case review
may be less frequent). Under this "continuing disability
investigation" (CDI) requirement, a minimum level of review is
mandated.

The legislation was prompted, in part, by increasing concern over
the great expansion of the program during the 1970's. Between
1970-1980, expenditures for the DI program rose from $3.3 billion
:o $15.9 billion. The number of disabled-vorker beneficiaries
nearly doubled between 1970-1977--from 1.5 million to 2.9
million. The number of new benefit awards to workers and their
dependents peaked at 1.26 million in 1975. (Awards have since
decreased--there were 787,000 In 1981. The total number of
people on the rolls has also declined in the last few years.)

Prior to the 1980 amendments, concern was expressed that the
rapid growth of the program may have been due to excessively high
benefit levels, which discouraged beneficiaries from returning to
work, and to inadequate monitoring of the benefit rolls to insure
that determinations of disability were valid. On this latter
point, it is worth noting that up until the 1980 amendments,
*there was no established procedure for periodic redetermination
of disability for all or even a sizeable proportion of persons
receiving disability benefits. The social security claims manual
instructed the State agencies on certain kinds of cases that were
to be selected for investigation by means of a medical diary
procedure. In general, cases were to be 'diaried" for medical
reexamination only if the impairment was one of 13 specifically
listed impairments.

According to GAO, many beneficiaries who should have been
scheduled for reexamination (because of a disability that was
expected to improve) were not, and many scheduled medical
reexaminations were never done. Based on a sample of 1975 DI
awards, GAO found that 52 percent of the cases scheduled for
medical reexamination were never reexamined.

Whereas in the late 1960's, 10% of all DI beneficiaries were
reviewed each year to determine whether they continued to be
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eligible for benefits, in the first half of the 1970s, only about
41 were investigated annually.

Continuing Disability Investigations (CDIs)

According to a March 1981 GAO report, entitled "More Diligent
Followup Needed to Weed Out Ineligible SSA Disability
Beneficiaries", SSA was not adequately following up on DI
beneficiaries. Evidence compiled by SSA and GAO suggested that
the overall inaccuracy rate in the DI program could be as high as
20%, with more than 90% of these cases involving people who are
completely ineligible for benefits. GAO reported that as much as
$2 billion annually could be going to 584,000 people on the DI
rolls who may not have been disabled within the meaning of the
law.

In light of these findings and those of internal quality control
studies, SSA accelerated the required review of disabled workers,
beginning in March of 1981. It is estimated that the new
periodic review will save the trust funds $700 million in FY83,
$1.0 billion in FY84 and $1.2 billion in FY85.

In FY81, SSA sent 310,000 cases to the State agencies for
reexamination; 169,000 cases were reviewed. SSA projects that
some 500,000 cases will be sent to States for review in FY82, and
that another 806,000 cases will be sent in FY83.

Although allowance rates vary widely among States, recent data
indicate that 54% of cases reviewed are being found to continue
meeting eligibility requirements. The allowance rate ranges from
39% in New Mexico to 73% in Alaska. On the average, 46% of those
reviewed are being terminated from the benefit rolls.

As shown in the attached tables, the rate of "cessation" or
benefit termination--in the range of 45-50 %--is comparable to
the rate over the period FY1978-80, prior to the implementation
of the accelerated review. (A relatively high rate of cessation
should be expected between 1982-84, as the first of the required
3-year reviews are undertaken. Not only will this be the first
time that many DI beneficiaries have been reexamined, but also
SSA is using procedures to select candidates for review that are
targeted toward those with the greatest probability of

-ineligibility.)

A number of concerns have been raised by the terminations now
taking place at the State agency level. Many people being denied
benefits have been on the rolls for a number of years, and there
has been a large number of appeals. On appeal, administrative
law judges (ALJs) are reversing the State agency decisions and
reinstating benefits in 60-65% of the cases. (The rate of
reversal by ALJs has run about 60-65% since FY79.)
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Certain of the essential issues raised by the CDI situation
include the following:

o the ability of State agencies to handle the increased CDI
workload;

o the uniformity, or lack thereof, in decisionmaking and the
basic standard of disability from one stage of adjudication to
the next;

o the proper treatment of beneficiaries already on the rolls
prior to enactment of the 1980 amendments relative to those
now coming onto the rolls;

o the meaning of "permanently impaired" in the assessment of
whether an individual is subject to the 3-year review cycle;

o the appropriateness of current law and practice whereby
benefits may be terminated when the agency is unable to show
that the disabling condition has improved, but nevertheless
finds the individual ineligible for disability benefits;

o the adequacy of evidence development procedures;

o the amount of advance notice received by beneficiaries both
prior to review and prior to termination; and

o the length of time prior to appeal, during which benefits are
not payable.

Attached are charts which illustrate the basic disability
determination process and the stages of adjudication. Also
attached is a set of tables showing historical data-on CDI
activity, State-by-State allowance/denial rates, ALJ reversal
rates, and ALJ workload data.

Pending legislation is described on pages 113-122 of the
disability insurance bluebook (August 1982). Cost estimates
provided by the social security actuaries are attached.
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-COMPARISON OF CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIONS (CDI'S)
PROCESSED TO TOTAL DISABLED.WORKER BENEFICIARIES OVER THE YEARS

01' Processed DIwi Numberdo
iscer yew IN ad ulcanies M sW 1ID

case o*) (m rsm~ci) beoefcjna

1970 ....................................... ...................... 1 167,0 1.493 1118
1973 ................ ............... 142,000 2017 70.4
1974 ....: ............................................................ 1 120.000 2.237 53.6
1975 ............................ ..................................... 1 116,000 2.489 45.6
1976 ................................................................. ' 129,000 2.670 48.3

1977 ...................................... ......................... 107.220 2 834 37.8
1978 ......................... 83,651 2.880 29.0
1979 .................................................................. 94,084 2.870 32.8
1980 ................................................................. 94,550 2.861 33.0
198 1 ................................................................ 168,922 ' 2.835 59.6
Oct. 1, 1981 to June 28, 1982 ......................... 243,785 ' 2.723 89.5

guns provided by SSA in 1977, but not crieniy vefebl.
'Estale based on intermediate U-8 assumyons in the 1982 Trurm' Rep.
Source SSA and Socal Secy Bue.tin. Annual Statistcal ,upokemeK 1980.

--CCNTINUING OSABILITY INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY AND STATE AGENCY
WORKLOAD UNDER THE DI PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 1981-82 '

Total DI uca

Fisal yew W 10 Stat Revewed byFe,€ll Sefl Io ~l~e still
e~nc geices'

198 0 ........................................................................................ 123 ,3 10 . 94,550

1st quarter 1981 ........................... 34,911 29,763
2nd quarter 1981 ..................................................................... 33,887 28,029
3rd quarter 1981 ........................... 99,330 41,813
4th quarter 1981 .................................... . .... ...................... 141,992 69,3 17

Total 1981 .............................................. 310,120 168,922

Ist quarter 1982 ..................................................................... 82,133 86,026
2nd quarter 1982 . .... 8...................................................7.......... .49,824 87,669

Total, first-half 1982 .................................................... 231,957 173,695

'Ircludes DI and comurrenl OI/Sy cises .cludes po SS1 ditmutty case
3 Tee tires do not icd M's w e the Sialte agency has not had I ake I Nrw rW'nical
eimnation of dsaibrty
Source SS JuyS 1S82.
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-PAN ED CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIONS (COI) ACT IY
REFLECTED IN PRESIDENT'S FISCAL YEAR 1983 BUDGET, DI AND SSI PROGRAMS COMBINED

Procesed CD's
1950 1981 1952 1983

Regularly scheduled CDI's .......................................................... 152,000 152,00
Additional COl's .......................................................................... 415,000 654,000

Total .............. 159,600 257,100 567,000 806,000
Svoct Fscal year 1983 SA justutit I ao aporain ow m, s.,ppiemnted ty data suppd by

SS&
Note. Then. 1is. mcf (sDi's O the State agency d ,a have to make a rte m

determMOo d sisy These r ta casn whe, ,or instae the nddo relurud 1 worl as
determined by $A's srid offc straf.

--CONT;NUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATION (CDl) CONTINUANCES AND
CESSATIONS BY STATE AGENCIES, DI AND SSI COMBINED, FISCAL YEARS 1977-821

Tota tibseance CennateerF cl year rwimbr of oetir ances Ce"atih rate (in late (in
CDI renees percent) percent)

1977 .............. 150,305 92,529 57,776 62 38
1978 ...................................... 118,819 64,097 54,722 54 46
1979.....: .............. 134,462 72,353 62,109 54 46
1980 ...................................... 129,084 69,505 59,579 54 46
1981 ...................................... 208,934 110,134 98,800 53 47
10/1/81-5/28/82 ................ 266,725 145,321 121,404 54 47

SRflect ootinuar e and cessati rates ony at the State ite ye t-n it the stric otkm or at f
hiring or appoat Wvels of adjudictkt Thes figures dWte from the p'tvio's lath in that they thide Ml's
wre n new medical determat od disiiTly by the State age y %ns re;ured Otter factors hir affected

the in al's entatlemet, such as retrn to work
SolmSSk J*1912.

-ADMINISTRATIVEtAW JUDGE REVERSAL RATES-DISABILITY INSURANCE
INITIAL DENIALS AND TERMINATIONS, FISCAL YEARS 1979-82

Percent of canes TesedFdwcl year

19 79 .......................................................................................... 56 .4 59 .5
19 80 .......................................................................................... 59 .4 63 .8
1981 ........................... ... 59.0 - 61.5
Ist quar1ef 1982 ................................................. ..................... 57.3 65.4

Source SM, July 193.
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-RECENT ALLOWANCE RATES FOR INITIAL CLAIMS AND CDI DECISIONS, STATE
BY STATE, DI AND SSI COBINED

Inillal claims'

Slate Akowanct rte

Rhode Island . .............
South Dakota ...............
',rmont .....................
Nenaska ................ . ..........

Alaska .......................
Delaware .... ..... ...
Wisconsin .................
District of Columbia .................
/nnesota ...................

Utah ...................
Arizona .....................
Iowa ....... .......
Hawai ....................
Indiana ...................

Kansas ...................
M aine .................. . ..........
Conr cticut ......... .... ...........
North Carolina .........................
New Jersey .........................

M issouri ..................................
Ohio .............................. . .
North Dakota ....................
llihnois ...................
Montana ...................

Pennsylvania ..........................
New Ham pshire ......................
Colorado ................................
Nevada ....................
W yoming ...........................

V irginia ............................ ......
South Carolina ................
Oregon ...... .................... .

ashr ............. .................
Florida ........................... . .

Tennessee. .............. .............
Idaho ......................
California ........ ....... . .........
Oklahoma .................

Kentucky ................................
Varyl and...................
M assachusets .........................
hichigan ..................................
Alabama ................. . ...........

IMrssissipo ....... .............G eor~ la .......... ........ .................

N ew Aor .. ........... .................
W est Virginia ..........................
Louisia. ...........................

le,'; M exico .............................
Anransas ....................
PLsrto Rico ..............................

41.5
413
41.2
40.2

39.5
389
38.6
385
37.2

36.6
36.5
361
35,6
34.7

34 6
343
339
339
33.7

330
328
32.8
32.6
32.5

319
316
31.6
31.5
31.1

310
30.9
309
308
30.7

303
302
29.6
28.9
28.7

28.5
282
280
27.8
27.6

27.5
25.7
25.4
25.3
25,2

251
24.3
19.3

iceni]

Initizl C 1 6eciscro

Sc,! Allowance ale

South Dakota.................... 796
A ask k .......... ................... 72.8
New Hampshire ......... .. 698
Hawaii ................ 69.6
Nebraska ............................ 69.3

M innesota ........................... 68 3
Vermont ....... ....... 67.6
Wyomng ....... ....... 67.6
Washington .............. ... 67.0
Delaware ... ............ 66.1

Maryland ....................... 64.5
North Dakota.................. . 635
Utah .................. .. .... . 626
Iowa ........... ..... 62 6
Colorado ............ ....... ....... 62.2

M ontana ........ ................ . 61.3
Arizona .............. .......... 60 8
Missouri ... ......... ...... . . 604
North Carolina... ........... 602
Mississippi ...... . . 60 1

Massachusetts ................. 599
Oelon ............... 59.7
Virginia ......... ....... 59 4
Connectcul .............. 59 3
Kentucky..... ....... 583

South Carolina .......... 58.0
O hio ............. ................... 57.9
Maine........................ 57.8
Nevada .............. .. 57.7
District of Columbia ........... 57.4

Kansas ............... 56.6
A!abama ............... 56.2
W est Vir inia ...... . ......... 55.9
Rhode Isrand ..... ........ 55.7
Indiana ................ 55.4

Pennsylvania .................... 55.3
Tennessee ......................... 54.8
Mich,an ............. 54.5
Florda ................ 54.1
Geo4ila ............................. 53 5

Illinois .......... .. .... 52.4
Califonia ............. . .... . 52.1
Idaho ................ 51.5
Oklah m .............. 51.5
Wisconsin ............. 498

Texas ............... .. .... ...... 49.0
New Jerse .............. 48.7
Arkan.sas .............. ... ....... 48.2
New York ................... 47,5
Louisiana .... ... ............. .. 46.8

New ,'exicio ........... .. 38 8
Puerto R c ..o .................... 29.0

For fscal ye 1981.' For peV 10/a) Io /82, Does not
er':-raMOs

t ape w le ec! mI ao unt an etudes trn-rnedwcal
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-REQUESTS FOR AU HEARINGS-RECEIVED, PROCESSED, AND PENDING TOTAL
CASES'

Fiscal years recr,.,,

19 60 . .. : . . ........ ............ ................................ 13 ,7 78
1965 ............................................................. 23.323
196 6 . .............................................................. 22,63 4
196 7 ................................................................. 2 0.74 2
1968 .......................................................... 26,946
1969 .............................................................. 34,244
1970 ...... ........................................ 42,573
1972 ......................... 1 03,691
1974 .................................................................. 121,504
1975 ............................................................. 154,962
1976 (15 mo) .................... 203,106
19 77 ................................................................ 193,6 57
19 78 ... ................................. .................... 196,42 8
1979 .................................................................. 226,200
1980 ......................... 252.000
1981 ................................................................. 281,700
1982 ............................................................. 2326,300

Pending (end
of year)

20,262 5,959
23,393 6,454
23,434 5,654
20,081 6,315
25,939 7,322
31,912 9,654
38,480 13,747
61,030 63,534
80,783 77,233

121,026 111,169
229,359 84,916
186,822 91,751
215,445 74,747
210,175 90,212
232,590 109,636
262,609 128,164
300,000 2 155,064

S%..e Esialte provided by SSA, O*A July 1982.

-HEARINGS AND APPEALS STATISTICS, FISCAL YEARS 1973-81

Fiscal year
Average Average Avrage

hearings disotions usesSnumber of suppor sit .ed per e ndm peAu's on ,ratiro 2r per AU I pe zn, per&4l' 1 a~ AUAl

1973 ............................ ...... 420 2,2 172 163 111
1974 ................. 478 2.7 254 169 122
1975 ................. 591 2.9 262 205 173
1976 ................ .. 647 3.6 244 277 153
1977 ................ 629 3.8 308 297 136
197 ..... ........... 657 3.9 299 328 128
1979 ....... ................... .. 65S 4.3 345 322 141
1980 ................................... 669 4.4 377 333 169
1981 ................. 699 4.4 403 376 188

' Be in nrg in fsa yeur 1978 includes regional chief AU's Beinnang March 1981 icludes AJs on da
fror ; CC AU average 6nyoiticom are calculated to include Ofi 9.mvith learning curve Ior new AUs.

. Fermarenl sill 1scal year 1973-7i, be inn fiscal yea: 1979 includes AU temporary positions
S!rcA M, Office Of Herings and Appeals. 1982.
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THE DISA.3ILITY DEC:SIC:;:
A SEQUENTI.L EV;-.LUATO, F=::S

NOT DISABLEt~-.AA.

No
NOT DISABLED-*-

IS THE INDIVIDUAL CUP..--E\'TLY
WORKING AT THE SGA LEVEL?

No

DOES THE INDIVIDUAL EAVE
A SEVERE I.PAIRMENT?

Yes

DOES THE INDIVIDUAL'S
IMPAIRMENT .EET OR EwUAL
THE DEGREE OF SEVERITY IN*
THE MEDICAL LISTINGS
PUBLISHED IN REGULATIONS?

IYes DISABLED

No

Not Disabled Yes

DOES THE INDIVIDUAL'S
IMPAIR.,tENT PREVENT HIM FRZM
DOING HIS PAST RELEVANT W:.J

Yes

. T
WHEN CONSIDERING THE
INDIVIDUAL'S IPAIRMENT, AGE,
EDUCATION, TRAINING AN'D WOK No
EXPERIENCE, CAN HE PEZO.. No DISABLED
ANY OTHER JOBS WHICH EXISTS
IN SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS IN
THE NATIONAL ECONOMY?

NOT DISABLED-- No

I I

I
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STAGES OF DISABILITY DECISION-MAKING

Administered
by;:

ssA District office
or State Agency (DDS)*

state Agency (DDS)*,

SSA's Administra-
tive Law Judges

SSA's Appeals
Council

Federal Court
System

Time allowed
'to request
next stace

60 days

60 days

Average time
from request 1 ,
to decision

46 days

39 days

60 days 165 days

60 days 66 daysY

NotAvailable

'Disability Determination Service.

, For DI cases including the DI portion of a concurrent case.

2/ Includes DI, OASI, S5! and Black Lung cases.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. The committee will come to order.
Today the Senate Finance Committee's holds hearings on social

security's disability insurance program generally, and specifically
on issues related to why 50 percent and more of those now receiv-
ing disability benefits and whose cases are being reviewed are
having their assistance terminated.

If it is agreeable to members of the committee, I have a state-
ment which I will insert in the record at this point but will not
take the time to read or discuss in full.

senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
First, I would like to express my appreciation to both you and

Senator Dole for holding this hearing. I remember the discussions
we had, and I'm most appreciative.

I am going to abbreviate my opening statement. A full copy of
my opening statement has been made available.

I would only note, Mr. Chairman, that this issue is extremely
crucial. There is going to be at least one amendment, maybe more,
offered on the debt ceiling bill to do something about this problem
of continuing disability investigations.

The problem, very briefly, is that there is a tremendous volume
of these redeterminations. The volume is growing at a fast rate,
and I frankly think that every bit of evidence suggests that it is a
volume that can't be intelligently managed or handled.

There is absolutely no question in my mind that individuals are
being removed from the rolls at a rate far faster than Congress
ever envisaged, let alone intended.

Originally Congress saw very little in the way of savings here-
maybe $10 million. Right now OMB, or the President's budget, is
looking at more than- $3 billion in savings from these continuing
disability investigations, and that was never even considered a pos-
sibility when the law was enacted in 1980.

Finally, there are large numbers of individuals who go through
this redetermination, have their benefits cut off and undergo con-
siderable pain and suffering, and then at some later time, have
their benefits reinstated by the administrative law judge who rules
that the termination was incorrect.

These are all symptoms of a process that is not working the way
we intended it to work.

One of the best examples I have come across, and one that docu-
ments in some detail all of these claims that we are making
against the current system, is the case of one woman from my own
State of Pennsylvania, Kathleen McGovern of Philadelphia. She
was found dead after having been notified previously of the fact
that her social security disability determination had gone against
her.

The staff of the Aging Committee and I investigated this case.
We are releasing a letter today to the GAO asking for their review
of this whole CDI process. That letter is accompanied by a letter
which I sent to Secretary Schweiker detailing-in four pages worth
of details-the specific shortcomings, mismanagement, shoddiness,
and general insensitivity that we found in the administration of
the specific case of Kathleen McGovern of Philadelphia. It is a
most unhappy record. It is one that I believe we in the Congress

11-:W4; 0-S2--2
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have a responsibility to correct, not just for the Kathleen McGov-
erns but for all the thousands of our constituents who are being
wrongly denied their disability benefits.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I want to thank you for holding
this hearing. I would like at this time just to mention that we are
privileged to have with us today our secretary of labor and indus-
try from the State of Pennsylvania, Mr. Barry Stern, who will be
appearing on a panel later. As I understand it, Mr. Chairman, Mr.
Stern will be called up as part of the first panel of witnesses, along
with Dr. Cohen, who I see in the audience, and Dr. John Talbott.
Another witness from Pennsylvania, Mrs. Shapiro, the executive
director of the Pennsylvania Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities,
was most unfortunately taken quite ill this morning and was
unable to make the trip. Her testimony, however, will be made
part of the hearing record.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
[The prepared statement of Senator Heinz and attachments

follow:]

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

I want to commend the distinguished Chairman of the Finance Committee for
holding this hearing. The problems surrounding the program of continuing disabil-
ity investigations are so serious that they demand the urgent attention of this Com-
mittee and of the full Senate.

The goal of reviewing the disability status of individuals on the social security
rolls is a sound and necessary principle. But the current program goes way beyond
what Congress envisaged when it mandated the periodic reviews in 1980. And it is
also clear to me that the program is not working well from the standpoint of equity
to the individuals involved.

There are three major problems, as I see them:
First, the sheer volume of CDIs is growing at too fast a pace to ensure that dis-

ability beneficiaries receive the careful, complete medical reviews they deserve.
When the Government of the United States suddenly begins running 600,000 to
800,000 people a year through a mass reexamination mill, there is a serious risk of
trampling upon the rights of large numbers of individuals. We almost certainly add
to the pressure on local officials to take shortcuts. . . and where we encourage indi-
viduals to take shortcuts, we create a climate conducive to error.

The second problem is that individuals are being removed from the rolls at a rate
that far exceeds what Congress envisaged. Between October 1, 1980 and the end of
May 1982-more than 220,000 people were terminated. Currently, the Social Secu-
rity Administration is terminating 45 percent of the beneficiaries it reviews. When
Congress passed the Disability Amendments of 1980, the periodic disability review
was expected to produce no net savings during the first 3 years fiscal year (1982-84).
And, during the 4 year period fiscal year 1982 through 85, the periodic reviews were
projected to save $10 million. Yet, the President's fiscal year 1983 budget indicates
that the CDI's vill now save $3.25 billion in fiscal year 1982-84-or 325 times the
original estimate. And SSA's internal projections of the CDI savings are even
higher.

The third major problem with the CDI's is that large numbers of individuals, who
are ultimately found to be legitimately entitled to benefits, are put through a har-
rowing and unnecessary ordeal. Mr. Chairman, 65 percent of the individuals who
appeal their terminations to the administrative law judges have their benefits rein-
stated. But in the interim, they undergo long months without any benefits-in fact,
a year or more is not uncommon; they suffer painful anxiety about how they will
meet their family's obligations; and they frequently incur the additional expense of
pajing for the services of an attorney.

These three systemic problems with the CDI process demand an immediate reso-
lution.

We must slow down the volume of CDI's to a level that is both manageable by
State agencies and conducive to high quality reviews.
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We must give beneficiaries some additional protection against unfair terminations
by requiring the Federal Government to bear the burden of proof that an individual
is no longer disabled.

We must extend the availability of benefits through the appeals process to reduce
the hardship upon those who are terminated at one level of the Social Security Ad-
ministration only to be reinstated at a higher level of judicial authority.

Mr. Chairman, the disability insurance trust fund is financially sound. The rate of
new awards is at the lowest point in the history of the program, and roughly half
the 1975 level. There is simply no need to take a meat axe to this program at the
expense of men and women who contributed to this program throughout their work-
ing years.

We can-and must-make adjustments in the CDI program to restore balance to
the system on behalf of beneficiaries and still preserve the sound principle of period-
ic disability reviews.

This hearing is a major step in that direction. In addition, I am today asking the
General Accounting Office to undertake a major investigation of the process fol-
lowed by the Social Security Administration in evaluating the disabilities of individ-
uals suffering from mental illness.

The general problems with the CDI's-which I have already outlined in my state-
ment-in combination with the special problems of evaluating mental disabilities,
have together conspired to impose a special hardship on the mentally ill. The case
of one Pennsylvania woman, Kathleen McGovern, is illustrative of this situation. I
have already alerted Secretary Schweiker to my concerns about this individual case,
in light of allegations that her death may have been a suicide. Her case is shock-
ing-not only because of the way it was processed-but primarily because it is typi-
cal of what is happening to thousands and thousands of the mentally ill who are
undergoing scrutiny by the Social Security Administration.

But it is my hope that the agony she experienced in her CDI investigation can be
spared the tens of thousands more who will be reviewed in this process in the
coming months.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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August 18, 1982

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

As Chairman of the Special Committee on Aging, I am deeply concerned
about the process followed by the Social Security Administration and the State
agencies in determining whether individuals suffering from mental Impairments are
eligible for Social Security and Supplemental Security Income benefits.

I am therefore requesting the GAO to thoroughly evaluate SSA's regulations,
policies and procedures for determining disability of those who are suffering from
mental illness or mental retardation. In particular, I would like the GAO to evaluate
any potential conflicts between these procedures and the substance of the law, and
I would like the GAO to make specific recommendations that will ensure that the
spirit of the law is accurately reflected in the procedures observed by SSA.

You are probably aware that several suicides have Occurred in connection with
the termination of disability benefits. In reviewing the circumstances surrounding
one alleged suicide - the case of Kathleen McGovern - I noted serious deficiencies
in the procedures for dealing with claimants with diagnoses of mental illnesses, and,
in particular, the possible failure on the part of agency officials to evaluate the
seriousness of suicidal tendencies. I pointed out these deficiencies in a letter to
Secretary Schweiker, which is attached for your information. In particular, you
should note the apparent discrepancies between the findings of the psychiatric
consultative examiner and the physician employed by the State agency. According
to the also-enclosed letter from Dr. Lebovitz, State agency physicians consistently
disregard the reports of treating and consulting psychiatrists.

Various mental health organizations have also stated that many individuals
with severe mental impairments are being denied disability because of the following
reasons: 1) SSA's medical criteria do not reflect current professional standards and
nomenclature; 2) the methods for evaluating the Individual's capacity to work fail
to reflect good professional practices; and 3) decisions are often based on insufficient
medical documentation, often, on one brief consultative examination.

Mental health organizations also state that because the Social Security medical
listings are not current, persons who are mentally disabled within the meaning of
the law do not meet SSA's medical criteria. Further, those individuals who do not
meet the medical listings are not afforded a realistic evaluation of their so-called
"residual functional capacity". Therefore, the medical listings become the final
arbiter of whether or not one is disabled.
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Psychiatric consultants have publicly complained that the brief time allotted to
them to evaluate the patient's condition Is altogether insufficient to reach a valid
conclusion about the individual's mental health, and the American Psychiatric Association
(APA) has pointed out that the consultations are too cursory and too brief to be of
value. I enclose a copy of the letter Dr. James Folsom sent to Commissioner
Svahn, which spells out some of the concerns of the APA.

Because of the large numbers of mentally disabled individuals who receive
Social Security and SS1 disability benefits, and because large numbers of those
diagnosed as mentally Ill are being denied benefits or losing previously granted
benefits, It is important that the Special Committee on Aging, with your assistance,
make a thorough examination of the decisionmaking process and the criteria used to
decide disability cases.

Because of the urgency surrounding the high rates of termination of disabled
individuals, I am also asking the GAO to expedite this investigation and make a
preliminary report to me as soon as possible. The GAO has been of considerable
assistance to this Committee in the past, and I thank you, in advance, for your
prompt attention to this request.

JH/fmh
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

August 3, 1982

The Honorable Richard S. Schweiker
Secretary of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue; S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I am writing to you about Kathleen McGovern, a former social security and
SSI beneficiary, who received notification that her disability benefits were to be
terminated. Kathleen McGovern was found dead in her apartment and the allegation
was initially made that she committed suicide as a result of depression caused by
the threatened loss of her benefits. Whatever the final findings of the investigation
of that issue, serious broader questions remain to be answered.

As Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, I immediately asked
the General Accounting Office to undertake a review of the McGovern case. In
addition, the Social Security Administration provided the Committee with the file
on Kathleen McGovern. Our review of the case generated the following questions,
which we would like answered at the earliest possible date.

Although the questions directly relate to Kathleen McGovern, the answers
have a bearing upon the entire program of continuing disability investigations and,
in particular, the processes employed in reevaluating the disability status of
beneficiaries suffering from mental illness.

The first question is: Why does the file indicate contradictory statements by
SSA and State agency personnel regarding the date of onset of Kathleen McGovern's
disability? The Summary Fact Sheet states the onset date was established as JuTe
36, i979, when the claimant "began regular treatment at Einstein Day Hospital".
Yet the Office of Disability Operations Medical Consultant's case analysis dated
6/17/82 begins: "This 40-year old woman began receiving title I1 DIB with an onset
date of 6-78." Form SSA 2417 indicates date of onset was June 30, 1975. SSA
Form 833 dated 3/17/82 indicates date of onset of 6/78, while SSA Form 833 dated
7/27/81 indicates date of onset of 6/30/75. Both 833s, with contradictory dates of
onset, were signed by the same reviewing physician,

Question 2: Why was the Senate Special Committee on Aging not supplied
all the files on Kathleen McGovern upon request? Although SSA did supply the
Title 11 Social Security file, the SSI file was not received. On the contrary, it was
shipped to the Federal Storage Facility in Wilkes Barre, where it arrived on June
25, 1982, one week after the Committee's request. I ask that you recall this SSI
file and make it available to the Committee staff.

Question 3: Why was the SSI file not associated with the Title II file at the
time this concurrent Title ISSI disabIityinvestiation was undertaken? .. e have
learned that Kathlleen Mcoovern's F--e-ipt of 1b'-c-fits was not continuous. and
that she filed a new SSI disability application in June 1978. Without the SSI file,
we cannot determine whether new medical evidence was supplied upon reapplication.
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Question 4: Why were normal procedures not used in processing Kathleen
McGovern's disability termination appeal? This was a concurrent Title 11fitle XV1
case. An informational report of contact in the file, dated 3/16/82 and signed

, reads:

"Please note: a CDI reconsideration may only be filed on a Title II claim -
concurrent and Title XV1 only claims must fi e for a hearing."

The reconsideration filed September 8, 1981, and filled out by SSA personnel, as
well as the reconsideration decision dated February 5, 1982, should not have been
rendered. The case should have been immediately elevated to the Administrative
Law Judge level.

Compounding this original error, a from Philadelphia Downtown
Social Security Office sent a memo to the DDS which reads:

"We need to have a CDI decision made for the SSI benefits she (Kathleen
McGovern) also receives.

Since she receives SSA/SSI you should have made 2 decisions. SSA benefits
stopped in 9/81. Also notify claimant was due process (sic)."

On the basis of this erroneous handling of the case, and the recommendations
by SSA personnel, a second SSA-833 was completed and signed by two disau..ity
examiners and two reviewing physicians, and a notice of planned action (and
reconsideration denial of benefits) was sent to Kathleen McGovern in March 1982.

It appears, therefore, that In the 7 months between the initial termination
letter dated August 18, 1981, and the hearing application filed March 22, 1982,
Kathleen McGovern went through a lengthy, stressful, and unnecessary reconsideration
decision process.

SSA should have been aware that the CDI process itself generated considerable
stress for Kathleen McGovern. Her signed statement dated July 14, 1981. indicated:
"I suffered a nervous breakdown several years ago and after receiving this letter
(notice of CDI investigation) my nerves are reaUy bad, I don't want to go back to
Bayberry State Hospital."

The summary medical report from Albert Einstein Medical Center, Daroff
Division, for the hospitalization during 8/24/81 through 9/11/81, further documents
the stress related to the CDI:

"Mrs. McGovern was admitted 9/24/81 complaining of depression and suicidal
thoughts. The depression was precipitated by the fact that on August 21 the
patient found out that her social security check was being stopped. It made
her extremely depressed and disoriented. She suddenly felt that she had
nothing to live for and all her plans had collapsed. Consequently she was
thinking of taking an overdose, however, she was able to realize that she
needed help and went to the emergency roon and subsequently was admitted
to the unit."
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Question 5: Why was there no documented effort by SSA or State agency
personnel to evaluate Kathleen McGovern's suicidal tendecies? Iin addition to the
suicidal expressions noted above, the report by the consultative physician, M
@ , dated 12/17/81, states at the very outset: "Patient to be admitted for

suicidal ideation." This failure by SSA and State agency personnel to respond to
serious suicide threats leads me to believe that either no - or very inadequate -
procedural guidelines exist for such cases.

Question 6: Why were Kathleen McGovern's contradictory statements not
evaluated and resolved? In an untitled questionnaire with the claims representative
HoUand's name at the top, dated 4/15/81, Kathleen McGovern responded that she
attends 'ball games, movies, and plays cards". An earlier response on the same
form says she spends her days "cleaning, cooking, visiting friends and relatives,
watching TV". AU of these social activities conflict with her statement of 9/8/81
on the Report of Continuing Disability Interview. Under "Daily Activities", the box
"engaging in social activities" was Indicated as an area in which she had difficulty
or needed assistance. Her explanation: "I do not socialize because I get very
nervous in a crowd and I cannot function well." It appears that the response on
4/15/81 copied the precise words used in the question. Further, the consultative
report of 12/17/81 clearly indicated that she was not doing the things indicated on
4/15/81. Yet there Is no documented effort to resolve these contradictions.

Question 7: Why are there contradictions between the findings of the State
agency and the consultative report by P date 12/17/81? For example,
Dr. C10 describes Kathleen McGovern as "inadequate - Totally dependent on
institutions, agencies and boyfriend to make all decisions. No Interests. Unmotivated.
Cannot shop for self. Cannot prepare meals except very rudimentary items." Yet
the reconsideration decision dated 1/7/82, which was allegedly based in part on Dr.
M 's report, states: "Although she depends on others and has structured her

living to such, there is no marked restrictive qualities to her day to day living or
her ability to Interact with others". These two findings are in obvious conflict.

The reconsideration decision found her memory was "good". Yet Dr. I
reported that her memory was "subjectively poor" and had deteriorated. Further,
the reconsideration decision states: "She can adequately [elate to people in a work
setting." flow did the examiner and the reviewing physician reach that conclusion,
when the CE report describes her as "withdrawn, seclusive, stoic, isolated. les no
friends outside of a single boyfriend who is inadequate himself"? Yet the examiners,
who never saw this woman, found she would have no problem relating to people in
a work setting.

Question 8: What vocational evidence was used to reach the conclusion in
the reconsideration that "Fier relevant work history is that of a waitress, a semi-
skilled light occupation which would reqoire superisual sic) contacts and routine
repetitive movements"? The vocational report which disability adjudica-tor--

sent to Kathleen McGovern on April 13, 1981, and which was returned to
SSA (date stamped April 27, 1981) is completely blank.

Yet the reconsideration decision was that she could perform her past
relevant work As a waitress. She had not worked since 1972. Oil her hearing
application she indicated that she tried volunteci v:ork "un(l I was a nervous wreck
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after 4 days. I couldn't keep working." There was no development by SSA or the
State agency of this volunteer work experience.

On her original application for disability benefits, she stated she had only
worked 4 to 5 months as a waitress and that, moreover, she did not believe she
had social security insured status. She later was the subject of an SSA investigation
because of scrambled earnings. Kathleen McGovern indicated she had not worked
for the employers listed on the earnings record background. In fact, a claims
representative has a memo in file indicating that if her denial of employment is
correct, she does not have insured status for disability. In short, there is a major
question about the inadequate vocational development of this case.

Question 9: Why was the reviewing physician who signed both the
Initial termination of benefits and the reconsideration decision of 1/13/82? Is it
customary for the same physician to review the original decision "and the appeal?

In closing, my review of this individual case raises two major concerns about
the entire program of accelerated continuing disability investigations.

First, there is a real question as to how adequate SSA's procedures are for
dealing with beneficiaries who are mentally ill. I am concerned-that such
beneficiaries have serious problems responding to the bureaucratic questionnaires
sent out by the agency, and I question how well .they can present their case while
they are simultaneously suffering from symp'tonl like thought disorder, chronic
depression, or social withdrawal. I think it Is imperative that SSA take steps to
advise SSA and State agency personnel of the need for a special effort on their
part to make sure that beneficiaries and applicants who are mentally ill are
capable of understanding the CDI process and are capable of complying with all
aspects of it. If they require assistance, SSA should provide it.

Second, my review of this case indicates that this continuing disability
investigation was characterized by incorrect procedures and an apparent failure to
resolve contradictory evidence in the file. I am concerned that the sheer volume
of CDIs, and the workload deadlines associated with them, contribute to hasty
processing of cases. I would like to see SSA Issue guidelines that will result in a
more complete development of decisions. In particular, the rationale used by State
agency personnel in support of their decision should be more elaborate and more
specific in stating how the decision was reached on these matters where conflicting
medical and vocational evidence is involved.

I would greatly appreciate that you make the SSI file on Kathleen McGovern
available to the Senate Special Committee on Aging at the earliest opportunity.
Your prompt response to the specific questions raised in this letter would also be
appreciated.

si y,

JOHN IP , }
Chairman

JII/f ant
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DOCTORS LESOVITZ AND GUEHL
AssocIATS. P. C.

WEiTER HALL. APRATMENTS
441@ IrtrTH AVENUE

PITTSBUROH. PINNSYIVANIA 15213

TEIAPoN, 681-9177

June 22, 1982

Senator John Heinz
2031 Federal Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

Dear Senator Heinz:

I am in the private practice of psychiatry. In my work I am seeing
injustice brought on by the Social Security Disability program that should
not be permitted. Many of my patients, who are barely surviving-because
of their mental health conditions, are being systematically harassed with
terminations and appeals, which are aggravating their illnesses, and
causing great suffering.

I have had personal experience where my reports, and those of the
psychiatrists consulting for Social Security, have been totally ignored,
and disability payments were unjustifiably terminated by bureaucrats
whose only interest seems to be to save money. In the majority of the
appeal cases that I have been involved in, these decisions to terminate
disability were reversed once I presented the evidence to the administrative
law judges.

Before me, as I vrite this letter, I have a review form for the
case of a patient for whom I had to give testimony last August to help
her receive disability. At the time of the appeal I testified that she
was totally and permanently disabled by her mental illness. The review
being requested now, after such a short time, is nothing more than
harassment, which will end up causing this patient mental anguish, and,
for the second tine in a year, loss of money for lawyers fees, etc..

I do not take issue with the government's right to dispense or not
dispense disability payments under social security. I do take issue with
the unfairness of the bureaucratic harassment of a segment of the
population that is most vulnerable and impotent, the mentally ill.

If you have concern for your constituents, and wish to pursue
this further, I can supply many names, dates, cases, etc..

Sincerely yors

AAe/EaLe ovitz, . ,D,
A.L/sbs
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American Psychiatric Association
1700 Eighteenth Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009 * Telephone: (202) 797-4900

June 29, 1932

John Svahn
Comwissioner
Social Security Administration
Department of Health & Human Services
P.O. Box 1585
Baltimore, 1D 21203

Dear Commissioner Svahn:

On behalf of the American Psychiatric Association, a medical
specialty society representing over 27,000 psychiatrists
nationwide, Z am pleased to respond to your call for comments on
proposed regulations amending and revising the medical evaluation
criteria for both the Social Security Disability insurance and
Supplemental Security Income disability programs, (Federal Old-
Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurancep Revised Medical Criteria
for the Determination of Disability, 20 Ci Part 404) published in
the Thursday May 6, 1982 Federal Register (Vol 47, No 88).

As you are aware, the APA has been deeply concerned about the
current conduct of the SSDI program, based in large part on the
growing body of evidence attesting to an adverse impact upon
mentally ill persons either now under investigation for continuing
disability and retention of the SSDZ rolls, or first applying for
disability benefits. We well recognize that many of the apparent
difficulties facing such individuals are based in statute, not
regulation. For example, the statutory requirement that a person
be deemed ineligible for SSDI if he or she has the residual
functioning capacity to perform any work available in the national
economy has certain unique perverse repercussions for the mentally
Ill. The availability of employment which, it would appear, but
without regard to such person's disabling psychiatric illness, a
mentally ill person may be able to perform, does nqt, mean for
such individuals, that such employment is possible. I am sure
that you understand, for example, that often it is impossible for
a mentally ill person to negotiate a ten-block but ride to a place
of employment by virtue of the illness itself.

Other difficulties are based in practice -- operating procedures
which, due to the tremendous volume of casework now thrust upon
the separate state claims examiners may not be consistent with SSA
regulation. We know, for example, that SSA has urged special
attention be taken in notification and evaluation of the mentally
ill -- whether applying for SSDI for the first time, or undergoing
a CDI. Such "going the extra mile,* as SSA staff has described
this effort, has simply not occurred, to the ultimate detriment of
many of the mentally disabled. We further know that there are
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insufficient staff psychiatrists at the state level to provide the
special technical expertise necessary to assure appropriate
interpretation and review of disability case files. Sufficient
numbers of properly and clinically trained claims examiners are
simply not available to either keep pace with the increased
workload of CDI reviews (approximately 31,000 per month this year)
or to make the kinds of clinical judgments appropriate based upon
a clear medical record. Further, we are concerned that
insufficient attention is being paid at that initial review level
to thorough evaluation of vocational as well as the medical
factors in the disability determination process. The SSA's own
five-step disability determination process is not followed
completely, again, particularly adversely impacting upon the
mentally ill.

In fact, however, some of the difficulties, particularly for the
mentally ill, are based on the so-called "Medical Listings,* the
subject of the proposed rulemaking and upon which we are now
pleased to provide our clinical expertise and comment. It should
be noted at the outset, that APA rehabilitation experts have
recently completed a chapter on "Mental and Behavioral Disorders"
which will appear in the new AMA publication, Guides to the
Evaluation of Permanent Impairment and which provides invaluable
advice and shots forth principles which may well be appropriate
guides upon which claims examiners should rely when interpreting
the listings.

Our substantive recommendations are specifically addressed to
Sections 12.03 and 12.04 (Functional Psychotic Disorders and
Functional Nonpsychotic Disorders). As well, we are concerned
about the nomenclature utilized in these sections of the
regulations. Each will be discussed in turn.

Section 12.03 - Functional Psychotic Disorders

Current regulations require that patients suffering from mood
disorders, schizophrenics or paranoid states evidence both A and
am

A. Manifested persistence of one or more of the following

clinical signs

1. Depression (or elation); or

2. Agitation; or

3. Psychomotor disturbances or

4. Hallucinations or delusions; or

5. Autistic or other regressive behavior; or

6. Inappropriateness of affect; or
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7. Illogical association of ideas;

B. Resulting presistence of marked restriction of daily
activities and constriction of interests and seriously
impaired ability to relate to other people.

Our suggested change in OA' would eliminate the current
requirement that patients manifest active psychotic symptoms upon
examination. Instead, our le v---s recognizes and adopts he
accepted professional practice in psychiatry to take into account
evaluating the nature and severity of a patient's illness,
medically documented persistence of psychotic symptoms and signs,
even if those signs are not continuously present, and thus may not
be evident at the moment of the examination.

Requiring that acute clinical signs be manifest at the time of the
examination fails to assess fairly and adequately mental illnesses
characterized by an intermittent pattern of symptoms and signs or
mental illnesses where overt symptoms and signs are controlled by
medication. Experience has shown that where a patient
demonstrates at least two of the 'BO criteria (marked restriction
of daily activities, constriction of interest or impaired ability
to relate to other people) in the presence of documented
Intermittent clinical signs or signs and symptoms controlled by
medication, the illness is disabling. Moreover, these disabling
effects are not limited only to those periods where acute symptoms
and signs are evident.

Our proposed change in "B would modify the requirements that an
individual demonstrate three major impairments in combination with
the clinical signs to be designated per se disabled. Good
clinical practice indicates that 'marked restriction of daily
activities" or 'seriously impaired ability to relate to other
people' alone might be sufficient to establish presumptive
disability, and certainly, coupled with "constriction of
interests, either should establish per se disability.

Further, we recommend that any evaluation of the impairments set
forth in 'B' should consider such issues as frequency,
appropriateness, autonomy and comprehension. For example, if, to
ascertain potential restriction of daily activities, it were asked
whether the patient cooked, it would be important to further learn
whether that was once a year, or three times a day, and whether
the patient were cooking food or using the stove
inappropriately. Only if such issues are considered can a
verifiable determination for or against disability be made.

Consistent with these recommendations, we propose that Section
12.03 of these regulations be modified to read as follows:

A. Medically documented persistence, either continuous or
intermittent (even if medication may have reduced in
some measure the intensity) of any one of the following
clinical signs:
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1. Depression (or elation); or

2. Agitation; or

3. Psychomotor disturbances; or

4. Hallucinations or delusions; or

S. Autistic or other regressive behavior; or

6. Inappropriateness of affect or

7. Illogical association of ideas;

B. Resulting persistence documented as to frequency,
appropriateness, autonomy and comprehension of at least
two of the following impairments

I. marked restriction of daily activities

2. constriction of interests

3. seriously impaired ability to relate to
other people.

Section 12.04 Functional Nonpsychotic Disorders

The current regulations parallel Section 12.03 requiring
*manifested persistence of one or more" of a list of 7 clinical
signs (Part A) and *resulting persistence of marked restriction of
daily activities and conatriction of interests and deterioration
in personal habits and seriously impaired ability to relate to
other r people' (Part 3).

The ihangea we propose in Section 12.04 relect similar concerns as
articulated above in reference to Section 12.03. As above "A's'
medically documented clinical signs, even though not evident at
the moment of the examination should, if 3 of the 4 impairments
('3') are also met, constitute a suffcient predicate for a finding
of per se disability. Furt.er, the descriptors *demonstrable'
Persistent" and 'recurrent' are deleted from the list of clinical
signs since they are redundant.

Thus, we propose that Section 12.04 of the regulations be modified
as follows.

A. Melically documented persistence, either continuous or
intermittent, (even if medication may have reduced in
some measure the intensity) of any one of the following
clinical signs:

1. Structural changes mediated through
psychophysiological channels (e.g., duodenal
ulcer); or
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2. Periods of anxiety, with tension, apprehension,
and interference with concentration and memory
or

3. Depressive affect with insomnia, lose of weight,
and suicidal preoccupation; or-

4. Phobic or obsessive ruminations with
inappropriate, bizarre or disruptive behavior3
or

5. Compulsive, ritualistic behavior or

6. Functional disturbance of vision, speech,
hearing, or use of a limb with demonstrable
structural or trophic changes or

7. Deeply ingrained, maladaptive patterns of
behavior manifested by either

a. Seclusiveness or autistic thinking; or

b. Pathologically inappropriate suspiciousness
or hostility;

a. Resultant persistence, documented as to frequency,
appropriateness, autonomy and comprehension of at least
three of the following impairments:

a. marked restriction of daily activities;

b. constriction of interests

c. deterioration in personal habits

d. seriously impaired ability to related to other
people

Nomenclature

The current regulations use outdated nomenclature inconsistent
with that employed by practicing professionals. This lack of
consistency creates confusion not only for the treating
psychiatrist submitting information to the Social Security
Administration about his or her patient, but also makes SSA
evaluation of such disability unnecessarily difficult. Reports
prepared by psychiatrists using current diagnostic categories and
descriptive terms will, in effect, have to be first *translated'
by SSA claims examiners. Not only is this costly and time-
consuming, but it introduces the potential for errors in decision-
making due to simple misunderstandings based on differing
terminology.
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We note, for example, that in Section 12.04, one of the disorders
referred to is 'neurotic disorders." Such terminology no longer
is utilized in psychiatric clinical diagnosis and practice.
Bence, its utility is severely limited.

For these reasons, then, we suggest that the descriptions of
symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic categories be made
consistent with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders ZXI - the current manual. -

We are cognizant that much of the disability determination process
Is based on judgment of the levels of the intensity of, signs,
symptoms and impairments. However, we strongly believe that such
Judgements should be based on the skillfully developed, medically
appropriate clinical evaluations conducted by psychiatrists (and
psychological testing where appropriate). We would hope,
therefore, that as claims examiners utilize these listings, that
the latter reflect accurately the state of the art and that the
former are appropriately trained to utilize the care materials
provided bi attending psychiatrists and other physicians.

Te APA hopes that you will act favorably upon our recommended
changes in the Kedical Listings, but also hopes to work directly
with you and your Disability Office in our mutual efforts to
assure that statutory, procedural as well as regulatory roadblocks
are lifted to assure that those individuals deserving and in need
of disability insurance are not frustrated in their legitimate
claims.

Sincerely,
.j .

O P olsom, M..
APA Comittee on Rehabilitation

J7/Ta saw
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Dole?- Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too have a statement.

I will not read it in its entirety, but I would like to summarize at
least part of what it says.

When Congress mandated in 1938 that social security disability
cases should be reviewed every 3 years, I supported this effort.
However, something has gone very, very wrong, as Senator Heinz
has said. Disability recipients who are terminated have the right to
appeal, and the Social Security Commissioner himself has stated
that it can take 15 months to have a hearing. Fifteen months with-
out any income is 15 months too long if you are disabled, unable to
work and support yourself and your family. So I have many ques-
tions about this review process.

Why does it take 15 months? Why are the administrative law
judges reversing termination decisions 67 percent of the time? Why
does the Social Security Administration view a case one way and
the administrative law judge another? Are different standards
being used? Why are these disabled people made to pay the price
for erroneous decisions? How do we expect these people to live in
the meantime, while the bureaucrats are backlogged, disagreeing
over standards?

So, Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you for holding these
hearings and hope that they will come up with some answers to
these questions.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Roth.
[The prepared statement of Senator Roth follows:]

TESTIMONY OF SENATOR WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR.

In 1980, Congress mandated that social security disability cases should be re-
viewed every 3 years. I supported this effort because in the past, some cases were
never reviewed and client files were not updated files were not updated to take into
account medical advancements or improvements in the medical status of claimants.

However, something has gone very very wrong. Disabilit recipients who are ter-
minated have the right to appeal, and the Social Security commissioner himself has
stated that it can take 15 months to have a hearing. 15 months without any income
is 15 months too long if you are disabled, unable to work and support yourself and
your familiy.

I have many questions about this review process. Why does it take 15 months?
Why are the administrative law judges reversing termination decisions 67 percent of
the time? Why does the Social Security Administration view a case one way and the
administrative law judge another way-are different standards being used? Why are
the people-these disabled people-made to pay the price for erroneous decisions?
How do we expect these people to live in the meantime-while the bureaucrats are
backlogged, disagreeing over standards?

I, for one am glad we are having this hearing. Maybe we can get some answers to
my questions. I hope we can find a solution soon-we cannot continue to have dis-
abled people suffering through no fault of their own.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I will just take a moment; I know my colleagues

are waiting to testify. I'd like to say at the outset that I appreciate
Senator Armstrong holding these hearings.

I want to assure those who are concerned about the disability in-
surance program that it hasn't been a lack of interest in the sub-
ject matter that has delayed the hearing. It is just that we have
been busy with some other important matters that aren't quite yet
complete, namely the tax bill. However, I understand the need to
turn to and address this problem.

11-346 0--82--:3
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I'd like to remind my colleagues that we passed the 1980 disabil-
ity amendments in the 96th Congress under the Carter administra-
tiQn. That bill passed the Senate by a vote of 87 to 1. There was a
great deal of support for reviewing some of the problems in the DI
program. Since then, we have learned that we might be losing as
much as $2 billion annually from people who are on the DI roles
but who are not disabled under the meaning of the law.

I don't for 1 minute think we should retreat from the position
that if you are not disabled under the meaning of the law you
shouldn t receive benefits. We have to insist on that. That doesn't
mean that some problems may not have developed in the process of
weeding ineligibles out of the system, as mandated by the 1980
amendments. That's what we are here today to try to look at in a
reasonable way.

I must say the House Ways and Means Committee subcommittee
had extensive hearings on the DI program and did report out a bill.
That bill hasn't gone anywhere though, which indicates the diffi-
culty of trying to reach consensus in this area. In any event, this is
a matter that deserves our immediate attention. I know that differ-
ent members have different ways to approach it. I would just urge
my colleagues not to rush to judgment. Give us a little time; don't
try to load up something on the debt ceiling, because we are going
to have to resist it. Give us time to work with the different points
of view and see if we can't be constructive in finding some way to
stop some of the abuses that have occurred.

The case that Senator Heinz mentioned is certainly one that has
been repeated many times; but there are also hundreds of cases
that ought to be addressed. I hope you will believe that we are sin-
cere in our efforts to try to reach a responsible consensus and will
act very quickly. Hopefully, when we come back from recess we
can report a bill out of this committee that will address the con-
cerns of every member.

So, Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Dole.
Senator Chafee, do you have a statement at this time?
Senator CHAFEE. I have a statement, Mr. Chairman, but I will

submit it for the record. Thank you very much.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN H. CHAFEE

I am pleased to be a part of the Finance Committee's efforts to investigate the
effects of the 1980 Social Security Disability Amendments.

These amendments require the Social Security Administration to review cases of
Social Security Disability Insurance recipients at least once every three years-
except where an individual's impairment is considered permanent.

The Bellmon Amendment, as this legislation is known, was in response to a zon-
cern that the SSDI program was growing out of control. The disability program pays
$18 billion a year in benefits to 4.6 million people, whose medical or mental condi-
tions prevent them from working. However, it appears that the efforts being made
to ferret out the ineligible recipients has had the effect of swinging the pendulum
too far in the other direction. And questions concerning the fairness of the investi-
gation and review process are justifiably being asked.

It heartens me to note the numerous bills that have been introduced which seek
to remedy the current situation. The efforts of my colleagues to end the injustices
inflicted on thousands of disability recipients are commendable. I also believe that
special thanks should be given to Chairman Dole for scheduling these hearings.
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The Social Security Disability Insurance program is an important part of the Fed-
eral government's "safety net' to protect those persons who can no longer support
themselves through work. SSDI is not a welfare program. There is no so-called
means test to determine benefits. Rather, the recipient's benefits are based on his or
her contribution to the program.

For almost 5 million workers and their dependents, this essential program has
made the difference that allowed severely disabled people to continue to support
themselves and their families. Older workers, in particular, has been able to collect
benefits under this program when their physical and mental illnesses have prevent-
ed them from continuing in their former work. In fact, more than half of the dis-
abled workers on the rolls are 55 or older.

In response to a rapid growth in the disability program Congress passed legisla-
tion in 197'4', and again in 1980, which sought to improve the incentives for disabled
beneficiaries to return to work. This legislation was accompanied by an effort on the
part of the Social Security Administration to tighten the management of disability
programs by working toward more uniform disability determinations and by re-ex-
amining beneficiaries more frequently to ascertain whether they remained disabled.

When a disabled worker is denied benefits or terminated from the SSDI roles, it is
possible for the worker to appeal. The disability appeals process involves four dis-
tinct levels-the State agencies, the Administrative Law Judges (ALJs), the Appeals
Council and the Courts.

The number of cases reversed on appeal has been increasing, with most of the
increase occurring at the AUJ level. Since, 1964, the percentage of reversals has
tripled. In ,my own State, the SSA has terminated the payment of monthly disability
benefits to 474 Rhode Islanders in 1981. This represented a cessation rate of 33 per-
cent as a total of 1428 cases were examined since the review began in April, 1981.
Thomas Fenton, the District Manager in Providence has informed me that the re-
versal rate at the AU level is above 60 percent.

A lack of uniformity among the different levels of adjudication is partially respon-
sible for a situation in which State agencies are denying about 70 percent of initial
claims while the ALJs are awarding benefits by reversing the State agencies in
about 60 percent of the cases.

I am alarmed at the problems surrounding SSDI since the stepped-up review proc-
ess was mandated in 1980. Disability beneficiaries are being terminated from the
rolls-many of whom never experienced any improvement in their condition.
Beneficiaries granted benefits in the past are currently being evaluated under more
stringent disability standards. For those recipients terminated and who persist
through the appeals process to the ALJ level, more than half are reinstated. There
is an increasing consensus that the problems with the disability review process need
to be addressed immediately!

Given the present scale of the SSDI program-2.8 million recipients receiving $1.1
billion each month-the objective of carrying out the 1980 review is a laudable one.
However, there must be a more exact and, therefore, more equitable way of doing
so.

It is my sincere hope that the facts presented during this hearing will result in
positive action on the part of this Congress. The situation, as it is today, is not toler-
able and cannot with conscience be allowed to continue.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Members of the committee, we are honored
to be joined this afternoon by four of our colleagues, each of whom
I think has a statement on this subject.

Senator Cohen, did you want to speak on this? I understand that
you have conducted some hearings on this subject yourself, so the
committee is particularly interested in your observations about it.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM S. COHEN, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MAINE

Senator COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement,
and I would ask unanimous consent that it be included in the
record in full. I will try to summarize from it.

I would like first of all to associate myself with the remarks of
the distinguished chairman of this committee, Senator Dole. He
says, in effect, that Congress went on record back in 1978 saying
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that this is an area that we think may be subject to abuse to the
extent that people who are not qualified to receive these benefits
are receiving them and that should be stopped.

By the same token, we want to see that those who are severely
disabled continue to receive their benefits. So I have no question
that the goal of what the 96th Congress did was correct, but I do
have some problems with the procedures that have been developed
to date.

Last May, Senator Levin and I conducted hearings in the Over-
sight Subcommittee on Government Affairs, and we found out a
number of things: One, we found that the Social Security Adminis-
tration's anticipated 20-percent estimate-20 percent of those
people who were receiving benefits ought to be discontinued-was
doubled. We found that they were terminating 40 percent of the
cases reviewed. Out of those 40 percent, we found that of those who
appealed those decisions more than two-thirds were actually being
reversed on appeal. So we found that people who had had their
benefits denied through the administrative process before their
cases got to the administrative law judges, who determined that in
fact they were entitled to continue to receive those benefits, had to
wait as long as 9 months, 12 months, sometimes even 15 or 16
months, with very severe hardships being inflicted upon those
people.

I know Senator Levin has one case to be discussed at length, and
I won't preempt his discussion of it, but I think it is one of the
more dramatic cases. I'm sure we could point to many others, as
Senator Heinz has found in his own State.

Senator Dole's point is also correct that, for every egregious
error we find, we can probably find a number of people who have
been receiving benefits who are no longer entitled to them.

But we have a problem: When 40 percent of the people are being
terminated, double the amount anticipated, and two-thirds of those
decisions at the State level are being overturned, something is
wrong with the procedure.

I would just summarize the major points that we discovered
during the course of our hearing: First, the Social Security Admin-
istration does not provide the claimants with an adequate notice
which would explain the gravity of the review and the benefici-
aries' responsibilities. Instead they have been sending out what I
believe is a highly misleading notice which simply informs the
claimant that his case or her case is "under review" to determine
if he "continues to meet the requirements."

Now, I don't suggest that the Social Security Administration is
acting out of deception or complicity or out of malice. What they
were concerned about was that they might shock the beneficiary if
they said, "Your benefits may be terminated." They didn't want to
do that, so they sent out a card saying "It is coming up for review
to see whether you have complied with the requirements." I think
that is misleading because it doesn't tell them enough. It didn't tell
them, for example, that they would have the burden of coming for-
ward and producing medical evidence, that their prior medical his-
tory was totally discounted, and there would be no consideration
given to the past medical record. So, to the extent claimants did
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not realize that they had to supply that medical information, they
were prejudiced very severely.

That was a major deficiency, in my judgment-the lack of ade-
quate notice. You ought to tell somebody "We are going to require
you to prove your disability, from scratch, starting over again. And
you've got the burden of proof," if in fact that is the system we
have. We are going to make recommendations about changing the
process; a number of members have recommendations. But it seems
to me that fair play requires that we tell the people what is going
to happen in that particular procedure.

Second, no face-to-face interviews are held with the claimants
until they actually appear before an administrative law judge. It
seems to me this absence of personal contact gives the claims ex-
aminer an incomplete picture of the claimant's true condition. I
think it also reinforces the beneficiary's feeling of bureaucratic in-
difference, to the extent that it is all conducted in some office with
no personal contact whatsoever until the claimant appeals to an
administrative law judge. I think that is a bad system in itself.

Third, there are different standards being applied, one by the
State agencies and another by the administrative law judges. For
example, notwithstanding the Federal court decisions, notwith-
standing Federal regulations, notwithstanding congressional intent,
there has been a decision made by the Social Security Administra-
tion to downplay, if not indeed eliminate, the consideration of per-
sonal pain. It has historically been the case that if you have objec-
tive signs of pain supported by medical evidence, would be a factor
to be taken into account in determining whether a person suffers
from a severe disability. We are talking about disabilities which to-
tally disable him, not just for that job that he was occupying but
for any job in the country, anywhere. So it is a very severe test to
begin with. And yet we find different standards being applied.
Under so-called POMS, the program operating manual system, the
SSA they directed that consideration of pain in effect be eliminat-
ed, and that is contrary to what the administrative law judges were
applying.

We have different standards being applied. Having a uniform
procedure, I believe is imperative.

Fourth, we found in a number of cases that the medical files
which the claims examiners rely upon are incomplete. They lack
current medical evidence from the treating physician.

Fifth, there is no presumption of validity accorded to the initial
decision which originally entitled the claimant to receive those
benefits. Instead, the SSA has a system of "zero-based eligibility,"
in which a claimant has to prove all over again that he or she is
entitled to benefits.

Sixth, in a number of cases individuals whose medical conditions
have actually deteriorated since they started to receive benefits
many years ago are having their benefits terminated.

Those were the major findings from our subcommittee hearing.
In short, the hearing revealed a disturbing pattern of misinforma-
tion, incomplete medical examinations, inadequately documented
reviews, bureaucratic indifference, erroneous decisions, financial
and emotional hardships-I believe we had evidence of eight sui-
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cides that occurred following the termination of the disability pay-
ments-and a very overburdened system.

Senator Levin and I have a bill which we have introduced which
would do the following: It would shift the burden of proof from the
disability recipient to the Government to show why the benefits
ought to be discontinued; it would require a showing of medical im-
provement or evidence of working, fraud, or error before the termi-
nation; it would impose uniform standards, subject to public notice
and comment, on all the decisionmakers; it would require State
agencies to conduct face-to-face interviews with those whose bene-
fits are likely to be terminated; it would eliminate reconsideration
by the State agency to shorten the appeals process-as it is now,
the State agency .makes an initial determination, and if you are
turned down, you can apply for reconsideration, and then you can
appeal to an administrative law judge, so we would exclude that
second step. Finally we would include a definition of pain in the
statute and continue the benefits-up until the administrative law
judge stage, so that the benefits would continue pending appeal. If
the administrative law judge then sustains the termination deci-
sion, that person would have an obligation to make restitution for
benefits that were improperly received up to that time.

Now that brings me to the point that Senator Dole made: Our
bill includes major recommendations. It is a fairly comprehensive
proposal that Senator Levin and I have submitted for the consider-
ation of the Congress. We think it is going to take some time to
consider and to determine what it is going to cost, what the reve-
nue losses or gains might be.

We have suggested a temporary measure, however, and I have
discussed this with Senator Dole and others. We need some sort of
short-term relief as well.

There are two things that we have recommended that I believe
are sensible to consider on the debt limit bill: One is to at least
mandate that the Secretary of Health and Human Services at least
take into account the caseloads with respect to the States. There
are some States that have no backlog to speak of; there are others
in which they are overloaded with cases to the point where they
are just shoving the cases through, terminating them, taking them
up on appeal. The Secretary ought to be mandated to make a
review to see how they can slow down reconsideration of cases in
those States where they are overburdened. It seems to me that you
would thereby reduce the likelihood of unfair and unjust termina-
tions.

Second, as a temporary measure we would recommend that we
continue the payment of benefits through the administrative law
judge level.

It seems to me if we would take those two measures, even though
we would like to have the full comprehensive package considered,
it would do a great deal in a very short time to relieve the pain
that is being inflicted.

So those are the two recommendations I would make, Mr. Chair-
man-a short-term solution and the more comprehensive one that
we have suggested.

[The prepared statement of Senator Cohen follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

SENATOR WILLIAM S. COHEN

before the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY REVIEWS

August 18, 1982

Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate having this opportunity

to testify on the Social Security Administration's continuing

disability investigations.

As you are aware, the Social Security Administration,

in response to a congressional mandate, has been reviewing

the eligibility of hundreds of thousands of individuals with

non-permanent disabilities. In my judgment, Congress was

correct in mandating periodic reviews to identify those

individuals who have recovered sufficiently to be able to

resume working. The implementation of this law, however,

has created chaos and inflicted pain that Congress neither

envisioned nor desired when it enacted what was intended to

be a sound management tool. The problem is not with the

principle of the periodic reviews, but rather with the manner

in which they are being conducted. And we in Congress share

a large measure of responsibility for failing to establish

specific guidelines for selecting the cases and conducting

the investigations.

On May 25, Senator Levin and I held a hearing in our

Governmental Affairs Oversight of Government Management

Subcommittee to investigate numerous reports that
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truly disabled people from all over the country were having

their benefits terminated as a result of the new reviews.

What we found was most disturbing. Benefits were being

discontinued in more than 40 per cent of the cases reviewed --

far above the 20 per cent rate originally predicted by the

SSA itself. Yet, more than two-thirds of the claimants who

appealed were eventually reinstated to the program after a

hearing before an Administrative Law Judge. The tragedy is

that, in waiting for reinstatement, these severely disabled

persons and their families must go without benefits for many

months -- or even a year -- due to the tremendous backlg of-...

cases. Many individuals have been forced to turn to welfare

because their disability benefits had been their only source

of income.

Witnesses at our hearing recounted case after case in

which truly disabled individuals lost their benefits and

suffered financial hardship and emotional trauma because of

an unjust system. I know that other witnesses today, including

Senator Levin, will provide specific examples to the Committee,

so I will not dwell on the desperate cases that our Subcommittee

discovered.

We identified several problems with the continuing

disability investigations:

(1) The SSA does not provide the claimants with an
adequate notice explaining the gravity of the
review and the beneficiaries' responsibilities.
Instead, a highly misleading notice is provided
which simply informs the claimant that his case is
*under review" to determine if he "continues to
meet' the requirements.
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(2) No face-to-face interview is held with the claimant
until the hearing before an Administrative Law
Judge. This absence of personal contact gives the
claims examiner an incomplete picture of the claimant's
condition and reinforces the beneficiary's feeling
of bureaucratic indifference.

(3) Decision-makers use different and, at times, conflicting
standards to determine disability. The SSA criteria
imposed on state claims examiners are not subject
to public notice and comment.

(4) In a number of cases, the medical files which the
claims examiners rely on are incomplete and lack
current medical evidence from the treating physician.

(5) No presumption of validity is accorded the initial
decision which entitled the claimant to receive
benefits. Instead, as the General Accounting
Office has said,a system of "zero-based eligibility"
is used, in which the claimant must prove all over
again that he is entitled to benefits.

(6) In a number of cases, individuals whose medical
conditions have actually deteriorated since they
started receiving benefits many years ago are
having their benefits ended.

In short, our hearing revealed an disturbing pattern of

misinformation, incomplete medical examinations, inade-

quately documented reviews, bureaucratic indifference,

erroneous decisions, financial and emotional hardships, and

an overburdened system.

Rectifying such fundamental deficiencies will require

comprehensive legislation, such as Senator Levin and I intro-

duced on June 24. Our bill, S. 2674, would shift the burden

of proof from the disability recipient to the government to

show why benefits should be discontinued; require a showing

of medical improvement or evidence of working, fraud, or

error before termination; impose uniform standards -- subject

to public notice and review -- on all decision-makers; require

state agencies to conduct a face-to-face interview with
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those individuals whose benefits are likely to be terminated;

eliminate reconsideration by the state agency to shorten the

appeals process; include a definitiu, of pain in the statute;

and continue benefits until a hearing is held before an

Administrative Law Judge for those individuals who appeal

the termination decisions.

It will take time for Congress to effect the needed

changes in the disability review process. I believe, how-

ever, it is essential that we act to provide immediate

relief to the thousands of disabled individuals whose bene-

fits are being terminated and then reinstated by an ALJ, and

to slow down the CDI process so that it may proceed at a

more rational pace.

Our short-term solution, which we will offer

as an amendment to the debt limit bill, has two parts. It

would direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to

determine on a state-by-state basis the appropriate volume

of reviews, and it would continue disability payments until

the Administrative Law Judge-stage of the appeals process.

Both steps could be easily and quickly implemented.

Slowing down the number of cases reviewed would help

both claimants and the state agencies which conduct the

investigations. Currently, case files are literally over-

flowing out of boxes in some state offices, and unreasonable

burdens have been placed on many state agencies, particularly

in those states where personnel freezes have prevented the

hiring of needed staff. By directing the Secretary to pro-

ceed with the reviews at a pace which recognizes the neces-

sity for careful evaluations and a more even workload, our
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amendment would improve the quality of the decisions and

lessen the backlog of appeals.

By continuing benefits pending appeal, our amendment

would eliminate the needless financial burden now imposed on

disabled people who are mistakenly removed from the program,

despite being unable to resume work. Currently, claimants

who are successful in appealing their termination decisions

receive back benefits but only after months of disruption

and delay. Our amendment would prevent the interruption of

benefits which these individuals eventually would receive

anyway.

Surely, when we are dealing with the most disabled

workers in our society, we should enact every safeguard to

insure that the government does not add another burden to

the ones that they already must bear.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing

today, and I urge the Committee to act immediately to pro-

vide relief for disabled Americans who are victims of a

faulty and unfair system.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Cohen, we are very grateful to you
for that statement, and for the hearings you have held and the con-
clusions you have drawn. We appreciate that very much.

Senator Levin, I believe that you also participated in those hear-
ings, and we are eager to hear your statement as well.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CARL LEVIN, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and other members of
the committee. We are grateful for what you are doing here today.

Mr. Chairman and other members of the committee, in Novem-
ber of 1981 Richard Kage, who was the 49-year-old former survey-
or, died as the result of two massive heart attacks. He had been
receiving disability benefits from Social Security since 1974, based
on his diabetic condition and complicating factors such as loss of
vision, hypertension, and arteriosclerosis. As a result of one of
these CDI reviews-these Social Security reviews that Senator
Cohen has described, initiated in response to the amendments
which the Congress had adopted to the Social Security Act-he had
been terminated -from the disability payments in July 1981. He had
requested reconsideration of that termination, and, tragically, he
died before that redetermination was made. After it was made, he
was reinstated post mortem.

His treating physician was so outraged by the manner in which
the review of Mr. Kage's disability had been handled that he initi-
ated, on his own, a letter to the Social Security Disability Office. I
would like to read just a few lines from that letter:

"After being notified that he was now capable of working, and in
the process of attempting to do so, and under the stress created by
the termination of his disability benefits, Mr. Kage had an acute
myocardial infarction and died." He said that the termination of
Mr. Kage's disability "by a bureaucracy that can't possibly func-
tion in an honest and ethical fashion" is the greatest example of a
miscarriage that he had ever seen. "I don't care who up there real-
izes that I feel this way; I will say it now, and I will say it publicly
that this service is a disastrous failure."

I have another letter from a doctor, which he initiated, which I
would also like to share with you. It is a copy of a letter addressed
to President Reagan, a copy of which I received from a cardiologist
with the Burns Medical Clinic in Petoskey, Mich., just dated in
July of this year. It reads:

Dear President Reagan: I am sitting in my office looking at a chest X-ray on a
patient * * * who has severe heart disease and cannot walk over 25 feet without
stopping to rest. This is just one of hundreds of cases that I am seeing on a daily
basis in which the Social Security Administration Disability Determination Service
has stopped disability payments, stating that these patients are no longer disabled.

I would be more than happy to send you names and specific cases if you so desire,
but I can only tell you that the trend over the pastyear has been one of total disre-
gard for the well-being of all seriously disabled cardiac patients. The money wasted
by the Social Security Administration to run through all this foolish paperwork is
certainly much more than the meager amount of money they will save by putting
these poor people in a state of serious destitution.

I am sure this is not the first letter of complaint you have had on this subject. If
you wish specific cases, names, and addresses, I will be more than happy to supply
them.
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These are remarkably strong words from two members of the
medical profession who have observed firsthand the impact of
CDI's on disabled individuals. They can't believe, we can't believe, I
hope none of us can believe that a system that was designed to pro-
tect the members of our work force from the uncertainties of dis-
abling disease or accident can now be so totally callous and inhu-
mane.

Even before the commencement of these disability reviews the
disability program was in a mess. Significant structural and man-
agerial failings had been well documented in critical reports and
investigations by various agencies of this Government.

The problem was exacerbated by the enormous number of re-
views which the Social Security initiated in March of 1981, and just
to give you some round figures: In 1980 there were 160,000 reviews;
in 1981 that doubled to 357,000 reviews; in 1982 it tripled to 567,000
reviews; and in 1983 there will be 840,000 reviews.

These statistics in and of themselves are not disturbing, because
that is exactly what we wanted-reviews. We want people off these
rolls who don't belong there. I think the chairman has well said
that.

I believe we want with equal passion that people who do deserve
to be on those rolls stay on those rolls or get on those rolls. We
should want both goals with equal determination.

More disturbing is the fact that although State agencies received
233 percent more cases for review by December of 1981 than they
had a year before, and the number of pending cases climbed by
over 368 percent, the number of disability examiners full time in
the system rose only 29 percent. And of course the massive injus-
tice is perhaps most starkly dramatized by the figures that Senator
Cohen has given, which is that about half the people appeal the
dismissals from the roll, and two-thirds of those appeals are re-
versed by administrative law judges, a two-thirds reversal rate.
And given the present rate of reviews, if the present volume of re-
views continue without changes, without procedural safeguards by
this Congress, the Social Security Administration will have gone
through the costly and unjust effort of terminating and subsequent-
ly reinstating a quarter of a million individuals who deserve to
remain in the program by the end of 1983. A quarter of a million
individuals will have been dismissed from this program and then
reinstated about a year later after the appeal process has gone
through, unless we make some changes, by the end of 1983.

Senator Cohen has described the components of our comprehen-
sive reform bill, and I am not going to describe them in any detail;
they will be part of my statement, which I assume will be made a
part of the record. That is in Senate bill 2674. However, I would
urge the members of this committee to support a temporary emer-
gency amendment which Senator Cohen and I will be offering on
the debt ceiling bill, and that is an amendment which is similar to
Senate bill 2724 which we have introduced. That will do the two
things which Senator Cohen outlined: It will on a temporary basis
continue payments through the appeal process, the administrative
law judge appeal process, only through 1983, to give us time for
comprehensive reform. The other thing that it will do is slow down
these reviews so that they are manageable at a State and local
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level and on appeal so that we will not have this terrible backlog
that we have now seen in the review process.

I hope the members of this committee and others of our col-
leagues will support this emergency amendment on the debt-limit
bill. I would ask that the testimony of Ethel Kage, who is the
widow of the gentleman who died and whose doctor wrote as I
quoted, will be made part of the record before this committee.
Ethel Kage's testimony is courageous; it is eloquent testimony; and
it is just one of a multitude of testimonies available to this commit-
tee which have caused so many Senators-not just Senator Cohen
and I, but Senator Heinz, Senator Riegle, Senator Metzenbaum,
Senator Kennedy, Senator Dole, and many others-to be involved
in this effort to provide some relief. And it is that kind of testimo-
ny which has caused us to urgently request this committee to sup-
port some emergency relief and some comprehensive reform legis-
lation.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I will be very happy to incorporate the ma-
terial that you have requested in the record of this proceeding, and
I want to thank you for your statement which was extraordinarily
interesting, I'm sure to all on the committee and a very effective
presentation. Thank you, Senator.

Senator LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Levin and attachments

follow:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CARL LEVIN

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

August 18, 1982

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY REVIEWS

Mr. Chairman, on November 27, 1981, Richard Kage, a 49-year-old

former surveyor, died as the result of two massive heart attacks. He had

been receiving disability benefits from the Title II Social Security

Disability Program since 1974, based on his diabetic condition and

complicating factors such as loss of vision, hypertension and arteriosclerosis.

As a result of a review of his condition -- or CDI as it is called --

initiated in response to the 1980 amendments to the Social Security Act

requiring cases to be reviewed once every three years -- he was terminated

from the disability program in July, 1981. He had requested reconsideration

of that decision, but he died before it was made. He was, in fact,

reinstated post mortem.

Mr. Kage's treating physician was so outraged by the manner in which

the review of Mr. Kage's disability was handled, that he sent a letter to

the Social Security disability office. I'd like to read that letter for

the record. (Letter is attached.)

I have another letter from a doctor which I would like to share with

you. It is a copy of a letter addressed to President Reagan which I

received from a cardiologist with the Burns Medical Clinic in Petoskey,

Michigan, dated July 15, 1982.
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"Dear President Reagan:

I am sitting in my office looking at a chest x-ray
on a patient whose heart is as large as they come. This
man has severe heart disease and cannot walk over twenty-
five feet without stopping to rest. This is just one of
hundreds of cases that I am seeing on a daily basis, in
which the Social Security Administration, Disability
Determination Service has stopped Disability Payments,
stating that these patients are no longer disabled ...

"I would be more than happy to send you names and
specific cases if you so desire, but I can only tell
you that the trend over the past year has been one of
total disregard for the well-being of all seriously
disabled cardiac patients. The money wasted by the
Social Security Administration to run through all this
foolish paper work is certainly much more than the meager
amount of money they will save by putting these poor
people in a state of serious destitution.

"I am sure that this is not the first letter of
complaint that you have had on this subject. If you
wish specific cases,names, and addresses, I will be more
than happy to supply them."

These are remarkably strong words from two members of the medical

profession who have observed firsthand the impact of the CDI's on

disabled individuals. They are obviously fed up with the inequitable

treatment given to truly disabled persons and through our hearings in

the Oversight Subcommittee of Governmental Affairs, I've come to learn

that a large number of people feel the same way. Basically, they can't

believe that a system that was designed to protect the members of our

workforce from the uncertainties of disabling disease or accident can

now be so totally callous and inhumane.

The Social Security Disability program was enacted to protect

this country's workers, to guarantee to employees that should they

become the victim of a serious disability, that they would continue to

-receive a monthly income In partial place of the wages they were no longer

able to earn.
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The employees have paid for this benefit -- for this insurance --

for this peace of mind. But the way reviews that we mandated in 1980

have been carried out by the Social Security Administration, preriaturely

and callously,have made this promise a farce.

Even before the commencement of these continuing disability reviews,

the disability program was in a mess. Significant structural and managerial

failings had been well documented in critical reports and investigations

by the House Ways and Means Committee, the General Accounting Office, the

National Commission on Social Security, to name but a few. These problems

included case overloads, unreasonable case processing and appeals delays,

and confusion between state and federal decision-makers over the criteria

for disability determinations.

Exacerbating these problems, of course, has been the enormous number

of CDI's which Social Security has initiated in response to and anticipation

of the mandate to review every case at least once every three years.

In 1979 and 1980, respectively, Social Security reviewed 160,000

cases for continuing disability. In 1981, the number arose abruptly,

with little warning to state agencies, to 357,000. Social Security plans

to review 567,000 cases in FY 1982 and 840,000 in FY 1983. 1 hasten to

add that these cases are in addition to the 160,000 cases already reviewed

by Social Security which will also continue. As a result, the total cases

to be reviewed are even more startling: 727,000 in FY 82 and 1 million

in FY 83.

More disturbing are statistics which reveal that Social Security has

not been staffed sufficiently to handle the increased workload. State

agencies received 233 percent more cases for review by December, 1981

than December, 1980, and the number of pending cases climbed 368 percent.

11-346 O-82--4
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At the same time, the number of full time disability examiners in the

system rose only 29 percent.

It is no surprise that delays have increased. The average number

of cases pending before each administrative law judge (ALJ) was already

128 in 1978. By October, 1981, the number had risen by 50%. The number

of cases awaiting an ALJ hearing totaled 126,000 in October, 1981, arid

two-thirds of all ALJ cases were not being processed within the 165-day

limit previously imposed by a Federal court.

What is striking is the eventual outcome in the cases reviewed-by

a systeJ struggling along so desperately. Between March 1981 and

April 1982, Social Security reviewed 405,000 cases and nearly half, or

47 percent were dropped from the program, far exceeding the 10 percent

estimate made by GAO or even Social Security's 20 percent prediction.

Stark tragedy results from the fact that the terminations are massively

unjust. The proof of that is that 67 percent, or two-thirds of the appeals

to administrative law judges from those terminations result in reversals

a year or so later -- a 67% reversal rate. Two-thirds of the people who

appeal their cutoff are reinstated by administrative law judges a year later.

The saddest fact of all is that those people who have been unjustly

terminated from the program suffer without their benefits and accompanying

medicare coverage for the duration of the wait for the appeals decision,

which takes 9 to 12 months. So, of the 109,000 persons whose benefits

were terminated between March, 1981 and April, 1982, half of those persons

will appeal the decision to an ALJ and 67% will be reinstated. That means

that 36,000 people had to go without needed disability income for about a

year when, in fact, they never should have been terminated in the first place.
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An immense aunt of unjustified, needless, unconscionable suffering

takes place during that year. A number of suicides have even occurred

as a result.

If the present volume of reviews continues, without procedural

safeguards, the Social Security Administration will have gone through

the costly and unjust effort of terminating,and subsequently reinstating

232,000 individuals who deserve to remain in the program, by the end of

1983.

In response to this situation, Congress must act. We can provide

the desperately needed relief in two ways: First, we need to provide

some inmediate relief to those persons subject to reviews who may be

unjustifiably terminated, and second, we need to comprehensively reform

the entire disability review process. Senator Cohen and I have introduced

legislation to do both.

S. 2674, our comprehensive reform bill, would do the following:

First, require that all standards and citeria for disability

determinations be promulgated through notice and comment, made a part

of Federal regulation, and be considered binding at all levels. Any

internal Social Security instructions would be restricted to operations

only and would not further define the substantive regulations.

Second, require in disability reviews that the Government specifically

find that the person has medically improved to such an extent that the

person is no longer disabled, or that the initial finding or eligibility

was clearly erroneous, based on standards which were in effect at the

time the Initial decision was made.
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Third, revise and streamline the procedure for disability

decisions.

Fourth, include a clear definition of pain and its role in

disability decisions.

Fifth, require the promulgation of regulations governing the use

and purchase of consultative examinations, the weight to be given both

evidence from consultative and treating physicians and the ways of

monitoring the quality and quantity of consultative examinations.

S. 2725, the amendment Senator Cohen and I will be offering to the

debt ceiling bill, will slow down the number of reviews to accommodate

the number of available staff and the current CDI backlogs, and most

important, will require through 1983 payment of benefits through the ALJ

appeal stage. We believe that this will buy us sufficient time to pass

comprehensive reform legislation.

I urge the committee to persist diligently in addressing the current

problems in the Social Security disability program. They are real; their

consequences are painful. And, I urge the support of the members of

the committee for the emergency amendment Senator Cohen and I will be

offering to the debt ceiling measure.

Finally, I will submit for the record, as part of my statement,

the testimony of Ethel Kage, received before the Oversight Subcommittee,

regarding her husband who died of diabetes and various complications

shortly after he had been notified that he was, in fact, no longer

disabled and was to be terminated from the disability program.

It is a moving and courageot, account and I contend it to my colleagues.
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As I have said at various times, no one wants individuals on

the disability program who don't belong there. With equal passion,

however, we do want those persons who are eligible for benefits to

receive them.

I thank the Comittee for this opportunity to testify and hope

these hearings will become the catalyst fur urgent temporary relief

and for long-term comprehensive reform.
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STATEMENT OF ETHEL A. KAGE, REED CITY, MICH.

Mrs. KAGE. Yes.
First, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators, for giving me this oppor-

tunity to come and share the personal experiences that we've had with the Social
Security Administration and perhaps help in some small way to alleviate the situa-
tions which arose that caused us so much pain and suffering.

I'll start just briefly with my husband's history. He'd been on Social Security dis-
ability since 1974. Prior to that time, he'd been on insulin for a diabetic condition
since he was 12 years old. For the past 15 years, prior to his death, he was taking
four shots a day to effectively control that diabetes.

In the mid-1960's, the blood vessels in his left eye hemorrhaged, leaving him blind
in his left eye. Shortly after that time, we became aware of a process, photocoagula-
tion which fuses the blood vessels, and he had this performed on his right eye three
times, until all the blood vessels were fused. Even after this process, it was a very
touch-and-go situation because any sudden jolt would have severely damaged the
eye. So, it was strictly a preventive measure, but not completely foolproof.

As I said, in 1974, he went on Social Security disability. This came about due to a
stroke he had in May of 1974. He had come home from work. He was working ap-
proximately 70 miles from home at that time. He worked for the Michigan Depart-
ment of Transportation on a survey crew. Friends had stopped over. When they left,
he went out to bring our car around to hook up the trailer to go camping, and that's
when it happened. He began honking the horn. I went out, and he was paralyzed on
his right side, he could not see at all to speak of, and was confused, and his speech
was slurred.

He entered the hospital for tests and observation. Of course, the diagnosis was he
had had a stroke. By the next day, movement was restored in his right side. Howev-
er, his vision was still impaired, to the point that he felt completely boxed in. Two
days later that did-that feeling did leave him, but he still had tunnel vision. And
that condition remained until he died.

Senator COHEN. Was he still partially paralyzed?
Mrs. KAGE. Pardon?
Senator COHEN. Was he paralyzed?
Mrs. KAGE. No. The paralysis left the following day.
We applied for and received Social Security disability without any problems what-

soever. In fact, it went through very speedily.
It's interesting, I think, to note that the same doctors who supported our disabil-

ity claim at that time-the reports were accepted and taken into consideration on
which, apparently, the disability was provided-when the reconsideration hearing
came up, those same doctors were completely ignored, and apparently their reports
were not taken into consideration at all.

In fact, Dr. Vining, who was the internist and diabetic specialist, who had been
our doctor for some 17 to 20 years, states in his letter, which was written after Dick
died:

"I believe that the disability determination service standards for disability are er-
roneous, false, and misleading.

"When a physician who has been entirely in charge of a patient's medical care
states that a patient is totally disabled, it seems totally unrealistic and completely
ridiculous for any physician seeing him one time on a brief examination to counter-
mand a statement of disability on the part of an experienced physician on the basis
of a single visual field determination. On Mr. Kage's residual vision, he was claimed
to be no longer disabled and was directed to return to work by the Disability Deter-
mination Service."

I note with interest Senator Pryor's question on this very thing, whether the
family physician's reports were considered or whether it was strictly for the govern-
ment doctor. In our case, it was strictly the government doctor.

Senator COHEN. What did you do when you first got the notice? What process did
you go through?

Mrs. KAGE. When we first received the notice of disability-it's called a Notice of
Disability Examination Form. It merely states the Disability Determination Service
has been asked to review our file, with the idea of elimination. At that time, they
notified us that he had an appointment with an ophthalmologist in Mt. Pleasant, 45
to 50 miles from our home, and that the appointment-we had to confirm it, and it
was up to us to get to that appointment. Otherwise, it would be considered that we
were not interested in doing anything to refute this at all.
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We did go. The doctor-Dick was probably with the doctor 15 to 20 minutes at the
very most. And as his doctor said in his letter, it was merely an eye-field vision
exam.

The ophthalmologist in Grand Rapids, the doctor who had performed the photo-
coagulation, had written in his letter, copies of which had been sent to the Disabil-
ity Determination Service-the bottom line that he wrote in his letter is that "This
gentleman is in no condition for employment."

These two doctors, as I stated, were apparently completely ignored.
Senator COHEN. Let me ask you, did you go to your own physician, the one who

had originally been treating your husband?
Mrs. KAGE. Yes.
Senator COHEN. And did you ask him to send in his reports?
Mrs. KAGE. I just read from that one, and also from the ophthalmologist's report.
Senator COHEN. Did you send them before the determination was made to deny

your disability?
Mrs. KAGE. We sent that after we had received notice that they were examining

our case and they had requested doctors' reports from our physicians. We obtained
these and sent them on back up. The doctors sent them right directly to the Deter-
mination Service.

Senator COHEN. Were you under the impression that you would have to prove
your husband's disability again?

Mrs. KAGE. No. That was never stated.
In fact, right up to this point, until I heard it today, I was not aware of that fact.
Senator COHEN. That they would disregard the prior condition?
Mrs. KAGE. Right.
And I think when we're talking about a review, we're talking about a misnomer,

because a review is of something that has already been. What we're talking about
here is John Doe walking in off the street is doih~g the same thing as a person who
has been on disability, as Dick was for 7 years. And they have completely erased
everything that happened prior.

Senator COHEN. Well, that's exactly why I raised that issue, because most people,
when the SSA says your case is under review, normally would assume-well, from
where?-from where you were, to see whether your case has improved or deteriorat-
ed, and start from there.

In fact, the practice has been to just ignore what the disability was, ignore past
medical records, and take into account only from the moment where the claimant
or your husband was examined by the doctor.

Mrs. KAGE. I would say up to that time I had not heard about that.
As I stated, he worked on a survey crew. He was statewide, so he traveled all over

the State of Michigan. Even after he lost the sight of his left eye, he maintained
that job, although it was rather difficult for him. After he had his stroke, with
tunnel vision, of course, he was unable to drive. He could not do anything. If he
were sitting here, he would not be able to see this pitcher of water here. This had
not changed; this remained the same. When they reviewed our case, he was exactly
the same as he had been several years prior when it was first granted to us.

Senator COHEN. How old was he at that time?
Mrs. KAGE. When he first went on disability, Social Security disability? He would

have been 42.
Senator COHEN. And when was it? 1981-was that 10 years later? When did he go

on?
Mrs. KAGE. 1974. When we received the Notice of Review, it was quite a shocking

affair for Dick. I arrived home from work, and he was in a very agitated state. He
thought everything you know, was going down the drain, that the plug had been
pulled out. He didn't know how we would survive.

I think our first thought at that time is what kind of a system is this that can
allow something like this to happen? If we had the system for 25 years or so, why
all of sudden are we going through this massive review? Isn't this something that
should have been done on a continuing basis?

I grant you there are people who are on disability who do not belong there. And I
-personally know of some. However, this massive pinpointing now-why not over the
years, in a systematic way? This has not been done.

We were on for 7 years and never any indication. At the end of the year we had
to send in a report whether he had made any money that year from employment.
And that's the only thing which we sent in every year.

Senator COHEN. Your husband was what, 50, when he died?
Mrs. KAGE. 49.
Senator COHEN. He had arteriosclerosis?
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He was a diabetic since the age of 12? He was still on insulin, I assume, all that
time?

Mrs. KAGE. Un-huh.
Senator COHEN. Plus the determination made about his tunnel vision, he also suf-

fered from hypertension?
Mrs. KAGE. Yes. This was all presented to the Disability Determination Service on

their review case. As I say, he was completely agitated and remained so; although I
think, for the sake of the rest of us, he tried not to let it show.

Senator COHEN. I understand the SSA did, after Senator Levin's office intervened,
at least restore the payments from the time they were denied up until your hus-
band's death.

Mrs. KAGE. Yes. I think the time frame is most interesting, in that we received
the Notice of Disability Examination form on April 21. We received the Notice of
Pending Cessation form on May 14, saying that they were advising the Social Secu-
rity Administration to cease payments within the 2-month frame. We heard nothing
from the Social Security Administration itself until July 30, saying they were dis-
continuing our payments with the July payment. We had no previous notice from
the Social Security Administration that they were accepting the report of the Dis-
ability Determination Service.

On August 10, I sent the reexamination request in. On September 25, I sent addi-
tional data in from the doctors to support our claim.

On October 8, I called the Social Security office in Mt. Pleasant to find out-we
had heard nothing-that they had received our request or anything at that time.
Mrs. Wilson, in that office, said she would return my call after checking the file. I
never received a call.

A week later, I then called the Social Security office, and she said they had re-
quested the file from Baltimore and as soon as it was received she would sent it to
Traverse City. She sent us additional forms that we needed to sign. I signed them
and sent them back.

On October 30, I again called the regional office and asked what the status was,
because we still had heard nothing. And she reported that the files had not been
sent out from Baltimore. It was tied up in their computer process somehow, and
they did not get the file.

All this time, we had been without any income. And at that time, Dick had been
in the hospital. He had a toe that was gangrenous, and they thought it was going to
have to come off. Fortunately, antibiotics stopped it at that time, so he only spent a
week's stay in there.

I sent that additional information, also, to the Social Security Administration. By
November 5, I still had heard nothing. That is when I contacted Senator Levin and
our representatives for our district.

On November 25 then, we received another Notice of Disability Examination form
from the Disability Determination Service in Traverse City, setting another appoint-
ment with the same doctor in Mt. Pleasant for another visual exam that we had
gone through before.

Two days after that, Dick died. He took sick on Thanksgiving evening, and by 7
p.m. the next day he was dead. He had two massive heart attacks.

I talked to the doctor on Monday following the autopsy. He gave me the results.
And the document was printed out. And he said at that time that the pressures that
he sustained, the stress from this cessation of benefits, was definitely a contributing
factor to his death.

I called the Disability Determination Service to tell them that we would not be
keeping the appointment and why, that Dick had died. And they made no comment
whatsoever. They just said, "All right," and hung up.

I think I would like to speak to that, because any time people are working with
people and trying to be helping people, I think there could be a little compassion
shown.

Through Senator Levin's work on our behalf, we received a letter from him and a
phone call at the end of January saying that our Social Security disability was
being reinstated from the time that it was cut off until Dick's death. This was on
January 29. We received nothing from the Social Security Disability Determination
or anyone else until April 5.

Senator COHEN. Of this year?
Mrs. KAGE. Of this year. Never did we receive anything that they had received

the file, that they were working on the file, other than my phone calls to Mt. Pleas-
ant, never anything that was instigated on their part, no correspondence saying
"We have received your request and it is being processed." We got nothing.

I I - I
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Senator COHEN. Mrs. Kage, one of the reasons I suggested that perhaps it would
be a wise policy to have a face-to-face interview at the very initial stage is to try
and deal with that very problem. It's something that's larger-and I mean this in a
very sympathetic way-it's larger than your case. When the Socinl Security Admin-
istration talks about us as a society, we've moved to the age of the computer. All we
have to do is just factor in the age, benefits, when they began, entitlements, push a
button, and out comes a sheet. And that's not good enough. Then, they do the same
thing, and they say, "Here are 40 cases or 440,000 cases. Now, we're going to deter-
mine how many people should be continued and how many should be discontinued."
Again, there's no face-to-face dealing with those people.

You look at the file and you look at the docket report. The docket report may
conflict with the one which you began, but you never see the person. And in an
effort to insulate the hearing examiner from the passions of the people, from-I
guess the way it was phrased-the emotion, to make an emotional determination is
the very process by which we continue to calcify our indifference. We just remove
people from the process and deal with it on a file-by-file, number-by-number basis.
And that's what happens. People like you and your husband fall through the cracks
in the computer. That's what happens.

So, I think it makes a good deal of sense to try and have that initial face-to-face
meeting on the first meeting, not on reconsideration, but- up front, the first time, so
that we have some connection that I'm dealing with you as a person and not simply
as a number

So, I would disagree with the proposal that we put it one step higher. We've al-
ready gone one step. We should start and make it at the very beginning. That's
where the face-to-face determination ought to be, especially in a denial case.

I understand the administrative load which could be created. But in those cases,
when you take something away that someday has, there ought to be some kind of a
face-to-face determination to make that assessment. Otherwise, most people will be
treated the same way, because the system, the way in which it was designed, it's a
large, loaded bureaucracy, like we have here in Congress. We don't deal face-to-face
with people.

So, I hope that we can make some changes and will learn from your experience.
Mrs. KAGE. I guess the main question I have is why they disregard the physician

who has treated someone for X number of years and two experienced physicians-
very well qualified physicians, specialists in their field-why these are completely
ignored and the doctor who sees a person for 15 minutes can make the determina-
tion that he is no longer disabled, and everything rests on that doctor. So from our
own personal experience, I would have to fault the Social Security Administration
on their response to Senator Pryor's question concerning family physicians or their
own physicians, because it's been our experience that the family physicians, even
though they were specialists in their field, were completely ignored and a 15-minute
exam by the government physician is the one that is considered.

If you have any more questions, I'll do anything I can. Our family survived by the
grace of God, and it was through our faith and the presence of the holy spirit that
we were able to maintain, and I think perhaps that s why I'm here today, because
as I say, anything that anybody can do, they certainly should speak up and do.

Senator COHEN. You're been a very fine witness, and we appreciate your coming
and discussing this as you have. I think a lesson can be learned by all of us. That's
one reason that we asked that the members of the Social Security Administration
be here and listen to you so they can learn from the mistakes that were made in the
past.

One brief comment about something Senator Levin has touched upon with some
very eloquent words that he offered, and this is: What is the nature of the relation-
ship between the citizens and thLgovernment?

You find out it's adversarial in nature, or quasi-adversarial, as a legal term. In
workman's compensation cases you have a similar situation with the claimant who
claimed that he injured his back in the workplace, and he would go before a work-
man's compensation board and the insurance company always had its doctor, and
all that insurance company doctor did was work for the insurance company. He
spent 10 or 15 minutes being reviewed in these periodic reviews, and the burden
would be upon the employer to show that that person's condition had changed, so
you'd have to go and be examined by that company's doctor, the insurance compa-
ny's doctor. But at least you had an opportunity to have your family physician say,
"I've treated this person over the years," and usually the workman s compensation
rules gave greater weight to someone who has treated somebody, a doctor who has
treated somebody over a period of time, than they do to an insurance company
doctor who has seen him for a few minutes.
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But you understand at least the term, you understand the nature of the relation-
ship when you are going in. It's the workman against the company. It's an adversar-
ial process, which you don't expect. That's why I think it's so important that the
letter to you be very clear about what you're up against, and what you've got to do
is to prove your case. The burden is going to be upon you, and you'd better come
prepared. And that letter doesn't do it.

That letter says your case is under review to see whether or not you're entitled to
continue under the program. That, to me, conveys an entirely different relation-
ships. So I think the first thing we ought to do is to be more candid, even at the risk
of terrifying you, even at the risk of causing you anxiety. You ought to be informed,
so you can be better prepared.

Second, I would hope that it wouldn't be as adversarial as we have seen it to be,
and that what Senator Levin was saying about having some passion in favor of
people as opposed to simply denying them would apply, and maybe that will come
out of the same-

Mrs. KAGE. I would like to say that when the Social Security Administration says
they don't want to terrify people, I think they're demeaning the public out there.
When you receive a letter-if you receive a letter saying what was going to be
done, how it was going to be done, I think that's an insult to my intelligence
anyway, that I will be terrified by a letter saying how they were going to do some-
thing. I really take offense at that personally, because I think it's a very demeaning
statement on their part, that the general public out there are just a bunch of slobs
who, you know, have to be kept in the dark. And I find that very belittling.

Senator COHMN. Senator Levin?
Senator LEviN. First of all, Mrs. Kage, I add my thanks to those of Senator Cohen

for coming today. You've been a tremendous witness. You've gone through a lot of
suffering, and it's important that you share that so that others can avoid what you
had to go through, and we thank you for that.

Second, the files of the Social Security Administration confirm everything that
you've said. We won't have to press you too much on details.

Third, let me just expand a bit on what Senator Cohen has just said, what he's
pursued this morning in terms of that original letter, pointing out that that original
letter doesn't tell you what is happening to you, and indeed it doesn't. It keeps you
in the dark, as you have just said. It treats you like a child, to your own detriment,
becauase ultimately what's happening to you is that you're in the proces of being
cut off the rolls. You're to be considered no longer disabled, in a vast number of
cases without any adequate medical examination. That was what was happening to
you. What's also happening is that you're going to have to prove all over again that
you're disabled, and you're not told that, as Senator Cohen has pointed out.

Now, what's also happening, not only are you not told that you're going to have to
prove all over again that you re disabled, but what also happens is that you're going
to have to prove it according to new rules. The game is being played not according
to the rules that were being played at the time of the disability determination, but
according to new rules, and that s fundamental unfairness as well.

Finally, after all that is done to you without adequate knowledge, you may then
appeal, and most of the people who are wise enough or informed enough or what-
ever to appeal, or are alive to appeal, are going to win. But during that 9 to 12-
month period of that appeal, they're going to lose and they're going to lose hard
because they're going to be cut off the rolls and benefits will not be paid during that
period of appeal, although two thirds of the people appealing are going to win.

I can't get that fact out of my craw. No government, it seems to me, should toler-
ate that kind of injustice. It's a massive injustice.

What happened in your husband's case now, according to the doctor, it seems to
me, is overwhelming, and I want to just read that line, although it hurts. I'm not a
doctor, but let me read what a doctor said, and doctors don't say things like this
very easily. He says, after your husand was notified that he was now capable of
working and in the process of attempting to do so, and under the stress created by
the termination of his disability benefits, Mr. Kage had an acute myocardial infarc-
tion and died.

Now, I've seen a lot of doctors in a lot of courts and know doctors do avoid testi-
mony about causation. They do not readily reach those kind of conclusions. This is a
conclusion which the doctor wrote in a letter to the Disability Determination Serv-
ice, which should be made part of the record as to exactly what it is we're talking
about in one case. Multiply this by hundreds of thousands of cases and we have an
added dimension; but in one very real case, most real to you, you're familiar with it,
we have a doctor that said that under the stress created by the termination of his
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disability benefits and attempting to work because he was totally incapable, he had
a heart at adl and died.

One other-this doctor says, and his rage comes through the letter not as well as
it would in person, but my gosh, he said in one letter here, if I can quickly find it,
he says the termination of the disability determination by a bureaucracy that can't
possibly function in an honest and ethical function, as he put it, is obviously disturb-
ing to him. And then he said, "I don't care who up there realizes that I feel this
way. I will say it now and I will say it publicly, that this service is a disasterous
failure. I don't care who up there knows it."

Mrs. KAGE. He was very frustrated. He'd been very supportive through our whole
process. In fact, I'm not certain whether it was in that letter or the other letter that
you have a copy of that he wrote to the determination service asking them to call

im or contact him if they had any questions or if he wanted anything further that
he could do, and he had never received any call from them, any correspondence
from them. I talked to him just before I came to Washington.

Senator LEVIN. I think these letters should be made part of the record, not just as
to what they say as to a specific case, but also because of the zrustration and rage
that's reflected in here by a physician.

Again, people are on these rolls who shouldn't be there. I don't think we can
defend sloppiness. But the way to cure sloppiness is not through the imposition of
massive injustice and that's what we've done, and that's what we've got to stop. We
want to get people off the rolls who don't belong on the rolls, but with equal fervor,
we want people on those rolls who do belong. That's the purpose of the system, and
your being here today is a very eloquent example of a system that's gone haywire,
and again we thank you.

Mrs. KAGE. As I said before, I'm just happy that ' was able to do it, any small
thing that I could. And one small item about the loss of benefits, during the appeal
process the people who are on disability aren't making that much money that you
can set money aside, that you have any kind of savings or income to support you
over that time limit. So when your disability is discontinued, you're at the edge. I
mean, you have nothing to fall back on to hold you over those months that it takes,
and I think that is never taken into consideration. There is no leeway. When you're
at the end, you're at the end, period.

Senator LEVIN. By the way, would your husband have liked to have worked if he
could?

Mrs. KAGE. Would he have liked to have worked? Very definitely. He sat home
for 7 years and being confined, I mean, he couldn't even walk down the road be-
cause he would not have been able to see cars coming.

Senator LEvIN. Did it hurt him that he couldn't work?
Mrs. KAGE. Did it hurt him?
Senator LEVIN. That he could not work.

- Mrs. KAGE. Yes, it was very frustrating to him. It was frustrating to him that he
couldn't do-well, he just couldn't walk by himself, you know. If we would go shopping
in malls or anything, we would have to walk one on each side of him because he was
terrified that a little kid was going to run in front of him, a small child, and he would
not be able to see him, you know, and knock him down or something.

Senator LEVIN. Thank you.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Kage.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Our next witness is our colleague from

Ohio, Senator Metzenbaum.
Senator METZENBAUM. I thank you. I will defer to Senator Riegle.
Senator ARMSTRONG. I will be pleased to recognize our colleague

from Michigan.
Senator RIEGLE. I thank my colleague from Ohio.
Senator ARMSTRONG. If you will hold for just a moment, I see

that Senator Dole is here.
Senator DOLE. As I understand Senator Cohen and Senator

Levin, they have a different proposal. Unless there are questions of
them, we might excuse them. I know they have other things to do.

We appreciate your testimony. I hope we can work out some-
thing that might accommodate the various points of view on a tem-
porary basis and then, with some more time, try to resolve the DI
problems on a long-term basis. What we will do is follow up this
hearing with representatives of various agencies involved to see if
we can t find some common ground.
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I don't know the schedule on the debt limit-I think it is going to
be around for a while. I know the debt is going to be around for a
while, but the particular debt extension will be around at least
until after the recess. Hopefully during the recess we would have
some time to focus on this. Perhaps if you don't offer your amend-
ment until after that time we might be able to work out some
agreement.

Senator LEVIN. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. C airman?
Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. In Senator Levin's testimony did I hear him say

that only 50 percent appealed? What did you say? Have I got that
correct?

Senator LEVIN. My understanding is that approximately 50 per-
cent of the people who are dismissed from the rolls appeal.

Senator CHAFEE. And of that 50 percent, two-thirds were rein-
stated?

Senator LEVIN. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. I see.
Senator LEVIN. We do not have statistics as to the reasons that

the other 50 percent dismissed do not, as to whether they do not
think they can get reinstated or they are satisfied with the result
or that they agree with it-we do not know all of the grounds that
might exist for not appealing. I don't think it would be fair to read
into that necessarily that 50 percent should not have been there to
begin with; there are many reasons for not -appealing these deci-
sions.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine. Thank you very much.
Senator COHEN. If I could just make one point. This case involv-

ing Mr. Kage I think is particularly important to look at, because
here we have a man who was a diabetic from the age of 12, who
went blind in one eye and lost half the vision in his remaining eye,
and for all practical purposes could not perform any work at all.
He had two physicians who stated that, but he was required to go
to an ophthalmologist 45 miles from his home for a consultative ex-
amination that lasted 15 minutes. The ophthalmologist issued a
report, from which I would like to read two or three lines.

The ophthalmologist issued a report which noted that Mr. Kage
could detect some motion in his right eye, and concluded that "the
patient is almost blind for all practical purposes, but the presence
of central vision in the right eye gives him some reprieve from
being a total cripple." Based upon that statement in his record
they terminated his benefits at that point, notwithstanding all the
past history.

So perhaps this is one cf the more extreme cases; but when you
start dealing with people through computers and paperwork and
the bureaucratic maze, these kinds of cases are inevitable. The ulti-
mate irony, as Senator Levin pointed out, is that after having gone
through the appellate process, his benefits were restored after his
death. Mr. Kage had to go into the hospital, as a matter of fact, to
have a toe amputated because he had gangrene in his foot. He was
released and then went back in and had two heart attacks. Then,
after months of Mrs. Kage dealing with Senator Levin's office, the
SSA reinstated the benefits about 6 or 7 months later, as I recall,
saying an error had perhaps been made.
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So it is because of the procedure-the goals are correct but it is
the procedures which are inadequate-that you see a number of
cases like this.

Senator ARMSTRONG. We very much appreciate those observa-
tions. And while the committee will understand if you can't stay, if
your schedule permits please come up and join us at this table and
hear the rest of the witnesses, or ask your staff to do so if that is
more convenient for you.

Senator COHEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Riegle?

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think the testimony whioh you have just heard and the fine

work that has been done by both Senators Cohen and Levin in
their investigation, I think, are a very important part of the record
here.

Clearly, this is an urgent problem, and I think this is a wretched,
heartbreaking situation. It seems to me there are always appeals,
but it takes more. We have known about this problem for months,
and months, and months, and frankly, the Congress has not acted.
We are not in a position to act now in terms of an immediate re-
sponse, short of having to offer amendments to legislation on the
floor.

So I think it is fair to say that it is not easy to solve this in a
perfect fashion; on the other hand, we have made very little prog-
ress so far, and I am troubled about it. What has happened here is
that there is a group of people who have been targeted in this
country. The body of people we are talking about here are the
people in our society least able to cope with things anyway and
least able to -respond to this situation. I suspect that half of the
people who haven't appealed either are so frightened they don't
understand the appeal process or hear that they may not have
money for lawyers, and so forth, that they may just not be in a po-
sition to be able to even assess how they might fight back. But to
have this group in our society who are people who are least advan-
taged, people who clearly have, in most instances at least, very
severe medical problems, be under this terrific pressure, and to
have us come back and say, "Well, you know, we would like to re-
spond but the wheels turn slowly here and we just can't get an
answer"-

I recall a time several years ago, and I'm sure Senator Dole will
remember it, when there was a football game here in Washington,
D.C. that was a sellout. I think the Redskins were playing if not for
the championship it was one of the games that was the equivalent
of that. It took a change in Federal law to enable that television
game to be televised that week. But when it finally dawned on ev-
erybody that that had to happen, I never saw the wheels of Con-
gress turn so quickly, and the whole thing basically got done
within a week's time. It passed the House, passed the Senate, got to
the President's desk-it was deemed to be important enough that
we really saw action. So things don't-have to move at a snail's pace
around here; we can move quickly.
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1 must say, Senator Dole, and I say this respectfully in every
way: I think that the job you have done on the tax bill has been
acknowledged by everybody to be a feat of terrific personal leader-
ship as a committee chairman and as a person trying to respond to
a difficult problem, and so forth. The wheels have turned quite rap-
idly, and I think that is generally acknowledged.

I would hope that we could do the same here. We have folks out
here in desperate shape who are waiting for us to respond, and we
have an obligation to respond. I am convinced we can do it. We
may not be able to do each and every part right now, but there are
two or three basic things I think we can do immediately that I
think are sound and are warranted in light of the record that has
already been developed.

I have introduced a bill that is before you, S. 2776-cosponsored
by Senator Metzenbaum, who is here, and Senators Kennedy, Bur-
dick, Inouye, Cannon, and Pell, and I hope to be able to announce
additional cosponsors soon-that would do three things on an im-
mediate basis to get at least at a major part of this problem:

(1) The benefits would be continued until a final determination is
made by an administrative law judge. I have heard Senator Levin
and Senator Cohen urge the same thing.

(2) The bill would also slow down the number of disability re-
views now occurring to a level that would be consistent with what
the disability examiners can manage, because clearly we are forc-
ing a greater volume through the pipeline than we are capable of
handling from an administrative point of view. I don't think that is
sound, I don't think it is sensible, and I think it is wretchedly
unfair.

(3) Finally, and perhaps most important, the bill would require
evidence of medical improvement for purposes of terminating bene-
fits. In other words, this would be an affirmative requirement on
the part of the Government to have in hand documentary evidence
that shows that the disability that had previously been thought suf-
ficient for benefits no longer applies. I think this provision is criti-
cal if we are to seriously confront the significant reversal rates
that have been mentioned-something on the order of 67 percent-
that we are seeing with those folks who go through the appeals
process.

I think placing the burden of proof on the Social Security Admin-
istration to demonstrate that the beneficiary has actually medical-
ly improved would significantly reduce the number of cases where
there is an initial termination decision which is later reversed on
appeal.

I want to just l've you quickly in summary a couple of other il-
lustrations. I don't know that Michigan is any harder hit than the
other States, but you have heard from Senator Levin and Senator
Cohen cases from Michigan. I would like to give you a couple of
others.

We have had persons be compelled to take a stress test with seri-
ous heart conditions, where you have to go in and, as you know, go
through the treadmill test, which is being used as the only author-
ized test for medically validating the existence of certain types of
heart conditions. We have had people who were so ill and whose
heart conditions were so severe that their doctors had said that
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they would not give them the stress test because those tests would
kill them, literally; that they have every reason to believe they
would not survive a stress test because it would just take them
beyond their physical limits.

I will relate to you one specific case here. It was only after the
caseworkers in my office were able to convince supervisory person-
nel in the State disability office to contact this particular person's
doctor and to examine other available medical evidence that we
were able to prevent the termination of benefits in that particular
case. But I don't know how many other cases there are like this
around that we have not heard about, that have not come to us or
may be in some other area.

Finally, on the issue of suicides, we have had those occur in the
State of Michigan. We had one man who became so despondent
after being taken off disability-clearly with very severe medical
problems, unable to work, unable to support his family-he became
so distraught that he went down in front of the Social Security
Office in Lansing, Mich. and shot himself to death. This was a case
that received some national attention as the result of the facts in
that particular case, but there are others like that that are not get-
ting into the news.

We have learned of an elderly woman living alone in a house
trailer who also was removed from the disability rolls, unable to
support herself, despondent, who set fire to her house trailer and
died in that fire. And I just know that there are any number of
other cases like this going on.

But those who are not driven to that extreme measure of despair
are worried sick. They are out there, sick to start with, and abso-
lutely desperately afraid of what is taking place here and not
knowing how to respond to it.

We act on a lot of things around here. We solve a lot of prob-
lems-we have legislation up now, we are acting in the Banking
Committee on banking legislation over the next couple of days-
and this is something we can do something about. I don't think it
should wait until the next session of Congress; I think we ought to
get it done this year. I think we ought to pledge ourselves to get it
done, and I think we can. Whether it be the bill that I have sub-
mitted with my cosponsors or whether it be the legislation that
others have offered, whether we do it in terms of amendments to
the debt limit bill or something else, let's do something now. Let's
respond to this problem. We know it is severe, and there is every
reason in the world to respond and no good reason not to.

I thank you.
[The prepared statement Senator Riegle follows:]
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SENATOR DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR.

STATEMENT ON SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

MR. CHAIRMAN AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I

DEEPLY APPRECIATE HAVING THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ON THE IMPORTANT ISSUE

OF SOCIAL SECURITY CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

(CDIs), IN MARCH OF THIS YEAR I TESTIFIED IN FRONT OF

THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY, COMMITTEE

ON WAYS AND MEANS, WHICH AT THE TIME WAS CONSIDERING

COMPREHENSIVE LEGISLATION DESIGNED TO ADDRESS THE

SERIOUS PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY

DISABILITY PROGRAM$ THE BILL UNDER CONSIDERATION IN THE

HOUSE AT THAT TIME, H.R. 5700, LATER MODIFIED AND RE-

NUMBERED AS I1,R. 6181, WAS REPORTED ON MAY 26, 1982,
AND HAS NOT RECEIVED FURTHER CONSIDERATION IN THE HOUSE

SINCE THAT DATE,

THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DISABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

HAVE NOT GONE AWAY. THE UNNECESSARY AND UNINTENDED

SUFFERING EXPERIENCED BY HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF SOCIAL

SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES HAS NOT GONE AWAY. THIS

EXTREME, AND IN MOST INSTANCES SENSELESS SUFFERING HAS NOT

GONE UNNOTICED BY CONGRESS YET WE HAVE FAILED TO ENACT

LEGISLATION DEALING WITH THIS SERIOUS PROBLEM, IN

ADDITION TO THE EVIDENCE GATHERED BY THE WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY, THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE.

ON AGING HELD SEVERAL DAYS OF HEARINGS AS DID THE GENERAL

OVERSIGHT AND GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, I BELIEVE THE

11-346 0-82--5
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DOCUMENTATION OF SERIOUS PROBLEMS WITHIN THE DISABILITY

PROGRAM IS UNEQUIVOCAL. I RELIEVE WE HAVE A CRISIS .

ON OUR HANDS THAT DEMANDS IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.

CONGRESS FIRST ENACTED THE AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL

SECURITY ACT IN 1,980 BECAUSE NO ONE WANTED TO SEE

I,--NDIV4DLS-WHO HAD MEDICALLY RECOVERED OR WHO HAD

RETURNED TO SUBSTANTIAL EMPLOYMENT CONTINUE TO RECEIVE

BENEFITS IN VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW, THE RAPID EXPANSION

OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAMS

DURING THE NINETEEN SEVENTIES TOGETHER WITH PROJECTED

SHORTFALLS IN THE DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUNDS, MADE

THE TIGHTENING OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM

NECESSARY. NOW, GIVEN THE CURRENT FINANCIAL STATUS OF

THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM WE MUST VIGILANTLY SEEK OUT

INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NOT DESERVING OF BENEFITS. HOWEVER,

CONGRESS DID NOT ENVISION NOR CAN WE ALLOW THE CONTINUED

ANGUISH AND TORMENT OF OUR DISABLED CITIZENS,

FOR THESE . REASONS AND OTHERS, I INTRODUCED ON JULY 26, 1982,
S. 2776, COSPONSORED BY SENATORS KENNEDY, METZENBAUM, BURDICK,

INOUYE, CANNON, AND PELL, WHICH I CONSIDER EMERGENCY LEGISLATION

DESIGNEDTO EASE THE UNNECESSARY SUFFERING EXPERIENCED BY

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DISABLED AMERICANS. THIS BILL WAS

DEVELOPED BY A BROADBASED COALITION OF GROUPS CONCERNED WITU

THE NEEDS OF DISABLED AMERICANS. THE PROPOSAL CONTAINS

SELECTED PROVISIONS FROM SEVERAL OTHER BILLS, MANY OF WHICH

I ALSO COSPONSORED, DESIGNED TO HALT THE WRONGFUL TERMINATION

OF DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES UNTIL CONGRESS IS ABLE TO DEVELOP
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A MORE COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION,

I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY OUTLINE THE THREE PROVISIONS CON-

TAINED IN MY BILL WHICH I BELIEVE ARE THE THREE MINIMUM

REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO CORRECT THE SITUATION UNTIL A

BROADER, MORE THOROUGH SOLUTION CAN BE DEVELOPED.

FIRST, MY BILL WOULD REQUIRE THAT BENEFITS BE CONTINUED TO

BE PAID UNTIL A FINAL DETERMINATION HAS BEEN MADE BY

AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE. IF AT THIS POINT IN THE

APPEALS PROCESS THE BENEFICIARY IS DETERMINED TO BE NO

LONGER-DISABLED UNDER LAW, THEN THOSE PAYMENTS RECEIVED

DURING THE APPEALS WOULD BE CONSIDERED OVERPAYMENTS AND

SUBJECT TO RECOUPMENT, THIS WOULD STOP THE CURRENT SITU-

ATION WHERE DISABLED BENEFICIARIES FACE THE ABRUPT TERMIN-

ATION OF THEIR BENEFITS ONLY TO HAVE THOSE BENEFITS REINSTATED

AFTER MANY MONTHS OF UNDUE SUFFERING AND HARDHSIP. ONLY THOSE

INDIVIDUALS WHO CONTINUE TO BE DISABLED UNDER LAW WOULD

BENEFIT FROM THIS PROVISION,

SECONDLY, MY BILL WOULD SLOW DOWN THE NUMBER OF THE DISABLITY

REVIEWS WHICH ARE CURRENTLY AT A LEVEL GREATER THAN THAT WHICH

CAN BE HANDLED BY THE PRESENT NUMBER OF DISABILITY EXAMINERS,

No ONE IS MORE CONCERNED ABOUT THIS ISSUE THAN THE DISABIL-

ITY EXAMINERS IN MY STATE OF MICHIGAN WHO AS INDIVIDUALS

ARE IN A UNIQUE POSITION TO UNDERSTAND THE DIFFICULTIES

CREATED AS A RESULT OF THE MANDATED REVIEW REQUIREMENT ENACTED
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AS PART OF THE 1980 SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY AMENDMENTS.

AT THIS POINT I ASK THAT A LETTER TOGETHER WITH AN ANALYSIS

OF THE DISABILITY REVIEWS BY THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION OF

DISABILITY EXAMINERS BE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE HEARING

RECORD,

FINALLY, AND PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY, MY BILL WOULD REQUIRE

EVIDENCE OF MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT FOR PURPOSES OF TERMINATING

BENEFITS, THIS PROVISION IS CRITICAL IF WE ARE TO SERIOUSLY

CONFRONT THE SIGNIFICANT REVERSAL RATES WE ARE SEEING IN CASES

WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL' APPEALS THE TERMINATION DECISION,

RECENT DATA'INDICATES AS MANY AS TWO-THIRDS OF THOSE INDIV-

IDUALS WHO APPEAL ARE LATER REINSTATED BACK ON THE DISABILITY

ROLLS. FOR MANY OF THESE INDIVIDUALS THEIR DISABLING CONDI-

TIONS HAVE NOT CHANGED AND SOME HAVE ACTUALLY PROGRESSED,

BUT DUE TO CHANGES IN THE CRITERIA USED FOR DETERMINING

DISABILITY AND DUE TO THE USE OF DIFFERENT CRITERIA AT VARIOUS

LEVELS OF APPEAL, MANY INDIVIDUALS WHO REMAIN SEVERELY

DISABLED ARE BEING THROWN OFF OF THE DISABILITY ROLLS, BY

PLACING THE BURDEN OF PROOF ON THE SOCAIL SECURITY ADMINI-

STRATION TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE BENEFICIARY HAS ACTUALLY

MEDICALLY IMPROVED, I BELIEVE WE WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE

THE NUMBER OF CASES WERE THE INITIAL TERMINATION DECISION

IS REVERSED ON APPEAL,

WHAT WE HAVE HERE IS A SITUATION THAT MUST BE IMMEDIATELY
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ADDRESSED IN A BIPARTISAN FASHION, MANY OF THESE INDIVIDUALS

ARE UNABLE TO SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES DUE TO EXTREME PHYSICAL

AND EMOTIONAL HARDSHIPS THEY HAVE EXPERIENCED AS A RESULT OF

SEVERE DISABILITY. ONE OF THE MANY INDIVIDUALS WHO CAME

TO MY OFFICE FOR ASSISTANCE IS A CASE IN POINT. THIS

INDIVIDUAL WAS PUT ON THE DISABILITY ROLLS IN 1979 AFTER

DEVELOPING A SEVERE HEART CONDITION. HIS DISABILITf WAS

SO SEVERE THAT HE WAS FIRST PUT ON THE ROLLS -- WITHOUT

APPEAL -- BASED SIMPLY ON THE AVAILABLE MEDICAL EVIDENCE

AND NO CONSULTATIVE EXAM WAS ORDERED. WHEN IT CAME TIME

FOR THE STATE DISABILITY OFFICE TO REVIEW HIS CASE, WITHOUT

SEEKING ADDITIONAL MEDICAL EVIDENCE, HE RECEIVED A NOTICE

OF PENDING CESSATION OF BENEFITS, AFTER RECEIVING THIS

NOTICE MEMBERS OF MY STAFF CONTACTED THE STATE DISABILITY

OFFICE ON HIS BEHALF ONLY TO DISCOVER THAT THIS TERMINATION

WAS BASED ON THE REPORT OF AN EXAMINER WHO FELT THE BENE-

FICIARY WAS TOO SICK TO UNDERGO THE REQUIRED TREADMILL

STRESS TEST,

THIS IS THE ONLY AUTHORIZED TEST FOR MEDICALLY VALIDATING THE

CONTINUED EXISTANCE OF HIS TYPE OF HEART CONDITION, IT

WAS ONLY AFTER CASEWORKERS IN OFFICE WERE ABLE TO CONVINCE

SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL IN THE STATE DISABILITY OFFICE TO

CONTACT THIS BENEFICIARY'S DOCTOR AND TO EXAMINE OTHER

AVAILABLE MEDICAL EVIDENCE THAT WE WERE ABLE TO PREVENT

THE TERMINATION OF BENEFITS AND THE UNTOLD'HARDSHIP THAT

WOULD HAVE NEEDLESSLY RESULTED FROM THIS ACTION. UNFORTUNATELY

NOT ALL BENEFICARIES CONTACT THEIR SENATOR'S OFFICE NOR ARE

WE CAPABLE OFNOR SHOULD WE BE EXPECTED TO PERSONALLY INTERVENE
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ON BEHALF OF DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES, I WAS UNABLE TO

ASSIST A LANSING MAN WHO, AFTER BEING ON THE DISABILITY

ROLLS FOR 14 YEARS AS A RESULT OF A SEVERE BACK INJURY,

STOOD OUTSIDE OF THE LOCAL SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE AND SHOT

HIMSELF SHORTLY AFTER DISCOVERING HIS DISABILITY BENEFITS

HAD BEEN TERMINATED,

AT THIS POINT OUR OBJECTIVE SHOULD BE TO IMMEDIATELY

ADDRESS THIS TRAGIC SITUATION. WHAT WE HAVE IS A LAW

THAT IS BEING ADMINISTERED IN SUCH A FASHION THAT IT

HAS PRODUCED UNTOLD AND COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY

MISERY FOR HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF AMERICANS. RATHER

THAN WAITING FOR CONSTITUENTS TO COME TO OUR OFFICES IN

TOTAL DESPERATION SEEKING OUR ASSISTANCE, WE NEED TO

ENACT URGJ-T'" LEGISLATION TO CORRECT THIS SITUATION,

THAT IS THE BEST WAY WE CAN REALLY BE OF ASSISTANCE

TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES WHO

ARE ASKING FOR OUR HELP.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Riegle, we are grateful for a very
compelling statement. We appreciate that very much.

Senator Metzenbaum?

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HOWARD M. METZENBAUM,
U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to follow my
colleague, and I have a magnificently well written statement that I
don't intend to read. I will submit it for the record.

But as I sit here, I say to myself, if ever there was a case of gov-
ernment run amok this is it. All over the country people are com-
mitting suicide because of these terminations. People are literally
driven up against the wall, and we are talking about "We'll have
to get around to doing something about the problem."

Now, with no disrespect-and I don't say it with disrespect-the
fact is that when an issue arose in the tax conference as to the
question of whether capital gains should be held for 6 months or
for a year, it was amazing how fast Congress could act on that
issue. Overnight the conferees decided to change it, and the next
day on the floor of the Senate we had that issue before us and we
turned it back again-not with my approval, but we did turn it
back again.

I am not criticizing that, then that's fine; but I am saying that
here is a problem where people are literally losing their lives,
losing everhing that means anything to them, and we are talking
about the fact that we'll have to get at it. Democrats and Republi-
cans alike are sitting here saying "45 percent of cases considered
are terminated; only 50 percent appealed." I believe a substantial
proportion of the remaining 50 percent don't appeal because they
really don't know what to do.

Let's understand what it is for some of these people. These are
people who don't know where to turn, who don't know how to call
their Senator's office, who don't know how to call their Congress-
person's office. And these are people who need our help.

Now there are times we can argue as to how much food stamps
somebody should get or shouldn't get. We can argue about how
much AFDC should or shouldn't be available. We can talk about
school lunch and school milk programs. Yet, here is a situation
where nobody is disputing the facts. I asked the GAO for a report,
and they confirmed the problem. And we have a chance to do
something about it.

Senator Heinz and I have an amendment to offer to the debt
limit bill. Senators Levin and Cohen have an amendment. Their
amendment is good, ours goes a little bit further.

But the point that I make is that something should be done-not
manana--something ought to be done at the earliest possible time.
Now, if we have the resolve to do it, as Senator Riegle has so ably
pointed out we can do it for a football game being televised, we
sure as the devil can do it if we make up our minds to it. Nobody
argues that there are two sides to this issue. Sure, there are some
violations that occur. Sure, there are some problems, and some of
the people should not be getting these benefits; but we know as a
group, every single one of us in the Senate, and probably every
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person in Congress knows that there is a problem and yesterday
was too late.

So I just say to you that my remarks might have been more elo-
quent, they may have been more persuasive, but I just feel that I
would like to leave you with this message.

Senator Dole, you have had a tremendous responsibility. You car-
ried a major burden; you have moved well with respect to the tax
bill; you have done some things that I think are very good and
some that I have some reservations about; but the fact is, you have
moved.

Senator DoLE. I can still count on you, though.
Senator METZENBAUM. All right. [Laughter.]
You have moved. You have the capacity to move on this issue.

And I think that you would be performing yeoman's service to
show that the Congress can see a challenge and move with rapidity
to resolve that challenge.

I for one say whether it is Cohen-Levin or whether it is Heinz-
Metzenbaum or whether it is Dole-and that is fine with me; let it
be the Dole amendment-let's get this problem resolved. Let's
move on it. We don't need to have lengthy hearings; I think we
know the problem and I think it's time to act on it. And I would
hope that you would provide the leadership that is so necessary to
get this matter resolved before the Congress decides to go home. I
don't know whether it can be done this week; we may be here next
week, or whatever-the faster the better. I think it would be a
superb undertaking on your part, and I urge you to do so, and I
know that Senator Armstrong is prepared to join you in that en-
deavor.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Metzenbaum follows:]
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U. S: Senator Howard M.
MA 4 Otact; oy Meyers

Douglas Lowenstein

for immediate release August 18, 192 of OhioOJL/I~lO2.224 2315

TESTIMONY FOR SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE FOR SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROGRAM

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to address this committee today
on the subject of the Social Security Disability program. In 1980, Congress
mandated a review of the eligibility of Social Security Disability recipients.
I believe there are serious problems with the way in which the Social Security
Administration is carrying out this mandate. In fact, contrary to the intent
of Congress, I believe that thousands of truly disabled persons are having
their benefits terminated as a result of this review process.

The numbers speak fcqr themselves; Forty-five percent of all current
reviews end up in terminations. Eventhe GAO report, which has been criticized
as unrealistic, only found that, at most, twenty percent of the current
beneficiaries might no longer be disabled. What we have then is nothing
more than a thinly disguised effort to revamp the disability program and
shift the burden of caring for the disabled to the states. But the dismal
financial position of most states makes it impossible for them to take on
this additional responsibility. As a result, many deserving disability
recipients will be lost between the cracks of our assistance programs. And
that, Mr, Chairman, simply creates one more ragged hole in our so-called
"Safety-Net."

We will probably hear from some witnesses today that the continuing
disability investigation program is working largely as intended, They will
apologetically explain that any massive review of beneficiaries will un-
avoidably result in occasional errors, They will insist that the disability
horror stories we have heard are simply unfortunate, but isolated incidents.
I disagree. What we have here is a case of government run-a-muck.

I first learned of the serious problems in the disability review program
last fall It started as a trickle of complaints, but soon grew into a
flood. Today, hundreds of constituents have contacted my office for help
in heading off the imminent termination of their disability benefits. Their
stories are distressingly familiar,

Each person had been a long time disability recipient who was abruptly
informed that they were being dropped from the rolls: Each had letters or
documentation from their treating physician that they remained severely
disabled and unable to work: Most had lost their benefits after being subject
to a cursory, five minute examination by a state-paid physician. Finally,
almost all faced a serious financial crisis with the loss of their benefits.

The people who have contacted my office -- and those of other Congressman
-- are only the tip of an iceberg, For every person with the sophistication
to contact their Congressman, there are countless others with equally compel-
ling cases who don't know where to turn or what to do.

There are several problems with the disability review program which will
be addressed by other witnesses. I would like to focus on the most serious
of these problems; When Congress passed the 1980 Social Security Disability
Amendments mandating reviews at least every three years, did it intend to
change the rules in the middle of the game for those receiving benefits?

I believe the answer is clearly "no." The legislative history reveals
congressional concern for persons who were working, who had medically re-
covered, who made fraudulent claims. But Congress was silent on the question
of whether those whose condition had not improved should be subject to benefit
cut-offs.

A GAO investigation, which I requested last year, found that, "Many of
those losing their disability benefits have been on SSA rolls several years,
still have what we would all consider to be severe impairments, and have
experienced little or no medical improvement." In trying to find an ex-
planation, GAO found that SSA's decision to terminate benefits "is made using
a newer, more objective, more stringently interpreted set of evaluation
guidelines; and is made in a tougher 'adjudicative climate'."
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It seems that over the last several years SSA has significantly
narrowed the criteria for disability. Sometimes this is done through
regulations and is thus subject to public comment. In other instances,
however, these changes are made through informal program guidelines
which are not subject to public review, Even more subjective and
hidden from the public eye are the case)by case reviews by SSA in
Baltimore of state agency deter-inations - upholding disability claims.
Each time SSA reverses the state, a new, more stringent guideline is
created.

Of course, some of the guideline changes do help to achieve more
explicit, uniform standards in what is still admittedly a subjective
decision-making process. Other changes, however, which narrow the
definition of disability rather than clarify it, are much more question-
able. A_ prominent cardiologist with the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio told
me that, in his opinion, a person with a heart condition would have to
be in the middle of a heart attack to meet SSAs current criteria on
cardiac conditions.

But even if one agreed, and I do not, that we need to limit the
disability program for future beneficiaries, this is a wholly different
question than whether we should be applying these more stringent
criteria to current beneficiaries when their cases -oe up for review.
GAO believes the fact that; "Many beneficiaries whose conditions have not
improved, or nay even have worsened, are being told they are 'no longer
disabled', and are terminated from SSA's disability rolls.,.accounts
for much of the adverse publicity given the,... review process,"

I do not believe that Congress intended this result when it mandated
regular reviews. Many courts apparently agree. There are at least
five different Federal court decisions at this time which in effect
require SSA to show "medical improvement" before benefits can be term-
inated. SSA, however, will not follow any Federal court decision short
of a Supreme Court decision. Its rationale is that Social Security
is a national program and should only be governed by a national court
decision. But, perhaps aware of its shaky legal position, SSA had
studiously avoided a test in the high court. In fact, when an appellate
court rules in favor of the recipient, SSA refuses to appeal to the
Supreme Court, we thus have a catch 22 situation: SSA will only follow
Supreme Court decisions, yet they will not appeal adverse decisions
to the Supreme Court!

It is high time that Congress clarify its intent with regard to
medical improvement. GAO also agrees that "Congress should state
whether cessations are appropriate for those on the disability rolls
who have not medically improved Remember, we are talking about
persons who have been labeled by their government as totally disabled,
who have been provided with disability insurance payments based on
their past contributions to the Social Security Trust Fund, who have
been found (again by their government to be incapable of any substantial
gainful employment, who have been out of the workforce for many years
living the life of A disabled person, and who are now suddenly informed,
despite no change in their condition, that they are no longer disabled
and can return to work. This is a cruel and, I believe, unintended,
result of the review princess.

I will join a number of other Senators in offering an amendment to
the public debt ceiling bill to clarify congressional intent on the
subject of medical improvement, The situation has reached crisis
proportion and requires an immediate, emergency solution. In my own
state of Ohio, at least two persons have committed suicide as a direct
result of their termination of benefits and many others have died of
their disabling condition at the same time that they were told they
were no longer disabled. Congress must act immediately to prevent
further tragedies from occurring,
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Let me say now that I fully support the efforts of Senators Levin
and Cohen to slow-down reviews and continue benefits pending an appeal
decision. These are both essential changes and I have included them
in my own legislation. But in the absence of a "medical improvement"
requirement, they will only prolong or delay the inevitable termination
of benefits. Therefore, I believe that all three provisions are
absolutely necessary to any emergency solution.

Our medical improvemnt amendment is not intended to prevent SSA from
removing persons from the rolls who are not, in fact, disabled, it
would allow terminations if the initial decision granting benefits was
clearly erroneous or if there was fraud of any kind. It would also
allow terminations if, due to advances in medical or rehabilitative
technology, a person is now able to work. For instance, a new pace-
maker device which allows a person to live a relatively normal life
even though their heart condition has not changed might be a reason to
terminate benefits. Similarly, advances in dialysis treatment might
also now enable some persons to work and justify a termination of
benefits.

The supporters of my amendment are not trying to create insurmount-
able difficulties for the Administration on the disability program.
Medical improvement was actually utilized as a criteria by the Admin-
istration from 1969 to 1976 and so is not completely unknown to them.
I would be most interested in working with the Chairman and other
members of this committee to see is we could reach some agreement on
the wording of a provision that would be agreeable to all parties.

Finally, we should x member that confidence in the Social Security
system is at an all timr. low. Current beneficiaries have worked and
paid into the Disability insurance Trust Fund. They have earned their
right to benefits upon b,.coring disabled. For the government to go
back on the promise it ma de to these disabled persons will further
undermine the already eroding confidence in the system and will lead
to an even greater feeling of distrust of government by the Pmerican
public.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum.
Colleagues, please come join us up here. If your schedule permits

you to stay for the balance of the afternoon's testimony we would
glad to have you join us.

Senator METZENBAUM. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, but I am due
on the floor.

Senator DOLE. I want the record to indicate that they are very
effective. The last time they were here was on unemployment com-
pensation. Remember?

Senator METZENBAUM. I remember it very well.
Senator DoLE. Two weeks later we had a $2 billion program.

[Laughter.]
Senator HEINZ. Don't give all the credit for that to Senator Metz-

enbaum. He deserved some of it.
Senator DoLE. No. The last time he was there, but you were up

here. Yes, right.
But you make a good point. We certainly will address this as

quickly as we can.
Senator GRA5LEY. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement I would

like to submit for the record.
Senator ARMSTRONG. We will be very happy to include it in the

record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley follows:]

STAThMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES GRAssLzY

Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my thanks to the Chairman and for finding
time to hold hearings on a topic of great importance to many of this nation's dis-
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abled workers. In view of the flurry of activity during these past few weeks, both
Senators are to be commended for their efforts to schedule this review of the con-
tinuing disability investigations.

I am sure all of us here today are aware of the increased concern focused on the
periodic review of continuing disability. I have received numerous complaints and
inquiries from constituents expressing both frustration and anger at the prospect of
losing their disability benefits. In my view part of the problem stems from a lack of
public understanding of how the review procedure works, and the original intent of
the social security disability program.

There is no doubt that the social security disability insurance program, and par-
ticularly, the continuing investigation process, is in need of a thorough examination.
The growing backlog of cases pending before state agencies and administrative law
judges is alarming. Although the intent begind the 1980 Social Security Disability
Amendments was valid, it appears we need to evaluate the administrative effects of
these changes. During the last Congress, it became increasingly apparent that an
overhaul of the disability insurance program was needed to address three concerns:
rapid increases in the cost of the program, poor administration of the program, and
the problem of work disincentives.

As a result of intensive study, the 1980 amendments were passed, and a subse-
quent GAO report on the report further indicated the need to tighten up the initial
determination process and the review process. It appears that the actual result of
these actions has been to mire the state agencies and the appeals network in an
unmanageable work schedule, and at the same time raise the anxiety level of those
individuals currently receiving disability insurance.

I commend my colleagues here today who have taken the lead in offering legisla-
tion to address the problems of the continuing disability investigations. I remain
hopeful that among all the various options now pending before the Congress we can
effectively analyze the course of events which led to the problem, and agree on the
appropriate course of action.

Senator MITCHELL. I likewise, Mr. Chairman, would like to
submit a statement for the record.

Senator ARMSTRONG. We would be delighted to have your state-
ment for the record, Senator Mitchell.

[The prepared statement of Senator Mitchell follows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL

Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased that the Finance Committee is conducting

this hearing. I am hopeful that today's hearing will serve

as a basis for Congressional action on the issue of disability

benefit terminations.

The Social Security Disabilitv Insurance Program is the

primary means of replacing lost wages for disabled workers

and their families. Roughly 4.L million people depend on

disability benefits. This is not a welfare Drogram;

beneficiaries earned the right to this assistance by contributing

to the Disability Trust Fund during their working years.

Consequently, the Congress and the Administration should be

extremely careful in any actions that affect the payment of

disability benefits.

This hearing centers on allegations that the Social Security

Administration has been unduly harsh in implementing the review

of disability cases required by 1980 legislation. This review

process, which was scheduled to begin this year but was

accelerated by the Reagan Administration, has resulted in

record levels of benefit terminations.

Although we need some form of review to see that able-bodied

workers are not receiving benefits, there are many signs that

current review procedures are faulty.
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For example, almost half of all reviews result in benefit

terminations, and over 60 percent of those terminations

that are appealed are reversed by an Administrative Law Judge.

These statistics strongly suggest that beneficiaries whose

conditions have not improved are being removed from the

disability rolls. This imposes a serious burden on these

individuals because they lose their benefits during the appeals

process.

There is no shortage of examples to illustrate this point.

One of m' field representatives recently told me of the followihg

case: An individual from Dennvsville, Maine, had been

receiving disability benefits for 12 years. He has had one

sDinal operation and will have another as soon as he is strong

enough. He also suffers from angina, chronic emphysema, and a

speech impediment. Last fall, his disability benefits were

terminated. Since being removed from the disability rolls, this

individual has been threatened by foreclosure on his house and

repossession of his car, and he faces the prospect of selling

all of his personal property. Even if he successfully appeals

his termination and receives his lost benefits retroactively,

his financial status may be irreversibly harmed.

It is tragic that misguided zeal has led this Administration

to encourage wholesale, unwarranted and unfair terminations

of people from t.e disability program. Those who contribute

to this program rely on it as their major means of support

should they be unable to work, but the erratic decisions of
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bureaucrats are forcing many people off the disability

rolls, despite the fact that they are unable to earn a

living. This is not only unfair, it displays astonishing

callousness towards people who, through no fault of their

own, rely on their government's word when they become

disabled.

I look forward to hearing testimony on the adequacy of

existing review procedures and on the possible solutions to

the problem. I hope that we can act soon, either in the

Finance Committee, or, if necessary, by amendment to the

debt limit bill.

Senator ARMSTRONG. We now call Mr. Paul Simmons, Deputy
Commissioner for External Affairs of the Social Security Adminis-
tration, and those who will be accompanying him, to give us the
perspective of this from social security.

Commissioner, we are delighted to have you with us, as always,
and we are looking forward to your testimony and to your counsel
about where we go from here on this matter.

STATEMENT OF PAUL B. SIMMONS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR
PROGRAMS AND POLICY, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Mr. SIMMoNs. Accompanying me today are Beverly Bedwell, As-

sociate Commissioner for Asssment; Donald Gonya, Health and
Human Services' Assistant General Counsel, the Social Security Di-
vision; Rhoda Greenberg, Director of the Office of Disability Pro-
grams; and Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner for Hearings
and Appeals.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, I might say that I think you will
find that we agree with more than you might think of what has
been said here today in terms of defining some of the problems, but
I think we might have some different approaches on how those
problems should be resolved.

With your permission, I am submitting for the record a very de-
tailed statement which addresses most of the problems at issue in
this hearing and outlines many of the steps we have been taking
over the past year to improve the quality and fairness of the con-
tinuing disability investigation (CDI) program. That statement is
similar to the statements and materials we have submitted at 10
other hearings and markup sessions on the CDI program since last
September that have been held here in Washington, plus many
Iield hearings on this subject around the Nation.

In all of these hearings we have tried repeatedly to establish the
facts at issue here. I think I need not take this committee's time to
repeat every detail of those facts.

But I would like to take a few moments today to respond to some
of the criticisms that have been leveled against the Social Security
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Administration and the 54 State disability determination agencies
that have been struggling to carry out the mandate of the Congress
on CDI's. And I would like to use part of this time to outline some
of the more major steps that we have been taking in close concert
with the States to implement some constructive changes in the CDI
program.

These reforms, which Secretary Schweiker and Commissioner
Svahn have made a top, priority of this agency, will, I believe, go a
long way toward solving many of the problems and resolving many
of the issues that have led to this hearing and many others being
held here in Washington. Indeed, we believe we are moving about
as far as we can go toward those ends, short of substantive legisla-
tion, to correct some of the anomalies in present law and practice
which have helped make this program far more complex and con-
troversial than any other administered by this agency.

As you know, Secretary Schweiker and Commissioner Svahn
have been strongly supportive of major elements of a Ways and
Means Social Security Subcommittee bill, which has not yet been
acted on by the full House. I might add that we are quite proud to
have been able to work with Chairman Pickle and Congressman
Archer and their colleagues on that committee, and then with the
full committee. We think many elements of that bill would be ex-
tremely helpful to us. We had hoped, in fact, that that bill-which
is H.R. 6181, with provisions that are paralleled in several bills
before this committee as well-that would be the law of the land
by now.

There are certain provisions of that bill, along with the steps
that we are taking administratively, that will be critical to the in-
tegrity of the program and the fairness of the CDI process, and it is
these two issues, fairness to recipients and program integrity,
which we believe must be the basis of any changes made in this
program.

Many of the reforms that I am outlining for you today carry out,
to the extent that we can within the constraints of the law we have
to work with, the spirit and intent embodied in the House bill and
in some provisions of bills pending before this committee.

For example, in anticipation of congressional action on an ac-
ceptable version of the House bill, we will move in the coming
months to develop plans for the kind of face-to-face evidentiary
hearing envisioned for the reconsideration level of appeal in that
bill. Several Senators remarked earlier today, and they are quite
right, that one of the anomalies in the system is that most appli-
cants and beneficiaries don't come face-to-face with any decision-
maker until far down the line, which may be 6 to 9 months from
the time when the process starts.

We cannot, as that bill would mandate, stretch the deadline for
appeal for reconsideration to 6 months and pay benefits to recipi-
ents for up to that length of time, but we do support those provi-
sions. We just cannot implement them without clear congressional
action.

But we can work with the States to reform other aspects of the
reconsideration process and convert it from what it is now-a
largely paper-oriented review-into a people-focused review that
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should go a long way toward insuring that first-level appeals are
full, fair, and fast, and based on all medical evidence available.

In any of the actions we are taking, I must note, we do not
intend to supplant but rather to supplement the good work of the
State disability agencies. Their partnership with us is one of the
most unique and productive among Federal-State programs. Our
reforms are designed only to make that partnership more so.
Indeed, much of our administrative reform effort is based on the
sound advice and proven expertise of several State agency adminis-
trators who have consented to serve as advisers to us in this effort.
The States, like the Social Security Administration, want this pro-
gram to be as fair to the recipient and as responsible to the taxpay-
er as we can possibly make it.

To help relieve the workloads on those States with unusually
large backlogs of cases to be reviewed, we are exercising this
month and next a selective moratorium on forwarding new cases to
those States. Over these 2 months we will be holding up more than
33,000 cases which otherwise would have been sent to the States
for action. And, with respect to future State agency and adminis-
trative law judge backlogs and workloads, based on our findings in
the first year of the CDI program, we have broadened somewhat
our definitions of the "permanently disabled" who need not be sub-
ject to the once-every-3-year CDI process mandated under the law.
As a result, we expect to exempt up to an additional 165,000
beneficiaries from the CDI process during the next fiscal year,
which will mean reducing the total from about 800,000 which was
originally projected to about 640,000. That will be a major reduc-
tion in workloads and one which we think the States and the ALU
system will be able to handle given other movements in their work-
loads.

Other elements of our reform program are also detailed in my
statement for the record. To summarize them briefly: First, we
have doubled our number of reviews of State agency actions to
deny or cease benefits to individuals. Under present law and prac-
tice we have been required to review only favorable State decisions,
an anomaly that can obviously skew a close-call decision. The
House bill would mandate that a mix of favorable and unfavorable
decisions be reviewed, something we are already doing to insure
that the decisionmaking process and the CDI process are as neutral
as humanly possible.

Second, since March we have stopped the past practice of the
agency of trying to recoup payments from individuals removed
from the rolls, dating all the way back to the date of probable ces-
sation of the disability. This is also a provision in the pending
House bill which we support but which we don't think is necessary.
Under this policy we stop payments at the time the person is noti-
fied of the termination except in cases where there has been out-
right fraud or other good reason to try to go back and recover past
payments, that or to prosecute.

Third, since May of this year we have mandated that States
review all medical evidence available dating back at least a year, a
directive which we think will help insure that every State is look-
ing at every piece of evidence that might be pertinent to a case.

11-346 0-82--6
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Fourth, we have added more than 140 administrative law judges
to what is already perhaps the largest single adjudicative system in
the world, bringing their total number to more than 800 and pro-
viding them with significantly more support staff to help reduce
the backlog of cases that has been a chronic problem in past years.

Indeed, I should note here that our sense of management priority
is reflected in the fact that we devote more than half of our entire
agency's administrative budget to the disability program, even
though it serves only about one-sixth of all of our beneficiary popu-
lation.

Fifth, finally, we are moving to insure that all levels of the ap-
peals process, including the administrative law judge system and
our appeals council, are adjudicating cases on the same basis of law
and regulation. Thus, we are moving administratively to address a
chronic problem of inconsistency in decisions, which is also ad-
dressed in the House bill by a mandate for us to do essentially
what we are already doing ourselves.

We support the House bill provisions in this sensitive area be-
cause they would enable us to go further than we now can to
insure that each level of appeal is as fair and conclusive as possi-
ble.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer quite another
perspective on this program than you may be hearing froin some
people this afternoon. I think we do sometimes lose perspective on
how this program came about and why it came about.

The periodic review process is part and parcel of our ongoing
mission to insure that disability benefits are paid only to those in-
dividuals who meet the criteria established in the law. In the vast
majority of cases, as my statement for the record points out, the
reason people are being taken off the rolls is not because of defi-
ciencies in the process but because they are not disabled under the
terms of the law. Many of them were on the rolls erroneously to
begin with, and many of them recovered after they came on the
rolls. We are now paying the price, because the necessary emphasis
was not put on quality in original decisions and there was not a
strong ongoing program for reviewing the existing disability rolls.

Once we complete our review of the existing disability rolls and
we maintain high quality in the initial determination and appeal
process, the proportion of terminated beneficiaries should decline
drastically.

We fully agree that we need some constructive, creative action
on this program, both administratively and legislatively. Why we
need such action is clear in the light of a thumbnail history ofthis
program:

The Congress enacted this program 26 years ago-a quarter cen-
tury. It was an extremely strict program then; it is extremely strict
now. Over the quarter century the disability program has been in
place, the Congress, successive administrations of both parties, and
any number of court decisions have acted to liberalize or restrict
the eligibility criteria or contract or expand benefits as the temper
of the times dictated.

For a long time, for example it was possible for a worker to get
more in tax-free disability benefits than he could get on the job-
which is a strong incentive to get on and stay on the program.
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For a long time it was possible for convicted felons to collect dis-
ability benefits while sitting in prison for gross crimes. Congress
did finally act to stop that, but only after 24 years.

For a long time most workers who made it into the program
could rest assured that they were on a lifetime tax-free adjusted-
for-inflation retirement annuity. They would never be asked to
prove continuing eligibility.

For a long time the disability insurance program offered a long-
term tempting alternative to taking an early retirement at 62 and
accepting the 20-percent loss of benefits. And indeed, today more
than half of all DI beneficiaries are over the age of 55.

For a long time the rules didn't change all that much, despite
startling advances in medical therapy and technology that made
wholesale changes in our notions of what disability is and how
people can cope with it. Indeed, there are people we see on the
streets going to work every day who are suffering from handicaps
or disabilities that are far more serious than those of many people
who are now on the rolls. )

For an unprecedented time in the mid-1970's the Federal and
State agencies responsible for administering the disability program
had to grapple with the sudden creation of the supplemental secu-
rity income program, which added millions of new disability cases
to their workloads in a matter of months with precious little lead-
tiine, and which had obvious effects on the quality of decisions
made in the cases of those who flooded into the program. Many of
those decisions are now at issue in the CDI process.

All of these forces gathered over time to make the disability in-
surance program perhaps the single fastest growing benefit pro-
gram and perhaps the single most abused. Between 1970 and 1980
the disability caseload grew 75 percent; its costs in 1980 were 500
percent of the 1970 level. And that was at a time when the nation-
al rates of long-term sickness and disabling injuries had not mate-
rially changed among the general population. And the cost of
living during that time went up only 30 percent as fast as the cost
of this program. Thus, there are good and obvious reasons why the
Carter administration and the Congress and the Congress own
audit agency supported the amendments of 1980. And for the same
reasons this administration is pursuing the clear intent of the Con-
gress and the American taxpayer: At a time when the social secu-
rity system has serious problems in terms of both dollars and
public confidence, we cannot tolerate any doubt about how we are
spending $18 billion in trust fund moneys this year-which is exact-
ly the issue we are talking about at this hearing today.

We can argue about whether it is possible within the 3 short
years Congress has given us to right every wrong, to clear up every
excess, and to eliminate every abuse that has evolved in this pro-
gram in the past quarter century; but, no, we cannot argue that
there is no reason to act. We have no choice but to act. Our quality
assurance surveys show that as many as 1 in 4 of those on the rolls
do not meet the test of the law.

Mistakes are being made in the process of trying to clean up the
rolls. I will apologize for the mistakes, but I can't make excuses for
them. If there are errors and failures in this program, they are not
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this administration's, they are errors and failures of the United
States Government over a long period of time.

And that is precisely why we are making administrative changes
and why we are supporting legislative improvements that will rec-
tify those elements of the-law and its administration that must be
changed to insure that this program is fair to one and all-to the
beneficiary and to the taxpayer who is asked to support that bene-
ficiary.

I thank you for your time, and I would be glad to answer any
questions.

[The prepared statement of Paul B. Simmons follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOUR

COMMITTEE. f AM ACCOMPANIED THIS AFTERNOON BY Ms. BEVERLY A.

BEDWELL, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR ASSESSMENT. MR. DONALD A.
GONYA, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, HHS, SOCIAL SECURITY DIVISION,

Ms. RHODA GREENBERG, DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF DISABILITY

PROGRAMS, AND MR. Louis B. HAYS, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR

HEARINGS AND APPEALS.

Ul FOLLOWING STATEMENT DETAILS THE HISTORY, CURRENT

STATUS AND RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN CONTINUING DISABILITY

INVESTIGATIONS. MY ORAL STATEMENT SUMMARIZES THIS PRESENTATION

AND DESCRIBES SOME NEW INITIATIVES WE ARE ABOUT TO EMBARK ON.

I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS WITH YOU TODAY THE PERIODIC REVIEW

THAT WE HAVE BEEN CONDUCT INGSINCE MARCH 1981 AND ITS EFFECTS ON

BENEFICIARIES, THE QUALITY OF DECISIONMAKING, AND ON PROCESSING

TIMES. I ALSO WANT TO ENUMERATE THE MANY STEPS WE HAVE BEEN

TAKING TO REFINE THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS AS WE GO ALONG, AS

WELL AS THE IMPROVEMENTS WE ARE MAKING IN THE OVERALL DISABILITY

DECISIONMAKING PROCESS.

INTR03UCTION

FROM THE INCEPTION OF THE DISABILITY BENEFIT PROGRAM IN

1955, THE DEFINITION OF DISABILITY HAS ALWAYS BEEN VERY STRICT,

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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AND CAN ONLY BE MET BY THE VERY SEVERELY DISABLED. PARTIAL

DISABILITY, WHICH IS RECOGNIZED IN MANY OTHER BENEFIT PROGRAMS,

IS NOT SUFFICIENT FOR SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS.

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT PROVIDES THAT A CLAIMANT'S

IMPAIRMENT(S) MUST BE SO SEVERE THAT HE IS NOT ONLY UNABLE TO DO

HIS PREVIOUS WORK BUT CANNOT, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION HIS AGE,

EDUCATION, AND WORK EXPERIENCE, ENGAGE IN ANY OTHER KIND OF

SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL WORK WHICH EXISTS IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY,

SO LONG AS THIS WORK EXISTS IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY, IT DOES NOT

MATTER WHETHER SUCH WORK EXISTS IN THE IMMEDIATE AREA IN WHICH

HE LIVES, OR WHETHER A SPECIFIC JOB VACANCY EXISTS FOR HIM, OR

WHETHER HE WOULD BE HIRED IF HE APPLIED FOR WORK. THE

DISABILITY MUST BE EXPECTED TO RESULT IN DEATH OR MUST HAVE

LASTED, OR BE EXPECTED TO LAST, FOR A CONTINUOUS PERIOD OF

12 MONTHS OR MORE. THIS IS THE STATUTORY LANGUAGE, NOT SSA's

INTERPRETATION OF THE STATUTE. THE SAME DEFINITION OF

DISABILITY APPLIES 9OT ONLY TO THOSE INITIALLY FILING FOR

BENEFITS, BUT ALSO IN DETERMINING WHETHER BENEFICIARIES SHOULD

REMAIN ON THE ROLLS,

THE ORIGINAL DEFINITION OF DISABILITY FOR SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFITS WAS EVEN MORE SEVERE THAN THE PRESENT ONE; IT REQUIRED

THAT THE IMPAIRMENT BE EXPECTED TO RESULT IN DEATH OR TO BE OF

LONG-CONTINUED AND INDEFINITE DURATION. THE PRESENT DEFINITION

WAS ADOPTED IN 1935, AT WHICH TIME THE CONGRESS INDICATED THAT

IT EXPECTED SSA TO REVIEW THE CONDITION OF BENEFICIARIES
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PERIODICALLY TO ASSURE PROMPT TERMINATION OF BENEFITS WHEN A

BENEFICIARY CEASED TO BE DISABLED.

HOWEVER, ASIDE FROM STATUTORY CHANGES IN THE DEFINITION,

ADVANCES IN MEDICAL SCIENCE HAVE RESULTED IN DE FACTOR CHANGES,

DUE TO THE AVAILABILITY OF KIDNEY TRANSPLANTS, BYPASS SURGERY,

AND NEW MEDICATIONS FOR MENTAL ILLNESSES, FOR EXAMPLE, CERTAIN

MEDICAL CONDITIONS WHICH WERE PERMANENTLY DISABLING IN THE PAST

MAY NOT BE DISABLING TODAY. THUS, MEDICAL ADVANCES MAY REQUIRE

CHANGES IN CDI PROCEDURES SINCE PEOPLE CONSIDERED PERMANENTLY

DISABLED WHEN THEY CAME ON THE ROLLS MAY NO LONGER BE DISABLED,

IN ADDITION TO LIBERALIZING THE DEFINITION, CONGRESS MADE OTHER

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR DISABILITY LESS RESTRICTIVE; FOR

EXAMPLE, THE INSURED STATUS REQUIREMENTS WERE LIBERALIZED TWICE.

A NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES IN THE 1970'S RAISED CONCERNS ABOUT

THE PROGRAM. WHILE THE PROGRAM GREW RELATIVELY SLOWLY DURING

THE 19C0's, IT BEGAN TO GROW RAPIDLY DURING THE EARLY 1970's.

IN FY 19I9, SSA RECEIVED 700,000 CLAIMS FOR DISABILITY BENEFITS.

By 1974, THE NUMBER OF DISABILITY CLAIMS PER YEAR HAD GROWN TO

1.2 MILLION. PART OF THIS GROWTH CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO ADVERSE

ECONOMIC PERIODS BECAUSE HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT ENCOURAGES SOME

WORKERS WITH SIGNIFICANT HEALTH PROBLEMS TO FILE FOR DISABILITY

BENEFITS,

IN ADDITION, OVER 500,000 CLAIMS UNDER THE BLACK LUNG

PROGRAM, WHICH STARTED IN 1970, HAD BEEN FILE OVER A RELATkVELY
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SHOT PERIOD OF TIME, AND SSI DISABILITY CLAIMS ADDED ALMOST

ANOTHER MILLION CLAIMS A YEAR AFTER THAT PROGRAM'S

IMPLEMENTATION IN JANUARY 1974. THE ADVENT OF THESE NEW

PROGRAMS REQUIRING DISABILITY DECISIONS PUT A STRAIN ON THE

DISABILITY DETERMINATION PROCESS. THE RESULT WAS TREMENDOUS

PRESSURE TO PROCESS CLAIMS QUICKLY AND REDUCE BACKLOGS. AT THE

SAME TIME, THERE WAS AN EFFORT TO HOLD DOWN PROCESSING COSTS,

PRODUCING A CONFLICT BETWEEN QUALITY AND QUANTITY.

BY 1975 THESE FACTORS RESULTED IN THE HIGHEST DISABILITY

INCIDENCE RATE IN THE HISTORY OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE

PROGRAM; THERE WERE 7.1 DISABLED WORKER BENEFICIARIES PER

THOUSAND WORKERS. IN CONTRAST, THE DISA31LITY INCIDENCE RATE

WAS 3.5 iNi 1921. ''HILE DISABILITY INCIDENCE HAS FLUCTUATED

WIDELY OVER THE YEARS, THE RATES OF SICKNESS f.'ID INJURY HAVE NOT

CHANGED APPRECIABLY IN THE GENERAL ECO:IOMY.

CURRENTLY, THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS ARE RUNN4I!G A

DEFICIT THAT MOUNTS BY $17,000 PER MINUTE, AND 44 PERCENT OF

THAT TOTAL CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE PAYMENT OF DI BENEFITS TO

PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT DISABLED.

As INCIDENCE RATES AND COSTS INCREASED, CONCERNS BEGAN TO

BE EXPRESSED ABOUT THE QUALITY OF ADMINISTRATION OF THE

DISABILITY PROGRAM. IN 1979, BOTH THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION AND

THE CONGRESS MADE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE

ADMINISTRATION OF.THE PROGRAM AND CUTTING COSTS, CULMINATING IN
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THE ENACTMENT OF P.L. 95-205, THE "SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

AMENDMENTS OF 1930." THESE AMENDMENTS CONTAINED PROVISIONS

AIMED AT (1) RESTRAINING THE COSTS OF THE PROGRAM (E.G.. A CAP

ON FAMILY BENEFITS AND RESTRICTIONS ON DROPOUT YEARS);

(2) IMPROVING WORK INCENTIVES; AND (3) IMPROVING PROGRAM

ADMINISTRATION (E.G., CLOSING THE RECORD AFTER THE HEARING,

OWN-MOTION REVIEW OF ALJ DECISIONS, AND PREEFFECTUATION REVIEW

OF INITIAL DECISIONS). AMONG THE LATTER WAS THE PROVISION FOR

PERIODIC REVIEW OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY ROLLS.

HISTORY OF THE CDI PROCESS

SSA HAS ALWAYS REVIEWED DISABILITY CASES TO ASSURE THAT

BENEFICIARIES' DISABILITIES ARE CONTINUING. HOWEVER, BEFORE THE

PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS WAS ENACTED IN 1930, ONLY CERTAIN KINDS

OF DISABILITY CASES WERE REVIEWED: (1) THOSE IN WHICH THE

DISABLED BENEFICIARY' S MEDICAL CONDITION WAS EXPF.CTED TO

IMPROVE; (2) THOSE IN WHICH THE BENEFICIARY'S EARNINGS RECORD

INDICATED WORK ACTIVITY; AND (3) THOSE IN WHICH A BENEFICIARY

VOLUNTARILY REPORTED WORK ACTIVITY OR MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT,

IN RECENT YEARS, SSA 3EGAN TO QUESTION WHETHER THIS CDI
PROCESS WAS ADEOUATE, IT WAS CLEARLY NOT DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY

CASES IN WHICH THE INITIAL DETERMINATION OF DISABILITY WAS

INCORRECT, OR THOSE IN WHICH, BECAUSE OF THE STATUTORY CHANGES

AND MEDICAL ADVANCES I MENTIONED EARLIER, THE IMPAIRMENT MIGHT

NO LONGER BE CONSIDERED DISABLING. ALSO, ONLY A SMALL
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PERCENTAGE OF THOSE CASES IN WHICH IMPROVEMENT COULD BE EXPECTED

WERE BEING REVIEWED.

CONGRESS WAS ALSO CONCERNED ABOUT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE

CDI PROCESS, AND, AS I MENTIONED,-IN 1930 THEY ENACTED THE

PERIODIC REVIEW REQUIREMENTS. THIS PROVISION REQUIRES SSA TO

REVIEW ALL NONPERMANENT DISABILITIES AT LEAST ONCE EVERY 3 YEARS

AND PERMANENT DISABILITIES AT SUCH TIMES AS THE SECRETARY

CONSIDERS APPROPRIATE. THE LEGISLATION REQUIRED THAT SSA BEGIN

THE PERIODIC REVIEW IN JANUARY 193?.

As IT TURNS OUT, THE CONCERNS WHICH LED TO ENACTMENT OF

P.L. 9S-2S5 WERE WELL FOUNDED. IN FACT$ THE SITUATION WAS EVEN

WORSE THAN WE HAD IMAGINED.

A 1981 GAO REPORT, ENTITLED "MORE DILIGENT FOLLOWUP NEEDED

TO WEED OUT INELIGIBLE SSA DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES," INDICATED

THAT AS MANY AS 594,000 BENEFICIARIES, ABOUT 18 PERCENT OF THE

DISABILITY ROLLS, DID NOT MEET THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA,

NEWER DATA ARE EVEN MORE ALARMING:

-- A SPECIAL SSA REVIEW OF 25,000 CASES (REPRESENTATIVE OF

S0 PERCENT OF THE DISABILITY BENEFICIARY POPULATION)

INDICATED THAT 33 PERCENT WERE NOT DISABLED.
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ANOTHER SPECIAL SSA REVIEW OF A STATISTICALLY VALID

RANDOM SAMPLE OF 2,300 CASES (REPRESENTATIVE OF THE

ENTIRE DISABILITY ROLLS) INDICATED THAT 30 PERCENT .ERE

NOT ENTITLED TO BENEFITS.

BASED ON THIS 2,900 CASE STUDY, SSA WAS ABLE TO

DETERMINE THAT AS MUCH AS $4 BILLION IS PAID OUT

ANNUALLY TO PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT DISABLED.

ACCELEPATIO! 0 DRIODIC REVIEW

IN LIGHT OF FINDINGS IN GAO AND SSA STUDIES THAT HUGE SUMS

OF BENEFITS WERE BEING PAID INCORRECTLY, THE ADMINISTRATION

DECIDED NOT TO WAIT UNTIL 1992 TO ACCELERATE THE PERIODIC REVIEW

PROCESS MANDATED BY THE CONGRESS. THE DECISION TO GO TO

ACCELERATED REVIEW WAS ALSO PRUDENT ADMINISTRATIVELY. BEFORE WE

MADE THIS DECISION TO ACCELERATE THE REVIEW, WE HAD PROJECTED

ABOUT 50'0,000 PERIODIC REVIEW CDI's FOR THE 9 MONTHS BEGINNING

JANUARY 1. 1982, IN ADDITION TO REGULARLY SCHEDULED CDI's,

INSTEAD, BY STARTING IN MARCH 1981, WE HAD 1 MONTHS IN WHICH TO

SPREAD THE FIRST YEAR PERIODIC REVIEW WORKLOAD, THUS MINIMIZING

ITS IMPACT ON THE STATE AGENCIES.

THE ADMINISTRATION'S DECISION TO ACCELERATE THE REVIEW OF

THE DISABILITY ROLLS WAS FULLY SUPPORTED WITH APPROPRIATE

STAFFING AND OTHER NECESSARY RESOURCES. IN FISCAL YEARS 1931

AND 1932, WE SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED STAFFING AND FUNDING FOR
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THE STATE AGENCIES WHICH MAKE DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS FOR SS.A

IN INITIAL AND RECONSIDERATION CASES, INCLUDING CDI's. TOTAL

STATE AGENCY STAFF INCREASED 33 PERCENT BETWEEN FY 1033 AND

FY 1982, WHILE FUNDING INCREASED r4 PERCENT FOR THE SAME PERIOD.

STAFF OF THE OFFICE OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS, WHICH HAS -

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ADJUDICATING HEARINGS, ALSO INCREASED

12 PERCENT AND FUNDING LEVELS FOR MA ROSE 3 PERCENT BETWEEN

FY 1930 AND FY 1982.

1 THINK IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE AT THIS POINT THAT, THIS

YEAR, WE ESTIMATE SPENDING OVER ONE-HALF OF OUR ADMINISTRATIVE

BUDGET TO RUN THE SOCIAL SECURITY AND SS] DISABILITY PROGRAMS,

WHICH ACCOUNT FOR ONLY 17 PERCENT OF THE COMPARABLE BENEFIT

POPULATION,

OVER'VIE'1 OF THE CDI PR0CZSS

I BEFORE I DISCUSS THE IMPACT OF THE CURRENT CDI PROCESS, I

WANT TO GIVE YOU AN OVERVIEW OF HOW THE PROCESS WORKS. AS THE

FIRST STEP, SSA CHOOSES THE CASES FOR REVIEW BASED UPON

PROFILES, DEVELOPED THROUGH SPECIAL SfUDIES, OF THE NON-MEDICAL

CHARACTERISTICS OF CASES IN WHICH BENEFICIARIES ARE MOST LIKELY

TO BE INELIGIBLE. THESE CASES ARE THEN SCREENED TO ELIMINATE

ANY INVOLVING PERMANENT DISABILITIES FROM THE REVIEW PROCESS.

SSA THEN TRANSFERS THE CASE FOLDERS TO THE STATE AGENCIES,

WHICH NOTIFY BENEFICIARIES THAT A REVIEW HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN.
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THE BENEFICIARY IS ASKED TO GIVE THE STATE AGENCY INFORMATION

ABOUT THE CURRENT STATUS OF HIS CONDITION AND ABOUT WHEN AND

WHERE HE HAS RECENTLY RECEIVED MEDICAL TREATMENT. THIS

INFORMATION IS USED TO OBTAIN ALL CURRENT MEDICAL EVIDENCE THAT

IS AVAILABLE,

IF THE CURRENT MEDICAL EVIDENCE IS NOT DETAILED ENOUGH, O

IF THE BENEFICIARY 4AS HAD NO RECENT MEDICAL TREATMENT, THE

STATE AGENCY ARRANGES A SPECIAL EXAMINATION OF THE PERSON'S

PRESENT CONDITION, CALLED A CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATION, AT

GOVERNMENT EXPENSE.

THROUGH THE FIRST 13 MONTHS OF THE ACCELERATED REVIEW,

ABOUT 54 PERCENT OF THE CONTINUING DISABILITY CASES REVIEWED BY

THE STATE AGENCIES HAD CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS PERFORMED.

THIS-IS ALMOST 15 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL

AND CDI CASES IN WHICH CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS WERE PERFORMED

IN THE PAST. I SHOULD NOTE THAT, IN FISCAL YEARS 1993 AND 194,

WE ARE BUDGETING FOR A $0-PERCENT CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATION RAT-E

IN CONTINUING DISABILITY CASES. MIGHT MENTION THAT WE HAVE

TAKEN SEVERAL SIGNIFICANT STEPS TO IMPROVE OUR MONITORING OF

STATE AGENCY PURCHASES OF MEDICAL EVIDENCE. I AM SUBMITTING THE

ATTACHED DESCRIPTION OF THOSE STEPS FOR THE RECORD,

I WANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT IN EVERY CDI CASE WE OBTAIN

EVIDENCE OF THE BENEFICIARY'S CURRENT MEDICAL CONDITION--EITHER
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FROM HIS PHYSICIAN On% THROUGH A CONSULTATIVE MEDICAL

EXAMINATION--BEFORE MAKING A DECISION.

THE STATE AGENCY THEN EVALUATES THE MEDICAL EVIDENCE AND

DETERMINES WHETHER THE BENEFICIARY CONTINUES TO BE DISABLED

WITHIN THEMEANING OF THE LAW. I WANT TO STRESS THAT NO

"TERMINATION QUOTA HAS BEEN IMPOSED FOR THE CDI's. THE STATES

MUST FOLLOW THE SAME POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FO PERIODIC REVIEW

THAT THEY FOLLOWED FOR CDI's BEFORE PERIODIC REVIEW. STATES ARE

INSTRUCTED TO DEVELOP AND ADJUDICATE EACH CASE ON ITS OWN MERIT,

ACCORDING TO THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES IN THE FEDERAL

REGULATIONS AND SSA's OPERATING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES,

THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE FOUND TO BE STILL DISABLED ARE

INFORMED BY LETTER THAT THEIR ELIGIBILITY HAS BEEN REVIEWED AJD

THEIR BENlEFITS WILL CONTINUE. THOSE WHO ARE FOUND TO BE NO

LONGER DISABLED ARE GIVEN ADVANCE NOTICE OF THIS FINDING AND ARE

GIVEN 10 DAYS IN WHICH TO ADVISE THE STATE AGENCY THAT THEY

DISAGREE WITK IT AND PLAN TO SUBMIT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE, THE

BENEFICIARY HAS A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF TIME AFTER THAT TO

PRESENT THE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE,

IF, AFTER EVALUATING THE ADDITIONAL EVIDMECE, THE STATE

AGENCY STILL-FINDS THAT THE BENEFICIARY DOES NOT MEET THE

DEFINITION OF DISABILITY IN THE LAW, THE BENEFICIARY IS NOTIFIED

OF THIS FINDING AND IS INFORMED THAT HE MAY APPEAL THE DECISION

BY REQUESTING A RECONSIDERATION WITHIN S0 DAYS OF THE NOTICE OF
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TERMINATION. I MIGHT NOTE THAT UNDER THE LAW THE BEIEFICIAFY IS

PAID BENEFITS FOR THE MONTH THAT THE PERIOD OF DISABILITY IS

TERMINATED AND FOR 2 ADDITIONAL MONTHS.

WHEN A RECONSIDERATION IS REQUESTED, THE STATE AGENCY

SECURES UPDATED MEDICAL EVIDENCE FROM THE BENEFICIARY'S TREATING

SOURCES AND REQUESTS A COISULTATIVE EXAMINATION IF ONE IS

NEEDED. THE RECONSIDERATION DETERMINATION IS MADE BY DIFFERENT

STATE AGENCY PERSONNEL THAN MADE THE INITIAL DECISION. THE

BENEFICIARY IS THEN NOTIFIED OF THE RECONSIDERATION DECISION AND

HIS APPEAL RIGHTS. THE BENEFICIARY HAS S0 DAYS AFTER

NOTIFICATION OF THE RECONSIDERATION DETERMINATION TO REQUEST A

HEARING BEFORE AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE, AT WHICH POINT HE

MAY APPEAR IN PERSON TO PRESENT EVIDENCE AND GIVE TESTIMONY. IF

DISSATISFIED WITH THE AL's DECISION, THE BENEFICIARY MAY APPEAL

THE ALJ's DECISION TO SS 's APPEALS COUNCIL, AND ULTIMATELY TO A

FEDERAL COURT.

I MIGHT MENTION THAT IN SOME RESPECTS THE SSI APPEALS

PROCESS FOR CDI CASES IS DIFFERENT FROM THE SOCIAL SECURITY

PROCESS. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE IS NO RECONSIDERATION STEP IN THE

SS APPEALS PROCESS.

IMPACT OF CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIE.:S

N EXT I WANT TO DISCUSS THECDI PROCESS IN TERMS OF:

(1) THE IMPACT ON CLAIMANTS AND BENEFICIARIES, (2) THE QUALITY

OF THE REVIEW PROCESS; AND (3) THE IMPACT ON HEARINGS.
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I:iPACT 0k' CLAIM A'$TS ,A'ID PH FICIARIES

SINCE MARCH 1981 WHEN WE BEGAN THE ACCELERATED REVIEII, OVER

400,000 DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES HAVE HAD THEIR ELIGIBILITY

REVIEWED (EITHER BECAUSE OF PERIODIC REVIEW OR BECAUSE THEIR

CASES WERE SCHEDULED FOR REVIEW BECAUSE THEIR MEDICAL CONDITIONS

WERE EXPECTED TO IMPROVE), AND MORE THAN 212,000 HAVE HAD THEIR

BENEFITS TERMINATED AT THE INITIAL DECISIONMAKING LEVEL. THERE

HAVE BEEN PERIODS WHEN THE PROCESS HAS AFFECTED NEW CLAIMANTS

FOR DISABILITY BENEFITS TOO; OVERALL STATE AGENCY PROCESSING

TIMES ROSE FROM 44." DAYS IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1981 TO A HIGH

OF 50.3 DAYS IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1982, BUT DECREASED TO

45. DAYS FOR THE QUARTER ENDING JUNE 1932. I MUST EMPHASIZE

THOUGH THAT WHILE PROCESSING TIMES HAVE INCREASED AT TIMES, THE

ACCURACY RATE FOR INITIAL STATE AGENCY DECISIONS HAS UNDERGONE

LITTLE CHANGE. ALSO, SOME OF THE INCREASE IN PROCESSING TI:IES

IS DUE TO FACTORS SUCH AS THE PREPARATION OF PERSONALIZED DENIAL

NOTICES AS REQUIRED UNDER THE 1930 AMENDMENTS AND THE

REQUIREMENT FOR A PHYSICIAN'S SIGNATURE ON MEDICAL EVIDENCE.

WE BELIEVE THAT SOME OF THE ADVERSE REACTION TO THE CDI
PROCESS STEMS FROM MISUNDERSTANDING AMONG THE GENERAL PUBLIC OF

THE FACT THAT THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS IS MANDATED BY LAW,

AND THAT THE DEFINITION OF DISABILITY FOR SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFITS IS VERY STRICT. THE ADVERSE REACTION OF SOME

DISABILITY BENEFICIARIES TO PERIODIC REVIEW IS ALSO BASED ON

MISUNDERSTANDING. MOST BENEFICIARIES NEVER EXPECTED TO HAVE

11-46 0-82--7
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THEIR CASES REVIEWED AGAIN; IN THEIR ON MINDS THEY HAVE

fRETIREDu ON DISABILITY. AS A RESULT, TERMINATED BENEFICIARIES

HAVE TO MAKE TREMENDOUS PSYCHOLOGICAL ADJUSTMENTS. AND OF

COURSE CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS--UNEMPLOYMENT IS HIGH AND

JOBS ARE SCARCE--ADD TO THEIR ANXIETIES.

IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT THE CDI PROCESS HAS BEEN

UNFAIRLY FOCUSED ON BENEFICIARIES WITH MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS. LE'"

ME ASSURE THE COMMITTEE THAT THIS IS NOT THE CASE. TWO FACTORS

MAY ACCOUNT FOR WHAT SEEMS TO BE A LARGE NUMBER OF MENTAL

IMPAIRMENT CASES THAT ARE COMING UP FOR PERIODIC REVIEW AT THIS

TIME.

FIRST, WE ESTIMATE THAT THERE IS A GREATER PERCENTAGE OF

MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS AMONG BENEFICIARIES *HO HAVE BEEN ON THE

ROLLS FOR SOME TIME THAN AMONG THOSE NEIILY ALLO'JE,. THIS IS

PRIMARILY DUE TO THE FACT THAT BENEFICIARIES WITH MENTAL

IMPAIRMENTS TEND TO BE YOUNGER THAN THE AVERAGE NEW DISABILITY

BENEFICIARY AND STAY ON THE ROLLS LONGER THAN THOSE WITH OTHER

IMPAIRMENTS. ALSO, BECAUSE MEDICAL REEXAMINATION DIARIES WERE

NOT GENERALLY ESTABLISHED FOR SUCH BENEFICIARIES WITH MENTAL

IMPAIRMENTS, FEW OF THEM HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THE ROLLS IN THE

PAST AS THE RESULT OF A CDI REVIEW.

SECOND, IMPAIRMENTS SUCH AS NEUROSES AND PSYCHOSES CANNOT

BE PRESUMED TO BE PERMANENTLY DISABLING. THUS, FEW CASES

INVOLVING MENTAL IMPAIRMENTS ARE SCREENED OUT AS PERMANENT
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DISABILITIES BY THE SELECTION PROCESS WE USE TO IDENTIFY NON-

PERMANENT DISABILITIES FOR REVIEW. THIS RESULTS IN RELEASING

MORE MENTAL IMPAIRMENT CASES FOR CDI REVIEWS THAN MIGHT

OTHERWISE BE EXPECTED IF STRAIGHT PERCENTAGES WERE APPLIED TO

EACH BODY SYSTEM.

SSA FOR MANY YEARS HAS HAD SPECIAL PROCEDURES FOR ASSISTING

CLAIMANTS WHO NEED HELP IN DEVELOPING EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THEIR

CLAIMS. FOR EXAMPLE, WE TELL BOTH OUR SOCIAL SECURITY CLAIMS

PERSONNEL AND STATE DDS ADJUDICATORS THAT WHEN A CLAIMANT HAS A

MENTAL IMPAIRMENT OR THERE IS OTHER EVIDENCE INDICATING THAT

HE/SHE IS UNABLE TO UNDERSTAND A WRITTEN NOTICE, IT MAY BE

NECESSARY TO WOR.. WITH CLOSE RELATIVES OR OTHER INTERESTED

PATIES IN GATHERING EVIDENCE TO ADJUDICATE THE CLAIM.

OUALITY 0: THE RE,'IE'' OR"% ESS

To MONITOR THE PERFORMANCE OF STATE AGENCIES IN MAKING

CONTINUING DISABILITY DECISIONS, SS PERFORMS A QUALITY

ASSURANCE (Oh) REVIEW. THE REVIEW INVOLVES A RANDOM SAMPLE OF

RECENT STATE AGENCY DDS DECISIONS AND IS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE

THE EXTENT TO WHICH STATE AGENCY DECISIONS PROPERLY REFLECT THE

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA IN THE LAW AND REGULATIONS. UNDER THIS

REVIEW, 97.5 PERCENT OF CONTINUING DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS IN

THE S-MONTH PERIOD ENDING MARCH 1932 WERE FOUND TO BE CORRECT;

THE FIGURES WERE 97.4 PERCENT FOR CONTINUANCES AND 97., PERCENT

FOR TERMINATIONS. THIS SHOWS THAT THE ACCURACY OF OUI CDl
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REVIEWS IS VERY GOO5. OF COURSE-THERE IS ALWAYS ROOF rOR

IMPROVEMENT AND, AS I WILL DISCUSS LATER, WE ARE UNDERTAKING A

NUM3ER OF INITIATIVES AIMED AT MAKING IMPROVEMENTS,

IMPACT ' HEARI'IGS

OUR HEARINGS WORKLOAD HAS BEEN INCREASING AND AS A :ESULT

PROCESSING TIMES HAVE INCREASED. TOTAL HEARINGS REQUESTS HAVE

INCREASED FROM 13:,000 IN THE FIRST S MONTHS OF FY 1931 TO

154,000 IN THE SAME PERIOD IN FY 1932. IN MARCH 1932, 'JE

RECEIVED 31,000 REQUESTS, WHICH IS BY FAR THE MOST WE HAVE EVE?

RECEIVED IN A SINGLE MONTH, THERE HkS ALSO BEEN AN INCREASE 1.

PROCESSING TIME FOR HEARINGS, FROM If4 DAYS IN FY 1931 To 172

DAYS IN THE FIRST 9 MONTHS OF FY 1932,

:03 BUDGET PURPOSES, WE ARE PICJECTING 323,000 REQUESTS FC?

HEARINGS IN FY 1982 AND MORE THAN 403, J00 IN FY 193, COMPARED

To 231,000 IN FY 1931. THIS PROJECTED INCREASE IN HEARINGS

REQUESTS INCLUDES EXPECTED INCREASES DUE TO CDI HEARINGS

REQUESTS. HOWEVER, APPEALS ARE EXPECTED TO LEVEL OFF TO SOME

EXTENT ONCE WE HAVE REVIEWED THE EXISTING DISABILITY ROLLS.

LOdER LEVEL DECISIONS THAT ARE APPEALED ARE NOW BEING

REVERSED BY ALJ's IN APPROXIMATELY 50 PERCENT OF NON-COI CASES

AND $0 PERCENT OF CDI CASES. THIS OF COURSE RAISES THE

QUESTION, "IF OUR QUALITY APPRAISAL SHOWS A 97.5 ACCURACY RATE
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FOR INITIAL STATE AGENCY CDI DECISIONS, WHY IS THE ALLOWANCE

RATE AT THE HEARINGS LEVEL SO HIGH"

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF FACTORS WHICH CAN RESULT IN

ALLOWANCES AT THE HEARINGS LEVEL, INCLUDING THE SU3JECTIVITY OF

THE DECISIONMAKING PROCESS, THE FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH THE

BENEFICIARY THAT FIRST OCCURS AT THE HEARING LEVEL, THE

POSSIBILITY OF PROGRESSIVE WORSENING OF THE CLAIMANT'S MEDICAL

CONDITION DURING THE COURSE OF THE VARIOUS REVIEWS OF THE CLAIM.

AND THE FACT THAT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE MAY BECOME AVAILABLE AT

THE HEARING LEVEL FOR THE FIRST TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, IT IS

VERY POSSIBLE THAT IN THE SAME CASE THE STATE AGENCY DECISION TO

DENY BENEFITS AND THE ALJ DECISION TO ALLOW BENEFITS WERE BOTH

CORRECT. UNFORTUNATELY, WE HAVE ALSO DISCOVERED A PROBLEM OF

INCORRECT DECISIONS BY AL's. UNDE? OUR PROQAA OF ONN-MCTIDI;

REVIEW, AS REQUIRED SY THE PELLMON AMENDMENT, THE APPEALS

COUNCIL IS NOW REVIEWING 15 PERCENT OF ALJ ALtOWANCE DECISIONS.

THIS REVIEW INCLUDES BOTH INITIAL CLAIMS AND CDI CASES. ',E ARE

FINDING DEFECTS IN 40 PERCENT OF THE DECISIONS WE REVIEW. IN

APPROXIMATELY 17 PERCENT OF CASES REVIEWED, THESE ERRORS ARE SO

SUBSTANTIAL THAT THE APPEALS COUNCIL MUST EITHER REVERSE THE

ALJ's DECISION OR REMAND THE CASE BACK TO THE ALJ FOR FURTHER

ACTION.
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SSA'S ITITIATIVES TO If'-PROVE THE CDI PROCESS

NOW 1 WOULD LIKE TO TELL YOU ABOUT SOME OF ThE ACTIONS WE

ARE TAKING TO IMPROVE THE CDI PROCESS. THESE IMP1OYEMENTS FALL

IN FOUR GENERAL CATEGORIES: (1) THOSE INTENDED TO IMPROVE THE

OVERALL CDI PROCESS; (2) THOSE AFFECTING QUALITY CONTROL;

(3) THOSE WHICH WILL IMPROVE THE APPELLATE PROCESS; AND

(4) MANAGING CASELOADS.

FIRST, WE ARE TRYING TO UPGRADE THE OVERALL CDI PROCESS AS

FOLLOWS:

WE ARE REFINING OUR SELECTION CRITERIA SO THAT MORE

BENEFICIARIES WHO ARE PERMANENTLY DISABLED ARE

IDENTIFIED AND EXEMPTED FROM T"E 3-YEAR PERIODIC REVIEW

PROCESS, IN MARCH, WE IDENTIFIED SEVERAL NEW

CATEGORIES OF IMPAIRMENTS--SUCH AS ARTHRITIS OF A MAJOR

WEIGHT-BEARING JOINT IN A PERSON ACE 59 OR OVER--WHICH

SHOULD BE CONSIDERED PERMANENT AND, AS ADDITIONAL

EXPERIENCE IS GAINED, WE EXPECT TO ADD ADDITIONAL

IMPAIRMENTS TO THE LIST, THIS HAS CUT DOWN ON THE

NUMBER OF REVIEWS AND ALLOWED MORE TIME TO BE SPENT 0%

EACH CASE.

WE NOW REQUIRE STATE AGENCIES TO DEVELOP AL MEDICAL

EVIDENCE OF RECORD LISTED BY THE BENEFICIARY ;OR THE

PAST 12 MONTHS, RATHER THAN RESTRICTING DEVELOPMENT TO
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EVIDENCE WHICH APPEARS PERTINENT TO THE CD1 DEC ISIO',

OR TO PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION AS TO WHY ALL EVIDENCE

LISTED COULD NOT BE OBTAINFD.

-- OUR REGIONAL OFFICES ARE WORKING WITH THE STATE

AGENCIES TO SET UP MORE EFFECTIVE INTERNAL DEvIE,4S OF

ERROR-PRONE CASES.

-- WE ARE TESTING THE USE OF MULTIPLE CONSULTATIVE MEDICAL

EXAMINATIONS IN CERTAIN CASES, PARTICULAI-Y THOSE

INVOLVING PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENTS.

-- WE ARE ENCOURAGING THE STATES TO INZ.EASE THE NJMSER O;

PSYCHIATRISTS ON THEIR STAFFS IN 0DEq, TO ENHANCE THEIR

ABILITY TO REVIEW, CASES INVOLVING METAL IMPAIRMENTS.

-- SINCE ARCH, WE HAVE REQUIRED THE STATES TO FU.NISH

MORE DETAILED EXPLANATIONS OF TERMINATIONJ DECISIO'lS,

-- 4E HAVE REVIEWED THE SEVERAL OUESTIONNIAIRE FORMS USED

IN THE CDI PROCESS AND ARE MAKING CHANGES THAT i:ILL

ELICIT MORE COMPLETE MEDICAL INFORMATION. ,

-- ,E ARE ATTEMPTING TO IMPROVE DECISIONMAKING BY

PHYSICIANS EMPLOYED BY SSA AND STATE AGENCIES THROUGH

TRAINING, PARTICULARLY TRAINING REGARDING THE
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EVALUATION OF PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENTS AND AN

INDIVIDUAL'S REMAINING CAPACITY TO .ORK,

SECOND, WE ARE TRYING TO IMPROVE 0U'AL ITY CONTROL TH'OU '"

THE FOLLOWING EFFORTS:

-- As PART OF OUR QUALITY CONTROL PROCESS E REVIE',' A

SAMPLE OF CDI CASES AFTER A DECISION HAS BEEN .EACHCE'

AS TO WHETHER THE DISABILITY IS CONTINUING OR HAS

CEASED. To IMPROVE THIS PROCEDURE WE ARE TAKING TWO

STEPS: (1) IN TERMINATION CASES, WE ARE CONDUCTING THE

QUALITY REVIEW BEFORE BENEFITS ARE STOPPED, A':D (2) KcE

HAVE DOUBLED THE NUMBER OF QUALITY REVIEW S Cc

TERMINATION CASES--FROM 13,5D0 CASES ANNUALLY TO

27,3DD,

-- IN OUR QUALITY REVIEW PROCESS, WE '.lILL STUDY

TERMINATIONS TO ASCERTAIN WHAT KINDS AE ESPECIALLY

ERRO,-PRONE, AND SUBJECT THESE KINDS OF CASES TO A MO

INTENSIVE REVIEW BEFORE A FINAL DECISION IS MAXE, Twis

SHOULD ENABLE US TO PREVENT MORE OF THESE ERRORS IN THE

FUTURE.

THE THIRD AREA WHERE 1,E ARE MAKING IMPROVEMENTS IS I% THE

CDI APPELLATE PROCESS:
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-- IN GENERAL, WE ARE DETERMINING THAT A DISARILITY HAS

TERMINATED AS OF THE DATE THE BENEFICIARY IS 14TIFIE:

OF THE TERMINATION.

-- WE ARE GIVING PRIORITY TO APPEAL REOUESTS IN

TERMINATION CASES.

-- WE HAVE HIRED MORE THAN 100 ADDITIONAL AL's THIS YEAT,

INCREASING THE SIZE OF THE CORPS TO 300. WlE APE ALSC

INCREASING THE RATIO Or SUPPC>T STAFF TO THE A'J's F%3'.

THE PAST LEVEL OF APPROXIMATELY FOUR TO ONE TO A RATIID

OF FIVE TO ONE,

-- THROUGH IMPROVED TRAINING, UPGRADED EQUIPMENT, AND NEW

WORKFLO4 AND ORGA'IZATI AL AANGEMENTS, KE A-E

INCREASING THE PR3D CTIvITY C; HEAI:,G OFR ICES.

FINALLY, WE HAVE CONTINUOUSLY MONITORED STATE AGENCY

RESOURCES AND WORKLOADS TO ADJUST THE FLO, O: CASES AS

NECESSAPY.

-- SOME STATE AGENCIES HAVE HAt PROBLEMS ACOUIRIG

ADEQUATE RESOURCES IN A TIMELY FASHION, ?',E ,E B'CKLDGS

HAVE RISEN BECAUSE OF CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND THE AGENCY'S

CONTROL, WE HAVE REDUCED THE FLO', OF CASES. THESE

STATE AGENCIES INCLUDED , AINE, PUE;,TO RICO, JTAH, 'E

JERSEY AND INDIANA.
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AUGUST IS TRADITIONALLY A MONTH WITH HIGH "'-ATION

RATES. SO THAT ALL STATES WOULD HAVE AN O-,)RTUNITY TO

GET CASELOADS UNDER CONTROL WHILE SO MANY PERSONNEL ARE

ON VACATION, SSA RELEASED ONLY ONE-THIRD OF THE NORMAL

VOLUME OF CASES FOR REVIEW IN AUGUST.

-- IN SEPTEMBER, 17 STATES STILL WILL NOT RECEIVE CASES SO

THAT THEY CAN REDUCE BACKLOGS,

AS A RESULT OF THESE ADJUSTMENTS, WE ESTIMATE THAT WE

WILL PROCESS 50.000 CONTINUING DISABILITY CASES IN

FISCAL YEAR 192 RATHER THAN THE 5.7,000 PREVIOUSLY

PLANNED.

As A RESULT OF THE EXPERIE!'CE GAINED SINCE MA CH 1931

AND THE INITIATIVES JUST DESCRIBED TO IMPROVE THE C0D!

PROCESS, SSA EXPECTS TO BE ABLE TO REDUCE THE NUMBERS

OF CASES THAT HAVE TO BE REVIEWED IN FY 1933 TO MEET

THE MANDATE OF THE LAW.

PENDING LEGISLATION!

NEXT, I WOULD LIKE TO TALK ABOUT LEGISLATION PENDOIHG IN THE

CONGRESS THAT ADDRESSES THE CDI PROCES;. As YOU KNO'.I, H.R, 01I

WAS APPROVED BY THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE ON MAY 19.

THE ADMINISTRATION SUPPORTS H.R, 0131 WITH THE EXCEPTION OF

THREE PROVISIONS--SECTIONS 3, 9, ANJD 12. THESE SECTION'S MDUL:
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(1) INCREASE THE COSTS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM BY

EXTENDING DISABILITY BENEFITS FOR AN ADDITIONAL 4 MONTHS FOR

THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE COLLECTED BENEFITS FOR 3 OR MOVE YEARS AND

WERE TERMINATED BECAUSE OF MEDICAL RECOVERY; (2) RESTRICT

PROGRAM DISCRETION BY AUTOMATICALLY INDEXING THE SUBSTANTIAL

GAINFUL ACTIVITY LEVEL USED IN DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR D]

AND SSl BENEFITS; AND (3) UNNECESSARILY EXPAND VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION SERVICES FOR WHICH FEDERAL FUNDS CAN BE USED.

IN ADDITION TO H.R. 5131, BILLS ADDRESSING THE CDI PROCESS

HAVE ALSO BEEN INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE, SOME OF THOSE BILLS

CONTAIN PROVISIONS SIMILAR TO THE PROVISIONS OF H.R. 181 IHICH

WE SUPPORT, AND WE CONSIDER THESE PROVISIONS TO BE REASONABLE

AND CONSTRUCTIVE, WE BELIEVE THAT SSA's ADMINISTRATIVE

INITIATIVES TOGETHER WITH LEGISLATIVE IMPROVEMENTS SUCH AS THOSE

I HAVE JUST MENTIONED REPRESENT A STRONG TWO-PRONGED ATTACK ON

THE SERIOUS DISABILITY PROBLEMS THAT I HAVE BEEN DISCUSSING

TODAY. I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THIS COMMITTEE AND THE

CONGRESS ON CONSTRUCTING AN EFFECTIVE LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE TO

IMPROVE THE DISABILITY PROGRAM,

CNCLUS I1O

IN CONCLUSION, MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIKE TO REITERATE THE

FACT THAT THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS IS PART AND PARCEL OF OUR

ONGOING MISSION TO ENSURE THAT DISABILITY BENEFITS ARE PAID ONLY

TO THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO MEET THE CRITERIA ESTABLISHED IN THE
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LAW. THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS HAS EMERGED FROM CONCER!,, ON

THE PARTS OF THE CONGRESS, GAO, AND ADMINISTRATIONS OF BOTH

PARTIES, THAT HUGE SUMS ARE BEING INCORRECTLY PAID TO

INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR SUCH PAYMENT,

IN THE VAST MAJORITY OF CASES, THE REASON PEOPLE ARE BEING

TAKEN OFF THE ROLLS IS NOT uZCAUSE OF DEFICIENCIES IN THE

PROCESS, BUT BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DISABLED UNDER THE TERMS OF

THE LAW-MANY OF THEM WERE ON THE ROLLS ERRONEOUSLY TO BEGIN

WITH AND MANY OF THEM RECOVERED AFTER THEY CAME ON THE POLLS.

;:E ARE NOW PAYING THE PRICE BECAUSE THE NECESSARY EMPHASIS WAS

NOT PUT ON QUALITY IN ORIGINAL DECISIONS AND THERE WAS NOT A

STRONG ONGOING PROGRAM FOR REVIEWING THE EXISTING DISABILITY

ROLLS. ONCE WE COMPLETE OUR REVIEW OF THE EXISTING DISABILITY

ROLLS AND WE MAINTAIN HIGH QUALITY IN THE INITIAL DETEMI'XATIC!.

AND APPEAL PROCESS, THE PROPORTION OF TERMINATED BENEFICIARIES

SHOULD DECLINE.

THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT SOME MISTAKES HAVE BEEN MADE A'.D,

UNFORTUNATELY, EVEN IF OUR ACCURACY RATE IMPROVES, IT IS

UNREASONABLE TO EXPECT THAT WE WILL REACH PERFECTION. IN A

PROGRAM AS LARGE AS THE DISABILITY PROGRAM EVEN A SM LL

PERCENTAGE OF ERROR TRANSLATES INTO A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF

CASES. WE WILL CONTINUE TO DO OUR BEST TO IMPROVE OUR ACCURACY

RATE.

I WILL NOW BE GLAD TO A'NSWER ANY QUESTIONS ,HICH YDJ Dk THE

LO-MMITTEE MEMBERSS MAY HAVE.
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BSA Actions Taken to Improve
Management of Consultative Examinations

Listed belov are brief semaris of a wide range of actions taken to
improve consultative examinations (CE's). Those actions have been directed
toward providing clear program direction on CE report requirements and
maintenance of a quality process as well as establishing a more foruai
program of monitorlng State agencies in this area.

o Besic BSA policy was issued in Social Security Ruling 82-14, which
covered C9 physician qualifications, independence of CE physicians
from other program or claimant relationships, content of CE reports,
and physician signatures on CE reports.

o Detailed instructions have been issued to State agencies in the SSA
Program Operations ia..al in order to achieve improved CE reports
nationally. These ims'ructions cover a broad range of aspects of the
CE process including:

o Selection of CE sources

o Arrangements for a CE, Including provision of pertinent materials
in file

o Report content and signature requirements

o Guidelines for review of CE reports

o Specific medical specialty report requirements

o In the initial monitoring by SSA of State agency CE management processes,
all States provided general descriptions of their practices for oversight
of CE's as well as specific data on the "top ten" providers. These responses
were analysed and weaknesses in handling complaints, keeping records.
maintaining ongoing oversight and other areas were identified. Regional
Comiasioners (RC'S) then worked with eac) State to improve oversight.
Follovup reports have now been submitted from all regions.

o In the second stage of SSA monitoring efforts, an indepth protocol aes
developed for reviewing all aspects of a CE provider's operation and the
State agency's oversight of it. Joint SSA-State onsite reviews of 30 CE
providers were completed by the end of April.

o Administrative guidelines were issued to State agencies in a Fiscal and
Administrative Letter (FAL). These specify what States must do in their
oversight of CE providers. In addition, specific instructions are being
issued to RC'S regarding the need to monitor State agency compliance with
the administrative guidelines.
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o Stat. agency administrator& and staff from 45 Disability Determination
Services (DDS's) attended the first disability programs management forum
in March. The form Included a sorion of workshops designed to allow
admnlatrators to share problems and solutions for managing the CE
process.

o Additional technical policy guidelines will be issueJ in the near future.
Duch issues as whether CE providers are bound by the Privacy Act and how
CE providers should respond to requests for intorrogatorle. by claimant's
attorneys hxvo been raised as we have explored the cosplainLe of the legal
community concerning CE providers.

o Ve are developing a methodology for review and comperison of CE providers
through the case review process. At present, review procedures do not
provide for the sampling of cases by C3 provider nor are we certain
what can bs learned from case reviews targeted by C? provider. Studies
will be geared to determine whether there are significant differences
between CE's done by volume providers and those done by other sources.
This is scheduled to begin in September.

o V are rproviding the Regional Offices (1O's) with reports of providers
suspended or teruinated by Realth Care and Financing Adsinistration
(NCA) for fraud or abuse of-federal funds.

o The Sates were surveyed to determine wisther it would be advantageous
to negotiate fee schedules ith large CE providers. Because of poor
public perception it was deemed not dealrable/adwantageoue.

o A summary analysis is being prepared for each region of what was learned
on the onsite reviews and to critique the reviews intraregion.

o A central reference file is being developed to coordinate claimant/
physiclan/attorney complaints and to coordinate responses and
information with the regions.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.
I suspect that there are some members of the committee that

would like to direct some questions to you.
Senator Heinz, did you have some questions you wanted to raise?
Senator HEINZ. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I do. I have a lot of ques-

tions, and I am going to submit some of them for the record, but
there is one area in particular I want to get into.

Mr. Simmons, in your statement here today you said that the
Social Security Administration was essentially purging improperly
designated individuals from the rolls. Indeed, it is not the first time
you have said that; on April 28, 1982, you had a letter to the editor
published in the Philadelphia Inquirer, the largest newspaper in
my State. You explained, and I quote:

Our intent is to review individual cases-some of which haven't been reviewed in
15 years-to determine if the individual's medical condition has improved to the
point that it is possible to return to work.

Would you say that everybody who is being terminated has im-
proved medically?

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, the medical improvement issue is, I think, a
separable issue from what the problem is now in the program.

First of all the law says that if you are able to do substantial
gainful work anywhere in the economy in any kind of a job, then
you are not eligible for disability insurance. That is the definition
in the law.

There are many people on the rolls, for example, who came on,
say in the mid-1970's, when it was almost an open door policy be-
cause of the SSI crush, who may have had one cardiovascular inci-
dent or something similar, for which there are now pills and ther-
apies available which weren't even available then. There are many
cases like that.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I'll get to those. I'm just trying to establish
a simple fact.

Mr. SIMMONS. No, the review is focused on the question as posed
in the law: Is this person able to do any kind of work which would
be called "substantial gainful activity" in the economy?

Senator HEINZ. I understand that, but my question to you, which
is a different question from the answer you are giving, is: Do you
maintain that the people you are removing have improved medical-
ly?

Mr. SIMMONS. Not if you are defining medically as "any condi-
tion that might have been at risk when the person went on the
rolls is now still present in the same degree," no.

Senator HEINZ. So you are terminating people who have not im-
proved medically. Is that correct?

Mr. SIMMONS. That is correct, sir, in your definition.
Senator HEINZ. What proportion of terminations involve people

who have not improved medically?
Mr. SIMMONS. I don't know if we have an exact number. No; we

do not have an exact number or a percentage.
Senator HEINZ. You have no idea?
Mr. SIMMONS. We have estimated that 51 percent of those termi-

nated experienced medical improvement. One of the reasons that
we don't have more than an estimate is that the test is:'Is that
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person able to work somewhere in the economy? So, therefore we
don't collect statistics on the condition of each person past and
present.

Senator HEINZ. Well, didn't you do a CDI redesign sample study?
Mr. SIMMONS. I would ask Ms. Greenberg to talk about that

study.
Senator HEINZ. Is it not the case you did such a study and that it

showed that at least 35 percent of the people you have been termi-
nating were either the same or worse?

Ms. GREENBERG. I don't remember that finding, Senator. Maybe
Ms. Bedwell does.

Ms. BEDWELL. Yes: that's right.
Senator HEINZ. All right.
Now, I gather what you really are saying is that there are people

who shouldn't have been put on the rolls in the first place. Is that
right?

-Mr. SIMMONS. There are many cases like that, and there are
many cases of people who maybe should have been put on the rolls
at the time, given the state of medical technology, but now are no
longer in the same situation.

Senator HEINZ. Now, what standards are you using when you say
those people should never have been put on the rolls in the first
place? Are you using the standards that they were judged against
at the time, or are you using some new standard that has come
along since?

Mr. SIMMONS. There are many cases where, if you looked up the
standard they were judged against at the time, they may well have
qualified, because of the nature of the medical technology and be-
cause of the philosophy of the program. But some of those same
people might not qualify now, considering what is available-
kidney transplants, drugs, mood drugs, and all kinds of things that
can be used to control conditions that used to be all but hopeless or
used to be really debilitating. As the GAO pointed out in 1981
there were an incredible number of people who were on those rolls
who really did not belong there under the 1980 standards even, and
that's one of the reasons why the periodic review provision was in-
cluded in the 1980 disability amendments.

Senator HEINZ. Well, let's just be clear on something. You are
saying two things. A few minutes ago you said those people
shouldn't have been put on the rolls in the first place.

Mr. SIMMONS. There are many who should not have been, be-
cause at the time of the SSI program, for example, the incidence
rate on disability went way up, and if you look at the charts in
your blue book prepared by the staff you can see the incidence
rates going way up in the mid-1970's and then dropping sharply,
because during that period they were being put on the rolls almost
on a first-come, first-served basis-and I know; I was a State wel-
fare commissioner.

Senator HEINZ. Now, let's just examine that for a minute. On the
other hand,- you said that to the best of your understanding, unless
I misheard you, people were being put on the rolls in accordance
with then existing law.

Mr. SIMMONS. Not every person at that time was put on in strict
accordance with the law.
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Senator HEINZ. Do you think most were, though?
Mr. SIMMONS. I would not characterize what the error rate might

have been in that period, because there were several States that
were contributing to that by loading up their State rolls before
having them taken over by SSI. But I will say that probably a sig-
nificant number at that time. I don't think there were good, qual-
ity assurance samploisaken-at-that time.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I'm sure my time has expired. I will just
make the following observation: It appears to me that when we
talk about these redeterminations, when we talk about people
having gotten on the rolls in the first place that shouldn't have,
certainly there are some people whgoshouldn't have gotten on the
rolls in the first place; but it is also true that an awful lot of the
people who you are terminating were put on the rolls in accord-
ance with properly applied standards as were then in effect.

Secondly, it is my understanding that there have been substan-
tial changes since 1979 in the medical listings, that at the subregu-
latory level, the State leve 6the POMS used by the State agencies
change from month to month, and in some cases from week to
week. Meanwhile, the statutory definition of disability hasn't been
changed since the mid-1960's. Now, everything you have referred to
has been in the 1970's and 1980's, and there has been no change in
the statute since 1965 and 1967. So I must say I have real problems
with what you are doing. It seems to me that when you say, or I
suspect you would say, that the medical improvement standard
that a number of us favor is going to be some kind of a cost, that it
may not get you as much savings as you want, I fail to see where
in th law we have abandoned the medical improvement standard.

M . SIMMONS. Well, to adopt a medical improvement standard of
the lind we are talking about would be really unfair to the person
today who is not on the disability rolls because he can't qualify for
the disability rolls, because he is using the therapy which could
treat the person who was already on the rolls. What you would be
doing, in effect, would be grandfathering a lot of people who prob-
ably could work in the economy.

Senator HEINZ. Well, it depends on which medical improvement
standard you use. Now, Senator Levin's and Senator Cohen's bill
has a strict medical improvement standard in it. My bill is a little
bit different; we allow for improvements in medical technology.

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, improvements in medical technology are
what drive what you have characterized as the almost "month-to-
month" changes in the standards.

If you put something into a law that says we have to show medi-
cal improvement, and all that, and then as a companion piece,
which I've seen in some of these bills, that says any new standard
would have to be published as rulemaking-which takes a year to a
year and a half--

Senator HEINZ. Would you support a medical improvement
standard which took into account changes in medical technology?

Mr. SIMMONS. No, sir, we could not. We think that changes in
medical technology are already being taken into account in an ap-
propriate manner under current law; this can be done administra-
tively. We think it is being done, in effect, administratively, I would
point out that the changes that are made in the adjudicative stand-

11-346 O-82---8
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ards are reflective of medical technology. Twenty years ago a
person might considered disabled with a single heart attack. Today
such a person might be back to work in 12 or 13 weeks. You can t
lock into the law and you can't lock into practice some mechanism
that causes you to go to rulemaking every time somebody invents a
new pill.

For example, I read in the papers that we are on the verge of a
big breakthrough in allergy medicine. What if we had to wait a
year and a half to adopt that standard?

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Commissioner, I am not trying to get into a
lengthy debate on this; I just want it to be clear that I didn't men-
tion that we were going to lock into statute all the things you have
just said or apply the Administrative Procedures Act in the way
you have just suggested. It's not written into in my bill that way;
and I want to correct any implication that that's the way it is writ-
ten in my bill.

Mr. SIMMONS. I did not mean to characterize your bill that way; I
said we have seen that in several other versions.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Chafee, what do you say to all this?
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simmons, I would like to ask you: If the system is working

successfully, as you portray it, why is it that your own appointed
ALJ's are overruling 66 percent of the cases?

Mr. SIMMONS. This is a problem which has been chronic within
the system and which is being addressed in the House bill and in
some of the bills that are pending before this committee now.
There has been a dichotomy that has grown over the years between
the way the ALJ's perceive their role in the system and the way
they interpret the law and the way the law is interpreted in the
standards that the State agencies administer. And we are issuing
the standards Commissioners' rulings, as social security rulings,
which will allow us to change them as medical technology advances
and which would hold one and all in the adjudicatory system to the
same standards so that a person going into the system knows what
the ground rules are. One of the problems we have now is that
they don't.

Senator CHAFEE. I only have a few minutes here, so these an-
swers have got to be fairly crisp. As I get the picture, what you are
saying is that your ALJ's have gotten into bad habits. Is that the
suggestion?

Mr. SIMMONS. Let me ask Mr. Hays, who is the Associate Com-
missioner for Hearings and Appeals, to address that.

Mr. HAYS. First, Senator, I would like to note for the record that
the current allowance rate on these cessation cases by our adminis-
trative law judges is running 60 percent, not at the higher 66 or 67
percent.

Secondly, I would also like to point out--
Senator CHAFEE. I don't want to let that go back just without an

argument. So you win; it is not 67, it is 60. But I think a 60 percent
overruling is imposing on an appellant a terrible burden.

Mr. HAYS. The figure is obviously high.
Senator CHAFEE. Whatever it is, it is not a very happy figure.
Mr. HAYS. In addition to Mr. Simmons' comments I would also

note that it is very possible in a single case that the State agency's
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decision to deny benefits and the administrative law judge's deci-
sion to grant benefits could be correct because of the lapse in time
between the time that the case is handled at the State agency level
and the time that the administrative law judge makes the decision.
The condition may have changed, may have gotten worse, there
might be additional impairments; there may be additional evi-
dence.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I don't think that's much of an explana-
tion, either; because, as I understand, under the current system the
person's benefits are terminated at the time the decision is made at
the State level. So you are saying a lot has happened in the inter-
im. If so much time has gone by. that the person has had a miracu-
lous cure or a setback, he or she has also been without the benefits
for a long time.

Mr. SIMMONS. But there are two reasons we are supporting the
Ways and Means Committee bill: One is that it lengthens the re-
consideration appeal process to 6 months and pays benefits through
that; number two, and most importantly, it adds an evidentiary,
face-to-face hearing at that stage. We think that far fewer cases
would go on to the ALJ level if these two provisions were written
into the law, and it would make the reconsideration process much
better because it would give the person a face-to-face opportunity to
make his or her case early on in the process. Sometimes the face:
to-face confrontation is crucial to an AIJ's decision, and under-
standably so.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I would think so. I think it is fairly impor-
tant to be able to see the petitioner.

You mentioned you were supporting the Ways and Means legisla-
tion. Do you have legislation you are particularly supporting? Are
you supporting some entire measure that is before the Ways and
Means Committee?

Mr. SIMMONS. Yes. We are supporting all but three provisions of
the House bill, and we have worked with the committee very close-
ly on drafting the bill. They wNere the first to move-that's why we
were over there working with them. We have been very coopera-
tive with them, and we have a piece of legislation which we think
has great promise, and we would like to see major elements of that
enacted into law.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think we would like to see a copy of that
with the items that you do not support. It would give us a better
feel of what the administration believes in. If you could send that
up to the committee, I would appreciate it.

[The following was subsequently supplied:]
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We support H.R. 6181 with the exception of three provisions--sections 3, 9 and 12.
These sections would:

(1) increase the costs of the Social Security system by extending disability benefits for
an additional 4 months for those people who have collected benefits for 3 or more
years and were tez minated because of medical recovery;

(2) restrict program discretion by automatically indexing the substantial gainful
activity level to be used in determining eligibility for Dl and SS] benefits; and

(3) unnecessarily expand vocational rehabilitation services for which Federad funds can

be used.

A copy of 11.R. 6181 as approved by the Corittee on Ways and Means is attached.
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Union Calendar No. 361
97TH CONGRESS2 SESSION181

[Report No. 97-588]

To amend title II of the Social Security Act to provide adjustment benefits,
vocational training, and waiver of overpayments for individuals terminated
from the disability program, to strengthen the reconsideration process by
providing for the earlier introduction of evidence of record, to provide for
more uniformity in decisionmaking at all levels of adjudication, and Fir other
purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 28, 1982

Mr. PICKLE (for himself and Mr. ARCHER) introduced the following bill; shich
was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

MAY 26, 1982
Additional sponsors: Mr. SKELTON, Mr. JoNEs of North Carolina, Mr. SMITH of

New Jersey, Mr. WEBER of Ohio, M-. MITCHELL of New York, Mrs. Bov-
QUARD, Mr. HUTTO, and Mr. SMITH of Alabama

MAY 26, 1982
Reported with amendments, committed to the Committee of the Whole House on

the State of the Union, and ordered to be printed

(Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To amend title II of the Social Security Act to provide adjust-

ment benefits, vocational training, and waiver of overpay-
ments for individuals terminated from the disability pro-
gram, to strengthen the reconsideration process by provid-
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ing for the earlier introduction of evidence of record, to

provide for more uniformity in decisionmaking at all levels

of adjudication, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act, with the following table of contents, may be

4 cited as the "Disability Amendments of 1982".

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Sec. I. Short title.
Sec. 2. Continued payment of disability benefits during appeal,
See. 3. Adjustment benefits.
Sec. 4. Benefit pay-ments not to be treated as overpayments in certain cases.
Sec. 5. Closing of the record on applications involving determinations of disability;

disability decisions, appeals, and review.
See. 6. Own motion review; review of State agency determinations,
Sec. 7. Standards for disability determinations.
Sec. S. Evaluation of pain.
Sec. 9. Substantial gainful activity and trial work.
Sec. 10. Prohibition against interim benefits.
Sec. 11. Amendments relating to reduction in disability insurance benefits on ac-

count of other related payments.
Sec. 12. Payment of costs of rehabilitation services from trust funds; experiments

and demonstration projects.

5 CONTINUED PAYMENT OF DISABILITY BENEFITS DURING

6 APPEAL

I SEC. 2. (a) Section 223 of the Social Security Act is

8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

9 section:

10 "Continued Payment of Benefits During Appeal

11 "(g)(1) In any case where-

12 "(A) an individual is a recipient of disability insur-

13 ance benefits, or of child's, widow's, or widower's in-

14 surance benefits based on disability,

HR 4181 RH
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1 "(B) the physical or mental impairment on the

2 basis of which such benefits are payable is found to

3 have ceased or not to have existed (or to be no longer

4 disabling), and as a consequence such individual is de-

5 termined not to be entitled to such benefits, and

6 "(C) a timely request for reconsideration of the

7 determination that he is not so entitled is made under

8 section 221(d)(1),

9 such individual may elect (in such manner and form and

10 within such time as the Secretary shall by regulations pre-

11 scribe) to have the payment of such benefits, and the pay-

12 ment of any other benefits under this Act based on such indi-

13 vidual's wages and self-employment income, continued for an

14 additional period beginning with the first month for which

15 (under such determination) such benefits are no longer other-

16 wise payable and~ending with the month preceding the month

17 in which a decision is made upon such reconsideration or (if

18 earlier) with the sixth month after the month in which he was

19 initially notified in writing (by the applicable State agency or

20 the Secretary) of such determination.

21 "(2) If an individual elects to have the payment of his

22 benefits continued for an additional period under paragraph

23 (1) pending reconsideration, and the decision upon such re-

24 consideration affirms the determination that he is not entitled

25 to such benefits, any benefits paid under this title pursuant to

HR 6181 RH
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1 such election (for months in such additional period) shall be

2 considered overpayments for all the purposes of this title.

3 "(3) If any month in the additional period during which

.4 benefits are payable to an individual pursuant to an election

5 under paragraph (1) is a month for which an adjustment

6 benefit (of the type involved) is also payable to such individu-

7 al under subsection (a)(3), the benefit which is paid to him

8 under this title for such month shall be deemed to be an

9 adjustment benefit under such subsection (a)(3) rather than a

10 benefit payable pursuant to such election under paragraph

1 1 (1).".

12 (b)(1) Subject to paragraph (2), the amendment made by

13 subsection (a) shall apply with respect to determinations (that

14 individuals are not entitled to benefits) which are made on or

15 after the date of the enactment of this Act.

16 (2) Effective January 1, 1984, section 223(g)(1) of the

17 Social Security Act (as added by subsection (a) of this sec-

18 tion) is amended by striking out "or (if earlier) until the close

19 of the sixth month after the month in which he was initially

20 notified in writing (by the applicable State agency or the See-

21 retary) of such determination".

22 ADJUSTMENT BENEFITS

23 SEc. 3. (a) Section 223(a) of the Social Security Act is

24 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

25 paragraph:

HR 6191 RH
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1 "(3)(A)In any case where--

2 "i) an individual is a recipient of disability insur-

3 ance benefits, or of child's, widow's, or widower's in-

4 surance benefits based on disability, and has been a re-

5 cipient of such benefit$. for a period of not less than 36

6 consecutive months, and

7 "(ii) the physical or mental impairment on the

8 basis of which such benefits are payable is found to

9 have ceased or not to have existed (or to be no longer

10 disabling), and as a consequence such individual is de-

11 termined, on or after the date of the enactment of this

12 paragraph and before January 1, 1985, itot to be enti-

13 tied to such benefits,

14 such individual shall be entitled (subject to subparagraph (B))

15 to have the payment of such benefits, and the payment of any

16 other benefits under this Act based oil such individual's

17 wages and self-employment income, continued for an addi-

18 tional period of four months, beginning with the first month

19 for which (under such determination) such benefits are no

20 longer otherwise payable or (if later) with the month in which

21 he is initially notified in writing (by the applicable State

22 agency or the Secretary) of such determination.

23 "(B) No benefit shall be payable to any individual (or to

24 any other person on the basis of such individual's wages and

25 self-employment income) under subparagraph (A) for any

HR 6181 Rif
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I month in the additional period referred to in such subpara-

2 graph if-

3 "i(j) such individual is determined by the Secretary

4 to have engaged in substantial gainful activity in that

5 month, or

6 "(ii) such individual (or other person)-is entitled or

7 would upon application be entitled, for such month, to

8 a monthly benefit of anyv other type under this title.".

9 (b)(1) The first sentence of section 223(a)(1) of such Act

10 is amended by striking out "and ending with the month" and

11 inserting in lieu thereof "and ending (subject to paragraph (3)

12 of this subsection and to subsections (g) and (h)) with the

13 month".

14 (2)(A) Subsections (b)(1), (c)(1), (d)(1), (e)(1), and (0(1) of

15 section 202 of such Act are each amended by striking out

16 "and ending with the month" and inserting in lieu thereof

17 "and ending (subject to subsections (a)(3), (g), and (h) of sec-

18 tion 223) with the month".

19 (B) Subsection (d)(6) of such section 202 is amended by

20 striking out "shall end with the month" and inserting in lieu

21 thereof "shall end (subject to subsections (a)(3), (g), and (h) of

22 section 223) with the month".

23 (3) Section 216(i)(2) of such Act is amended-

HR 6181 RH
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I (A) by striking out "shall end" in subparagraph

2 (D) and inserting in lieu thereof "shall (subject to sub-

3 paragraph (HI) end"; and

4 (B) by a'lding at the end thereof the following

5 new subparagraph:

6 "(H) The pro-:isions of subsections (a)(3), (g), and (h) of

7 section 223 shall apply with respect to the -duration of an

8 individual's period of disability under this subsection ip the

9 same way that they apply with respect to the duration of the

10 period for which an individual's disability insurance benefits

11 are payable under such section 223.".

12 (c) Section 1631(a) of such Act is amended by adding at

13 the end thereof the following new paragraph:

14 "(7)(A) In any case where-

15 "i) an individual who is an aged, blind, or dis-

16 abled individual solely by reason of blindness (as deter-

17 mined under section 1614(a)(2)) or disability (as deter-

18 mined under section 1614(a)(3)) has been a recipient of

19 benefits under this title for a period of not less than 36

20 consecutive months, and

21 "(ii) the impairment on the basis.of which such

22 benefits are payable is found to have ceased or :not to

23 have existed (or to be no longer disablig), and as a

24 consequence such individual is determined, on or after

25 the date of the enactment of this paragraph (or October

HR 6181 RH
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1 1, 1982, if later) and before January 1, 1985, not to

2 be eligible for such benefits,

3 such individual shall be entitled (subject to subparagraph (B))

4 to have the payment of such benefits continued for an addi-

5 tional period of four months, beginning with the first month

6 for which (under such determination) such benefits are no

7 longer otherwise payable under this title or (if later) with the

8 month in which he is initially notified in writing (by the appli-

9 cable State agency or the Secretary) of such determination.

10 "(B) No benefit shall be payable to any individual under

11 subparagraph (A) for any month in the additional period re-

12 ferred to in such subpilragraph if such individual is deter-

13 mined by the Secretary to have engaged in substantial gain-

14 ful activity in that month.".

15 BENEFIT PAYMENTS NOT TO BE TREATED AS

16 OVERPAYMENTS IN CERTAIN CASES

17 SEC. 4. (a) Section 223 of the Social Security Act (as

18 amended by section 2(a) of this Act) is further amended by

19 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

20 "Benefit Payments Not To Be Treated as Overpayments in

21 Certain Cases

22 "(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, in

23 any case where-

HR 6181 R1
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1 "(1) an individual is a recipient of disability insur-

2 ance benefits, or of child's, widow's, or widower's in-

3 surance benefits based on disability, and

4 "(2) the physical or mental impairment on the

5 basis of which such benefits are payable is found to

6 have ceased or not to have existed (or to be no longer

7 disabling), and as a consequence such individual is de-

8 termined, on or after the date of the enactment of this

9 subsection and before January 1, 1985, not to be enti-

10 tied to such benefits,

11 no such benefit which was paid to such individual for any

12 month prior to the month in which he is initially notified in

13 writing (by the applicable State agency or the Secretary) of

14 such determination, and no benefit which was paid under this

15 Act to any other person for any such month on the basis of

16 such individual's wages and self-employment income, shall be

17 considered an overpayment for any of the purposes of this

18 title.".

19 (b) Section 223(g)(2) of such Act (as added by section

20 2(a) of this Act) is amended by striking out "If an individual"

21 and inserting in lieu thereof "Subject to subsection (h), if an

22 individual".

23 (c) Section 1631(b) of such Act is amended by redesig-

24 eating paragraph (3) as paragraph (4) and by inserting after

25 paragraph (2) the following new paragraph:
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1 "(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, in

2 any case where-

3 "(A) an individual who is an aged, blind, or dis-

4 abled individual solely by reason of blindness (as deter-

5 mined under sectiohi 1614(a)(2)) or disability (as deter-

6 mined under section 1614(a)(3)) is a recipient of bene-

7 fits under this title, and

8 "(B) the impairment on the basis of which such

9 benefits are payable is found to have ceased or not to

10 have existed (or to be no longer disabling), and as a

11 consequence such individual is determined, on or after

12 the date of the enactment of this subsection (or Octo-

13 ber 1, 1982, if later) and before January 1, 1985, not

14 to be eligible for such benefits,

15 no such benefit which was paid to such individual for any

16 month prior to the month in which he is initially notified in

17 writing (by the applicable State agency or the Secretary) of

18 such determination shall be considered an overpayment for

19 any of the purposes of this title.".

20 CLOSING OF THE RECORD ON APPLICATIONS INVOLVING

21 DETERMINATIONS OF DISABILITY; DISABILITY DECI-

22 SINS, APPEALS, AND REVIEW

23 SEC. 5. (a)(1) Section 202(j)(2) of the Social Security

24 Act is amended-to read as follows:
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1 "(2) An application for any monthly benefits under this

2 section filed before the first month in which the applicant

3 satisfies the requirements for such benefits shall be deemed a

4 valid application (and shall be -aeemed to have been filed in

5 such first month) only if th applicant satisfies the require-

6 ments for such benefits before the Secretary makes a final

7 decision on the application and-

8 "(A) no request under section 205(b) for notice

9 and opportunity for a hearing thereon is made or, if

10 such a request is made, before a decision based upon

11 the evidence adduced at the hearing is made (regard-

12 less of whether such decision becomes the final decision

13 of the Secretary), and

14 "(B) in the case of an applicant with respect to

15 wh-omdi-bility is required for such benefits under sub-

16 section (d)(1)(B)(ii), (e)(1)(B)(ii), or (fX()(B)(ii), no re-

17 quest for reconsideration under section 221(d) is made,

18 or if such a request is made, subject to section

19 221(d)(5), before a decision on reconsideration is made

20 under -section 221(d).".

21 (2) Section 216(i)(2)(G) of such Act is amended by strik-

22 ing out "and no request" and all that follows and inserting in

23 lieu thereof the following: "and no request for reconsideration

24 under section 221(d) is made, or if such a request is made,
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1 subject to section 221(d)(5), before a decision on reconsider-

2 ation is made under section 221(d).".

3 (3) Section 223(b) of such Act is amended by striking

4 out "and no request" and all that follows down through the

5 end of the first sentehce and inserting in lieu thereof the fol-

6 loving: "and no request under section 221(d) is made, or if

7 such a request is made, subject to section 221(d)(5), before a

8 decision on reconsideration is made under section 221(d).".

9 (b) Section 205(b) of such Act is amended to read as

10 follows:

11 "(b)(1) The Secretary is directed to make findings of fact

12 and decisions as to the rights of any individual applying for a

13 payment under this title.

14 "(2)(A) The Secretary may provide for reconsideration

15 of such decisions (other than decisions to which subparagraph

16 (B) applies) and shall provide for hearings in accordance with

17 paragraph (3).

18 "(B) If the determinations required in the course of

19 making any such decision include a determination relating to

20 disability or to a period of disability and such decision is in

21 whole or in part unfavorable to an individual applying for a

22 payment under this title, the Secretary shall provide for re-

23 consideration of such decision and for hearings in accordance

24 with section 221.
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1 "(3) Upon request by any individual applying for a pay-

2 ment under this title or upon request by a wife, divorced wife,

3 widow, surviing divorced wife, surviving divorced mother,

4 husband, widower, child, or parent who makes a showing in

5 writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by any deci-

6 sion the Secretary has rendered (other than a decision to

7 which paragraph (2)(B) applies), he shall give such applicant

8 and such other individual reasonable notice and opportunity

9 for a hearing with respect to such decision, and, if a hearing

10 is held, shall, on the basis of evidence adduced at the hearing,

11 affirm, modify, or reverse his findings of fact and such deci-

12 sion. Any such request with respect to any such determina-

13 tion must be filed within sixty days after notice of the deci-

14 sion is received by the individual making such request.

15 "(4) The Secretary is further authorized, on his own

16 motion, to hold such hearings nd to conduct such investiga-

17 tions and other proceedings as he may deem necessary or

18 proper for the administration of this section, section 221, and

19 the other provisions of this title.

20 "(5) In the course of any hearing, investigation, or other

21 proceeding referred to in paragraph (4), the Secretary may

22 administer oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses, and re-

23 ceive evidence.

24 "(6) Evidence may be received at any hearing referred

25 to in paragraph (4), subject to section 221(d)(5), even though
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1 inadmissible under rules of evidence applicable to court pro-

2 cedure.

3 "(7) Subject to the specific provisions and requirements

4 of this Act-

5 "(A) any hearing held pursuant to this subsection

6 or section 221(e) shall be conducted on the record and

7 shall be subject to sections 554 through 557 of title 5,

8 United States Code, and any decision made by the

9 Secretary after such a hearing shall constitute an 'ad-

10 judication' within the meaning of section 551(7) of such

11 title; and

12 "(B) the Secretary, in accordance with section

13 3105 of title 5, United States Code, shall appoint ad-

14 ministrative law judges who, in any case in which au-

15 thority to conduct hearings under this subsection or

16 section 221(e) is delegated by the Secretary, shall con-

17 duct such hearings, issue decisions after such hearings,

18 and perform such other functions and duties described

19 in sections 554 and 557 of such title as are applicable

20 to such hearings.".

21 Setin 2 of e A is amended

22 -4 i~ n t~e fer~h sentenee, by -1"-kin u+ 1--

23 efwithout remantidin the eaeef a Fehear-ing" a~id ini-

24 eerin in ieu theree"f without afy rma f the

25 "eae .!ffd
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1-4 by s.e:kg ewi the ei th .. ae.e..h sen-

2 tefiees.

3 (d044 (c)(1) Section 221 of such Act is amended-

4 (A) by striking out the heading and inserting in

5 lieu thereof "DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS, APPEALS,

6 AND REVIEW";

7 (B) by redesignating subsections (d), (e), (0, (g),

8 and (i) as subsections (0, (g), (h), (i), and (j), respective-

9 ly; and

10 (C) by inserting after subsection (c) the following

11 new subsections:

12 "(d)(1) Any initial decision the Secretary renders with

13 respect to an individual's rights for a payment under this title

14 (including a decision the Secretary renders by reason of a

15 review under subsection (c)) in the course of which a determi-

16 nation relating to disability or to a period of disability is re-

17 quired for such payment and which is in whole or in part

18 unfavorable to such individual shall contain a statement of

19 the case, in understandable language, setting forth a discus-

20 sion of the evidence, the Secretary's decision, and the reason

21 or reasons upon which the decision is based. Upon request by

22 any such individual, or by a wife, divorced wife, widow, sur-

23 viving divorced wife, surviving divorced mother, husband,

24 widower, child, or parent, who makes a showing in writing

25 that his or her rights may be prejudiced by such a decision,
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1 he or she shall be entitled to reconsideration of such decision

2 under this subsection. Any such request with respect to any

3 such decision must be filed within 180 days after notice of the

4 decision is received by the individual making such request.

5 "(2)(A) If a reconsideration is requested by an individual

6 under paragraph (1) and a showing is made by such individu-

7 al that he or she may be prejudiced in such decision by a

8 determination relating to disability or to a period of disability,

9 such individual shall be entitled in the course of such recon-

10 sideration to a determination relating to such disability or

11 period of disability.

12 "(B)(i) In the case of a reconsideration to be made by

13 the Secretary of a decision to terminate benefits in which a

14 determination relating to disability or to a period of disability

15 was made by a State agency, any determination under sub-

16 paragraph (A) relating to disability or to a period of disability

17 shall be made by the State agency, notwithstanding any

18 other provision of law, in any State that notifies the Secre-

19 tary in writing that it wishes to make determinations under

20 this subparagraph commencing with such month as the Sec-

21 retary and the State agree upon, but only if (I) the Secretary

22 has not found, under subsection (b)(1), that the State agency

23 has substantially failed to make determinations under this

24 subparagraph in accordance with the applicable provisions of

25 this section or rules issued thereunder, and (II) the State has
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1 not notified the Secretary, under subsection (b)(2), that it

2 does not wish to make determinations under this subpara-

3 graph. If the Secretary once makes the finding described in

4 clause (I) of the preceding sentence, or the State gives the

5 notice referred to in clause'I) of such sentence, the Secre-

6 tarv may thereafter 'determine whether (and, if so, beginning

7 with which month and under what conditions) the State may

8 again make determinations under this subparagraph.

9 "(ii) Any determination made by a State agency under

10 clause (i) shall be made in the manner prescribed for determi-

11 nations under subsection (a)(2) and regulations prescribed

12 here ,de, eteep f +ta i ehe4 be mftde it e..ppe.t.il fe.

13 tin e'idewiary hearing thereunder; except that it shall be

14 made after opportunity for an evidentiary hearing which is

15 reasonably accessible to the claimant, and which is held by

16 an adjudicatory unit of the State agency other than the unit

17 that made the determination (relating to the claimant's dis-

18 ability or period of disability) on which the decision being

19 reconsidered was based.

20 - "(3) A decision by the Secretary on reconsideration

21 under this subsection in the course of which a determination

22 relating to disability or to a period of disability is required

23 and which is in whole or in part unfavorable to the individual

24 requesting the reconsideration shall contain a statement of

25 the case, in understandable language, setting forth a discus-
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1 sion of the evidence, the Secretary's decision, and the reason

2 or reasons upon which the decision is based.

"(4) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation proce-

4 dures for the reconsideration under this subsection of issues

5 other than issues .relating to disability or a period of

6 disability.

7 "(5) No documentary evidence which is submitted on or

8 after the date of a decision on reconsideration under this ub-

9 section relating to entitlement to benefits for periods prced-

10 ing the date of such decision (hereafter in this section referred

11 to as the 'relevant periods'), e*d whieh eet" heve been

12 available -befee eeh de;, where such decision was made

13 after opportunity- for an evidentiary hearing pursuant to

14 paragraph (2)(B)(ii) or subsection 6i) and where such evi-

15 dence could have been available before the date of that deci-

16 sion, shall be admitted or considered in connection with enti-

17 tlement to such benefits for such periods, except as provided

18 in subsection (e)(3). Nothing in the preceding sentence, sub-

19 section (e)(3), or section 202(j)(2), 216(i)(2)(G), or 223(b) shall

20 be construed to permit, prohibit, or otherwise affect the ad-

21 mission or consideration, at or in connection with any pro-

22 ceeding in which a reconsideration decision relating to an

23 individual's entitlement to benefits for particular relevant pe-

24 riods is involved, of evidence relating to such individual's en-

25 titlement to benefits for any other period.
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1 "(6) Each individual who requests a reconsideration

2 under paragraph (1) shall be informed, orally and in writing,

3 before the reconsideration, of th6 preceding provisions of this

4 subsection, and shall be advised that the individual may wish

5 to retain an attorney or other representative to assist him

6 during the reconsideration.

7 "(e)(1) Upon request by any individual described in sub-

8 section (d)(1) who makes a showing in writing that his or her

9 rights may be prejudiced by a decision on reconsideration

10 under this section, the Secretary shall give such individual

11 and the other individuals described in subsection (d)(1) rea-

12 sonable notice and opportunity for a hearing. Any such re-

13 quest with respect to such a decision must be filed within

14 sixty days after notice of such decision is received by the

15 individual making such request.

16 "(2) If a hearing under paragraph (1) is held, the Secre-

17 tary shall, on the basis of the evidence considered in reaching

18 the reconsideration decision and the testimony given at the

19 hearing, and in accordance with the relevant provisions of

20 this title, regulations of the Secretary, and any written guide-

21 lines which the Secretary may prescribe in carrying out the

22 last sentence of section 205(a), render a decision on entitle-

23 ment to benefits for the relevant periods, including in such

24 decision a statement of the findings of fact, conclusions, and

25 the reasons or bases therefor. The hearing decision may
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1 affirm, modify, or reverse the Secretary's findings of fact and

2 the decison on reconsideration.

3 "(3)(A) In any case in which the individual making the

4 request under paragraph (1) or any other individual described

5 in subsection (d)(1) submits to the Secretary, on or after the

6 date of the decision on reconsideration under subsection (d)

7 and before the commencement of a hearing under this subsec-

8 tion, additional documentary evidence relating to disability or

9 to a period of disability affecting entitlement to benefits for

10 the relevant periods whi4 eet4d he*e been submitted befefe

11 the dete of (4e deeisio off rece.....dr-i.., which is other-

12 wise prevented by subsection (d)(5) from being admitted or

13 considered in connection with such entitlement, and the indi-

14 vidual does not make the election under subparagraph (B)-

15 "(i) if the determinations made in the course of

16 such decision on reconsideration include a determina-

17 tion relating to disability or to a period of disability

-18 which was made by a State agency under subsection

19 (d)(2)(B), such additional evidence, together with the

20 evidence considered in reaching the reconsideration de-

21 vision, shall be remanded to the State agency, or

22 "(ii) if such determination relating to disability or

23 to a period of disability was made by the Secretary in

24 accordance with subsection (i), such additional evi-

25 dence, together with the evidence considered in reach-
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1 ing the reconsideration decision, shall be reviewed by

2 the Secretary.

3 "(B) An individual who submits additional evidence as

4 described in subparagraph (A) may nevertheless elect that no

5 remand or review occur under subparagraph (A) with respect

6 to such evidence and that such additional evidence be disre-

7 garded for purposes of determining entitlement under this

8 subsection. The Secretary shall notify such individual upon

9 submitting such evidence of the provisions of this paragraph

10 and of the election available under his subparagraph and

11 provide such individual with a reasonable period of time

12 within which to make such election before remanding or re-

13 viewing such evidence under subparagraph (A).

14 "(C) The State agency, on remand, or the Secretary, on

15 review, shall consider the record, as supplemented by such

16 additional evidence, in connection with benefits for the rele-

17 vant periods and shall affirm, modify, or reverse the determi-

18 nation on reconsideration relating to disability or to a period

19 of disability. The Secretary shall inform such applicant or

20 other individual of the decision on further reconsideration

21 based on determinations m'de on such remand or in such

22 review and, of the right to request a hearing thereon under

23 this subsection. -

24 "(4) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation a

25 period of time after hearing decisions under this section
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1 during which the Secretary, on his own motion or on the

2 request of the individual requesting the hearing, may under-

3 take a review of such decision. If such decision is not so

4 reviewed, such decision shall be considered the final decision

5 of the Secretary at the end of such period. If such decision is

6 so reviewed, at the end of any such review the Secretary

7 shall affirm, modify, or reverse the decision and such decision

8 as so affirmed, modified, or reversed shall be considered the

9 final decision of the Secretary. Any such review shall be gov-

10 erned by the requirements of this subsection.".

11 (2) Section 221 of such Act is further amended-

12 (A) in subsection (b)(1), by inserting "under sub-

13 section (a)(1) or subsection (d)" after "disability 4eel-

14 minatio determinations" the first place it appears, and

15 by. inserting before' the period the following: "or the

16 disability determinations referred to in subsection (d)(2)

17 (as the case may be)";

18 (B) in subsection (b)(2), by inserting "or under

19 subsection (d)(2) (as the case may be)" after "subsec-

20 tion (a)(1)" the first place it appears, and by inserting

21 before the period in the last sentence the following: "or

22 the disability rcdctrminations determinations referred

23 to in subsection (d)(2) (as the case may be)";

24 (C) in subsection (b)(3)(A), by inserting "under

25 subsection (a) or subsection (d)" after "function", and
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1 by inserting "under subsection (a) or subsection (d) (as

2 the case may be)" after "process";

3 (D) in subsection (b)(3)(B), by inserting "under

4 subsection (a) or subsection (d)" after "function", and

5 by inserting "under subsection (a) or subsection (d) (as

6 the case may be)" after "process";

7 (E) in subsection (f) (as redesignated by paragraph

8 (1)), bv inserting "(1)" before "Any", by striking out

9 "subsection (a), (b), (c), or (g)" and inserting in lieu

10 thereof "subsection (b)", and by adding at the end

11 thereof the following new paragraph:

12 "(2) Any individual who requests a hearing under sub-

13 section (e) and who is dissatisfied with the Secretary's final

14 decision after such hearing shall be entitled to judicial review

15 of such decision as is provided in section 205(g).";

16 (F) in subsection (g) (as redesignated by paragraph

17 (1)), by striking out "under this section" and inserting

18 in lieu thereof "or subsection (d)(2)", by inserting "or

19 under subsection (d)(2), as the case may be" after

20 "under subsection (a)(1)" the second place it appears,

21 and by striking out "subsection (f)" and inserting in

22 lieu thereof "subsection (h)";

23 (G) in subsection (i) (as redesignated by paragraph

24 (1)), by inserting "or subsection (d)(2)" after "subsec-

25 tion (a)(1)", by inserting "under subsection (a)(1) or
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1 subsection (d)(2)" after "disability determinations" the

2 second place it appears, by inserting after "guidelines,"

3 the following: "in the case of disability determinations

4 under subsection (d)(2) to which subparagraph (B)

5 thereof does not apply,", by inserting "under subsec-

6 tion (a) or subsection (d)" after "disability determina-

7 tions" the third place it appears, by inserting "or the

8 determinations referred to in subsection (d) (as the case

9 may be)" after "in subsection (a)", and by adding at

10 the end thereof the following new sentence: "In the

11 case of a reconsideration by the Secretary of a decision

12 to terminate benefits, any dissbilitv determination made

13 by the Secretary under this subsection in the course of

14 such reconsideration shall be made after opportunity

15 for a-" e;ide+ .y heeari:g an evidentiary hearing

16 which is reasonably accessible to the claimant (and

17 which is not held by the same person or persons who

18 made the determination, relating to the claimant's dis-

19 ability or period of disability, on which the decision

20 being reconsidered was based)."; and

21 (H) in subsection (j) (as redesignated by paragraph

22 (1)), by adding at the end thereof the following new

23 sentence: "An individual who makes a showing in

24 writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by a

25 determination under this subsection with respect to
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1 continuing eligibility shall be entitled to a reconsider-

2 ation and a hearing to the same extent and in the same

3 manner as provided under subsections (d) and (e).".

4 k4 (d) The third sentence of section 1631(c)(1) of

5 such Act is amended by ste'iking out "within sixty days after

6 notice of such determination is received" and inserting in lieu

7 thereof "within 180 days after notice of such determination is

8 received where the matter in disagreement involves blindness

9 (within the meaning of section 1614(a)(2)) or .disability

10 (within the meaning of section 1614(a)(3)) or within 60 days

11 after such notce iseccived in any other case".

12 (# Seeiien 1681(e)(8) of *twh Ae ie aeneded by i et

13 'g L4bt wiheut regafd fe the ameede4,ete9 mde by seetio,

14 6(.e of the r:isabii t A^endim.ee. of !982 after ,, :ei1

15 r-eyiew es presided in .eee.ie 20(g-.

16 (444 (e)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (4) para-

17 graphs (2) and (3), the amendments made by this section

18 shall apply with respect to requests for reconsideration of de-

19 cisions by the Secretary of Health and Human Services filed

20 after the date of the enactment of this A-et, except the* see-

21 tie264" (4B of +he Soeial &euwi Aet s afefied hi'

22 subseetior, (4d of this seeiie shel appiy wa respee! to site

23 cqtes, filed o of 4efe j ....... 4- 4-44 Act.
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1 (2) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply

2 with respect to applications for benefits filed after the date of

3 the enactment of this Act.

4 (3) Section 221(d)(2)(B) of the Social Security Act, as

5 amended by subsection (c) of this section, shall apply only

6 with respect to requests (for reconsideration of decisions by

7 the Secretary) filed-

8 (A) on or after January 1, 1984, or

9 (B) with respect to determinations (relating to dis-

10 ability or to periods of disability) to be made by a

11 State agency in any State which notifies the Secretary

12 in writing that it wishes to make determinations under

13 such section 221(d)(2)(B) prior to January 1, 1984,

14 on or after the first day of such month (after the month

15 in which this Act is enacted ond prior to January

16 1984) as may be specified in such notice.

17 For purposes of such section 221(d)(2)(B), each State shall

18 initially notify the Secretary in writing that it wishes to

19 make determinations under such section (specifying the

20 month with which it wishes to commence making such deter-

21 minations), or shall notify the Secretary in writing that it

22 does not wish to make such determinations, no later than

23 January 1, 1983; and any State which has not so notified

24 the Secretary by January 1. 1983, shall be deemed for all the

25 purposes of section 221 of the Social Security Act to have
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1 notified the Secretary in writing (as of that date) that it does

2 not wish to make such determinations.

3 Wg Neit-ihstanding any othe* preisii e4 t%-, (-he

4 Office of Personnel Managemett shel treatfle er-pe*4-

5 etee of attir:ys employvedty the Seeial Seetrity Adfiiq-

6 t-aeo ift the process of adjudieating serial seeuty claims

7 (without regard to the gr-ede of lel at whieh the emply-

8 met inved is performed as qualifing eperiene f 0p-

9 poentment 1y the Seeretery of lMealth &Rtd HttmaH Seiees toe

10 the position of ad. wiisat.at . lw g wde* s, 8:06

11 Of 6t4e &I Utited Ntmes Code pur sant to section

12 20,(b)( (B of the Sorial Seenrti Art ( added 4y this see-

13 6o4

14 OWN MOTION REVIEW; REVIEW OF STATE AGENCY

15 DETERMINATIONS

16 SEC. 6. (a) Section 304(g) of the Social Security Dis-

17 ability Amendments of 1980 is amended by inserting "(1)"

18 after "(g)", and by adding at the end thereof the following

19 new paragraph:

20 "(2) In implementing and carrying out the program re-

21 ferred to in paragraph (1), the Secretary shall review-

22 "(A) at least 15 percent of all decisions, rendered

23 by administrative law judges in the fiscal year 1982 as

24 a result of hearings under section 221(c) of the Social

25 Security Act, that individuals are or continue to be
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1 under disabilities (as defined in section 216(i) or 223(d)

2 of such Act); and

3 "(B) at least 25 percent of all such decisions so

4 rendered in any fiscal year after the fiscal year 1982

5 and before the fiscal year 1988.".

6 (b)(1) Section 221(c) of the Social Security Act is

7 amended by striking out paragraphs (2) and (3) and inserting

8 in lieu thereof the following:

9 "(2) The Secretary shall review at least 10 percent of

10 all determinations, made by State agencies under this section

11 in any fiscal year after the fiscal year 1982 and before the

12 fiscal year 1988, that individuals are or are not under disabil-

13 ities (as defined in section 216(i) or 223(d)), with at least one-

14 sixth of all of the determinations so reviewed being determi-

15 nations that the individuals involved are not under disabilities

16 (as so defined). Any review by the Secretary of a State

17 agency determination under this par graph shall be made

18 before any action is taken to implement such determination.".

19 (2)(A) Section 221(c)(1) of such Act is amended by strik-

20 ing out "paragraphs (2) and (3)" and inserting in lieu thereof

21 "paragraph (2)".

22 (B) Effective October 1, 1987, section 221(c)(1) of such

23 Act (as amended by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph) is

24 further amended by striking out "or as required under para-

25 graph (2)".
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1 (3) Except as provided in paragraph (2)(B), the amend-

2 ments made by this subsection shall become effective October

3 1, 1982.

4 STANDARDS FOR DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS

5 SEC. 7. Section 205(a) of the Social Security Act is

6 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sen-

7 tence: "The Secretary shall assure that uniform standards

8 are applied at all levels of adjudication in making determina-

9 tions of whether individuals are under disabilities as defined

10 in section 216(i) or 223(d).".

11 EVALUATION OF PAIN

12 SEC. 8. (a) Section 223(d)(5) of the Social Security Act

13 is amended by inserting after the first sentence the following

14 new sentence: "An individual's statement as to pain or other

15 symptoms shall not alone be conclusive evidence of disability

16 as defined in this section; there must be medical signs and

17 findings, established by medically acceptable clinical or labo-

18 ratory diagnostic techniques, which show the existence of a

19 medical condition that could reasonably be expected to pro-

20 duce the pain or other symptoms alleged and which, when

21 considered with all evidence required to be -furnished under

22 ,this paragraph (including statements of the individual as to

23 the intensity and persistence of such pain or othet symptoms

24 which may reasonably be accepted as consistent with the
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1 medical signs and findings), would lead to a conclusion that

2 the individual is under a disability.".

3 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

4 with respect to determinations of disability made on or after

5 the date of the enactment of this Act.

6 SUBSTANTIAL GAINFUL ACTIVITY AND TRIAL WORK

7 SEc. 9. (a) The second sentence of section 223(d)(4) of

8 the Social Security Act is amended by inserting before the

9 period at the end thereof the following: "; and no other indi-

10 vidual shall be regarded as having demonstrated an ability to

11 engage in substantial gainful activity on the basis of earnings

12 that do not exceed (i) the amount which was sufficient, under

13 the regulations of the Secretary then in effect, to cause an

14 individual to be treated as having demonstrated such an abili-

15 tv in the month in which the Disability Amendments of 1982

16 were enacted, or (ii) if one or more increases in exempt

17 amounts under section 203(f)(8) have occurred pursuant to

18 subparagraph (B) thereof during the period beginning with

19 the month after the month specified in clause (i) and ending

20 with the month in which the particular earnings involved are

21 derived, the amount to which the amount specified in clause

22 (i) would have increased under such section 203()(8) during

23 such period if (in the month specified in clause (i)) it had been

24 an exempt amount applicable to individuals other than those
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1 described in subparagraph (D) of such section ,f1,{)

2 203(f)(8)".

3 b) The second sentence of section 222(c)(2) of such Act

4 is amended to read as follows: "For purposes of this subsec-

5 tion the term 'services' mans activity which is determined

6 by the Secretary tribe of a type normally performed for re-

7 muneration or gain, and which is performed (by the particular

8 individual involved) in any month for remuneration or gain at

9 least equal to (A) the amount of remuneration or gain which

10 was sufficient, under the regulations of the Secretary then in

11 effect, to cause the activity to be treated as constituting

12 'services' for such purposes in the month in which the Dis-

13 ability Amendments of 1982 were enacted, or (B) if one or

14 more increases in exempt amounts under section 203(f)(8)

15 have occurred pursuant to subparagraph (B) thereof during

16 the period beginning with the month after the month specified

17 in clause (A) of this sentence and ending with the month in

18 which the particular activity involved is performed, the

19 amount to which the amount specified in clause (A) of this

20 sentence would have increased under such section 203(0(8)

21 during such period if (in the month specified in clause (A)) it

22 had been an exempt amount applicable to individuals other

23 than those described in subparagraph (D) of such section

24 203(f)(8).".
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1 (c)(1) Section 1614(a)(3)(D) of such Act is amended by

2 inserting after the first sentence the following new sentence:

3 "No individual who is an aged, blind, or disabled individual

4 solely by reason of disability (as determined under this para-

5 graph (shall be regarded as having demonstrated an ability to

6 engage in substantial gainful activity on the basis of earnings

7 that do not exceed (i) the amount which was sufficient, under

8 the regulations of the Secretary then in effect, to cause an

9 individual to be treated as having demonstrated such an abili-

10 ty in the month in which the Disability Amendments of 1982

11 were enacted, or (ii) if one or more increases in exempt

12 amounts under section 203(0(8) have occurred pursuant to

13 subparagraph (B) thereof during the period beginning with

14 the month after the month specified in clause (i) and ending

15 with the month in which the particular earnings involved are

16 derived, the amount to which the amount specified in clause

17 (i) would have increased under such section 203(f)(8) during

18 such period if (in the month specified in clause (i)) it had been

19 an exempt amount applicable to individuals other than those

20 described in subparagraph (D) of such section 203(f)(8).".

21 (2) The second sentence of section 1614(a)(4)(A) of such

22 Act is amended to read as follows: "As used in this para-

23 graph with respect to any individual who is an aged, blind, or

24 disabled individual solely by reason of disability (as deter-

25 mined under paragraph (3)), the term 'services' means activi-
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1 tv which is determined by the Secretary to be of a type nor-

2 mall performed for remuneration or gain, and which is per-

3 formed (by the particular individual involved) in any month

4 for remuneration or gain at least equal to (i) the amount of

5 remuneration or gain whic. was sufficient, under the regula-

6 tions of the Secretary then in effect, to cause the activity to

7 be treated as constituting 'services' for purposes of this para-

8 graph in the month in which the Disability Amendments of

9 1982 were enacted, or (ii) if one or more increases in exempt

10 amounts under section 203(f)(8) have occurred pursuant to

11 subparagraph (B) thereof during the period beginning with

12 the month after the month specified in clause (i) of this sen-

13 tence and ending with the month in which the particular ac-

14 tivity involved is performed, the amount to which the amount

15 specified in clause (i) of this sentence would have increased

16 under such section 203(f)(8) during such period if (in the

17 month specified in clause (i)) it had been an exempt amount

18 applicable to individuals other than those described in subpar-

19 agraph (D) of such section 203(f)(8).".

20 (d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

21 with respect to months after December 1982.

22 PROHIBITION AGAINST INTERIM PAYMENTS

23 SEC. 10. Section 205 of the Social Security Act is

24 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

25 subsection:
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1 "Prohibition Against Interim Payments

2 "(r) No amount shall be paid to any individual applying

3 for benefits under this title until a final determination of his

4- or her entitlement to such benefits has been made.".

5 AMENDMENTS RELATING TO REDUCTION IN DISABILITY

6 INSURANCE BENEFITS ON ACCOUNT OF OTHER RE-

7 LATED PAYMENTS

8 SEC. 11. (a) Section 2208(b) of the Omnibus Budget

9 Reconciliation Act of 1981 is amended by inserting before

10 the period at the end thereof the following: "; except that the

11 amendment made by subsection (a)(2) shall be effective in the

12 case of an individual who attains age 62 after the month in

13 which the Disability Amendments of 1982 are enacted even

14 though he became disabled within the meaning of section

15 223(d) of the Social Security Act in or prior to such sixth

16 month".

17 (b) Section 202(q)(7)(F) of the Social Security Act is

18 amended to read as follows:

19 "(F) in the case of old-age insurance benefits, any

20 month for which such individual (i) received a disability

21 insurance benefit, or (ii)(l) would have received a dis-

22 ability insurance benefit but for the application of see-

23 tion 223(0 or section 224 and (II) did not receive an

24 old-age insurance benefit.".
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1 (c) Section 224(a)(2) of such Act (as amended by section

2 2208 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981) is

3 further amended to read as follows:

4 "(2) such individual is entitled for such month on

5 account of his total or partial disability (whether or not

6 permanent)-

7 "(A) to periodic benefits under a workmen's

8 compensation law or plan of the United States or

9 a State, or

10 "(B) to periodic benefits under any other law

11 or plan of the United States, a State, a political

12 subdivision (as that term is used in section

13 218(b)(2)), or an instrumentality of two or more

14 States-(as that term is used in section 218(k)),

15 other than benefits payable under title 38, United

16 States Code, benefits payable under a program of

17 assistance which is based on need, benefits based

18 on service all or substantially all of which was in-

19 eluded under an agreement entered into by a

20 State and the Secretary under section 218, and

21 benefits under a law or plan of the United States

22 based on service all or substantially all of which is

23 employment as defined in section 210,".

24 (d) Section 224(a) of such Act is further amended-
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1 (1) bv striking out clause (A) in the sentence im-

2 mediately following clause (8);

3 (2) by redesignating clauses (B) and (C) in such

4 sentence as clauses (A) and (B), respectively;

5 (3) by striking out "(computed ithout regard to

6 the limitations specified in sections 209(a) and

7 211(b)(1))" each place it appears in such sentence; and

8 (4) by adding at the end thereof the following new

9 sentence: "For purposes of the preceding sentence, the

10 total of an individual's wages And self-employment

11 income for any year or other period shall be computed

12 without regard to the limitations specified in sections

13 209(a) and 211(b)(1); and the total of an individual's

14 wages for the period consisting of the calendar year in

15 which he became disabled (as defined in section 223(d))

16 and the five years preceding that year shall also in-

17 lude the amount of any additional earnings which

18 would have been credited to such individual under this

19 title as wages for that period (computed without regard

20 to such limitations) if none of the exclusions contained

21 in paragraphs (5), (6), (7), and (8)(B) of section 210(a)

22 had been in effect, to the extent that such individual

23 substantiates his receipt of such amount (and the per-

24 formance of the services involved) to the satisfaction of

25 the Secretary.".
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1 (e) The amendments made by this section shall be effec-

2 tive in the same manner and as of the same time as they

3 would if they had been included in section 2208(a) of the

4 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981; except that the

5 amendment made by subsection (b) shall be effective only

6 with respect to individuals who attain age 65 after the date

7 of the enactment of this Act, end -ie ameiidments ffmee by

8 s'h~eetien (4 the amendments made by paragraphs (1) and

9 (2) of subsection (d) shall be effective only with respect to

10 individuals who first become entitled to benefits under section

11 223 of the Social Security Act for months beginning after the

12 month in which this Act is eaeted enacted, and the amend-

13 ments made by paragraphs (3) and (4) of subsectin (d) shall

14 be effective with respect to months beginning after the month

15 in which this Act is enacted.

16 PAYMENT OF COSTS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES FROM

17 TRUST FUNDS; EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATION

18 PROJECTS

19 SEC. 12. (a)(1) So much of section 222(d) of the Social

20 Security Act as precedes paragraph (4) thereof is amended to

21 read as follows:
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1 "Payment of Costs of Rehabilitation Services From Trust

2 Funds

3 "(d)(1)(A) For purposes of making vocational rehabilita-

4 tion services more readily available to disabled individuals

5 who are-

6 "(i) entitled to disability insurance benefits under

7 section 223,

8 "(ii) entitled to child's insurance benefits under

9 section 202(d) after having attained age 18 (and are

10 under a disability),

11 "(iii) entitled to widow's insurance benefits under

12 section 202(e) before attaining age 60, or

13 "(iv) entitled to widower's insurance benefits

14 under section'202(f) before attaining age 60,

15 to the end that savings will accrue to the Trust Funds as a

16 result of rehabilitating such individuals into substantial gain-

17 ful activity, there are authorized to be transferred from the

18 Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and

19 the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund each fiscal year

20 such sums as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to

21 pay the State (under a State plan for vocational rehabilitation

22 services approved under title I of the Rehabilitation Act of

23 1973 (29 U.S.C. 701 et seq.)), or another public or private

24 agency, organization, institution, or individual (under an

25 agreement or contract entered into under subparagraph (D)
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1 of' this paragraph), the reasonable and necessary costs of vo-

2 cational rehabilitation services furnished such individuals (in-

3 cluding services during their waiting periods) which meet the

4 requirements of subparagraph (B). The determination that

5 the vocational rehabilitation services meet the requirements

6 of subparagraph (B) and the determination of the amount of

7 costs to be paid under this paragraph shall be made by the

8 Commissioner of Social Security in accordance with criteria

9 formulated by him.

10 "(B) Vocational rehabilitation services furnished a dis-

11 abled individual described in subparagraph (A) meet the re-

12 quirements of this subparagraph-

13 "(i) to the extent such services consist of evalua-

14 tion services as determined by the Commissioner of

15 Social Security,

16 "(ii) if such services result in-

17 "() his performance of substantial gainful ac-

18 ' -iivvy which lasts for a continuous period of nine

19 months, or

20 "(II) his recovery from his disabling physical

21 or mental impairment, or

22 "(iii) if such individual refuses without good cause

23 to continue to accept vocational rehabilitation services

24 or fails to cooperate in such a manner as to preclude

25 such individual's successful rehabilitation.
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1 "(C) Payments under this paragraph shall be made in

2 advance (or, at the election of the recipient, by way of reim-

3 bursement), with necessary adjustments for overpayments

4 and underpayments.

5 "(D) The CommiSsioner of Social Security may provide

6 vocational rehabilitation services in States under regulations

7 prescribed by the Secretary or by agreement, or contract,

8 with other public or private agencies, organizations, institu-

9 tions, or individuals. There are authorized to be transferred

10 from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust

11 Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund such

12 sums as are necessary for the payment of the reasonable and

13 necessary costs of such services. The provision of such serv-

14 ices, and the payment of costs for such services, shall be

15 subject to the same requirements as otherwise apply under

16 the preceding provisions of this paragraph.

17 "(E) The Commissioner of Social Security shall require

18 each State and each public or private agency, organization,

19 institution, or individual receiving payments under this para-

20 graph to make such periodic reports to him concerning the

21 operation of its program furnishing vocational rehabilitation

22 services as are necessary to satisfy him that the amounts paid

23 to such State, agency, organization, institution, or individual

24 are used exclusively for furnishing such services in accord-

25 ance with this paragraph.
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1 "(2)(A) For purposes of making vocational evaluation

2 and job placement services more readily available to individ-

3 uals who were disabled individuals described in paragraph

4 (1)(A) but whose entitlement to the benefits described in

5 paragraph (1)(A) was terminated by reason of recovery from

6 the disabling physical or mental impairment on which their

7 disability was based or by reason of a finding that such im-

8 pairment has not existed, there shall be transferred from the

9 Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and

10 the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund not to exceed

11 $15,000,000 for each of the fiscal years beginning on Octo-

12 ber 1, 1982, and October 1, 1983, respectively, to enable the

13 Commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services Administration

14 to pay to the State the costs of the reasonable and necessary

15 costs of such services furnished such individuals by State

16 agencies under a State plan for vocational rehabilitation serv-

17 ices approved under title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

18 The amount paid to each State for each year shall not exceed

19 the amount which bears the same ratio to the total amount

20 paid to States for such year under this paragraph as the ratio

21 which the number of such entitlement terminations in such

22 State in the preceding year bears to the total number of such

23 entitlement terminations in the United States in such preced-

24 ing year. Amounts remaining unpaid under this paragraph at

25 the end of a fiscal year shall revert to the Trust Funds. The
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1 determination of the amount of costs to be paid under this

2 paragraph shall be made by the Commissioner of the Reha-

3 bilitation Services Administration in accordance with criteria

4 formulated by him.

5 "(B) Payments ubder this paragraph shall be made in

6 advance (or, at the election of the recipient, by way of reim-

7 bursement),. with necessary adjustments for overpayments

8 and underpayments.

9 "(C) The Commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services

10 Administration shall require each State agency receiving

11 payments under this paragraph to make such periodic reports

12 to him concerning the operation of its program furnishing vo-

13 cational rehabilitation services as are necessary to satisfy him

14 that amounts paid to such State, agency, organization, insti-

15 tution, or individual are used exclusively for furnishing such

16 services in accordance with this paragraph.".

17 424(4 (2) Section 222(d) of such Act is further amended

18 by redesignating paragraphs (4) and (5) as paragraphs (3) and

19 (4), respectively.

20 (4 Seetiein 1616(d) of ee Af e iend~ed by' st46kf

21 e"4 .veetieti 22,,,, d o inc irg iH hei ,,ei.e "eetin

22 22 i )(1)(A-\".

23 (3) Section 222(a) of such Act is amended-

24 (A) by striking out "and";
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1 (B) by inserting before "shall" the following: "and

2 individuals whose entitlement to such benefits is termi-

3 nated by reason of recovery from the disabling physical

4 or mental impairment on which their disability was

5 based or by reason of a finding that such impairment

6 has not existed (or is no longer disabling)"; and

7 (C) by inserting after "the State agency or agen-

8 cies administering or supervising the administration of

9 the State plan approved under the Vocational Rehabili-

10 tation Act" the following: ", or to other appropriate

11 public or private agencies, organizations, institutions,

12 or individuals,".

13 (b)(1)(A) Section 225(b) of such Act is repealed.

14 (B) Section 225(a) of such Act is amended-

15 (i) by striking out "(a)" after "SEC. 225."; and

16 (ii) by striking out "this subsection" each place it

17 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "this section".

18 (C) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

19 paragraph, any individual who, immediately before the date

20 of the enactment of this Act, was entitled to benefits based on

21 disability referred to in section 225(b) of the Social Security

22 Act (as in effect before its repeal by this subsection) by

23 reason of participation in an approved vocational rehabilita-

24 tion program referred to in such section shall continue to be

25 so entitled in accordance with such section until the expira-
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1 tion of such program as if this paragraph had not been en-

2 acted.

3 (2)(A) Section 1615(d) of such Act is amended to read

4 as follows:

5 "(d)(1) The Secretary is authorized to pay the State

6 agency administering or supervising the administration of a

7 State plan for vocational rehabilitation services approved

8 under title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 for the costs

9 incurred under such plan in the provision of vocational reha-

10 bilitation services which meet the requirements of paragraph

11 (2) to individuals who are referred for such services pursuant

12 to subsection (a). The determination that services meet the

13 requirements of paragraph (2), and the determination of the

14 amount of the costs to be paid under this paragraph, shall be

15 made by the Commissioner of Social Security in accordance

16 with criteria determined by him in the same manner as under

17 section 222(d)(1)(A).

18 "(2) Vocational rehabilitation services provided to an in-

19 dividual described in subsection (a) meets the requirements of

20 this paragraph-

21 "(A) to the extent such services consist of evalua-

22 tion services as determined by the Commissioner of

23 Social Security,

24 "(B) if such services result in-
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"(i) such individual's performance of substan-

2 tial gainful activity which lasts for a continuous

3 period of nine months, or

4 "(ii) such individual's recovery from his dis-

5 abling physical or mental impairment, or

6 "(C) if such individual refuses without good cause

7 to continue to accept vocational rehabilitation services

8 or fails to cooperate in such a manner as to-preclude

9 such individual's successful rehabilitation.

10 "(3) Payments under this subsection shall be made in

11 advance (or, at the election of the State agency involved, by

12 way of reimbursement), vith necessary adjustments for over-

13 payments and underpayments.".

14 (B) Section 1615 of such Act is further amended by

15 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

16 "(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section,

17 the Secretary, instead of referring individuals age 16 or over

18 to a designated State agency for vocational rehabilitation

19 services as otherwise required by subsection (a), may provide

20 such services to those individuls (in such cases as he may

21 determine) by agreement or contract with other public or pri-

22 ,'ate agencies, organizations, institutions, or individuals. To

23 the extent appropriate and feasible-

24 "(1) vocational rehabilitation services under the

25 preceding sentence shall be provided in the same
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1 manner, and in acordance with the same requirements

2 and criteria, as in the case of vocational rehabilitation

3 services provided by agreement or contract under see-

4 tion 222(d)(1); and

5 "(2) all of the preceding provisions of this section

6 which relate to services for individuals age 16 or over

7 who are referred to a State agency under subsection

8 (a) shall apply with respect to services provided to indi-

9 viduals age 16 or over by agreement or contract under

10 the preceding sentence, in the same way that they

11 apply with respect to services provided pursuant to

12 such a referral, as though the agency, organization, in-

13 stitution, or individual involved were the designated

14 State agency and such individuals had been referred to

15 it under subsection (a).".

16 (c)(1) Section 505(a)(1) of the Social Se.urity Disability

17 Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 96-265; 94 Stat. 47'3) is

18 amended-

19 (A) by striking out "(A)" and "(B)" and inserting

20 in lieu thereof "(i)" and "(ii)", respectively;

21 (B) by inLserting "(A)" before "the relative advan-

22 tages";

23 (C) by inserting "and" after "administered,"; and

24 (D) by striking out "rehabilitation, and greater

25 use of employers and others to develop, perform, and
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1 otherwise stimulate new forms of rehabilitation)," and

2 inserting in lieu thereof the following: "rehabilitation);

3 and (B) how best to use organizations organized for

4 profit and those not so organized in providing vocation-

5 al rehabilitation services to disabled beneficiaries;".

6 (2) Section 505(a)(2) of such Amendments is amended

7 by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:

8 "Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment of

9 the Disability Amendments ,af 1982, the Secretary shall de-

10 veAop and commence at least 10 experiments or projects re-

11 ferred to in clause (B) of paragraph (1), with one or more of

12 such experiments or projects commencing in each of at least

13 5 States.".

14 (3) Section 505(a)(4) of such Amendments is amended-

15 (A) by inserting "(A)" after "(4)"; and

16 (B) by adding at the end thereof the following

17 new subparagraph:

18 "(B) The Secretary shall submit to the Congress no

19 later than the end of the 18-month period referred to in the

20 last sentence of paragraph (2) a report on the experiments

21- and demonstration projects described in clause (B) of para-

22 graph (1) which are commenced under this subsection togeth-

23 er with any related data and materials which he may consider

24 appropriate.".
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1 (d)(1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall take

2 effect on the date of the enactment of this Act, and section

3 222(d)(1) of the Social Security Act (as amended by such

4 subsection) shall apply (from and after such date) with respect

5 to services rendered on or after October 1, 1981; except that

6 in the case of services of the type described in clause (i) of

7 section 222(d)(1)(B) of such Act (as amended by such subsec-

8 tion) such amendments shall apply only with respect to serv-

9 ices rendered on or after October 1, 1982.

10 (2) The amendments made by subsections Nb) and (c)

11 shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act;

12 except that the amendment made by subsection (b)(2) shall

13 apply only with respect to service,; provided on or after Octo-

14 ber 1, 1982.
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Senator CHAFEE. Now, on page 4 you make a very substantial
claim in the middle of the page. You say the social security funds
are running a deficit of $17,000 a minute. I assume you are taking
the overall social security, not just this.

Mr. SIMMONS. Yes, sir. That's all three trust funds combined.
Senator CHAFEE. And "44 percent of that can be attributed to the

payment of disability benefits to those who are not disabled."
That's a very strong claim. What do you have to back that up?

Mr. SIMMONS. That is a function of our finding that about 28 per-
cent of those on the roles are not eligible and that the loss rate for
that is $4 billion a year. That is a mathematical function of that.

Senator CHAFEE. I see.
Senator HEINZ. Would the Senator yield for a question?
Senator CHAFZ. Well, I think we have a host of people here, but

if you want to make it quick.
Senator HEINZ. Well, I just want to reinforce your point. It is my

understanding that the disability fund is the one that is making
money.

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, the argument that the disability fund is ac-
tuarily in better shape than the others really is irrelevant to the
whole system.

Senator HEINZ. Well, is the outflow greater or lesser than the
inflow?

Mr. SIMMONS. The disability fund is one of the two that under
current rates are making a profit, so to speak.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Senator CHAiEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
I don't want to start out quarrelsome, but I don't think it is irrele-

vant that one fund is in better shape or lesser shape than the
other. Last year we got forced into the position through deficit poli-
tics of using both the disability fund and the medicare fund to fund
the retirement of a lot of millionaires in this country through the
Social Security system. I think there are some of us who found it
very difficult to deal either with the disability problem here and
the so-called change in philosophy of the program that you testified
to earlier or the cuts that were made in this committee and on the
floor of the Senate in medicare, many of which dealt with this
$17,000-a-minute issue.

But let me go one step beyond where Senator Heinz was with his
question into an area that I know that he is very sensitive about.

--- Clearly in your testimony you indicated there is a change in the
philosophy of the program. Is that correct?

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, I think there have been many changes in the
philosophy of the program that have come and gone. In 1970, for
example, as a percentage of the total caseload on the disability
rolls, we were doing more CDI's than we are doing now. And then
during the mid-1970's CDI's kind of fell off, because the workloads
went up so much and the influx of people coming into the system
was so great. Then in 1980 the Congress looked with alarm at that
and said, "Well, we'd better do something about it." And this was
through bipartisan action, and it is a bipartisan concern; the
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change in philosophy being that, "instead of just looking at, say,
the 150,000 cases that you always looked at, you will look at all of
them in a period of 3 years." That is a change in philosophy.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me take that one step beyond the
medical determination and deal with: Does impairment prevent
him from doing his past relevant work, and can he perform any
other jobs which exist in significant numbers in the national econo-
my?

Clearly things have changed in this country in the last few years
as well, and I wonder if you wouldn't just take us through the proc-
ess in CDI of determining how you come to the conclusion that in a
particular case, having made a medical determination, that impair-
ment does not prevent an individual from doing his relevant work
or that there are other jobs which exist in significant numbers in
the national economy?

Mr. SIMMONS. I would ask Ms. Greenberg to explain that, and I
would just say conceptually that that is the legal definition-"Can
you do work in the economy?"-and the question is, are there jobs
available. She will explain how we arrive at listings of jobs, et
cetera, but the economy naturally changes, too, and as we become
more and more of a service economy with more than half of the
jobs now in the service economy, that's a societal change, really,
that has occurred to us. It is no longer only the steel factory job; it
could be the parking lot attendant or the fast food attendant, or
something like that.

Would you run through that list, please?
Ms. GREENBERG. Senator, the same basic policy applies in con-

tinuing disability as applies in initial disability decisions. Past rele-
vant work, which is an adjulicative step once you decide somebody
has a severe impairment, is gaged from the time you are making
the decision. So we look at work that that person has done, going
back in time from today, when we are looking at his case.

When we get back in time we decide that work is no longer rele-
vant. If he has been on the rolls 15 years, there is not going to be
relevant work. So we will look then at the combination of what we
call "the vocational factors"-age, education, and work experience.

We have in our regulations, again the same for initial decisions
as for continuing disability investigations, a set of guidelines that
direct our people to evaluate the impact of age, the impact of edu-
cation and its recency, and again the impact of work.

For example, you could have somebody who has been on the rolls
for some time and not worked but participated in rehabilitation
programs and acquired quite a bit of vocational training. That
changes his vocational outlook from the time that he was originally
allowed. And you have to take that into consideration.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, I guess one of the things that both-
ers me the most is when you get into people over 50 or 55 years of
age, and here is where Senator Heinz has a great deal of sensitiv-
ity, from the Committee on Aging.

The last phone call that I had on one of these things was at the
end of last week. Somebody who had had a multiple bypass about 7
years ago just went through CDI in Minnesota and came out with a
clean bill of health and passed all the rest of these work tests, so
that at age 59 he was sent back to work in a nonexistent job in an
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elevator in a little town called Belgrade, Minn. I don't know wheth-
er that was because they thought- there was a job in Belgrade-
which there isn't-or because someplace in this country somebody
is employing 59-year old grain loaders in significant numbers in
country elevators. I rather doubt it. Maybe you can give me the
answer to that.

Ms. GREENB RG. The policy, though, that you are describing is re-
flected from the exact words in the law. The words in the law talk
about making disability decisions regardless of whether somebody
would be hired, regardless of whether there is a job in his town,
and so on. Those criteria are in the law itself.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you think that's something that ought
to be changed in the law?

Mr. SIMMONS. That would be a philosophical decision that would
have to be made by the Congress over time, whether or not this
program should be what it is-a last resort for somebody who is
unable to work at all, or whether you want to turn this into a pro-
gram that refers people to specific jobs and keeps paying them
benefits when they are not hired. Then it is no longer a disability
insurance prcgram, it's a welfare program. And that is not what is
envisioned in the Social Security Act. That's why we have unem-
ployment programs, worker's compensation programs, and the gen-
eral assistance programs at the State level, to handle people who
have a financial need and, for whatever reason, can't work but
aren't necessarily disabled.

The tragedy of unemployment and the tragedy of age discrimina-
tion in employment is something that is not addressed in Social Se-
curity Administration programs and is something that we don't
think should be addressed in them; but that is a congressional deci-
sion, not ours.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Grassley?
Senator GmssLEY. I think one of our problems is people's percep-

tion or lack of understanding regarding disability insurance. I
would like to know what steps could be taken-and what programs
are presently in place-to better inform individuals of the true
nature of disability insurance, and also of their rights in the appeal
process.

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, in the past several years we certainly have
taken more pains than were taken say in the mid-1970's, when the
surge in the caseload occurred, to inform people as they come into
the system what this is. We are now of course telling them that
under the law, unless they qualify as totally and permanently dis-
abled, they will be reviewed every three years under the new
amendments. And we are giving serious consideration to moving
the face to face concept up to the front end of the system. We now
see many of these people face to face when they first come in on
CDI, when they first get a letter from the State agency; but we are
considering having the offices actually talk to all of these people
and walk them through the process. We do that now with very
many mental cases who may have a problem in understanding
things. We would like to extend the concept, if it is feasible, to the
entire population, and we're working very hard on that. This would
move the first face to face discussion with the decisionmaker right
up to the very front of the CDI process. We think that would do a
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lot to allay a lot of people's fears, to show them how important it is
to bring all available evidence that they have in their case to the
first level and then cooperate between that level and a face to face
reconsideration process, which is in the Pickle bill and which we
are supporting very strongly.

We think that there would be a lot less misunderstanding and a
lot fewer of the kinds of horror stories that we keep seeing where
somebody who is obviously disabled is taken off the rolls because
no one has seen that person until he or she gets all the way to the
ALJ level. We think that that is a bad system. It is an anomaly
that has been built up over time, and it is something that should
be fixed. But one of the things that needs to be fixed to go with
that is to enable us to pay benefits through the reconsideration
process and then lengthen that appeal process out long enough so
that people are encouraged to bring in more evidence and develop
all available evidence.

Now the tendency in many cases is for a person's lawyer or rep-
resentative to bypass the first two stages and say, "Don't worry
about it; we'll wait until we get to the judge, and then we will
bring in the evidence." We think the evidence should be brought in
up front, and if we could get more people to focus on that reconsid-
eration process as a true evidentiary hearing with a good decision
expected out of it, a fair decision, then we think there would be a
lot less trouble and a lot less backlog on the ALJ's and a lot neater
system, a lot fewer horror stories.

Senator GRAssLEY. Is it too early to determine whether this pro-
cedure is serving the good purpose you hoped it would?

Mr. SIMMONS. The face to face?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. SIMMONS. We have found, in those cases where we do do it,

that it has made a difference, and we think that the concept is
valid. It is now a matter of figuring out how to do it and when we
can do it administratively and within our budget.

Senator GRAssLEY. In my State of Iowa the Director of Vocation-
al Rehabilitation indicated that State agencies are hampered by
the inconsistency in the amount of review cases sent to the States
by the Social Security Administration on a month-by-month basis.
Is there any way the Social Security Administration can smooth
out the number of cases sent to the States to provide for a more
consistent and manageable workload by the States?

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, as I announced earlier, we are imposing a
selective moratorium this month and next in order to help certain
States, and there are quite a few, catch up with the backlog. We
have provided States with about 30 percent more in resources this
year in order to staff up to meet the backlog, and we're reducing
the number of periodic reviews that will be sent out in the coming
fiscal year by about 165,000 precisely for that reason-to help
smooth out the workload and to help make sure that they are get-
ting ample time and ample attention at the State agency level, and
then of course in our own appeals level.

Senator GRAssLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Senator Mitchell?
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I note that we have 100 percent of the Maine delegation present
here today.

Senator MITCHELL. Not only that, Mr. Chairman, but I believe
Mr. Simmons is from Maine.

Mr. SIMMONS. I am from Maine, and I have parents up there who
are voters. [Laughter.]

Senator MITCHELL. Are they?
Senator ARMSTRONG. We appreciate you letting us come to this

Maine caucus.
Mr. SIMMONS. You may want to inquire how they vote.
Senator MITCHELL. No, I'm afraid I know the answer; so I don't

think I will inquire. [Laughter.]
Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Simmons, I would like to ask you a few

questions, following up on points that were touched on briefly by
Senators Heinz and Durenberger regarding your statement on page
4 that "Social security trust funds are running at a deficit that
mounts by $17,000 per minute," and attributing a portion of that to
payment of DI benefits to people who are not disabled.

First, it is true, is it not, that the disability trust fund itself is
now solvent?

Mr. SIMMONS. Yes, sir, it is solvent. When the tax rate was last
adjusted for that fund it was thought that the disability incidence
rate in the economy was going to be higher or continue on the
track it was, but it is not. So that fund is relatively healthy. But it
is a very small fund in relation to the other two.

But the reason that I mentioned before that it is irrelevant is
that it all comes out of the same tax, off the same paychecks.

Senator MITCHELL. Right.
Mr. SIMMONS. And the solvency of the system, as you know, is at

great issue, with the National Commission and the Congress going
to have to look at this in the future. When we have a problem
where the trust funds have been losing money over a period of
time-8 straight years now-and you can show, with the GAO look-
ing over your shoulder and with our own auditors looking at it,
that perhaps-44 percent of the loss rate is going into one kind of a
problen- that could be corrected in the program, that's why I think
it is relevant to point out that it is indeed 44 percent of our prob-
lem.

Senator MITCHELL. Right. And I do not agree with those who sug-
gesc that it is relevant, I merely wanted to point that out. And in
fact the trustee's report earlier this year indicates that the disabil-
ity fund will remain solvent through the period projected-that is
through the year 2060-under any of the four alternative economic
projections. Is that not correct?

Mr. SIMMONS. That is correct.
Senator MITCHELL. That is, the four economic projections ranged

from the most optimistic to the least optimistic, or if you want, pes-
simistic; and no matter what the alternative is, the disability fund
is projected to remain solvent, indeed there is a very, very substan-
tial surplus.

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, that assumes that the Congress does not do
what it has done many times over the past 47 years of the pro-
gram, and that is to adJust the allocation of the tax rate to reflect
which trust fund needs the money most.
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Senator MITCHELL. Oh, certainly.
Mr. SIMMONS. And if you have one that gets actuarily too far out

of balance in either way, you merge them financially or you trans-
fer some of the tax rate, which the Congress did last year, of
course, with the amendment to allow inter-fund borrowing. We are
going to draw down some money; probably we will have to draw
down some money from the disability trust fund as well as the hos-
pital insurance trust fund in order to make payments.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, obviously it assumes that, and I don't
think there is any disagreement on that.

Now, with respect to the $17,000-a-minute and your most recent
statement that the fund-I think you said-showed a deficit over
the last 8 years?

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, it is in the last 8 years that we have been
spending more in the OASDI program than we have taken in, for 8
straight years.

Senator MITCHELL. I have before me a table dated August 4 from
the Office of the Actuary which indicates that for the calendar
year 1981 there was a net increase in funds of $3.1 billion.

Mr. SIMMONS. That is correct; however, those figures include the
hospital insurance trust fund which ran a surplus last year. Also,
early on in 1981 there was a little surge, and money came in; but
then as the rest of the year went on the trend continued down.

Senator MITCHELL. So when you reach the maximum income sub-
ject to tax, they stop paying tax?

Mr. SIMMONS. Yes. And the economy was in a little better shape
earlier on in the first months than over the year. But if you look at
the trend line for the level of trust fund reserves since 1974, it goes
right straight down like that.

In 1970 we had a 95-percent reserve in the three trust funds; in
1982 we are down to about 15 percent in the OASI fund, and
maybe 22 percent in all three funds. And that is like 2 months
benefits because you need 9 percent of the year's funds to pay a
month's benefits.

Senator MITCHELL. Right.
Now, the $17,000 figure, based on your calculation, is obviously a

reflection of the next figure in this table which shows an anticipat-
ed net decrease of $8.8 billion in 1982. My question is: Is your
figure - which has been given a lot of publicity, as you know,
Commissioner Svahn has used it several times on television and"-
other things - is that an actual calculation, or is that a projection
based upon what you expect to happen through all of 1982?

Mr. SIMMONS. It is a calculation based on what is happening in
1982, and the actuaries took the figures and looked at the economy,
the way we always do, and they just factored out how much money
we will be down during the year. Then you divide that by the min-
utes in a year. It was just meant as a device. When you talk bil-
lions and billions of dollars, people don't really understand what
you are talking about. When you talk $24 million a day, they begin
to get a grasp of the scope of the problem we are talking about. But
the figure is an actual calculation of what is happening right now.

Senator MITCHELL. As opposed to a projection?
Mr. SIMMONS. Well, it projects, obviously, the rest of the year;

but we have just taken a new look at the midterm projections, and
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the numbers are the same. We know that in November and Decem-
ber we are going to have to borrow X number of dollars in order
to make payments for those 2 months plus the months of January
through June, which is all we have the authority for under the
statute passed this year. So I don't think there is any quarrel over
the numbers.

I can give you a piece of paper that will show you how that was
arrived at; but the fact of the matter is that the trust funds are
being depleted at that rate, and this is the very reason why we
have the National Commission looking at what we can do about it.

Senator MITCHELL. I understand that, Mr. Simmons. But I would
like to get a statement from the actuaries that says precisely how
that is calculated.

[The following was subsequently supplied:]
The most recent estimates of the financial status of the Social Security trust

funds, using the assumptions underlying the Mid-Session Review of the President's
FY 1983 budget, show that in calendar year 1982 the combined old-age, survivors,
disability and hospital insurance trust funds will have an excess of outgo over
income of about $8.8 billion. If one divides $8.8 billion by the number of minutes in
a year (525,600), the result is $16,743, which rounds to $17,000. That is the basis for
the statement that the Social Security funds are losing $17,000 a minute.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is my time up, Mr. Chairman?
Senator ARMSTRONG. We are operating under a very relaxed

rule, Senator. Please continue with your questions.
Senator MITCHELL. Well, I only have one more question I would

like to ask.
Earlier, I believe you, Mr. Simmons, and Mr. Hays testified

before Senator Cohen s committee, and this is a problem which ob-
viously is the reason for the legislation and the reason for the hear-
ings and for much of the controversy over the two standards: You
have the States operating under one system and the administrative
law judges using another standard.

In that hearing there was some questioning and some of your an-
swers regarding the extent to which decisions by courts-up to and
including Federal courts of appeals-are adhered to. I have a spe-
cial interest in that, and I wonder if you would explain to me how
that occurs. The answer you gave was that, in effect, in some cases
you acquiesce in court decisions and follow them, and in others you
don't. Perhaps either of you could give a brief explanation of that.

Mr. SIMMONS. Why don't you address that first?
Mr. HAYS. Senator, we follow in our department-and it is not a

new policy, it is a longstanding one-what I understand to be the
traditional Federal position with respect to a national Federal pro-
gram; that is, there is a single Federal law which the Congret,: has
enacted and has charged the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices with carrying out that uniform national program pursuant to
the Federal law. That means, as a general proposition, we feel that
decisions in disability cases must be made on the basis of that uni-
form national policy, even though there might in fact be a U.S. dis-
trict court decision that might be contrary to that national policy.

Obviously, in a given case involving the parties to that lawsuit,
we follow what the court says; but in other cases we do not. Per-
haps the best analogy is the policy that the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice follows, essentially in the same regard: acquiescing or nonac-
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quiescing in court decisions under the theory that there has to be a
single national program and that we cannot in effect discriminate
against citizens just because they happen to reside in a particular
Federal district of the country. We have to treat all of the people
alike.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, I can understand the logic of that. Your
answer referred to Federal district courts; my question referred to
Federal courts of appeal.

I have always been under the impression that the law of this
country is what Federal courts say it is. If you have a case that
went to a Federal court of appeal, in which a decision was rendered
and which whatever agency of the Government decided not to
appeal, though the law in that case-fully apart from the specific
facts-had precedential value with respect to another comparable
case let's say, I had always been under the impression that was the
law.

Mr. SIMMONS. Could I ask Mr. Gonya? He is Assistant General
Counsel of the Department and is very familiar with this.

Senator MITCHELL. Fine.
Mr. GONYA. If I could supplement the comments of Mr. Hays- I

think another very important factor to consider in this whole study
of following court decisions is the fact that Federal district courts
and courts of appeal, in reviewing social security cases, review
them under the substantial-evidence test. Particularly in the dis-
ability area, you are talking, in most instances, of questions of fact.

Under the substantial-evidence test that courts are bound by,
what one judge may conclude as to the disability status of an indi-
vidual plaintiff who is before him in one particular case may have
little bearing in the next case that follows, because of the unique
facts and the different facts that come up in all of these cases.

Moreover, Senator, regarding the notion that we are bound to
follow the holding in a subsequent comparable case, I would submit
that there aren't that many subsequent comparable cases-particu-
larly in the disability area-because of the very importance of the
facts which must be adjudicated before that Federal court. And
each plaintiff brings different facts to that review.

Senator MITCHELL. But that is true of every lawsuit in every area
of the law, is it not?

Mr. GONYA. Sure.
Senator MITCHELL. I have tried and heard a lot of cases in my

life, and I have never heard two exactly identical.
Mr. GONYA. But I would say it is more paramount, more unique,

to a program such as the disability insurance program.-
Senator MITCHELL. Well, thank you very much. And thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Of course.
Senator MITCHELL. I'm sorry to have gone a little over my time.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Not at all.
Senator Cohen?
Senator COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simmons, I have a couple of questions.
You state on page 23 of your statement that in the vast majority

of cases the reason people are being taken off the rolls is not be-
cause of deficiencies in the process but because they are not dis-
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abled. If that is the case, I guess I would have to ask the question:
Why are you now implementing a moratorium to try to even out
the caseload? Why are you recommending face-to-face appearances
before the State agencies? Why are you now supporting the inclu-
sion of pain as a consideration on the part of those people who are
reviewing those cases? If the process is not deficient as it is, why
make any of these changes at all?

Mr. SIMMONS. I would not make the claim that the process is not
deficient; that is the reason why we are having this hearing and
the reason why the House is moving on a bill. The process is defi-
cient, for example, because it doesn't bring the claimant face-to-
face with the decisionmaker. It is deficient because there may not
be clear understanding on the part of the beneficiaries at times,
some of them, as to what is expected, or they are not taking this
seriously, or something like that. There are a lot of problems like
that.

And there are some problems in some States. In many States, for
example, even though we pay 100 percent of the costs of the dis-
ability determination service, and even though we have accorded
them 30 percent more money this year, there are some States
where Governors have been forced for political reasons to have an
absolute hiring freeze even though these people really aren't State
employees for payroll purposes. So there are a lot of problems. We
are hoping to correct them, and we need some legislation to do it.

Senator COHEN. Right. So what you are saying, in essence, is
there are deficiencies within the process that need to be corrected?

Mr. SIMMONS. That is correct.
Senator COHEN. Some can be done administratively; some have to

be done through congressional action.
Mr. SIMMONS. But what I said in that statement was that in the

vast majority of cases the reason people are being taken off is not
because of those deficiencies. But there are horror stories coming
out of some of the deficiencies in the system. No system can be per-
fect, but we would like to see it much better than it is.

Senator COHEN. Ms. Greenberg, you and I had a discussion sever-
al months ago about the notice requirement, and at that time I
asked you whether or not we shouldn't give consideration to spell-
ing out exactly what kind of a notification ought to be sent.

One of the recommendations of our subcommittee is that the
State agency must inform the beneficiary in a detailed, clear notice
why and how his or her case will be reviewed, that the review may
result in the termination of benefits, what the beneficiary's respon-
sibilities are, and that it may be advisable to seek legal assistance.
You don't have any disagreement with that kind of requirement,
do you?

Ms. GREENBERG. Generally speaking, the ideas conveyed in that
suggestion are good.

Mr. SIMMONS. And we are working on the process. And as I say,
we are looking at possibly a face-to-face process in our own 1,350
offices, where these people would be brought in, walked through
the procedure, and then given very clear materials-much clearer
than has been possible until now.

Senator COHEN. That sort of notification could be done now ad-
ministratively.
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Mr. SIMMONS. Even if we don't go to the more elaborate face-to-
face operation at the local district office, there will be major
changes made in the notification procedures, and they are coming
very soon.

As you know, we have a tremendous problem in Baltimore with
our systems. We were left with a system that doesn't "system," but
we do think we have found a way to do it, and we are going to be
doing it. We will be sharing those materials with the committee.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Simmons, one of the underlying implications
of your testimony is that you feel that during the 1970's the agen-
cies and the administrative law judges were too liberal in awarding
benefits, in essence during the Nixon-Ford-Carter years. Is that not
correct?

Mr. SIMMONS. I wouldn't characterize it as that long a span.
Senator COHEN. Only since 1976?
Mr. SIMMONS. And during the 1972 and 1974 period I was one of

the people on the other side of the Federal-State table who was
contributing to that by moving people off State rolls into the Feder-
al rolls. It was a general trend among States at the time when the
SSI program was being put into effect. It was a combination of
things: It was a brand new program; it was a program that almost
couldn't be implemented for administrative reasons, because the
lead time was so short; and then the Congress changed the rules 6
months before the program was to be implemented and said, "You
had to be grandfathered on; you had to be on the State rolls more
than 6 months before." With that combination of events, we ended
up in New York City with busloads of people sitting outside social
security offices in the cold. It wasn't a question of whether it was
liberal or conservative at that time, it was a question of the sheer
multitude of numbers coming in, and it became "Well, just let
them in; we can't possibly develop every case." Now a lot of those
people are in the CDI process.

Senator COHEN. Just one final question, since my time is about to
run out.

I assume by virtue of the fact that you support the Pickle bill,
that you would support the inclusion of pain as a factor to be eval-
uated, assuming it is supported by reasonably objective medical evi-
dence.

Mr. SIMMONS. It is one of the most troublesome areas we have,
and it would be most helpful to the system and to the judges and to
the courts to have something in the statute that clearly spelled out
how Congress means one should evaluate pain.

Senator COHEN. The other major issue that I think needs to be
addressed is the question of what is adequate medical evidence. To
the extent that you only rely upon the most recent evaluation, do
you agree that that in essence does not give you a fair or full, com-
perehensive understanding of the nature of that person's medical
situation? That it, in fact, should include the entire history as up-
dated by the most recent evaluation?

I notice the GAO was rather critical of the way in which the pro-
gram was administered by not taking into account the fluctuations
that could occur in someone's medical condition. If you don't see
the history, and you only see that person for that moment, that
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could give you a very limited understanding of the nature of that
person s medical condition.

Mr. SIMMONS. But, as I said earlier, beginning last May, we did
respond to that concern of the GAO and our own concern and man-
dated that the States go back a minimum of 1 year to gather all
available evidence. If the claimant wants to present more medical
evidence or medical history, then the claimant can do that. But
what we do is go back at least 1 year. A lot of conditions may not
be relevant. And a lot of people who are on the disability rolls now
may have been there for some years and aren't in active treat-
ment, so that you would have to go way back to get something.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman, if I may proceed, it relates to the
question of notice.

Ms. Greenberg, I understand you hesitated; you did not want to
commit yourself to my question. I should explain to the audience
that this is not because you are reluctant to put people on notice.
You happen to have a very real sensitivity about not shocking
people. You don't want to unduly frighten somebody into thinking
that their benefits are going to be terminated if, in fact, they might
not be. Now, I understand that. What I am suggesting, though, is
that this notice, in terms of the notions of fair play, that you
should put them on reasonable notice as to what is involved, and
should include some notification that they have the burden. Unless
the law is going to be changed later by this committee and the Con-
gress, they have a burden to carry. That burden will mean bringing
in other evidence as well as subjecting themselves to an evaluation
by the Social Security Administration.

So, to the extent that they are unaware of what burden they
have of carrying forward, they are going to be severely handi-
capped at the time they come for review. That is the reason I am
so concerned about the notice aspect, because if they don't really
fully appreciate the gravity of the circumstances then they might
not bring in all of that medical evidence or bring in their own doc-
tors, or whatever.

Ms. GREENBERG. If I might just say one thing about that burden,
the real burden that they have initially in most cases is just to tell
us who those sources are. In almost every case the evidence is
gotten by the State agency.

Senator COHEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Cohen.
Mr. Commissioner, I have quite a number of questions that I am

going to reserve-all but one of them.
Is it fairly typical that Members of Congress contact administra-

tive law judges on behalf of their constituents who have appeals?
Mr. SIMMONS. It has been known to happen from time to time.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Does this happen in a large number of

cases?
Mr. SIMMONS. I don't know if we would ever know a count on

something like that. We don't go snooping in mailboxes and look-
ing at phone logs; but judging by the volume of mail that I get
from Congressmen on behalf of administrative law judges and on
behalf of claimants with the name of the judge involved, I would
say that the contact must be quite heavy.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Would there be anything that a Member of
Congress could say to an administrative law judge about the case of
a particular person whose case was under appeal which would con-
stitute a proper form of evidence?

Mr. SIMMONS. Ideally, under law, the Congressman could not put
pressure on a judge, say, to rule favorably in the case of a claim-
ant. I'm getting into sticky ground here, but there is nothing that a
Congressman says-unless the Congressman says, for example, "I
referred this person to my brother the neurosurgeon, and he tells
me so and so"-which may be a new piece of evidence. But there
have been rumors from time to time that perhaps some influence
has been brought to play in some isolated cases. But I wouldn't
characterize it as being a widespread problem.

Senator ARMSTRONG. You wouldn't characterize it as what kind
of a problem?

Mr. SIMMONS. As a real widespread problem. But obviously a
Congressman or a Senator is going to serve his constituents and is
going to write a letter, if that is the appropriate action, to any-
body-to me or to a State agency. I have had conversations with
State legislators in States I have worked in who have also had very
close relationships with the offices of their local ALJ.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Do you know, or do any of those who have
accompanied you to this hearing today know whether or not to any
extent these contacts have in fact influenced the opinions of admin-
strative law judges?

Mr. HAYS. I would certainly hope that it would not have influ-
enced the decisions -of our administrative law judges, Obviously I
am not in a position to attest to that fact, but I think our adminis-
trative law judges are honest men and women of integrity who,
while they want to provide service to their Congressmen by trying
to handle their cases quickly, are not going to decide a case one
way or the other because of the way a Member of Congress might
prefer.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Do any of my colleagues on the committee
want to comment on that or have any information on this point?

LNo response.]
nator ARMSTRONG. I have heard it whispered that this is a

fairly common kind of thing, and there are even some people who
believe-I do not attest to this because I don't have any informa-
tion on the point-that a letter from a Congressman to an adminis-
trative law judge will be decisive in the determination of at least
some cases before some ALJ's. I stress, and I don't want to mislead
anybody, I don't have the slightest information on this subject
other than the fact that I do know that there are some people who
believe that to be the case.

The reason I raised the question is because I am very much con-
cerned, as my colleagues are, about the seemingly rather large
number of reversals. Now, I am aware of the fact that there are
many other reasons for these reversals: that it is the first face-to-
face confrontation, that it is the first time that many people really
know that their benefits may be withdrawn, that they have the op-
portunity to present new medical evidence, and all of that. But I
would ask, Commissioner, that you reflect upon this question of the
influence of Members of Congress upon the administrative law
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process, and perhaps we could discuss it on some other occasion. If
there is no impropriety, then I don't mean to suggest it; but on the
other hand, I wonder whether or not whatever legislation we final-
ly undertake ought to contain some kind of standards for what is a
proper kind of official conduct and contact with these judges and
what it is not. Maybe there are already such provisions that I am
not even aware of.

Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, could I inquire, do you know
from your knowledge, Mr. Chairman or Mr. Simmons, whether
Members of Congress write to persons involved in the decision-
making process prior to the administrative law judges?

Mr. SIMMONS. Prior to the decision?
Senator MITCHELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMMONS. Oh, yes. That is not an unusual practice, either

written communication or verbal. And also they write to State
agencies. States will write to us and tell us, "We know about this
case; we just got a letter," and that is still at the State agency
level. We get a lot of mail like that.

Senator MITCHELL. So, looking at a hypothetical, if a Member of
Congress wrote a State decisionmaker and to the administrative
law judge, one would think that the Congressman's participation
would be relatively neutral and not be the reason for one reaching
one decision and the other reaching another, unless we assume
that the State decisionmaker is somehow less subject to influence
than the judge. Is that not the case?

Mr. SIMMONS. Well, the State decisionmaker his or herself may
not necessarily see the letter, but someone certainly does in the
agency. When I was in the New York State welfare agency we
would call those "congressionals," and of course they got expedited
tr,.tment, and all that. It is a wonderful thing what a franked en-
velope can do for speeding up the bureaucratic machinery. But I
would like to reflect on it, as the Senator suggested, and perhaps
discuss that further at some point.

Senator MITCHELL. I think include the whole process, though-
reflect on the whole process, not just the judges.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman?
Senator ARMSTRONG. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. I just wanted to ask a brief question of Mr. Sim-

mons.
On page 16 of your testimony you talk about the Appeals Council

reviewing the ALJ decisions andfinding defects, and so forth. Who
decides? What percentage of the decisions of the ALJ are reviewed?

Mr. HAYS. We currently review approximately 50 percent of all
of the ALJ decisions which deny benefits to claimants, and approxi-
mately 15 percent of all ALJ decisions which grant benefits to
claimants.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Unless there is something further for these

witnesses, we thank you for your testimony.
Mr. SIMMONS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ARMSTRONG. ank you for your testimony and for your

participation.
[The further questions of Senators Armstrong and Heinz and an-

swers of Commissioner Simmons follow:]

11-346 0--2---
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Question 1

Do you feel the Reagan Administration had any significant
discretion in whether and how the 1980 provision was to be
implemented?

There was very little discretion - the 1980 amendments were very
specific about the cases to be reviewed and the time limit for
reviewing them. In addition, existing law is very detailed and
firm in defining disability both for new applicants and those on

1 the rolls who are to be reviewed. It is the strictest definition
of disability of any Government program and is more strict than
many private disability insurance policies. Any administration
which implemented the periodic review provisions of the 1980
amendments would have experienced adverse reactions from those who
were terminated. What little discretion there is under the law is
being used to ease the impact of the continuing disability
investigation (CDI) reviews on beneficiaries. For example, we
have:

improved our selection criteria so that more beneficiaries
who are permanently disabled are identified and exempted
from the 3-year periodic review process;

changed our policy on terminations so that, in general, we
determine that a person's disability ceases as of the time
we notify the beneficiary of our determination, rather than
making retroactiv% determinations that disability ceased and
that past disability benefits must be repaid;

decided to conduct face-to-face interviews in our local
offices for every beneficiary selected for a CDI to ensure
that beneficiaries are told early in the CDI process what to
expect and that cases selected for review are appropriate
ones;

continuously monitored State agency resources and workloads
to adjust the flow of cases as necessary. In August and
September (and earlier in some States) we put a selective
moratorium on referral of CDI cases to States with unusually
large CDI backlogs. This moratorium was possible because
the administration began the mandated review process in
March 1981, 9 months earlier than necessary, thus gaining
more time to complete the initial review of the disability
rolls within the 3-year period mandated by Congress;

reduced by 20 percent the number of CDI cases to be reviewed
by State agencies in FY 1983 in order to ease the workload
burden and allow States more time to develop medical
evidence in each case.
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Question 2

We have recently been informed that ineligibles in the DI program
might exceed 30 percent. Do you think this is a quirk in the
sample or a strong indication that a problem really does exist in
the DI program?

The evidence is overwhelming that the problem of ineligibles on
the DI benefit rolls is a very serious one. SSA has conducted two
studies of disabled beneficiaries and both indicate that about
30 percent of the disability beneficiary population is not
disabled. The CDI Redesign Study, conducted in 1980 and 1981, was
a study of 25,000 cases (which represented 60 percent of all
disabled beneficiaries). This study found that 33 percent of
beneficiaries in the study universe did not meet the requirements
of the law. The DI Pilot Study II, conducted in 1981, was a
statistically valid random sample study of 2,800 cases (which
represented 100 percent of disability beneficiaries). This study
found that 30 percent of beneficiaries on the rolls did not meet
the requirements of the law.

Our experience to date under periodic review supports the results
of our studies. The overall cessation rate for periodic review
cases from the beginning of PY 1982 through July 30, 1982 was
43.1 percent; for the 4-week period ending July 30, 19R2, the
cessation rate was 41.4 percent. The cessation rate has been
running well above 30 percent because cases initially selected for
review are those with the highest likelihood of ineligibility.
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Question 3

Do you feel that any legislation is needed to alter the 1980
measure calling for a periodic review of a disabled beneficiary's
eligibility? What provisions of the several House and Senate
bills already proposed would the Administration support?

We do not believe legislation is needed to alter the basic
periodic review requirement which has emerged from concern, on the
parts of the Congress, GAO, and administrations of both parties,
that huge sums are being incorrectly paid to individuals who are
not disabled under the law. Overall, the periodic review Is
manageable and moving well and most problems have been resolved.

The accuracy of our CDI reviews has been very good. Our quality
assurance review found that in the 6-month period ending
March 1982, 97.5 percent of CDI determinations- were correct.

Although State agency processing times for initial decisions rose
from 44.6 days in the first quarter of 1981 f9 a high of 50.3 days
in the first quarter of 1982, they decreased to 45.6 days for the
quarter ending June 1982. The selective moratorium on new
periodic review cases that SSA implemented for August and
September (and even earlier in some states) has been easing
problems in specific states, as will the 20 percent reduction in
the number of CDI cases to be reviewed by State agencies in
FY 1983 announced by Secretary Schweiker and Commissioner Svahn on
September 8, 1982.

SSA has geared up for the CDI periodic review workload with staff
and resources. Between March 1981 and March 1982, SSA increased
State agency staffing by 2,045 positions. The additional staff is
trained and working. Therefore, legislation to reduce the number
of reviews further and slacken the process would be wasteful of
resources for the long run.

While we do not support legislation to alter the basic periodic
review requirement, we do support legislation, which, together
with administrative reforms SSA is making in the CDI review
process, is designed to ease the impact of periodic review on
beneficiaries whose cases are selected for review.

The administration supports all of the provisions of H.R. 6181
with the exception of sections 3, 9, and 12. These sections
would: (]) Increase the costs of the Social Security system by
extending disability benefits for an additional 4 months for those
people who have collected benefits for 3 or more years and were
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terminated because of medical recovery; (2) restrict program
discretion by automatically indexing the substantial gainful
activity level used in determining eligibility for DI and SSI
benefits; and (3) unnecessarily expand Vocational rehabilitation
services for which Federal funds can be used.

Chief among the provisions of R.R. 6181 which we support are the
requirements that: (1) a face-to-face evidentiary hearing be held
at the reconsideration level appeal of State agency disability
determinations, and (2) disability benefits be continued for up to
6 months during the reconsideration process (or until the
reconsideration decision, if earlier). These provisions would
enable us to proceed with the CDI review program in a responsible,
responsive manner so that we can remove ineligibles from the rolls
promptly and at the same time adequately protect the rights of
those who are truly disabled under the law.

Some other bills relating to the CDI process which have been
introduced in the House and Senate contain provisions similar to
the provisions in H.R. 6181 which we support, and we would
consider these provisions to be reasonable and constructive.
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Question 4

GAO, in a July 14 letter to the Secretar, recommended changes in
the notification to beneficiaries, changes in policy to ensure
complete medical histories are obtained for periodic reviews, and
changes in processing time goals for periodic reviews. These
recommendations address some of the concerns heard at the
August 18 hearing. What is your position with respect to the GAO
recommendations and how soon could they be Implemented?

The GAO recommendations and our comments are:

1. Notify all disability beneficiaries of purposes of periodic
review, and the importance of their providing complete and
current medical evidence and of the fact that little
consideration will be given to the prior determination.

SSA agrees with this recommendation and is taking steps to
carry it out. As mentioned in the response to question 1,
beginning October 1, 1982, SSA's field offices will conduct
face-to-face interviews with every beneficiary selected for a
CDI. We believe this will be the most effective way of
notifying a beneficiary of what to expect during a CDr and of
what the benr-ficiary's rights and responsibilities are.

2. Issue policy guidance to the State agencies emphasizing the
uniqueness of the Periodic Review cases and the need for a
full medical history in all cases covering the period from the
initial disability determination and include medical
information used in the initial determination.

We review all evidence in file including that submitted in
connection with the initial application. The emphasis when
obtaining new medical evidence, however, is in getting a full
picture of the claimant's current condition. we do this by
obtaining all medical evidence of record for the last
12 months. For conditions subject to exacerbation or
remission, earlier evidence may be obtained, depending upon
the facts in the individual case. Complete compliance with the
GAO recommendation could mean, for example, obtaining 10 years
of medical records for an individual with a chronic or static
condition. That kind of development would be costly and
time-consum'J--and -w-sd Qt give a better picture of the
person's current status than our present procedures.

3, Establish a processing time goal for managing the Periodic
Review caseload that is commensurate with thorough development
of medical evidence.

We agree that any processing time goal for CDI's should be
commensurate with thorough development of medical evidence.
At present, we do not have processing time goals for CDI's
because our management information system cannot measure CDI
processing times. However, we are in the process of modifying
the system; once the modifications are made, and we have
collected sufficient data on the range of processing times in
the State agencies, we will establish processing time goals.
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Question 5

It has been argued by a number of persons that a DI beneficiary
should not be terminated from the rolls unless the Social Security
Administration can show that he has medically Improved. DO yOU
believe this would be a sound policy to follow for the DI program?
Wouldn't such a policy be Inequitablt toward those persons (with
similar impairments) who can't get into the program today?

Such a policy would be inequitable because a person on the rolls
could continue to get benefits while a person with the same
impairment who is either now applying for benefits or who already
had benefits terminated as a result of a CDI could not receive
benefits. More importantly, a requirement for medical improvement
would undermine a basic eligibility requirement--that
beneficiaries meet the definition of disability in the law. In
light of SSA and GAO studies showing that huge sums of disability
benefits are being paid incorrectly (as much as $4 billion a
year), we believe that it would be unconscionable to pay benefits
to people SSA knows are not disabled because they are able to
engage in substantial gainful activity. It is clear that
substantial numbers of people were put on the benefit rolls
erroneously, especially in the 1970's with the advent of the black
lung and SSI programs when there was tremendous pressure to
process claims quickly and reduce backlogs.

Any requirement for medical improvement, by creating different
definitions of disability for initial claims and for CDI's, would
significantly complicate administration of the DI program and add
to an already confused public perception of the program.
Administration would be further complicated and CDI claims
processing times lengthened because of the difficulty of comparing
a person's current condition with his/her condition at the time
he/she was put on the rolls. Frequently, data from the time the
original decision was made is inadequate or difficult to compare
with current information, e.g., because of changes in regulatory
requirements or improvements in medical technology, comparable
information was not needed or did not exist in the past.
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Question 6

Do you support or find administerable any of the recent proposals
for a medical improvement standard or for elevating to higher
appellate levels those cases where the State cannot show medical
Improvement, but believes the individual is nevertheless not
disabled?

For the reasons discussed in our response to question 5, we would
not support any requirement that medical improvement be shown
before disability benefits could be terminated. Administrative
difficulties with such a requirement are also discussed in that
response.

We also would not support referring cases to higher appellate
levels for review where the State agency finds that a parson is
not disabled but the State agency cannot show medical improvement.
First, since the State agencies would have to determine whether or
not there was medical improvement in every case, the significant
administrative burden (discussed in the response to question 5) of
comparing every beneficiary's current condition with his condition
at the time he/she came on the rolls would be present. Second,
all levels of adjudicators are bound by Social Security law and
regulations, neither of which require medical improvement before
benefits can be terminated. Thus, we see no merit to establishing
a special two-level initial adjudicatory process for these cases.
If a person is not satisfied with SSA's decision, he/she has the
right now to appeal to a higher level.
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Question 7

Pressure to process claims quickly and reduce backlogs resulted,
according to your statement, in the highest disability incidence
rate in the history of the program in the 1970's. Now it is
claimed that those same pressures are producing the opposite
effect at the State agency leel--a higher termination rate. Is
it possible for both claims to be true or is something being
overlooked?

The high termination rate for CDI cases is not due to pressures to
process claims quickly and reduce backlogs. The high rate for
CDI's is consistent with studies conducted by SSA that indicate
that at least 30 percent of disabled beneficiaries are not
disabled. The rate has been higher than 30 percent (currently the
rate is 41.4 percent) because the CDI's have been targeted at
cases most likely to result in a finding that the person is not
disabled. The termination rate has already dropped from the
48.2 percent rate in the September 1981 calendar quarter, and is
expected to continue dropping as less error-prone cases are
selected for CDI's. Further, SSA's quality review process
indicated that State agency CD1 decisions have been highly
accurate; in the 6-month period ending with March 1982,
97.5 percent of State agency CDI decisions were correct.

There is a very important difference between the situation in the
1970's and the situation today--SSA has implemented the periodic
review requirement with sufficient staff and other resources to
handle the additional workload. Between March 19A1 and
March 1982, SSA increased State agency staffing by 2,045
equivalent full-time positions.

SSA has not put pressure on State agencies to process CDT cases
quickly and reduce backlogs. As we pointed out in the response to
question 4, we do not as yet have any CDI time processing goal for
State agencies. Further, SSA has consistently monitored State
agency resources and workloads closely and adjusted the flow of
cases to the individual states to avoid backlogs when problems
have arisen. The selective moratoriums on new CDI cases that SSA
has implemented for August and September (and even earlier In some
States) have been easing problems in specific States that have had
unusually large backlogs. Also, SSA will reduce by 20 percent the
number of CDI cases to be reviewed by State agencies during
FY 1983.
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Question 8

What evidence do you have on the variation in State agency
workloads and backlogs of cases? Is there considerable variation
in the way States are responding to the increased workload--are
they processing the reviews or simply letting them pile up?

SSA gathers considerable data each week on State agency workloads
through the State Agency Operations Report. In addition, SSA
regional office personnel make periodic onsite visits to review
State agency operations. These actions enable us to closely
monitor the workload situation in each State so that we can-detect
possible problems and take appropriate action.

There have been significant variations in the way States have been
responding to the increased CDT case workload. Some have
experienced considerable problems in processing the cases and
consequently have large backlogs. Others have managed their case
workloads very well and have practically no backlogs. The
problems are due to a variety of reasons. Some States have had
hiring freezes so that even though SSA has supplied them with
sufficient resources to handle the CDI workloads, they have not
been able to hire sufficient staff to process the cases. Other
States have concentrated their resources on processing initial
disability cases, rather than CDT's, because the Federal/State
regulations impose quality and quantity performance standards for
initial cases but not for CDI cases. This will be corrected when
we have established an adequate data base, as discussed in the
response to question 4.

The Regional Commissioners are working with the States to help
them solve problems they are experiencing in order to keep the
flow of CDI cases as smooth as possible. In addition, as
discussed in the response to question 7, we have put selective
moratoriums on new CDI's in some States, and have reduced the
number of CDT's we expect the States to process in FY 1983.
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Question 9

Do we have any evidence on whether or not the heavy CDI workload
leads to more lenient or more strict decisions? It was argued
that the heavy workload in the mid-1970's associated with the
enactment of the Supplemental Security Income program led to lax
administration and more lenient decisions.

We have no evidence of any cause and effect relationship between
the size of workloads in the State agencies and the nature of the
State agency decisions. While it is true that in the mid-1970's
there were very heavy workloads and a very high disability
incidence rate, we attribute that incidence rate to the tremendous
pressure at the time to process the workload quickly and yet hold
down processing costs, and the lack of any effective process to
monitor the quality of State agency decisions.

In the mid-1970's, there were few reviews of State agency
disability decisions; today we have Federal quality assurance
reviews of initial, reconsideration, and CDI decisions, and, as
mandated by law, pre-effectuation reviews of a percentage of all
favorable Social Security decisions made by the State agencies.
The quality assurance reviews consist of approximately 5 percent
of all State agency decisions and the pre-effectuation reviews
consist of 35 percent of-all State agency decisions favorable to
the claimant. In the case of CDI cessations, we have doubled the
number of quality reviews of termination cases. These reviews
assure that a very high percentage of all State agency decisions
are accurate, and that they are based on adequate medical
documentation.

SSA has made many other administrative improvements in the way we
manage the disability program that have resulted in better
documentation and evaluation of cases by Stste agencies. For
example, in 1978, we published regulations supplying additional
detailed criteria for the evaluation of disability claims in which
a determination cannot be made on medical severity alone or on the
claimant's ability to do past work (the so-called "vocational
grid"). In 1979, we published regulations updating the listing of
impairments which, in and of themselves, are considered disabling,
absent evidence to the contrary. We are in the process of further
updating those regulations right now. We have also used various
other management processes such as more explicit instructions,
requirements for better documentation and increased physician
participation in adjudication and review.
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Question 10

Is it true, as some have argued, that the changes made in recent
Years In the regulations pertaining to the so-called "medical
listings, and "vocational factors' caused an unintended tightening
of the program? To what extent do theF merely reflect changes in
medical science and diagnostic techniques?

The changes made in the medical listings are intended to reflect
advances in the medical diagnosis and treatment of some conditions
and in the methods of evaluating certain impairments. The changes
in some cases are intended to improve the quality of disability
adjudication by clarifying how certain medical impairments should
be evaluated, based on program experience with the prior listings.

The changes made in 197R in the regulations concerning the
evaluation of vocational factors (the so-called "vocational grid")
were not intended to reduce the number of favorable decisions.
Rather, the changes were intended to consolidate and elaborate
upon long-standing medical-vocational evaluation policies. The
new regulations presented the policies in more detail by the use
of charts showing the interaction of age, education, and work
experience in arriving at a disability determination. There is no
clear trend towards fewer allowances based on vocational
considerations since the new regulations became effective in 1979.
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Question 11

It is frequently suggested that the high rate of reversal of State
agency decisions by administrative law Judges reflects, in effect,
a hi h "error rate" at the State agencV level. What evidence do
we have that AJ's make better or more accurate decisions than
State agencies? Is legislation needed to bring about more
uniformity between State agency and AfJ decisions?

While it is true that the ALJs reverse the earlier determinations
in about half of the cases they review, this does not necessarily
indicate a high error rate in State agency determinations; nor is
there any evidence to suggest that the quality of decisionmaking
at the ALJ hearing level is superior to that at the State agency
level. To monitor the performance of State agencies in making
disability decisions, SSA performs a quality assurance review.
Under this review, 97.5 percent of State agency initial disability
determinations in the quarter ending March 1982 were found to be
correct. In the 6-month period ending March 1982, 97.1 percent of
State agency reconsideration disability determinations were
correct.

There are a number of facto-s which can result in allowances at
the hearing level for reasons other than errors made by State
agencies or by AJ's, including the subjectivity of the
decisionmaking'process, the face-to-face contact which first
occurs at the hearing level, the possibility of progressive
worsening of the medical condition and the fact that additional
evidence often becomes available at the hearing level for the
first time. In addition, the ongoing review of ALJ allowance
deci-sions mandated by the Bellmon Amendment has revealed errors
serious enough to warrant reversal or remand to the AJ in
approximately 19 percent of the cases reviewed.

Another cause of the discrepancy between State agency
determinations and ALJ decisions is the lack of uniform
adjudicatory standards for disability determinations. We are now
in the process of issuing a series of Social Security Rulings to
remedy this problem. These Rulings will provide agency-wide
guidelines for adjudicating disability claims and should promote
greater uniformity in decisionmaking at all levels. There is
ample statutory authority as well as precedent for issuing agency
policy directives in this manner, so new legislation is not
necessary.
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Question 1

SSA has testified that, based on a recent quality review study,
the accuracy/ rate of the CDI decisions is 97.5 percent with a
2.5 percent error rate. All the evidence indicates, however, that
there is substantial disagreement amonq decisionmakers as to
whether the same individual is disabled or not. In SSA's Pilot
Study #1. the same cases were put through two independent reviews.
In those cases where the individual was found during the first
review as not being disabled, the-second reviewers a2reed only
60 percent of the time that the individual was not disaed In
40 percent of the cases, there was disagreement between the two
reviewers.' In the 1982 Bellmen Report to Congress, SSA
found: "The major findn of the initial review wastat
significant differences in decision results were produced when
these different decisionmakers ereresented with the same
evidence on the same cases. The s (administrative law judges)
allowed 64 percent of the cases. The Appeals Council, applying
ALJ standards, allowed 48 percent. OA.(SSA's Office of----..
Assessment) applying DDS (State Agency) standards; allowed only
13 percent".

What does the Office of Assessment consider to be an "error"? Is
it an "error" when the administrative law judges subsequently
allow a claim which the Office of Assessment believed was
correctly denied? How do you reconcile this very small error rate
with all the evidence that indicates that anywhere from
40-65-percent of the terminations could be viewed as "incorrect"
terminations when evaluated by a different decisionmaker?

The Office of Assessment (OA) conducts quality reviews of State
agency disability decisions and of payments to disability
beneficiaries. In determining the accuracy rates of State agency
decisions, OA considers only the evidence in the cases that was
available to the State agency when it made the disability
determination. Deficient cases are those in which the medical and
vocational documentation supports a different decision than that
made by the State agency or in which missing medical or vocational
documentation could potentially reverse the State agency decision.

The quality reviews of State agency decisions show net accuracy
rates of 97 percent on initial disability claims for the quarter
ending March 1982, 97.1 percent on reconsideration cases for the
6-month period ending March 1982, and 97.5 percent on continuing
disability investigations for the 6-month period ending
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March 1982. The "net accuracy rate" reflects the percentage of
cases reviewed in OA in which the State agency decision was
correct including cases where additional documentation was
obtained.

A reversal of the State agency decision by an ALJ (or higher level
of appeal) is not considered in determining the accuracy of the
State agency decision. To do so would be improper since there are
a number of factors which can result in allowances at the ALJ
level for reasons other than errors made by State agencies,
including the subjectivity of the decisionmaking process, the
face-to-face contact which first occurs at the hearing level, the
possibility of progressive worsening of the medical condition and
the fact that additional evidence often becomes available at the
hearing level for the first time. In addition, the ongoing review
of ALJ decisions mandated by the Bellmon Amendments to the 1980
disability amendments has revealed ALJ errors serious enough to
warrant reversal or remand to the AUJ in approximately 19 percent
of the cases reviewed.

Another cause of discrepancy between State agency determinations
and ALJ decisions is the lack of uniform adjudicatory standards
for disability determinations. As you have pointed out, this was
a major finding in SSA's 1982 report to the Congress on the
results of the Bellmon study and we are taking steps to remedy
this problem.

SSA's DI Pilot Study I, which you have cited as an example of
substantial disagreement among decisionmakers as to whether an
individual is disabled or not, was designed to test methods of
quality review of payments to current disability beneficiaries and
to identify problems before establishing an ongoing quality -
review. (It was not designed to measure the accuracy of State
agency decisions.)

Analysis of the DI Pilot Study I cases in which there was
disagreement indicated that the cases involved problems of
inadequate or conflicting medical evidence or difficulties in
applying concepts of residual functional capacity or vocational
factors. Most of these problems with the quality review process
were eliminated in the DI Pilot Study II by requiring new
consultative medical examinations in all cases except those
involving permanent disability, making sure OA reviewers had
adequate experience in evaluating residual functional capacity,
and by doing more intensive reviews of difficult cases involving
the application of vocational factors. As a result of these
improvements in quality review, the disagreement rate was reduced
to 5 percent and is expected to remain the same in the ongoing
quality review of payments to disability beneficiaries.

11-346 0-82--13€
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Question 2

It is my understanding that the physician employed by the State
agenc makes the determination of the so-called "residual
functional capacity," which is the determination of what grade of
work an individual with a severe impairment can nevertheless
perform. At a recent meeting in Boston of the Administrative Law
Judges in charge of the New England Region, an SSA regional
official stated that, on the average, the State agency physicians
spend about 10 minutes reviewing the disability file. Do you
think 10 minutes s sufficient for a physician to review the file
and render a careful, thoughtful decision about an individualTs
work capacity?

We do not measure the performance of State agency physicians on
the basis of minutes per case. The amount of time a physician
spends on each case depends on the case. In general, the State
agency physician's role is fourfold: to help the Disability
Determination Service (DDS) staff interpret the meaning of medical
evidence, to determine the need to purchase consultative
examinations, to assess the issue of residual functional capacity,
and to concur in the final disability determination. In
individual cases where the file is complete and clear, the amount
of physician time could be quite small. In other cases where
evidence is inadequate or the decision a close call, the physician
may be required to spend considerable time on them. Therefore the
concept of average time per case is not particularly meaningful.
It is possible that the statement referred to was misinterpreted
since our national DDS budget was recently increased to reflect
additional time required for State agency physicians to improve
the documentation of residual functional capacity determinations.
On budgetary terms, this additional time works out to about
10 minutes per case, but that is not average time for physician
case review.
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Question 3

Would you please supply the most current data showing the number
of CDI cases sent, decided, and pending before the State agencies,
along with the termination rates, on a State-by-State basis? We
would also like to know the current number of cases pending before
the Administrative Law Judges.

The attached table contains the requested information on CDI cases
in the State agencies.

We do not maintain an actual count of the number of-CDI cases
pending at the ALJ hearing level. However, based on projections
from the percentage of the overall hearing caseload involving
CDI's, we estimate that out of over 150,000 cases currently
pending at the hearing level, approximately 38,000 are CDI's.
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TITLE II ANP rVI
CDI WORKLOADS - OCTOBER 1, 1981 THROUGH JULY 31, 1982

FISCAL YEAR 1982

Dispatched Decisions Pending
Cessatiin

Rate

UNItio STATIS 303,700 349.892 / 233 ,148 45.2
coc, 3430 75 41 .3
ov 1 721- 2,298 462 40.5

- 6,825 6 ,650 7 .3
_-___, 950 3 790 "30 31

1 1 482 1,123 1,014 43.7
v,.6,776 1.,017 341 31.7

egi-a'T-Ta , -4 ~ 16,483 9,672 3B.0
. , J,, U54E 7,474 IQ'.zgz 5?.u

0 Ne. Yom 27218 23,872 38 165 51.4
PSo o ,900 10,521 5,616 72.1
keg! o-T Total 4 6 666 41,867 54,073 56.7
Oe,..a'e 606 321 1.038 32.5
D,',coV o01 ' 579 637 236 40.3

ty., ,c 3.729 2,874 6,075 33.9
Pe_ ... a 7_ I7 _13.446 . . 21 44.3

_,q _ , ._ 6 849 8.497_ 2,550__ 41,5
A_. v _,Q a 4.615 4.858 3.989 43.9

Peoional Total 28.249 30,633 29,.119 42,3
7iata.. 7286 10,076 4,380 42.4

o3...I.9.3 9768 19,304 45.3
Geo-g - 8,895 11 ,668 3,386 46.4

S4 920 8 340 40.3
s Sr- _ 4,904 6 630 1 ,583 -_1 __-~~~~~~1 )-mUi - __~ T' T15F 38. 6 _

-iT -o, -47 4,503 _ 7,233 1,660 - 41 .

_____8 8419,353 _,697 41.7
Reional Total 62.895 74.007_ 4 -3

t,5 __ 9- 2.929 15,917 4,704 47.5
________ 6 6_ 842 5.013 7,20546

- 13,306 6.817___________ ____

S - 4 9_ S,636 1,398
o1c 18,063 17 385 7 648 42.3

Regional Total 60.227 63.211 34 2. M!. _

__.,,_, __ 5,184 6,405 3,161 5T".
,,,- 's 7,242 10 727 2,128 5_. _ -_

- Ne. y,.co13 2 .007 574 58.7-
O. a-0 _.8 4,316 5,416 3,441 47.7

It-as I,536 14,126 1b,153 50.8 -

Reional Total - 32.662 35.6n- 25 1 51,1
-;o,,, 2 378 2,914 1 ,024 35,5

C KA- l 1,461 2,01' 40.]
,_--7,347 10,772 2,306 39.U

NCb'ha T,500 Z,901 437 33.1
Regional Total 17,686 18.606 4.458 31.1
Co,.oao 2,953 3.713 I,bbl 39.U
v,,o-raa 1,021 1.472 364 40.7
NnOaoresota 575 1,015 53 38.
Sow, Dakota 791 1,208 90 22.8
ua, 893 1:790 291 37.4
wvom.n 303 468 70 31.7

Se'io-na Total 6,536 9.666 z 1O 36,5
At2r~ ,451 5,429 1.thi I . . ...

a',,0Co',. 28,284 38.206 19439 48.1
• 0. ...___

l,-, j 861 964 332 28.2
3 N,.sa723 1,286 229 43.5

Regional Total 32.,9 45,885 21 .516
AS"a 243 345 112 29.1
Iloo 760 1,403 193 48.3
oo, _ 1,952 3,364 845 38.5

was',9, 4 7,7 1 5.741 7,z45 34.z

Regiona Toa 7,226 10833.395 37.2
Forn "4A. 20n4 0.1 6 PFo airy CO- 1 ? 70) (Detry ono ed aoa)

1/ This number includes cases dispatched prior to 10/81.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. May I next call Mr. Edward A. Densmore,
Deputy Director of the Human Resources Division, General Ac-
counting Office.

Mr. Densmore, if you would come forward, we are very much in-
terested to hear if you can enlighten us about this subject. -

Mr. Densmore, we are delighted to have you with us. Thank you
for coming. Please proceed in any way that you think is most help-
ful.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD A. DENSMORE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. DENSMORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have a statement

that we would like to submit for the record, but I will summarize.
Senator ARMSTRONG. We would be glad to have your statement

and we Wilp-ut-i in the record.
Mr. DENSMORE-I would like to introduce, on my right, Mr. Barry

Tice, who is a supervisory evaluator in our Human Resources Divi-
sion; Mr. Bob Wychulis, also a supervisory evaluator in our Human
Resources Division; and on my left Mr. Terry Davis from our Cin-
cinnati regional office.

Because of the concerns expressed to us by several Members of
the Congress over the medical conditions of the large number of
beneficiaries being terminated from the rolls as part of the CDI
effort, in'Ianduiy-7982 we began to review SSA's policies and prac-
tices for conducting these investigations.

We-met with State officials and examiners in California, New
York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio and examined approximately 100
case folders. In addition, we met with several administrative law
judges and SSA officials.

In the past, SSA's primary means of identifying beneficiaries
who may have medically recovered or regained the ability to work,
and assessing their continuing eligibility for disability benefits, was
through the "medical reexamination diary process." This process
involved establishing a future medical reexamination date for
beneficiaries with certain medical conditions that were believed to
have a high potential for medical improvement. When the diary
date matured, State agencies were to reevaluate the beneficiaries'
medical condition. Investigations were also to be done when it was
learned that a beneficiary had returned to work.

We reported to the Congress in March 1981 that SSA had not
adequately followed up on disability insurance beneficiaries to
verify that they remained disabled.

SSA ha4-limited its investigations to a small percentage of
beneficiaries, and even beneficiaries who met the criteria for reex-
amination had not always been investigated. Only about one of
every five persons awarded disability was targeted for reexamina-
tion.

Based on a nationwide sample case review conducted in 1979,
SSA estimated that as many as 20 percent of the persons on the
disability rolls did not meet the disability criteria. Based upon this
sarnplr,- we -estimated that as many as 584,000 persons were not eli-
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gible for benefits costing the disability trust fund over $2 billion
annually.

SSA conducted a followup study in 1980 and 1981 and estimated
that about 26 percent of the beneficiaries on the rolls during the
July to September 1980 period were not disabled. SSA estimated
from this study that erroneous disability payments amount to
about $4 billion annually.

Congressional concern over the high degree of selectivity in des-
ignating cases for medical reexamination and other inadequacies in
the review procedure led to the enactment of section 311 of Public
Law 96-265, known as the Social Security Disability Amendments
of 1980. This section required that beginning January 1, 1982, SSA
review the status of disabled beneficiaries whose disability has not
been determined to be permanent at least once every 3 years. SSA
began reexamining beneficiaries in March 1981 under an acceler-
ated CDI review.

SSA selected about 451,000 cases for investigation between
March 1, 1981, and May 31, 1982. The States have completed inves-
tigations and have made decisions on about 240,000 cases, resulting
in the termination of benefits in about 106,800 or 44 percent of the
cases reviewed. This is in addition to the regular investigations of
about 155,000 diaried cases per year that were determined to be
subject to medical improvement.

The Office of Hearings and Appeals has been tracking CDI cases
through the appeals process. Its data showed that for the period
February through May 1982 the ALJ's adjudicated 16,200 CDI
cases and reversed about 61 percent of them. Another SSA study
showed that of 6,683 CDI cases terminated at the DDS level in 1980
and 1981, about 50 percent of the cases had been appealed to the
ALJ level. As of March 1982 the ALJ's had made decisions on 2,451
cases and reinstated benefits in about 67 percent of them.

As indicated by our March 1981 report, SSA was paying disabil-
ity benefits to many persons who were not eligible for the program.
This has been confirmed by the periodic review efforts to date.
While we cannot quantify them, the CDI periodic review is identi-
fying beneficiaries who should never have been placed on the rolls
initially, or have medically improved, or have died or returned to
work, and otherwise would have gone undiscovered.

However, many of those losing their disability benefits have been
on the SSA rolls several years, still have what we would all consid-
er to be severe impairments, and have experienced little or no
medical improvement. This raises questions about how and why
these people are being terminated, and the fairness of SSA's deci-
sions.

Much of the criticism brought to our attention about the periodic
review effort has been directed toward the State agencies, and
their procedures for medically developing CDI cases. We found gen-
erally that the States were developing and evaluating evidence in
conformance with SSA procedures. However, we did find some in-
stances of poor medical development practices as well as some deci-
sions that were not adequately supported. We also questioned the
States' practice of gathering and evaluating only evidence that was
from the most recent 3 months. We believe, however, that medical
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development issues are not unique to the CDI effort and are not
the primary cause of the high number of cases being terminated.

To address the issue raised about State agency medical develop-
mentpractices, we reviewed 98 CDI cases in the four States we vis-
ited. Our purpose in reviewing these cases was to look at the me-
chanics and timing of the medical development.

Forty-two of the 98 cases we reviewed, or about 43 percent, had
resulted in cessations. The 42 cessations we reviewed averaged
nearly 127 days from the time the beneficiary was first contacted
about the review to the date of the DDS decision. We found no in-
stances where beneficiaries were terminated without being given
time to develop and present their medical evidence.

We found that attending physician data is usually requested
unless it is not relevant to the impairment, too old, or from a
source known to be uncooperative. We found only a few instances
where examiners did not request evidence from what we believed
was a relevant source. While most sources did respond, we found a
significant variation in quality, quantity, and objectivity in their
responses.

It is difficult to evaluate the extent to which attending physician
data is considered in the States' decisions. Examiners complain
that much of the information obtained from treating sources is too
old to satisfy SSA's requirements, too subjective, too opinionated,
and too sketchy to satisfy evidentiary requirements. Also, treating
physicians don t often perform the kinds of tests required by the
medical listings. Therefore, while it is clear that some portion of
attending physicians' reports are not fully considered, we cannot
determine the extent of this nor what impact this has on the final
decision. We did see instances where attending physicians said
their patients were totally disabled, yet the States discontinued
benefits. However, these were invariably cases where the physician
submitted little objective evidence to support their conclusions.

One aspect of State agency medical development that we believe
needs to be changed is the practice of developing these CDI cases as
if they were new claims. SSA has issued no specific development
guidance for these cases, but rather has instructed the State agen-
cies to adjudicate these claims in generally the same manner as
initial claims. As a result, State agencies are.gathering only cur-
rent evidence-generally no more than 2 or 3 months old-and
using this evidence to determine if the beneficiary currently meets
SSA's criteria for disability. This practice can result in incomplete
information and is one of the major reasons treating sources are
not contacted or their information is not considered in the decision.
It also explains the high consultative examination purchase rate.

While the need for current evidence is obvious, we also believe
there is a need for a historical medical 'perspective in these CDI
cases. Many of these individuals coming under review have been
receiving benefits for several years. To base a decision on only the
recent examination could give a false reading of that person's con-
dition. This is especially true for those impairments subject to fluc-
tuation or periodic remission, such as mental impairments.

A more significant factor in explaining the number of CDI/Peri-
-odic Review terminations is the way the medical evidence is evalu-
ated to determine if eligibility for disability benefits continues.
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State agencies use the "sequential evaluation" process to deter-
mine if a beneficiary remains eligible. This process is a series of de-
cisions based on medical and vocational evidence. Essentially, the
State agency must determine if the beneficiary is working; if the
alleged impairment is severe; if the impairment meets or equals
the medical listings; or, when the impairment is severe, but does
not meet or equal the listings, if it prevents the beneficiary from
doing his or her past work or any other work.

SSA, after almost a decade of prompting from the Congress,
GAO, and others, has made major changes in the criteria and guid-
ance used in the disability determination process. The criteria have
become more explicit in certain areas, and in some areas they have
become more stringent.

During the early and mid-1970's, those close to the disability pro-
gram, especially State DDS administrators, voiced the need for re-
vised medical listings. For example, in response to a March 1976
letter from the chairman of the Subcommittee on Social Security,
House Ways and Means Committee, one State administrator wrote,
"The listings are outdated and desperately need revision."

There were similar complaints about the need for improved
formal guidance on evaluating vocational factors in the sequential
evaluation process.

During the mid-1970's, SSA also began to get more explicit about
what it meant by a "severe" impairment. This was conveyed in
written and oral policy instructions, training programs, and case
returns to State agencies from SSA's quality assurance system. The
result was an increase in the number of denials for "slight impair-
ment."

All of these changes had a definite impact on tightening up the
"adjudicative climate."

The changes to the sequential evaluation process and the adjudi-
cative climate were evolutionary and were not developed to address
specifically the CDI/Periodic Review program. Because of the
changes, however, many beneficiaries are being terminated. The
changes in the medical listings in 1979 have affected some benefici-
aries who previously qualified under the old listings, but do not
meet the criteria of the revised listings.

Similarly, beneficiaries put on disability because their condition
"equaled" the listings now are terminated because of a more
narrow application of this concept. In 1975, 44 percent of all
awards were based on equaling the medical listings-instances
where the impairment was not specifically described in the listings,
but was considered equal in severity; or the combination of impair-
ments was medically equal to any that were listed. In 1981 only
about 9 percent of all awards were based on equaling the listings.
Examiners have told us that beneficiaries allowed in the past with
multiple impairments are now being terminated under the CDI
effort because their impairments are being evaluated independent-
ly rather than looking at the total effect of the impairments.

The formalized vocational grid, now part of the regulations, is
also a factor in many terminations. In the mid-1970's many individ-
uals whose impairments did not meet or equal the listings were al-
lowed because of vocational factors, even though there was little or
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no guidance available at that time on how to evaluate those fac-
tors.

When reevaluating beneficiaries previously allowed for vocation-
al factors, State agencies now terminate benefits in many of these
cases because of the vocational grid. For example, beneficiaries 49
years old or younger with severe impairments that do not meet or
equal the listings cannot be found to be disabled unless they are
illiterate or unable to communicate in English. Most of the
beneficiaries being terminated under this review effort are age 49
or younger.

In summary, through the CDI/Periodic Review process, SSA is
reviewing a group of beneficiaries who were awarded benefits sev-
eral years ago under a more liberal, less objective evaluation proc-
ess. These are generally people who were led to believe that they
were being granted a lifetime disability pension. Now, with no ad-
vanced explanation from SSA about the purpose, process, or possi-
ble outcome of the periodic review, they are subjected to a new-de-
cision, much the same as if they were applying for disability bene-
fits for the first time. There is no presumptive effect given to the
prior findings of disability nor to the years that these individuals
have been entitled to payments.

The new decisions are-made using a newer, more objective, more
stringently interpreted set of evaluation guidelines and are made
in a tougher adjudicative climate.

Subjecting everyone to a new decision has a major adverse
impact on the group of beneficiaries who were placed on the rolls
initially through the appeals process. Because of the historical dif-
ference in adjudicative criteria between the State and the adminis-
trative law judges, many of these beneficiaries are now being taken
off the rolls after reexamination by the same State agency that
found them not disabled originally. Since the State's original deci-
sion was "not disabled," a new decision by the State would general-
ly be expected to have the same conclusion, particularly in light of
the tightened disability determination criteria and adjudicative cli-
mate. Many of these individuals may be put back on the rolls after
another appeal.

For the reasons discussed above, many beneficiaries whose condi-
tions have not improved or may even have worsened are being told
they are no longer disabled and are terminated from SSA's disabil-
ity rolls. We believe the aspect of "no medical improvement" for a
large part of the cessations during the last year accounts for much
of the adverse publicity given the CDI/Periodic Review process.

Under SSI's operating guides which have been followed by the
States for approximately 4 years, disability is found to have ceased
when current evidence shows that the individual does not meet the
current definition of disability. SSA's policy states that it is not
necessary to determine whether or how much the individual's con-
dition has medically improved since the prior favorable determina-
tion.

SSA's policies since 1969 on CDI determinations had been that it
was necessary to have documentation supporting an improved
medical condition. SSA dropped this policy in May 1976 and until
now there have been only a few court decisions- on the issue. Those
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decisions have consistently argued for a return to some form of
medical improvement.

The legislative history of the 1980 amendments clearly indicates
that the Congress was concerned about the individuals who have
medically improved and have remained on the disability rolls.
However, it is not clear what the Congress' view was toward those
who have not medically improved. Whether the Congress intended
that all beneficiaries would be subjected to a new determination, or
whether it expected the earlier decisions to afford some presump-
tive weight, is an issue that we are still reviewing. Recent decisions
in the U.S. courts suggest that the "courts believe a degree of" ad-
ininistrative finality or res judicata effect should prevail on these
cases. Several class-action suits are pending which presumably will
address this issue.

We believe the Congress should state whether cessations are ap-
propriate for those already on the disability rolls who have not
medically improved. There are other matters relating to the medi-
cal improvement issue that need to be considered also, such as how
to deal with those on the rolls as a result of clear erroneous initial
awards, and those that, despite no medical improvement, clearly
come under a changed eligibility criteria or definition.

That concludes our statement, Mr. Chairman. We will be pleased
to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Edward A. Densmore follows:]
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SUMMARY OF GAO STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION'S PROGRAM
FOR REVIEWING THE CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY

OF DISABLED PERSONS
AUGUST 18, 1982

--Based on a nationwide sample case review conducted in 1979, Social
Security estimated that as many -as 20 percent of the persons on the
disability rolls were not disabled. Social Security conducted a
follow-up study in 1980 and 1981, and found thaL about 26 percent
of the beneficiaries were ineligible at a cost of about $4 billion
annually to the Trust Fund.

--Congress enacted Section 311 of Public Law 96-265, which required
Social Security, beginning in January 1982, to review the status
of the disabled wnose disability has not been determined to be
permanent at least once every three years.

-- Social Security accelerated its efforts and began reexaminiig the
disability rolls in March 1981. About 451,400 cases were selected
for investigation between March 1, 1981, and May 31, 1982. The
States made decisions on about 240,000 cases resulting in the
termination of oenefits in about 106,800 or 44 percent of the
cases reviewed.

--Many of the terminated cases, however, have appealed to the admini-
strative law judges. The reversal rate, or tnose whose benefits
were reinstated, was 67 percent according to one study and 61
percent according to another.

-- GAO's case review found certain administrative problems in Social
Security's deisional process--(1) attending physician data is often
not useful to the examiners, and (2) decisions are too frequently
based solely on current evidence-- often no more than 2 to 3 months
old, and often on "one-shot" consultative medical examinations.

--The most significant contributing factor in the high termination
rate is due to tne major changes in the criteria and guidance
used in the decisional process. The criteria have become wore
explicit in certain areas, and in some areas more stringent.

-- Beneficiaries who were awarded benefits several years ago under a
more liberal, less objective evaluation process, are subjected
to the newer, more objective, more stringently interpreted set
of evaluation guidelines. As a result, many persons are being
terminated from the rolls whose medical conditions have not
changed or may have become worse.

--GAO believes that the Congress should clarify its intent on
whether persons already on the rolls should be subjected to a
"new determination", that is, evaluated solely under current
criteria, or whether tne prior decision should ye taken into
account and some medical improvement criteria followed.
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Mr. Znairman'ano memberss of tne Committee, we are pleased

to be here today to discuss the Social Security Administration's

(SSA's) recent efforts in reexamining tne continued eligibility

of persons on the disability rolls. These reexaminations, begun

in March 1981; are commonly referred to as Continuing Disability

Investigations or CDIs.

Because of the concerns expressed to us by several Members

of the Congress over- the medical conditions of the large number

of beneficiaries being terminated from tne rolls as part of

the CUI effort, in January 1982 we uegan to review SSA's

policies and practices for conducting these investigations.

CDIs are performed by the various State Disability Determination

Services (DDSs) following guidelines ana instructions provided

them by SSA. 1Ae nave met with State officials and examiners

in California, New York, Pennsylvania, and Onio and examined

approximately I00 case folders. In addition, we met witn several

administrative law judges and SSA officials.

We completed our case reviews in May 1982 and provided

testimony on May 25, 1982, to the Subcommittee on Oversight of

Government Management, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs.

e identified areas that warrant more detailed work and scheduled

several assignments to start this year that will probe these

selected areas of the CDI program further.

Because-audit work has not been performed subsequent to our

previous testimony, I will reiterate, witn some updated and addi-

tional information, our previous testimony.
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We nave identified a number of issues and problems with

tne current CuI process that deserve attention by the Congress

and SSA. first I would like to explain briefly the evolution

of events wnich brings us to today's conditions; secondly,

present some of our ooservations to date about the CDI process;

and also provide some suggestions for improving the process.

BACKGROUND

In the past, SSA's primary means of identifying beneficiaries

who may have medically recovered or regained the ability to work,

and assessing their continuing eligibility for disability benefits,

was through the "medical reexamination diary process". This process

involved establishing a future medical reexamination date (diary)

for beneficiaries with certain medical conditions that were believed

to nave a high potential for medical improvement. When the diary

date matured, State agencies were to reevaluate the beneficiaries'

medical condition. Investigations were also to be done when it

was learned that a beneficiary had returned to work.

We reported to the Congress in March 1981 l/ that SSA had

not adequately followed up on disability insurance beneficiaries

to verify that they remain disaoled. SSA had limited its investi-

gations to a small percentage of beneficiaries, and even bene-

ficiaries who met the criteria for reexamination had not always

been investigated. Only about one of every five persons awarded

disability was targeted for reexamination. The remainder, about

2.3 million persons, were never reexamined and would very likely

I/ "More Diligent Followup Needed to Weed Out Ineligiole SSA
Disability Beneficiaries," HRD-81-48, March 3, 1981.
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remain on tne rolls unless they returned to work, reached age 65

dnd converted over to the retirement program, or died.

Based on a nationwide sample case review conducted in 1979,

SSA estimated that as many as 20 percent of the persons on the

disability rolls did not meet the disability criteria. SSA collected

current medical evidence on about 3,000 cases and in some instances

visited and interviewed beneficiaries in their homes. Using this

evidence, SSA examiners and physicians determined whether or not

the individuals were currently disabled. Based upon this sample,

we estimated that as many as 584,000 persons were not eligible

for benefits costing the Disability Trust Fund over $2 billion

annually.

SSA conducted a follow-up study in 1980 and 1981 and reviewed

2,817 ranuonly selected cases from the 2.8 million beneficiaries

that were on the rolls during July, August, or September 1980.

In this study nearly all of the cases included one or more consulta-

tive examinations. I/ The findings from this study were consistent

with that of the 1979 study, and showed that about 26 percent

of the beneficiaries on the rolls during the July/September 1980

period were not disabled. SSA estimated from this study that

erroneous disability payments amount to about $4.0 billion

annually.

Congressional concern over the high degree of selectivity in

designating cases for medical reexamination and other inadequacies

in the review procedure led to tne enactment of Section 311 of

I/ In the 1979 study only aoout one-half of the cases reviewed
included consultative examinations. A consultative examination
is the purchase of medical evidence in the form of a medical
examination or laboratory test.
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Public Law 96-265, xnown as the Social Security Disability A.ieno-

ments of 1980. ;his section required that Deginning January 1,

19$2, SSA review the status of disabled beneficiaries wnose ois-

aDil4ty hds not been determined to be permanent at least once

every three years. SSA officials estimated that this legislative

mandate would require them to perform investigations on approx-

imately J million cases over a 3-year period.

Due ldrgely to an increased emphasis on cost-saving measures

ano to prepare for tne massive workload anticipated in 1982, SSA

began several pro3ects aimed at improving the continuing disability

process. SSA conducted several studies to help profile those

beneticiaries witn the nignest Ji~elinood of being found ineligible

tor OIsduility Lenefits. Usinq tnese profiles, SSh began

reexamining beneiiciaries in March 1961 under an accelerated CDI

review. l/

CDI CASE ELECTION AND WURr i.AU

SSA selected aoout 451,40U cases for investigation between

Marcn 1, 1981, arid May 31, 19a2. Tthe states have completed in-

vestigations and made decisions on ajoit 240,OUO cases, /

resulting in tne termination o! benefits in aoout iU6,8U0 or 44

percent of the cases reviewed. Tnis is in addition to the regular

I/ beginning January 1, 19d2, the review was referred to as the
"Periodic Review" because of the legislative manuate.

i/ Anotner 35,OuC cases nave been reviewed oy tne States, but are
considered "no decision cases" due to various reasons such as
(I) being returned to the SSA district offices for furtner
development of work related issues, (2) oeing sent to tne
wrong DDS, (4) individuals are deceased, and/or (4) having
had an investigation already done in the last 12 months.
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investigations of about 155,000 diaried cases per year that were

determined to be subject to medical improvement.

Many of those individuals terminated at the DDS level,

however, will appeal and have their benefits reinstated by admin-

istrative law judges (ALJs). While there is only a paucity of

data to indicate the reversal experience to date, SSA

has developed some information. The Office of Hearings and

Appeals (OHA} has oeen tracking CDI cases through the process.

OHA's data snowed that for the period February through May 1982

tne ALJ's adjudicated 16,200 CDI cases and reversed 9,882 cases

or 61 percent. Another SSA study showed that of 6,683 CDI cases

terminated at the DDS level in 1980 and 1981, about 3,360 or

50 percent of tne cases had been appealed to the ALJ level. As

of March 1982, tne ALJs had made decisions on 2,451 cases and

reinstated benefits in 1,647 or 67 percent of them.

During March and April of 1981, cases selected by SSA for

investigation involved younger beneficiaries (under age 50) who

were initially aaudicated in 1973, 1974, and 1975--years when

the quality of decisions was believed to oe at its lowest.

A different selection methodology was used beginning in May

1981. Cases were selected each month based on specific profiles

using such characteristics as current age, total benefit payments,

date of entitlement, numt-r and kinds of auxiliary beneficiaries,

and age at filing. SSA believed the profile selection technique

would result in a more cost-effective use of resources than

reviewing random groups of cases.

. 1-34I 0-s-2-- 11
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PERIODIC REVIEW TERMINATIONS--
WHY THEY ARE HAPPENING

As indicated oy our March 1981 report, SSA was paying

disability benefits to many persons who were not eligible

for the program. This has been confirmed by the periodic

review efforts to date. While we cannot quantify them, the

CDI/Periodic Review is identifying beneficiaries who

--should never have been placed on the rolls initially,
or

--have medically improved, or

--have died or returned to work, and otherwise would have
gone undiscovered.

However, many of those losing their disability oenefits

have been on the SSA rolls several years, still have what we

would all consider to be severe impairments, and have experienced

little or no medical improvement. This raises questions about

now and why these people are being terminated, and the fairness

of SSA's decisions.

We will address these questions by looking at some of the

factors causing these terminations (also referred to as cessations)

including:

--State agency medical development practices, and

--the changed adjudication process and climate.

State Agency Medical
Development Practices

Much of the criticism brought to our attention about the

periodic review effort has been directed toward the State agencies,

and their procedures for medically developing CDI cases. Specifi-

cally, concern has been expressed that State agencies are
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-- terminating benefits without giving individuals
adequate time to present medical evidence,

--not obtaining or considering relevant information
from treating physicians, and

--overrelying on purchased consultative examinations
which are sometimes too brief and possibly biased.

we did find some instances of poor medical development prac-

tices, as well as some decisions that were not adequately supported.

ae also question the State agencies' usual practice of gathering

and evaluating only evidence that is from the most recent three

months. We believe, however, that medical development issues

are not unique to the CDI effort and are not the primary cause

of the high nuRrer of cases being terminated.

Results of case review

To address the issue rdised atout State agency medical

development practices, we reviewed 98 CDI cases in the 4 States

we visited. Most of the cases were selected--either directly by

us, or by State agency personnel monitored by us--as the State

agency quality assurance units completed tneir technical review.

mnis total also contained some cases (6) that had received a

hearing before an administrative law judge. Our purpose in

reviewing these cases was to look at the mechanics and timing of

the medical development.

Forty-two of the 98 cases we reviewed, or about 43 percent,

had resulted in cessations. Because of the small size of our

sample, and the timing of our selection, we cannot project the

results of our sample to what has happened in the CDI/Periodic

Review effort since March 1981. The table below presents some

of the statistical information about the cases we reviewed.
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Cessations Continuances Total

Numoer of cases 42 56 98

Average age of beneficiary 43 45 44

Average years on disability 7 9 8

Average case processing 127 83 102
time 1/ (in days)

Percent of cases where 69 74 71
claimants' pnysicians
were contacted

Percent of contacts 90 81 85
responding to DDS

Percent of cases with 86 54 67
consultative exam ordered

I/ we counted from tne date beneficiary was first contacted concerning
tne review (either by mail or pnone) to the date tne ODS physician
signed tne notice of decision.

The 42 cessations we reviewed averaged nearly 127 days from

the time tne beneficiary was first contacted about the review to

the date of the DIDS Cezision. This includes the 10 or more days

allowed a beneficiary arter being notified of the decision to sub-

mit any additional evidence. The shortest processing time we found

for a terminated case was 34 days, the longest was 368. We found

no instances where oerieficiaries were terminated without being

given time to develop and present their medical evidence.

We found that attending physician data is usually requested

unless it is not relevant to the impairment, too old, or from a

source Known to be uncooperative. We found only a few instances

where examiners did not request evidence from what we felt was a

relevant source. While most sources did respond, we found a
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significant variation in quality, quantity, and objectivity in their

responses.

It is difficult to evaluate tne extent to wnch attending physi-

cian data is considered in the States' decisions. Examiners complain

that much of tne information received from treating sources is too

old to satisfy SSA's requirements, too subjective, too opinionated,

and too sketchy to satisfy evidentiary requirements. Also, treating

physicians often don't perform the kinds of tests required by the

medical listings. Therefore, while it is clear that some portion

of attending physicians' reports- are not fully considered, we can-

not determine the extent of tnis nor what impact this has on the

final decision. We did see instances where attending physicians

said their patients were totally disabled, yet the States dis-

continued benefits. However, these were-invarlauly cases where

tne physicians submitted little oojective evidence to support

their conclusions.

There has also been much concern expressed about tie use--or

overuse--of consultative examinatons in connection with the CDI

effort. Tne 1981 consultative examination purchase rate in CDI

cases varied in the four States visited. We estimate it was 62

percent in Pennsylvania, 59 percent in Ohio, 56 percent- in

California, and 39 percent in New York.

Examiners say CDI's generally require consultative examinations

more often than other claims because many long-term disabled people

haven't been to physicians recently. Ohio, for example, ordered

examinations for only 30 percent of its entire caseload, but

nearly bO percent for CDI's. During this limited study, we did not
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attempt to evaluate the appropriateness of the consultative exam

purchase rate, or the quality of the exams purchased. We do,

however, plan to look at these and other issues pertaining to

consultative examinations in the near future.

CDI cases need
special development

One aspect of State agency medical development that we

believe needs to be changed is the practice of developing these

CDI cases as if they were new claims. SSA has issued no specific

development guidance for these cases, out rather has instructed

the State agencies to adjudicate these claims in generally the

same manner as initial claims. As a result, State agencies are

gathering only current eVidence--generally no more tnan 2 or 3

months old--and using tnis evidence to determine if the beneficiary

currently meets SSA's criteria for disability. This practice can

result in incomplete information and is one of the major reasons

treating sources are not contacted or their information is not

considered in the decision. It also helps explain the nigh con-

sultative examination purchase rate.

While the need for current evidence is obvious, we also

believe there is a need for a historical medical perspective in

these CDI cases. Many of these individuals coming under review

have been receiving benefits for several years. To base a decision

on only the recent examinaton--often a purchased consultative exam-

ination--could give a false reading of that person's condition.

Tnis is especially true tor those impairments subject to
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fluctuation or periodic remission, such as mental impairments.

For example:

A 49 year old beneficiary in Pennsylvania was awarded
disability insurance benefits in 1966 for schizopnenia.
As part of tne CDI/Periodic Review, the State agency
tentatively determined in March 1982 that his disability
had ceased. This decision was based soley on a coasul-
tat-ive examination report that found him "fairly alert
and responsive with schizophrenia controlled by medica-
tion". Following a due process procedure, however, the
State agency reversed its decision in April 1982 obcause
of information submitted oy the oeneficiary's treating
physician. This report showed a history of repeated
hospitalizations since 1950, emotional swings, and
withdrawn and anti-social behavior.

Another tie between the initial claims process and the CDI

efforts that might need change is the processing time goal. One

measure of examiner performance in ooth initial claims and CDI

cases is the percent of cases pending over 70 calendar days.

Wnile some examiners in the 4 states visited said they felt no

undue pressure to move CDI cases, others said they are constantly

aware of the time goal pressures. They felt it was unrealistic

to be expected to develop these CDI cases in 70 days. CDI cases

are often more difficult to develop than initial claims, and are

more time consuming since they generally require more use of con-

sultative exams.

We plan to evaluate this issue further to determine if it is

causing examiners to rush their decisions.

The Adjudication Process
and Climate

A more significant factor in explaining the number of CDI/

Periodic Review terminations is the way the medical evidence is

evaluated to determine if eligibility for disability benefits
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continues. State agencies use the "sequential evaluation" process

to determine if a beneficiary remains eligible. This process is

a series of decisions based on medical and vocational evidence.

Essentially, tne State agency must determine if the beneficiary

is working; if tne alleged impairment is severe; if the impairment

meets or equals the medical listings 1/; or, when the impairment

is severe, bpt does not meet or equal the listings, if it prevents

the beneficiary from doing his/her past work or any other work.

Changes in the Evaluation Process

SSA--after almost a decade of prompting from the Congress,

GAO, and others--has made major changes in the criteria and

guidance used in the disability determination process. The cri-

teria have become more explicit in certain areas, and in some

areas they have become more stringent.

During tne early and mid-197Us, those close to the disa-

bility program, especially State DDS administrators, voiced the

need for revised medical listings. For example, in response

to a March 1976 letter from the Chairman of the Subcommittee on

Social Security, House Ways and Means Committee, one State

administrator wrote, "The listings are outdated, and desperately

need revision." Another said:

"...the listings are about 10 years out of date . . . for
example listing 404, on myocardial infarction, is considered
in error. A large majority of persons who have myrocardial
infarctions, and survive, do return to work. Therefore, we
may be allowing claims in which return to work is more
tnan reasonaOle, in light of current medical practice..."

!/Medical evidence by itself is sufficient to establish that a
person is disabled where it establishes the presence of an
impairment included in the "Listing of Impairments" or an
impairment(s) medically equivalent to a listed impairment(s).
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The medical listings were finally revised in 1979.

There were similar complaints aout the need for improved,

formal guidelines on evaluating vocational factors in the sequential

evaluation process. In a 1978 Suocomaittee report, Members of the

Subcommittee on Social Security stated that they had

"...for years urged the promulgation of more definite
regulatory guidelines which would promote uniformity
in decisionmaking and provide for enhanced administrative
control of the program in this area. These proposed
regulations spell out through a grid mechanism the
weights to be given to the nonmedical factors..."

Tne vocational grid became effective in 1979.

During tne mid-1970s, SSA also began to get more explicit

about wnat it meant by a "severe" impairment. This was conveyed

in written and oral policy instructions, training programs, and

case returns to State agencies from SSA's quality assurance

system. The result was an increase in the number of denials

for "slight impairments".

All of these changes had a definite impact on tightening up

the "adjudicative climate". In response to a 1978 survey ny the

Subcommittee on Social Security, one State administrator said,

"...I believe the primary reason for the recent conser-
vative approach to disability evaluation is a direct
result of the activities of tne Subcommittee on Social
Security, the General Accounting Office, and others
involved in evaluating the effectiveness of the program.
The Administration has apparently carefully considered
all of the comments, inquiries, opinions, etc., and con-
cluaed tnat a 'tightening up' is desired. This view
may be somewhat of an over simplification; but in the
real world it is quite likely the root cause of the
recent trends. In summary, I believe the 'adjudicative
climate' has changed."
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Impact of Cnanges on
the CDI Beneficiaries

The changes to the sequential evaluation process and the

adjudicative climate were evolutionary and were not developed to

address specifically the CDI/Periodic Review program. Because of

the changes, however, many beneficiaries are being terminated.

The changes in the medical listings in 1979 have affected some

beneficiaries who previously qualified under the old listings,

out do not meet the criteria of the revised liLstings. For

example:

A 51 year old beneficiary in New York was awarded
disability benefits in 1975 following a myocardial
infarction (heart attack). At that time, the medical
listings only required evidence showing triat the
infarction occurred, and that the claimant had chest
discomfort. The revised medical listings for heart
impairments now require specific exercise tast results
or specific readings from a resting electrocardiogram
(EKG). While the beneficiary's resting EKG readings
in both 1974 ano 1982 show similar abnormalities and
he continues to suffer from angina (chest pain), his
benefits were terminated because the EKG readings
do not meet the requirements of the new listings.

Similarily, beneficiaries put on disability because their

condition "equaled" the listings are now being terminated because

of a more narrow application of this concept. In 1975, 44 percent

of all awards were based on equaling the medical listings--

instances where the impairment was not specifically described in

tne listings, but was considered equal in severity; or the

combination of impairments was medically equal to any that were

listed. In 1981, only about 9 percent of all awards were based on

equaling the listings. Examiners have told us that beneficiaries

allowed in the past with multiple impairments are now being
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terminated under the CDI effort because their impairments are

being evaluated independently rather than looking at the total

effect of the impairments. For example:

A 50 year old beneficiary in Ohio suffered from hyper-
tension, diabetes, and depression. Although none of
these impairments met the spec: flc listing, the claimant
was awarded benefits in 1971 when their combined effect
was considered. As part of tte Col review, ttie State
agency obtained evidence that contained essentially the
same findings as that from 1971. However, the State
agency now considered the impairments individually and
terminated benefits because none met the specific
listings.

The formalized vocational grid, now part of tne regulations

is also a factor in many terminations. In the mid-1970s many

individuals whose impairments did not meet or equal the listings

were allowed because of vocational factors (age, education, prior

worK experience)--even though tnere was little or no guidance

available at that time on how to evaluate those factors. Wnen re-

evaluating oeneficiar2es previously allowed for vocational factors,

State agencies now terminate benefits in many of these cases

because of the vocational grid. For example, beneficiaries 49

years old or younger with severe impairments that do not meet or

equal the listings cannot be found to be disabled unless they are

illiterate or unable to conunicate in English. Most of tne Dene.-

ficiaries Deing terminated under tnis review effort are age 49 or

younger.

A New Decision

In summary, through the CDI/Periodic Review process, SSA is

reviewing a group of beneficiaries who were awarded benefits

several years ago under a more liberal, less objective evaluation
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process. These are generally people wno were led to believe that

tney were being granted a lifetime disability pension. Now, with

no advanced explanation from SSA about the purpose, process, or

possible outcome of tne Periodic Review--tney are suojecteo to a

new decision, much tne same as if they were applying for disability

benefits for the first time. There is no presumptive effect given

to the prior findings of disability, nor to the years that these

Individuals nave oeen entitled to payments.

Ine new decisions are maoe using a newer, more o3ective,

more stringently interpreted set of evaluation guidelines; and

are made in a tougher "adjudicative climate. " At the same time,

tnese decisions are suoject to the same inherent weaknesses that

nave always plagued tne SSA oisaoility determination process--

suojectively, and medical development of guestionable quality

ano completeness.

SuoDecting everyone to a new decision his a major adverse

impact on the group of Deneticiaries who were placed on the

rolls initially through the appeals process. Because of the

historical differences in aodudicative criteria between tne State

and the administrative law 1joges (ALjs), many of tnese Bene-

ticiaries are now oeing taken ot te roils after reexamination

oy the same State agency tnat found them not disacleo originally.

Since the State's original decision was "not oisabled," a New

decision By tne State would generally oe expected to have the same

conclusion, particularly in lignt of tne tightened disability

determination criteria ana aadudicative climate. Many of these
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individuals may be put back on the rolls after another

appeal. 1/ We do not know how many cases are affected by

this "merry-go-round" review, but the number could be quite

large.

MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT ISSUE
NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

For tne reasons discussed above, many beneficiaries whose

conditions have not improved, or may even have worsened, are being

told they are "no longer disabled," and are terminated from SSA's

disability rolls. We believe the aspect of "no medical improvement"

for a large percentage of the cessations during the last year

accounts for much of the adverse publicity given the CD/Perlodic

Review process. This is not a new issue, but perhaps has been

exacerbated by the large number of "non-diarled" cases examined by

SSA during tne last year.

During our limited case review, we did not attempt to quantify

the number of cessations where there was no apparent medical im-

provement. However, a recent SSA study may provide some insight

into this question. The study evaluated over 21,000 disability

cases, and discontinued benefits in about 7,000 (33 percent).

These cases were reviewed by SSA examiners and physicians for

changes in the severity of the individual's impairment. Of the

7,JUO cases were. benefits were terminated, only 51 percent were

1/ A recently completed study by SSA of over 3,600 decisions by
ALJs highlighted clear differences in adjudicative criteria
between the ALJs and the States as a major reason for the
high number of decisions by ALJs to award benefits. For
example, the ALJs awarded benefits in 64 percent of the
3,600 cases, whereas SSA's Office of Assessment, using
State agency criteria, would have awarded benefits in only
13 percent. The study also highlighted the significant
effect of a face-to-face meeting witn the claimant.
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determined to nave medically improved. In 35 percent of the cases,

benefits were Ceased even though the severity of the impairments

was Juaged to ye tne same as or worse than when benefits were

initially awarded.

Under SSA's operating guides wnich have been followed by

tne States for approximately 4 years, disability is found to have

ceased when current evidence snows that the individual does not

meet the current definition of disability. SSA's policy states

that it is not necessary to determine whether or how much the

individuals' condition has medically improved since the prior

favorable determination.

Tne possible need for legislation on tne medical improvement

issue was addressed uy a 197b staff report of the Subcommittee

on Social Security, House Coinittee on Ways and Means, entitled

"Uisaoilxty Insurance--Legislative Issue Paper." SSA's policies

since 19o9 on CDI terminations nao beun that it was necessary

to nave documeiitetion supporting an ilroved medical condition.

Tue staff report pointed out tnat _

Revitalization of the CDI program can be carried out
administratively, although if it is the subcommittee
conclusion tnat tne medical improvement requirement
criteria should be altered, this may nave to oe done
oy legislation.

bSA cropped its former policy in hay 1976 ano until now tnere

nave oeen only a few court decisions on the issue. Those deci-

sions nave consistently argued for a return to some form of medical

improvement.

The legislative history of the 1980 Amendments clearly indi-

cates tnat the Congress was concerned about the individuals who
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have medica.ly improved and remained on the disability rolls.

However, it is not clear what the Congress' view was toward

those who have not medically improved. Whether the Congress

intended that all Deneficiaries would oe subDected to a "new

determination," or whether it is expected the earlier decisions

to afford some presumptive weight, is an issue that we are still

reviewing. Recent decisions in the U.S. Courts suggest that the

Courts believe a degree of "administrative finality" or res

judicata effect should prevail on these cases. Several class-

action suits are pending which presumably will address this

issue.

We believe tne Congress snould state whether cessations

are appropriate ior those already on the disability rolls who

nave not medically improved. There are other matters relating

to the medical improvement issue that need to be considered

also, such as now to deal with those on the rolls as a result

of clear erroneous initial awards, and those that, despite

no medical improvement, clearly come under a changed eligibility

criteria or definition. We plan to worx with this Committee ard

other 44emoers of the Congress in developing these matters further.

We plan to continue reviewing several of the other issues

discussed, and as tnis work progresses we will consider what

actions SSA should take to improve tne disability determination

process and, specifically, the Periodic Review.

On July 14, 1982, we transmitted our previous testimony to

the Secretary, Department of health and Human Services, and
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recommended that tne Commissioner of Social Security take

the following actions.

--Notify all disability beneficiaries and explain to

them the purposes of the Periodic Review, and the

importance of their providing coinplete and current

medical evidence. If these reviews remain "new

determinations" with little consideration given

to the prior determination, this aspect should be

fully explained to the beneficiaries.

--Issue policy guidance to the State agencies empha-

sizing tne need for oDtaining a full medical history

in all Periodic Review cases. The medical history

should cover the period from the initial disability

determination and include medical information used

in tne initial deterinintion.

--Establish a processing time goal for managing the

Periodic Review caseload tnat is commensurate with

thorough development of medical evidence.

That concludes our statement. We shall be pleased to

respond to any questions you or other members of the Committee

may have.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Densmore, we are very grateful for
your statement, which is very thoughtful and identifies some issues
which we want to address at an early date.

Senator Mitchell, do you have questions?
Senator MITCHELL. No, I don't.
Senator ARMSTRONG. I am going to withhold my own questions

for the time being as well. The constraints under which we operate
this afternoon are not the time of the Senators or the Chair, but I
am told reliably that the last flight to St. Paul, Minn. is at 5:45 this
afternoon;-so, we are going to try to move quite rapidly through
the balance of the scheduled testimony this afternoon in order to
get our panelists on, some of whom have some commitments that
they need to meet.

Senator Heinz, I was just saying that I was going to hold my
questions for the GAO in order to get our two panels on and let
them meet their travel schedule.

Senator HEINZ. So will I. -

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much.
[The following questions and answers were subsequently sup-

plied:]

11-3,46 0-S82--15
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG

According to your statement, 44 percent of tie CDI cases re-
viewed resulted in benefit terminations. That's a rate which
is more than twice SSA's initial estimate of the percent of
persons on tne rolls but not disabled. what accounts for the
higher rate ot CDI terminations? Is it because CUIs are targeted
to cases more likely to be terminated? Or is it the result
of changes in the criteria used?

SSA'S initial estimate, which was Oased on a nationwide sample
case review, showed tnat 20 percent of the 2.9 million title
II primary beneficiaries did not meet tile eligibility criteria
for disability. Tne criteria used to make this determination
was the same criteria tnat is currently used to ad]udicate
cases. Those judged ineligible tended to be younger oene-
ficiaries who were originally put on the rolls in tne error-
prone years ot the mid-1970s. A later study--the CDI Redesign
Study--focused on disabled workers under age 62 and those
put on the rolls between 1970 and 1978. The estimated cessation
rate in tnis study was 33 percent.

Based on the results ot these two studies, SSA "targeted" those
to be revLeweo under the Accelerated/ Periodic Review effort.
'Tnus, the resulting 44 percent cessation rate comes from a much
narrower group of disability beneficiaries--a group witn a higher
prouability for cessation.

The following factors toat we mentioned in our testimony are also
contributing to the cessation rate:

--giving beneficiaries "new decisions" and usifv more
stringent criteria than that used to allow thent ini-
tially,

-- subjectivity in tne process ano the influence of a
tougher "ad3udicative climate",

--erroneous initial decisions, and
-- reevaluations by the State agencies of awards by admini-

strative law ]udyes that may not have been erroneous,
out were not acceptable to the State examiners.
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2. If the Congress decides tnat a medical improvement standard
should ne adopted, would it oe possible to conduct reexami-
nations (CDIt's) based on the disaoility standards in use
when an individual's initial eligibility determination was
made. If not, why?

We believe it would be very difficult and cumbersome to
require a judgement of disablity based on previous years'
standards and criteria. nille this would be possible,
it would require disability examiners to frequently apply
different approaches and policies to their cases depending
on the dates of initial awards. In many cases, the
medical criteria previously used did not specifically
address various laboratory test results, and it would
ce confusing to examiners to have current medical evi-
oenco witn little or no applicauility to previous years'
standards. The process would also be confusing in situations
were the claimant was originally judged disaoled for
meetingg" tile medical listings alone, but now may have
improved to the point of not meeting trie previous medical
listings; yet the possibility remains tnat tne individual
would have been judged disabled previously when vocational
considerations were made.

The question apparently makes the assumption that language
sucn as contained in S.2776 and some other bills pertaining
to medical improvement would be adopted. We believe the
Congress coulu adopt other medical improvement criteria
which would not require an evaluation based on the disa-
Dility standards in ertect in previous years.
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3. Has the increased backlog or CDI cases resulted in perfunctory
reviews, forced state adjudicators to spen4 Less time on cases
or otherwise resulted in poor case development?

The 42 cessation cases we reviewed averaged nearly 127 days from
the time toe oeneticiary was tirst contacted about tile reexamination
to the date ot tne DDS decision. The shortest processing time we
round was 34 days, tie longest 368. he found no instances where
beneficiaries were terminated without being given tine to develop
and present their medical evidence. ;ve found that attending
physician data Is usually requested unless it is not relevant
to tile impairment, too old, or from a source knownto be un-
cooperative. In only a few instances -the examiners did not
request medical evidence irom what we felt was a relevant
source. while most sources did respond, we found significant
variations in quality, quantity, and oujectivity in their re-
sponses. We also contacted the DDS administrators in six States
and were tol toat, while backlogs have signiticantly increased,
the quality of the decisions and the time to develop tne cases
have not oeen compromised.

4. In your testimony you state that yOU found "no instances where
uenericiaries were terinated witnout being given time to develop
and present their medical evidence", and "only a few instances
were examiners did not request evidence trom what we telt
was a relevant source." In light ot this, do you have art
explanation for why the adequacy ot medical evidence development
is so frequently criticized?

There are several possiole reasons why criticisms are directed
at medical evidence development. Perhaps tile ulygest reason is
todt its the most vismule aid vital part ot tile disaoility ad-
judication process. Individuals who disagree with the denial
or cessation decisions, particularly those whose claims lave
oeen denied, logically criticize the examiners' conclusions
that the medical evidence does not support a finding of disa-
o1lity.

£nere are also many cases whero it appears that State agencies
are dismissing the evideiice provided oy treating sources, es-
pecially when thle treating physician renders an opinion that
the aeneticiary is "totally disabled" without supporting tne
clain with oujective evidence. Similarly, there are cases
where toe State agencies request information trom treating
sources but either because toe evidence is too old, or lacks
objective data to satisfy SSn's criteria, tile treating source
evidence cannot Ce used in the disability decision. It is
difficult tor the oeneticiaries, the medical community,
and tile general public to understand how this can happen.
Without a thorough understanding of SSA's disability criteria,
an often, reached conclusion is "poor medical development."
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Do you see instances in which Congressional intent or the actual
statute is being violated?

Based on our work to date, we are not aware that Congressional
intent or the statute is being violated. However, as we indi-
cated in our statement, we are not sure what Congressional intent
was regarding individuals who have not medically improved or
recovered from their medical problems.

6. Have the changes that were made in recent years in the regulations
pertaining to tne so-called "medical listings" and "vocational tac-
tors" caused an unintended tightening ot the prograil?

ine changes nave resulted in a tightening of the program's eligi-
illity requirements. However, tne Social Security Administration

hias stated that these changes made to the adjudicative criteria
were not designed to "tighten" the eligioility requirements,
out were made principally to attain more uniformity and ob-
jectivity in the decisional process. The Congress and GAO
nave historicdlly recommended to SSA the ieed for more uniformity
and ou3ectivity. As a result, in 1978 SSA updated its medical
listings, wnich nad become anti 1udted, to reflect technological
and meulcal science advances. Also in 1973, SSA issued
a decisional griO to assess more oojectiveiy an Individual's
vocational characteristics.

Because of tnese actions tine criteria tor deciding disadblity
cases tended to be tnore restrictive. Consequently, with the
new criteria in place, it became more ditcult for initial
claimanits 3nu tor those individuals being reexamined to
quality ro!- disaoility.

7. Do you think legislation is needed to bring about more unitormity
between the State agency and ALJ decisions?

There is no question tnat administrative law judges (ALJs) and
State agencies are making different decisions, and tat many of
tnese differences are due to differences in tneir respective
adjudicative policies and practices. More uniformity is needed,
out whether legislation is necessary to accomplish it, we don't
XnOW.

SSA hignlighted some ot these diterences in it's January 1982
report to the Congress ("The Bellman Report") on the implemen-
tatiori of Section 30(g) ot Public Law 96-265. In its report,
SSA also discussed adminIstrative actions it planned to taKe to
urging dout greater uniformity in decisions. Thesv actions in-
cluded better training for ALJs and requiring tnat adjudicative
standards and guidance governing State and ALJ decisionmaking oe
essentially the same. Spectically, SSA stated in the report
that it intends to expand the use of Program Policy Statements
(wnich become Social security Rulings) to address policy and
adjudicatory areas wnicn it believes are the most troublesome
and currently resulting in inconsistent applications.

There has oeen some Congressional concern expressed over whether
such planned policy announcements should go through the general
rulemaking procedures for the agency which would require public
review and comment oetore issuance. We are not prepared at this
tlle to coumLent on Soa's specific plans, the manner in wnicn they
should ue carried out, nor their possible results.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

I understand that when an individual tirst applies for social
security disaullity benefits, the individual has the burden
or proving that he or she is disabled within the meaning of
tne law. What happens atter an individual has met this strin-
gent definition of disaillity, is awarded benefits and is then
scheduled for a periodic review? Does SSA have to prove that
the individual's condition has changed and that the individual
is no longer disabled? Or does the individual have to prove
tie or she is disabled all over again? The way the continuing
disability investigations are administered, is this redetermina-
tion more like a periodic reapplication for benefits than a
periodic review?

The initial burden of proof in disaoility cases is on the
claimants. This burden consists of the claimants having to
suUmit evidence to support their claim, and that they
show the inability to return to their former employment.
It is generally recognized that SSA nas the burden ot
proving that alternate substantial gainful employment exists
tor the claimants.

While botn parties do have responsibilities in periodic
review cases, it is not clear where the responsibilities
end, tior exactly what must oe proven. SSA generally takes
the position that were evidence shows that the individual
is not currently disabled, a finding of cessation is appropriate.
The following excerpt from Social-Security Ruling 81-6 states
this position.

"Where the evidence oDtained at the time of a
continuing disauility investigation (CDI) es-
tablishes that the individual is not currently
disabled or blind, a finding of cessation is
appropriate. It will not be necessary to determine
whether or how much the individual's condition
has medically improved since tne prior favorable
determination"

As we indicated in our testimony, we don't Know whether
this policy is consistent with Congressional intent for the
periodic reviews. We think the Congress needs to clarify
this issue.

Presently, SSA's instructions for reviewing these per iodic
review cases treats them as if they were new applications,
or periodic reapplications as you referred to them. Whether
such treatment is appropriate, or satisfactory to the Con-
gress, we don't know. We are still studying this issue,
and included in our study are the many decisions in the
U.S. Courts relating to this issue. Several class-action
suits are pending around the country which relate to this
issue as well.
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2. In March 1981, the GAO issued a report which stated that as
many as 20 prcent of the people on the disability 'rolls may
not ue disabled. How did GAO reach that 20 percent estimate?
What Kind or evaluation did GAO perform of the people on the
rolls'!

For its March 1981 report, GAO did not perform any evaluations
of individuals on the disability rolls. As stated in the
report, the 20 percent estimate was based on a comprehensive
study conducted by the Social Security Administration. The
study--the Disauillity Insurance Pilot--randomly selected
3,000 sample cases, collected medical evidence including
conducting consultative medical examinations in about one-
nalf of the cases, used experienced examiners, visited
and interviewed many beneficiaries in their ooines, and
had all of the cases reviewed by SSA piiysicians.

Senator ARMSTRONG. May I now call the panel consisting of Dr.
Cohen, Dr. Talbott, and Mr. Barry Stern of the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Labor. For the reasons that I have already expressed, I
hope that the witnesses will be able to summarize their statements
and that they will appreciate the problem of time that we are
facing. I suspect they probably have travel schedules to meet as
well.

We are very pleased to welcome these distinguished panelists.
Dr. Cohen, if you would begin, we are very eager to hear your testi-
mony.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILBUR J. COHEN, CHAIRMAN, SAVE OUR SE-
CURITY, WASHINGTON, D.C., FORMER SECRETARY, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE -
Dr. COHEN. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that you put my

statement in the record. I won't repeat most of the things that
have already been said but will bring up several points that Sena-
tors have asked questions about.

Senator ARMSTRONG. That would be very useful, and we would be
delighted to put your statement in full 'in the record.

Dr. COHEN. And I would like to put the names of the organiza-
tions that I represent, which are practically every disabled and
handicapped organization in the United States. I represent the SOS
here at this meeting.

Senator ARMSTRONG. That would be very useful, as well.
Dr. COHEN. May I just say, as a matter of personal privilege, I

think as some members of the committee know, that in addition to
being Secretary of HEW in 1968 I did draft the original 1952 legis-
lation on the disability freeze for Congressman Kean of New
Jersey, and I drafted the disability legislation in 1956 for Senator
George, who was then Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee.
So my association with the disability program commences right
with the beginning of the program, and I have had a long history
of association with it.

I only say that because I am absolutely dismayed at the way the
present program has been administered this year, because it is so
inconsistent with the whole philosophy and background of the
Social Security Administration over the previous 45 years.
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As you know, there is a study put out by the University of Michi-
gan which showed that the Social Security Administration ranked
No. 1 in public reaction to the degree of service that people felt
they got from the Social Security offices. And I believe, along with
statments that members of the committee including Senator Heinz
have made here, that what has happened in the administration of
this program in this last year or so has shaken the foundations of
public support for the administrative competence of the Social Se-
curity Administration.

My view is that what happened is that the Social Security Ad-
ministration decided to implement the 1980 amendments too fast
and without adequate preparation. And while I recognized in the
hearing today that they made certain changes, I think that is a
frank admission of the fact that they were absolutely unprepared
in planning for it.

When I had the responsibility for the implementation of the
medicare program in 1965, we didn't touch a single development of
that without 11 months of preparation, and I always felt that I
didn't have enough time even with those 11 months. But to have
implemented the 1980 legislation so quickly without adequate staff,
without training of people in the State agencies, without changing
the determination forms-as has been indicated here-and doing a
lot of other things, I think was a major matter of mismanagement
decision. I think we are paying a very, very big price for that.

While I strongly suggest that much can be done by administra-
tive change, I believe a number of changes can only be accom-
plished by legislation; but I do believe, in connection with what
Senator Dole said, I would like to see this committee ask Secretary
Schweiker and Commissioner Svahn to put a 30-, 60-, or 90-day
moratorium on what is happening in these CDI's. I think we just
simply have to stop these suicides and not only the confusion but
the absolute anxiety.

I cannot tell you the people who have come to me concerning the
disability program knowing that I wa s a former Secretary. And
though I have no opportunity anymore to have any influence on
administration, I am absolutely aghast at the anxiety that this has
stimulated among disabled people.

I would just like to say, in addition, I am sorry Senator Duren-
berger isn't here, because I believe the national economy test that
is in the law ought to be repealed. The national economy test says
that because there is some person in Utah who might be able to dig
potatoes in Maine, that therefore that person in Utah is not dis-
abled because he can substantially engage in gainful activity in
Maine, or because he is a jewelry worker in St. Paul and there is a
job in the jewelry industry in Rhode Island, that that person can
work and therefore is not eligible for the benefits.

I want to say I was a party of putting the national economy test
in the law, so I am criticizing myself-I am not criticizing Con-
gress-but on the basis of a rather extensive study of which I was a
member by appointment of Speaker O'Neill of the National Com-
mission on Social Security, there is a whole chapter in its report on
the disability programs which I don't think anybody has read-un-
fortunately. I would urge the staff of the committee to do that, be-
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cause in addition we recommend various changes in the disability
program including repeal of the national economy test.

The other thing that I think is necessary is absolutely to take
social security out of the unified budget. I know Senator Heinz, and
I know Mr. Gradison in the House, and I think 70 Members of the
House in both political parties are saying take social security out of
the unified budget, because you cannot persuade people-at least, I
have not, and I probably have made 25 speeches on social security
in the last 2 or 3 months-persuade people that these various
things that are happening are not being done for budgetary pur-
poses. And I think that what is happening as a result of all this is
an undermining of people's confidence and integrity in the whole
social security system.

All of the amendments that have been discussed by Senator
Metzenbaum, Senator Riegle, Senator Cohen, and Senator Levin, in
my statement I support them absolutely and enthusiastically; but I
want to enter two more that have not been discussed.

We are opposed to legislation closing the record of the claimant
at the reconsideration level. This is inconsistent with the nature
and development of many degenerative disabilities which become
more serious as time p asses. Now, the reason I mention that, that
is a provision in the House bill that Mr. Pickle introduced, and I
want to put-you on notice that our organization is very critical of
several of the provisions in the Pickle bill, just like the administra-
tion is on other provisions; and I think if the Pickle bill came over
here today it would start a first-class controversy about that partic-
ular provision.

Another point: We do not support legislation to make the pro-
gram operations manual system, which has the acronym POMS,
binding on the administrative law judges.

Now, in answer to what Senator Chafee said, the idea of having
some unified way of getting everybody from the Social Security,
the State agency, the reconsideration, the ALJ, all to agree on the
same standard and the same application, I have to say I think is
virtually impossible. It's a nice idea if you say "everybody ought to
apply the same standards," but in our opinion to try to do this is a
denial of due process by prohibiting the administrative law judge
from basing his decision on a face-to-face review of the actual evi-
dence. He is the one who can see and talk with the claimant, cross-
examine him, and to make a decision on the basis of all the evi-
dence that the claimant produces at that time.

So we strongly support the ALJ's independent status as a coun-
termeasure to administrative and bureaucratic misjudgment of in-
dividual cases, based primarily upon a paper review.

I am just as much concerned as I was when I was in charge of
this program, Senator Chafee, of the very large volume of adminis-
trative law judge changes in the decisions; but I have come to the
conclusion, reluctantly, that there is no way to do that in disability
cases that doesn't take into account that the administrative law
judge is the one person who can see that person, get all the evi-
dence, and in which there is a lawyer present to defend his or her
rights. Many times in the other parts of the case, the person has no
representation. It is at the administrative law judge level that it
does that.
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It is true, if you read Hopkins v. Cohen in the Supreme Court-I
was the 2ohen, not Senator Cohen-in which I was sued, in which
we give the lawyers 25 percent of the amount that is won. But I
think that unless you preserve the administrative law judges' in-
tegrity and are willing to use the lawyers, you are not really pro-
tecting the claimants under this program.

I want to end with just one other point. The organization that I
represent, SOS, which includes about 100 organizations in this
country, we have within our own organization not only 2 former
Secretaries of HEW-myself and Secretary Fleming, who was in
the Eisenhower administration-we have 3 former Commissioners
of Social Security, we have 2 other Commissioners of Aging, and
many other former administrators of various aspects of the pro-
gram who are very conversant with the problems, issues, alterna-
tives, and options if the disability program. We have members
closely familiar with various disablements such as blindness, multi-
ple sclerosis, mental retardation, and with the legal rights and re-
sponsibilities of claimants, the appeals procedure, and the program.

Now, we have tried to offer our services both at the House level,
at the Senate level, and to the administration, because we believe
our experience and our competence would assist in working out a
satisfactory resolution to this widespread confusion, frustration,
and dissatisfaction caused by the 1980 amendment and what we
consider their precipitous and ill-prepared administration.

I want to repeat that offer, Senator, in light of what Senator
Dole said. I think in our organization, and as well what you will
hear in the State organizations, we have ideas about how this can
be resolved. But I think that time is of the essence, because there
are people who are being very adversely affected. We would like to
see some resolution of this as promptly as possible.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Dr. Cohen. We appreciate your
statement, and we appreciate your offer of help.-

[The prepared statement of Wilbur J. Cohen follows:]
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NEEDED LEGISLATION IN THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PROVISIONS

OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM

Statement by Wilbur J. Cohen
Chairman, S.O.S., The Coalition to Save Social Security

Before the Senate Committee on Finance
August 18, 1982

Summary

S.O.S. strongly advocates:

1. Support for a fair and humane administration of continu-
ing disability investigations (CDI) at a rate which is based upon
increased staffing, assurance of adequate medical, vocational,
and psychological information in the claimant's file, and adequate
information and assistance to individuals before any termination
of benefits.

2. Support for legislation which requires the Social Security
Administration to have evidence of medical improvement of a
disabled recipient before notice of termination of benefits, or
a firing to the claimant that the original decision granting
benefits was clearly erroneous and the reason therefore.

3. Support for legislation modifying the 1980 legislation
which immediately will slow down the CDI process to assure that
the reviews will be accomplished accurately and fairly in an
administratively responsible manner, consistent with the availabil-7
ity of the necessary State and regional personnel and due process.
We support additional personnel at all levels to accomplish this
objective.

4. Support for legislation which will permit claimants who
appeal their termination to continue to receive benefits during
the Appeals process through the administrative law judge level.

5. Reestablishment of an independent Social SecurityBoard
to administer the disability and entire Social Security Program
so it will not become involved in what the contributors and
beneficiaries think are "political" implications.
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6. We are opposed to legislation closing the record of the
claimant at the "reconsideration" level. This is inconsistent
with the nature and development of many degenerative disabilities
which become more serious as time passes.

7. We do not support legislation to make the Program
Operations Manual (POMS) binding on the administrative law Judges.
In our opinion, this is a denial of due process by prohibiting
the judge from basing his decision on a face-to-face review of
the actual evidence before him and cross examination of the
claimant at the time he makes his decision. We strongly support
the ALJ's independent status as the countermeasure to administra-
tive and bureaucratic misjudgment of individual cases based pri-
marily upon a paper review.

Conclus ion

We have within our organization not only two former
Secretary's of HEW, three former Commissioners of Social Security,
and two other Commissioners of Aging, but many former administra-
tors of various aspects of the program who are very conversant
with the problems, issues, alternatives, and options in the
disability program. We have members closely familiar with various
disablements such as blindness, multiple sclerosis, mental re-
tardation, etc., and with the legal rights and responsibilities
of claimants, the appeals procedures of the program. We offer
our experience and competences as services to the Committees of
.Congress and their staff to assist in working out a satisfactory
resolution to the widespread confusion, frustration, and dissatis-
faction caused by the 1980 amendmentss and their precipitate and
ill-prepared administration We hope the Congress will provide
leadership in restoring the program to a sound, compassionate and
fair administration.
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SAVE OUR SECURITY

14-Point Program
To Protect Social Security

1. BORROWING FROM HEALTH INSURANCE -- To meet the present short-r4nge crunch,
the Old Age and Survivors' Insurance Trust Fund should be allowed to borrow
from the Health Insurance Trust Fund, paying back the loans, at market in-
terest rates, during the 1990gs.

2. REALLOCATING SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES -- Under present law, too much of the
social security tax rate has bean allocated to Disability Insurance and too
little to Old Age and Survivors' Insurance. That has contributed to the
current financial bind, and an adjustment in the tax rate is long overdue.

3. BORROWING FROM THE TREASURY -- Social Security should be given back-up author-
ity to borrow from the general fund, just as state unemployment insurance
programs borrow from the Treasury, and have done so for years. The loans would
be repayable at market interest rates. It probably won't ever be necessary to
do such borrowing, but knowing that the authority to do so 6xlsts would re-
assure workers and retirees that social ;ecurity will always meet its obligations.

4. REMOVING SOCIAL SECURITY FROM THE UNIFIED BUDGET -- Prior to Fiscal 1969, the
Social Security Trust Funds were completely autonomous. Then they were swept
into the unified Federal budget where they have had to compete with other so-
cial and defense expenditures. Restoring social security's separate status
would insulate the program against the short-tern policy swings of elected
officials and political appointees, and would safeguard against the misuse of
social security for budget purposes. As long as social security remains in
the unified budget, there can be no support for a so-called balanced-budget
Constitutional Amendment.

5. PROVIDING GENERAL REVENUE FUNDS FOR PART OF MEDICARE -- At present, 75 percent
of the cost of insurance coverage for physicians' services is met from Federal
general revenue funds. We support the concept of having up to one-half of
the cost of hospital insurance coverage under Medicare also paid from this
same source.

6. RECREDITING OUTSTANDING CHECKS -- Some social security checks have never been
cashed, and over the years the amount has built up to a sizeable sum. The
money to cover these checks has been transferred from the Trust Funds and has
never been recredited. Under a policy of crediting these checks after a reason-
able time, the Trust Funds would recoup $22S million in Fiscal 1982.

7. ANNUAL ROLLOVER OF TRUST FUNDS -- At present, the-ov-erall yield on Trust Fund
investments is 8.5 percent -- far below the recent yields of well over 14
percent on long-term Federal securities. If the Trust Fund investments car-
ried a one-year maturity, the interest income to the funds would be more
closely in line with market yields. In 1981, for example, this would have
increased interest income by $1.7 billion. Over the past 21 years, it would
have increased interest income by $14.9 billion.

8. SAFEGUARDING HEALTH BENEFITS -- The government must assure continuation of
present Medicare and Medicaid benefits without requiring beneficiary payments
beyond what the law already requires. We support the Health Security Action
Council's cost-containment program designed to control cost increases in the
entire health-care system.
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9. PROTECTING DISABILITY BENEFITS -- We oppose the Administration's proposals, and
the proposals of some in Congress, to cut back disability benefits and to ar-
bitrarily impose across-the-board cutoffs which would terminate benefits for
qualified disabled persons and their families.

10. ADO PUBLIC MEMBERS TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES -- At present th Trust Funds are
administered by the Secretaries of the Treasury, Labor, and Health and Human
Services. The voice of the people needs to be heard in the handling of Trust
Funds which so directly affect the economic well-being of 36 million benefic-
iaries and 116 million contributors.

11. A BIPARTISAN BOARD TO RUN SOCIAL SECURITY'-- People should feel secure that 
their

rights will be respected. It is not enough to have the system operated as part
of a Cabinet Department with a President appointing both the Cabinet Secretary

and the Social Security Commissioner. This is a huge pension and group insurance
plan, and the policy function should be performed by a bipartisan board of direc-
tors. The power to set benefits and finance the program would remain with Con-
gress and the President, but social security is a people's program and they
should have a voice in the policy-making decision process.

12. A COST-OF-LIVING STUDY -- Disagreements abound as to whether the Consumer Price
Index correctly reflects the impact of inflation on the elderly. Some argue

that it overstates the housing component; others argue that it understates the
medical, food and energy components. A high-level advisory council could make
recommendations to Congress as to the most accurate way to measure cost-of-
living increases for social security beneficiaries, and Federal and military
retirees.

13. RESTORING THE MINIMUM BENEFIT -- When the Reagan budget was adopted in 1981,
it eliminated the $122-a-month minimum. Congress later reversed this action
and restored the benefit for those already on the rolls as of Dec. 31, 1981.
The minimum should be restored for all future beneficiaries, as well.

14. RESTORING THE STUDENT BENEFIT -- The 1981 Federal budget phased out benefits
for young dependents going to college. This cut adversely affects some 700,000

college-bound students right now; it could adversely affect the opportunity for
higher education for some 5 million additional youngsters by the end of the
century. The student benefit should be restored without qualification.

###

SOS Coalition
1201 16th St., N.W.
Suite 222
Washington, DC 20036

(202) 822-7848
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Dr. Talbott of Cornell University.

STATEMENT OF JOHN TALBOTT, M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIA-
TRY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, NEW YORK,
N.Y., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCI-
ATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. TALBowr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have an 18-page statement which I would like to have placed in

the record of this hearing, and I will merely summarize some of
the major points.

Senator ARMSTRONG. We will be very glad to print the statement
in full in the record.

Dr. TALBOTr. Thank you, Senator.
My name is John Talbott, and I am a trustee of the American

Psychiatric Association, a medical specialty society which repre-
sents over 27,000 psychiatrists nationwide. I am also chairman of
that association's Committee on the Chronic Mentally Ill, and a
professor of psychiatry at Cornell, as you mentioned.

My testimony today, however, will be not only on behalf of the
American Psychiatric Association but on behalf of 16 other provid-
er, consumer, and professional organizations in the field of mental
health, as well.

Mr. Chairman, we are aware of the urgent need to eliminate
fraud and abuse and to insure that SSDI beneficiaries are truly eli-
gible for their benefits because of their inability to work. However,
we firmly believe that the administration's current approach is
contrary to the letter and spirit of the careful review mandated by
law. It works a special hardship on the mentally ill and actually
costs the Nation more through these processes than if reviews were
conducted properly.

I would like to summarize three points for you that pertain espe-
cially to the mentally ill:

First, the consequences of the speeded-up review process;
Second, the SSA's failure to follow Congress mandate; and
Third, th3 special- difficulties encountered by the mentally ill:
First, the spd ed-upireview process. The speedup has left States

with inadequate numbers of both trained claims reviewers and
medical personnel trained to evaluate mental illness. As a result,
reviews are often perfunctory and lack adequate psychiatric and
other medical evaluation.

A very telling point that has been made here before is that the
mentally ill who, on paper may look one way, frequently are so ob-
viously disabled that when there is a face-to-face appeal, an initial
decision to terminate benefits is often reversed. That is a very im-
portant point.

The second point has to do with the failure to follow the legal
standards of disability. Frequently, neither the law nor the five-
step procedure otitlined by SSA is being followed. First, of course,
there is the determination of whether the person meets or equals
the medical listings; and, if not, then there should be a determina-
tion of vocational factors. Now, there are problems with this. Some
officials are publicly instructing reviewers to disregard the voca-
tional factors; and second, even if the vocational factors are evalu-
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ated, it is frequently a paper evaluation. The person frequently
looks good on paper, but we know that many patients can function
only in a sheltered vocational workshop but not in the real market-
place: they cannot take buses, they have to have a professional
side-by-side with them to operate, and so forth, all things that you
are well familiar with.

In addition, a puzzling paradox has arisen that has been pointed
out already. Patients are being disqualified now who have shown
no medical improvement since they became eligible for SSDI. And,
in the field of psychiatry, there have not been major technological
gains in the last 10 years; the major medications were introduced
in the 1950's, so notwithstanding refinements in drug therapy and
improved diagnostic methods, we have not seen technological leaps
that have eliminated the medical conditions in many people who
are mentally ill.

Third, I would like to talk about some specific problems of the
mentally ill. Severe and chronic mental illness interferes with the
individual's ability to perform the simple tasks of everyday living
that you and I take very much for granted-taking transportation,
participating in interviews, receiving work supervision, or thinking
clearly. You can understand that depressed people frequently can
do hardly anything, even get out of bed. Schizophrenics are unable
to think in the same logical, coherent- manner we are, or to follow
directions. Agoraphobics are afraid, indeed, of going outside and
even traveling at all.

The review forms will arrive, and the patient will panic or get
depressed and may not fill out the form at all, or does so incom-
pletely, because of the mental illness. The answers also may be in-
appropriate because of distorted thinking or a patient's perception
of what response is expected of him or her. Or a patient may think
that unless he or she says that he or she is well, the patient will be
rehospitalized.

The consequence is that, if the forms aren't filled out, frequently
the benefits may be stopped. And if rehospitalization occurs, you
are now dealing with a cost that is 10 times that of the current dis-
ability benefit.

Now, consultative examinations ordered by SSA with the mental-
ly ill are also quite difficult. Oftentimes they are located in a cen-
tral location; they are hard to get to for those people, again, who
have difficulty negotiating transportation systems. As has been
pointed out earlier, frequently patients with psychiatric conditions
have fluctuating mental states and may look quite good, without
delusions or hallucinations one minute and have them the next.

The appeals process is something that baffles many of the men-
tally ill. Many of the mentally ill can't even comprehend an ap-
peals process, and its availability is unknown.

The fact that benefits are not continued until the appeals process
finally reaches the administrative law judge review is another
problem.

Now, let me just briefly state 10 points that we feel are impor-
tant in terms of solutions-three short-term solutions and seven
longer term issues:
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First, short-term solution has to do with requiring SSA to show
that medical improvement has occurred. Brought up many times
today, we would strongly support that;

Second, slowing down the CDI process-again, brought up today.
We would strongly support that; and

Third, continuing benefits until the appeals process has been ex-
hausted.

There are some longer term issues that also need to be consid-
ered carefully:

One. To require that SSA procedures be consistent with the stat-
utes;

Two. To review the strictness of the definition of "disability" as
it applies to mental illness;

Three. To perform real workshop evaluations in real situations
so that we are able to see how and if people are able to work;

Four. To establish stronger guidelines on consultative evalua-
tions;

Five. To require face-to-face contact with the mentally ill at the
first level review;

Six. To hire and train enough examiners and medical staff;
Seven. And, finally, to bring the medical listings into conformity

with established medical terminology.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you, Senator Dole,

your staff, and SSA, to work out the best solution to this terrible
problem which affects thousands of our fellow citizens who were re-
cently working but are now mentally disabled.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much, Doctor, we appreci-
ate your statement.

[The prepared statement of Dr. John Talbott and answers to
question from Senator Armstrong follows:]

11-:346 0-82--16
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SUMMARY

Overview

The SSA's accelerated Continued.Disability Investigation process, is working an
undue hardship on mentally ill disability beneficiaries who, by virtue of the
illness itself, are particularly vulnerable.

The difficulties are based in:
(a) The failure to follow the legal standards of judging disability established

by Congress;

(b) a process which, both in regulations and Procedure and Operations Manual is
insensitive to the special nature of mental illness:

(1) inappropriate self-completion forms;
(2) insufficient attention to clinical record;
(3) failure to consider vocational factors of critical import for the

mentally ill;
(4) failure to recognize the fluctuating and intermittent nature of

profound mental illness;

(c) a speed-up begun 9 months before the Congressional mandate which further
compounds already cited difficulties due to:

(1) inadequate numbers of trained claims examiners;
(2) a documented shortage of medical professionals trained in mental

illness evaluation on state staff;
(3) incomplete, inappropriate or otherwise lacking consultative

examinations.

The result has led to a 400% increase in backlogged cases at the State level; a 45%
cessation rate with a correlary 67% reversal rate of cessations appealed to an
Administrative Law Judge; the apparent wholesale termination of mentally ill from
the DI rolls as one of a series of "targeted" populations under heightened,
inappropriately tightened SSA sub-regulatory criteria.

Recommendations

Short term, immediate
-- shift the burden of proof to SSA to prove evidence of medical improvement

(or that the original decision granting benefits was clearly erroneous)
based on the standards in effect when the beneficiary was placed on the
rolls, before SSA may terminate benefits;

-- slow down the CDI process to assure that the reviews are being accomplished
fairly and accurately; and

-- pay benefits through the Administrative Law Judge appeals level; -

Longer term,
-- require that sub-regulatory procedures are consistent with statute;
-- review stringency of definition of disability as it applies to mental

illness;
-- clarify requirements in current law regarding vocational factors as they

apply to mental illness including the use of valuable workshop evaluations;
-- establish stronger guidelines on nature of consultative examinations
-- face-to-face interviews with mentally ill at first level review for both

rew and continuing SSDI recipients
-- assure sufficient numbers and adequate training of claims examiners and

professional medical staff to review cases of mentally Ill;
-- assure consistency of nomenclature between medical professionals and SSA

manuals.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is John Talbott, M.D. I

am a Trustee of the American Psychiatric Association, a medical specialty

society representing over 27,000 psychiatrists nationwide, Chair of the APA's

Committee on the Chronically Mentally Ill, and I am also Professor of

Psychiatry at the Cornell University Medical College, in New York City.

My testimony before the Committee today is on behalf of the APA and

American Academy of Child Psychiatry, American Mental Health Counselors

Association, American Nurses' Association, American Occupational Therapy

Association, American Psychological Association, Association for the

Advancement of Psychology, Association of'Psychiatric Outpatient Centers of

America, Child Welfare League of America, Family Services Association-of

America, Mental Health Law Project, National Alliance for the Mentally Ill,

National Association of Fsycho-Social Rehabilitation Services, National

Association of Social Workers, National Association of State Mental Health

Program Directors, National Council of Community Mental Health Centers,

National Mental Health Association and all mental health provider and citizens

organizations.

I am please, to present our views and concerns regarding the

Administration's ongoing efforts to review the current Social Security

Disability Insurance (SSDI) rolls. We are very much aware that periodic

review of disability cases is necessary not only to reduce fraud and abuse,

but also to confirm that SSDI recipients continue to meet eligibility

requirements and remain unable to work. However, the Administration's current
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approach, in an apparent excess of zeal to reduce Federal expenditures, we

believe, is contrary to both the letter and the spirit of the careful review

that was mandated by Congress in the Social Security Disability Amendments of

1980. Moreover, SSA's reviews are being conducted in a manner contrary to

sound medical practice, and sound professional clinical practice. Not only is

the program administratively confusing and awkward for the recipients,

physicians, health and mental health professionals, state officials and judges

involved in it, but it works a special hardship upon the mentally ill SSDI

recipients who, by virtue of their illness itself, are particularly

vulnerable.

Not only are the mentally ill themselves hurt, but SSDI terminations are

affecting spouses and children -- entire families. The ripple effect of SSDI

termination is tremendous, taking a toll on health coverage, other means of

support provided at either-the Federal or state level including SSI and State

welfare. For the spouse or parent of a chronically mentally ill individual,

the burden of care alone is substantial. Often times, employment is difficult

under the best of circumstances, but in this economy, the ability of a family

member to seek and retain employment to replace SSDI payments is severely

hampered. SSDI is and must remain part of the so-called social safety net for

the nation's least able to help themselves. It is important to remember that

the disability program is like workers' compensation, as contrasted to

welfare. Disability insurance is earned. It is not a hand-out. To terminate

these benefits to which a worker is entitled by virtue of his or her illness,

is wholly inappropriate, wholly misguided.

The Situation

In March, 1981, the Social Security Administration began an accelerated

review of the claims of people receiving SSDI benefits, a review which
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Congress mandated be conducted beginning January, 1982. The delay Congress,

indeed this Committee, established was intended to permit the states the

opportunity to bring added personnel on board to handle the substantially

greater workload engendered by the adoption of the Act in 1980.

Nonetheless, SSA began these reviews nine months prior to the

Congressionally mandated date. In FY 1982, the Administration hopes to

complete 520,000 such reviews, as contrasted to 200,000 conducted in FY

1980. According to a Social Security Administration document of March 11,

1981 (copy attached), OMB "proposed through improved and tightened management

of the continuing disability process, that SSA find a way to save the trust

funds an additional $200 million in savings in 1982" (emphasis supplied).

These continuing disability investigations (CDIs) undertaken since that time,

constitute the SSA response to the OMB directive. Among the means of

acheiving the OB-mandated savings, again according to the SSA document, were

to: increase the required number of cases states must review each month

(adding 20,000 further cases monthly beginning May 1981, and upping that

number of 31,000 further cases monthly in FY 1982); targeting the non-

permanently disabled SSDI recipients over review of disabled SSI recipients

since the potential savings from the SSDI cases would be greater; and defer

the requirement of personalized denial notices (mandated by law) to "free

personnel to concentrate on reviewing disability claims."

What these recommendations have led to has been a nightmare for the

state-level review agencies. Those agencies, charged with the initial review

(as well as with the first level reconsideration-of disputed denials and

terminations) are under tremendous pressure, without adequate time to "gear

up" and without adequate staff to handle the increased review load. As a

result, reviews are often perfunctory, without adequate medical evidence, and

with insufficient attention to individual problems. Indeed, the SSA directive
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regarding the relocation of individuals from producing personalized denial

notices into handling the review process, highlights a deeply disturbing

component of the problem: staff who are inadequately trained to read and

evaluate appropriately medical or psychological records submitted (when time

permits) by attending physicians or other treating professionals. Further,

the SSA has argued that by beginning its review process nine months earlier,

it has actually spread the new workload imposed on the state agencies out over

a greater time frame, thereby easing their burden. However, the evidence is

to the contrary. The impact of initiation of the reviews In FY 1981, rather

than midway through FY 1982, has merely added a full year's worth of

additional reviews to the state agencies' already overburdened workload. It

is hard to believe that, with this increased volume, any examiner, even one

who is well trained, could give appropriate time and attention to the medical

and other documents comprising an SSDI recipient's claims record. Further,

the increased workload of those physicians and other health professionals

working in the state agencies assures that insufficient time can be given to

permit a thorough physical and mental evaluation of the recipients undergoing

the CDI review. Moreover, consultative examinations often purchased on a bulk

basis, whether from physicians or other health care providers, simply cannot

be accomplished accurately and adequately, particularly for the mentally ill

DI recipient, under the current speed up.

Mr. Chairman, the data from SSA itself are clear on their face. In

March, 1981, when the SSA began its accelerated review, there was a backlog of

just 40,000 cases (breaking down approximately 80 percent SSDI; 20 percent

SSI). As of April 30, 1982, one year and one month after the accelerated

review began, that backlog had increased by 400 percent, up to 202,987 cases

outstanding nationally. (These include approximately 50,000 diaried cases;

the balance is attributable to the accelerated CDI. Again the split is
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approximately 80 percent SSDI and 20 percent SSI.) The average national

backlog of cases is estimated to be of 4.9 months duration. That is, if all

new reviews were held by SSA, it would take, on an average, 4.9 months for all

states to clear their backlog. In New Jersey, the backlog is 9.98 months; New

York, 8 months; Pennsylvania, 6 months; Delaware, 14.3 months; Texas 6.8

months.

We understand that the backlog can only worsen. It is estimated that in

FY 1983, over 700,000 cases will be subject to review, up 40% over the

approximately 500,000 cases under review this year. At the same time, SSA

state agency staff has increased by only 27% nationally since passage of the

1980 amendments. The backlog is increasing at a rate of over 12 times the

rate that "additional resources" at the state level are being added. The

personnel simply are not there. The sheer volume of cases and the serious

understaffing at the state agency level has led to a monstrous error rate. Of

the 174,000 persons whose benefits have ceased in the last 15 months (45% of

all reviews) and who have sought adjudication before an Administrative Law

Judge, fully 67 percent of the terminations are reversed. This is far more

than any acceptable margin of error and 20 percent above the rate predicted by

SSA itself. Thus the accelerated CDI review is forcing cases to be handled

inadequately at the initial review level, to be "rubber stamped" at the

reconsideration level, and to be reviewed and often overturned at the

Administrative Law Judge level. I will speak more about the problems in the

process per se hereafter.
7

The Mentally Ill

The nightmare is even greater for the SSDI recipient, and specifically

the mentally ill SSDI recipient. The review procedures are not designed to

recognize the very special limitations of these SSDI recipients. When a case
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is pulled for CDI review, the state agency mails the disability recipient a

three-page form seeking detailed information about his or her medical

condition and employability. A copy of that form is appended to my

testimony. If this form is not completed and returned within 35 days of

mailing, we understand benefits are often terminated, notwithstanding SSA

directives to 'go the extra mile" for the mentally ill.

Many of the severely mentally ill, the disabled, capable of living in

community--based settings as long as they receive proper therapeutic services,

medication (if necessary) and social services to control their symptomology,

are unable to understand that their only source of income is being threatened,

that their Medicare benefits (or Medicaid in the case of SSDI beneficiaries

receiving SSI supplementation and therefore Medicaid benefits) -- the source

of payment for their continued treatment -- are being threatened. They often

do not understand the complexity of the forms, or the necessity of such forms

being completed. They either neglect to return the forms, or to complete them

adequately and, as a direct result of their disabilities, lose their monthly

support (a sum far lower than that associated with hospitalization, often the

only recourse when SSDI benefits are terminated). The problem is compounded

by the failure to provide the appropriate follow-up in cases in which forms

are not completed, to attempt to ascertain why such form was not returned, to

z----seek the advise and counsel of an attending physician who has previously

attested to the continuing disability of such person.

Moreover, given the nature of mental illness itself, it is often

inappropriate if not impossible to receive an accurate self-evaluation from a

mentally ill SSDI recipient using such forms. It is the very nature of the

illness which causes a patient to deny or distort the medical significance of

such illness. In a sense, the completion of the CDI form requires a person to

make statements about him or herself which, based upon the serious mental, as
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opposed to physical, nature of the illness, are almost by definition going to

be inaccurate.

A hypothetical example of a mentally Ill disability recipient's reaction

to the receipt of a notice of proposed termination may be instructive in light

of the foregoing:

Mrs. X., age 47, is a chronic schizophrenic.- She has spent the majority

of her life in state institutions, but was deinstitutlonalized 5 years ago to

a halfway house. She has been maintained on psychotropic medication, which

has assured that her symptoms are not obviously disruptive to those around

her, but has not "cured" the illness. She has been determined to be medically

disabled and not capable of substantial gainful activity. She, thus, has been

eligible for and has received both SSDI and Medicare benefits (the latter

after two years on the SSDI rolls). She has sought employment, but has been

unable to find such employment, and remains delusional, though not overtly

evidencing her symptoms in her outward demeanor. She continues to hear

voices, and i: unable to devote any concentration to any job. Each time she

is placed in a work-like environment by the halfway house mental health

personnel, she decompensates, falls apart, and is unable to manage herself.

She receives a notice that a CDI is to be conducted and is instructed to

complete the three-page form. As is the case with many of the

deinstitutlonalized chronically mentally ill, she does not wish to be

rehospitalized. She fears that unless she proves that she is "well" and

"employable" or "employed" on the form, that she will be recommitted to a

state institution. Thus, she completes the form inappropriately, indicating

that she has no physical or mental impairment, and that she has sought

employment. (Indeed, given the nature of the illness, she may actually

believe this to be true). She may even "create" a work history. Her

disability benefits are then terminated, based upon her report of wellness.

She is reinstitutionalized.
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What we find disturbing about the CDI process is not only the apparent

disregard for the complex and special nature of mental illness in this initial

data-gathering, but also that the case record of a current SSDI recipient is

not appropriately and accurately reviewed by state agency medical staff

sufficiently qualified to make an appropriate (if necessarily different from

the claims examiner) judgement about a mentally ill patient. We know, for

example, from a recent letter from Secretary Schweiker, following a meeting by

the Medical Director of the American Psychiatric Association with the

Secretary on the SSDI issue, that fully 27 states do not have sufficient

numbers of psychiatrists on their medical staffs to perform appropriate

reviews of mentally ill SSDI recipients' records. While the APA is working

with the Secretary to seek means of relieving this tremendous short-fall of

personnel, we find the current practice which essentially disregards an

existing clinical history to stand in clear opposition to procedures assuring

a full and sound professional evaluation. The requirement that a medical

record be wholly redeveloped, upon notice of a CDI, further places an undue

hardship upon the patient and his or her treating professional, if one exists.

In a May, 1982, statement, reporting on their review of SSA's continuing

disability investigations, GAO expressed a shared concern in this regard. They

noted:

"One aspect of State agency medical development that wo feel needs to be
changed is the practice of developing the ACDI/Periodic Review cases as
if they were new claims. SSA has issued ro specific development guidance
for these cases, but rather has instructed the State as initial claims.
As a result, State agencies are gathering only current evidence --
generally no more than 2 or 3 months old -- and using this evidence to
determine if the beneficiary currently meets SSA's criteria for
disability. This practice can result in incomplete information and is
one of the major reasons treating sources are not contacted or their
information is not considered in the decision. It also helps explain the
high consultative examination purchase rate. While the need for current
evidence is obvious, we also believe there is a need for a historical
perspective in these ACDI cases. Many of these individuals coming under
review have been receiving benefits for several years. To base a
decision only on the recent examination -- often a purchased consultative
examination -- could give a false reading of that person's condition.
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This is especially true for those impairments subject to fluctuation or
periodic remission, such as mental impairments." (emphasis supplied)

We have received reports from members of the American Psychiatric

Association, Mental Health Association, American Psychological Association and

many other organizations which I am pleased to represent today, that their

severely ill patients, or family members or friends now receiving SSDI

benefits are being closely scrutinized by the state agencies responsible for

SSDI review and, in many cases, benefits have been terminated, contrary to the

medical opinion of the consulting physician and that of psychologists or

social workers performing other evaluations of the patient. It is unclear

whether consultative evaluations were conducted in many caseL. However, were

such evaluations conducted, the evidence presented by the consultative

physician was probably in conflict with that of the attending physician, and

the patient was terminated from the rolls without regard to the report of the

treating physician (notwithstanding an appeals court ruling that special

consideration be given to the reports from such treating physicians and other

professionals - Day V. Weinberger, 522 F. 2d 1155 (9th Cir. 1975).) It is

also entirely possible that the recipient did not appear for such consultative

evaluation, often held in a single centrally-located place in the state. This

would not be particularly unusual for a mentally ill SSDI recipient

particularly since he or she may well continue to deny his or her illness.

A series of cases, from a single day-treatment program in New York are

illustrative of the problem. Of 10 individuals subjected to CDIs, all 10 were

terminated, notwithstanding clear and carefully developed medical histories

and psychological evaluations. One case, of a floridly delusional psychotic

barely able to be maintained in an environment outside the hospital, which APA

Medical Director shared with Secretary Schweiker, was found by the Secretary

himself to be an inappropriate termination. We can accept some error

tolerance, but 10 of 10 seems highly suspect. We further suspect that were it
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not for an involved and concerned staff at that facility, who helped these

individuals appeal their termination notices, many would not today have been

restored to their place on the SSDI rolls.

It is fair to ask how such inappropriate terminations occur. Perhaps it

is the combination of the above-cited factors, coupled with problems

engendered in the law, the operating procedures under which claims are

reviewed, and the regulations and sub-regulatory interpretive material such as

the POMs which have led to the termination of the mentally ill from the SSDI

rolls at a rate of 30 percent although they represent only 11 percent of

recipients.

For example, the statutory requirement that a person be deemed ineligible

for SSDI if he or she has the residual functional capacity to perform any work

available in the national economy has certain unique perverse repercussions

for the mentally ill. The availability of employment which, it would appear a

mentally ill person may be able to perform, does not mean, for such

individuals, that such employment is possible. I am sure you understand, for

example, that it is often impossible for a mentally ill person to negotiate a

ten-block bus ride to a place of employment by virtue of the illness itself.

We recognize the generic value of a strict definition, but note that for the

mentally ill, it is a seriously flawed definition.

As noted, other difficulties are based in practice -- operating

procedures which, due to the tremendous volume of casework now thrust upon the

separate state claims examiners may not be consistent with SSA regulation.

The requisite that extra caution be paid to the mentally ill case under review

by the clqimse&Amjner, as cited earlier, is such an example, as are

inadequate numbers of both staff psychiatrists and psychologists.

Yet other problems, particularly for the mentally ill, are based on
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regulation -- the so-called "Medical Listings' -- and on SSA's interpretive

documents, the Program Operation Manual System (POMs). Members of the

American Psychiatric Association's Committee on Rehabilitation recently

completed a chapter -- 'Mental and Behavioral Disorders' -- which will appear

in the new AMA publication, Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment,

and which provides invaluable advice and sets forth principles which may well

be more appropriate guides upon which claims examiner should rely when

interpreting the "Medical Listings." Indeed, the-Listings bear little

relationship to our chapter, and the POMs even less.

As you are probably aware, the SSA recently republished the Listings in

draft form for public comment. Regrettably, no substantive changes were made

in the mental impairment section, notwithstanding the publication over a year

ago of a new Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III)

which sets forth current psychiatric nomenclature. Thus, the terminology

utilized in the Listings bears little resemblance to the nomenclature utilized

in medical and psychological case histories of mentally ill SSDI recipients.

SSA state claims examiners, in effect, are forced to 'translate' case record

statements to language contained in the regulations and POMs before they can

begin the evaluation process. Since they are not trained in the psychiatric

or psychological nomenclature, such translation is difficult if not

impossible. Thus, case histories which are wholly complete, may be found to

be insufficient based on the discrepancies in terminology utilized. The only

safeguard could be the professional medical staff in the state agency, but as

mentioned earlier, many are not trained psychiatrists or psychologists and are

also therefore not current on DSM-II nomenclature.

The regulations pose yet other problems in their construction. We have

commented, both on behalf of the membership of the Liaison Group for Mental

Health as well as in our individual organizational capacities, to SSA, on the
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precise changes we recommend in the Medical Listings per se. These Included:

changes in the requirement that certain signs and symptoms be manifest at the

time of the evaluation -- not necessarily the case in most forms of mental

illness which is characterized by intermittent persistence -- ; and a

modification in the impairments which, in combination with the signs and

symptoms, form the basis for a determination of disability.

As important as the regulations, however, in the evaluation of disability

conducted by state claims examiners are the POMs. These sub-regulatory

documents (constituting some 13 volumes of material and constantly changing)

are the operating guidelines for claims examiners. We have discovered some

serious difficulties with these documents as well as with other sub-regulatory

interpretive material. They are leading to the flagrant disregard of the

SSA's own five-step procedure for the determination of disability. Portions

of the interpretive material may indeed be in violation of the law.

The law states that both medical and vocational factors must be

considered in the determination of disability. The regulatory interpretation

of the law has been to establish a five-step process to make such

determination. As noted above, "meeting" or "equaling" the Medical Listings

establishes per se disability. If someone does not meet or equal the

Listings, however, regulations instruct claims examiners to take the next

step, that is to look toward vocational factors -- establishing what residual

functional capacity an individual may have which would enable him or her to

work. However, in the case of the mentally ill this often cannot be

ascertained in the usual procedure (i.e., based on the clinical record)

because non-clinical, judgmental information, such as a statement that a

patient is not able to work is disregarded by claims examiners. Rather, the

claims examiner is expected to discern such information on his or her own.

Thus, while a mentally ill individual may appear to function in a "work
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environment" such as a sheltered workshop or day-treatment program, the claims

examiner neglects or fails to understand the critical and atypical nature of

that setting -- close, clinical supervision in the work setting -- which alone

enables the individual to work. When such supervision is withdrawn, the

patient rapidly decompensates, regresses, and is incapable of employment of

even the most unskilled sort. Hence it is often the case that a mentally ill

person may not meet or equal the Listings, but may be wholly unable to work

due to the pressure of the employment situation itself. Such finding could

only be ascertained by a work evaluation, which is not conducted on a routine

basis, if at all, by state claims examiners.

The situation has been further compounded by a draft POMs directive which

urges state claims examiners to rely on the psychiatric review form alone for

a determination of residual functional capacity, specifically recommending

against the usefulness of workshop evaluations.

Yet another aspect of the same problem, where SSA interpretation wholly

contradicts the law and regulations to the detriment of the mentally ill can

be found in the text of a state claims examiner training conference. In an

addendum by Dr. Blumenfeld (Medical Chief for the Disability Office in

Baltimore), it was noted that when "the overall psychiatric rating (is) less

than meets or equals (the Medical Listings), the individual retains a mental

RFC (residual functional capacity) for at least some type of unskilled work

activity." (parenthetical clarification added). Dr. Blumenfeld, in direct

violation of the five-step SSA regulations and the law itself, has recommended

that vocational factors be ignored for the purpose of establishing disability

in the mentally ill.

In response, the Michigan Department of Education, which houses the state

disability review office, stated that "It is recognized that this is a

significant change from the way we have been evaluating and adjudicating those
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cases. While we have submitted a policy question to the Regional Office on

this issue, it is not anticipated that the policy will be altered." In its

policy question to SSA, the State official noted "we would not agree with the

statement the '...when a mental impairment does not meet or equal the listing

it will generally follow that the individual has the capacity for at least

unskilled work.' We feel this position is logically inconsistent with current

manual guidelines." The policy has not been altered to date, to our

knowledge.

The impact of Dr. Blumenfeld's determination will be simply to work yet

another hardship upon the mentally ill disability recipient, setting him (or

her) apart from other disability beneficiaries, subject to different-criteria,

based solely on the nature of the illness. If the stigma of mental illness is

still with us, it is only heightened by such pronouncements from Federal

agencies. Worse, it is in violation of the law.

These are just two examples of what we expect are many inconsistencies

between SSA policy and law.

In a recent investigation, GAO found that the key problem in determining

continued eligibility of the mentally ill and other SSDI recipients is that

different and more stringent evaluation guidelines are in effect today than at

the time benefits were initially granted. The above cited examples clearly

demonstrate such changes in the standard, and their inappropriateness. GAO

found that "Many of those losing their disability benefits have been on the

SSA roll several years, still have what we would consider to be severe

impairments, and have experienced little or no improvement." GAO noted that

SSA's owi study found that "in 35 percent of the cases, benefits were ceased

even though the severity of impairments was judged to be the same or worse

than when benefits were initially awarded." GAO's recommendation was the

'Congress should state whether cessations are appropriate for those already on

11-346 0-82--17
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the disability rolls who have not medically improved."

We concur with GAO's assessment, and believe that in the case of

cessations, the intended result of the CDI process, the burden of proof should

be upon SSA to demonstrate medical improvement based upon the standards in

effect when the individuals were first brought on the rolls. To do otherwise

is a gross injustice.

The Process

Although denial or cessation of disability benefits can be appealed, the

process does not seek to maintain the SSDI recipient in the community during

that period. SSDI recipients lose all benefits shortly after receiving a

termination notice -- including Medicare benefits and Medicaid if the DI

beneficiary is receiving SSDI supplementation. During the time their appeal

is pending, which -- notwithstanding a court-ordered 165 day time limit

between termination and appeal -- can often be over a year, the former

recipient receives no benefits. Even if benefits are then reinstated, many

severely disabled individuals will have already lost their homes or will have

been forced to discontinue residential or treatment programs.

Many terminated recipients do not know their right to appeal to an

Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) if their first level of appeal

("reconsideration") fails; many do not have the capacity to do so; and many

have already been reinstitutionalized and cannot do so. We do know, however,

that many of those individuals seeking redress at the ALJ level -- over 65

percent of them -- have their benefits restored. We have wondered about the

difference between-the initial process (including reconsideration) and the ALJ

appeal. The answer appears to be several:

-- the ALJ has a face-to face meeting with the recipient, and is thereby
better able to review aspects of demeanor, affect, functional ability
that are easily visible to the eye;
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-- the patient may well have deteriorated in the period intervening
between reconsideration and the ALJ hearing;

-- and most important, the ALJ is bound by the statute and regulations,
whereas the state level officials rely upon the POMs and other SSA
directives which are not necessarily consistent with either the law
or regulations, as noted above.

What has resulted has been a tragedy. Between cessation notice and

ultimate restoration of benefits, the disabled individual is cut off the SSDI

rolls in what amounts to a false economy in both human as well as monetary

terms. The average amount of time between a denial at reconsideration and the

Administrative Law Judge hearing, on a national basis, is 173 days ranging

from a high in'Federal Region V of 221 days to a low of 142 days in Region

IV). Further, as many as 100 days can lapse between the first notice of

termination and the reconsideration hearing; and another 45 days of processing

time to restore the beneficiary to the rolls are necessary if an ALJ hearing

overturns the cessation. Thus, on the average, a legitimately enrolled SSDI

recipient may be inappropriately cut off the DI and Medicare rolls for as long

as 10 months to a year. In some states, that number may run as high as 18

months.

The Response

We know that House legislation, H.R. 6181, seeks to resolve several of

these complex and misguided results of the 1980 Disability Amendments.

However, we believe that the legislation fails in several critical respects,

and each organization has opposed the legislation in current form.

We are also aware that SSA has indicated that it is seeking to resolve

the problem, but is faced with financial constraints from OMB.

We believe that the bills which have been introduced in the Senate by

Senators Cohen, Heinz, Levin, Metzenbaum, Riegle and Sasser pose reasoned

solutions to not only the longer term problems of the SSDI program itself, but

appropriate short-term solutions to the urgent problem now by the accelerated
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CDI review process.

The APA and its colleague organizations joining in this testimony believe

that three actions are urgently needed, as soon as the House and Senate can

act, to end the carnage to which the disabled are being laid waste. They

include:

-- shifting the burden of proof to SSA to prove evidence of medical
improvement (or that the original decision granting benefits was
clearly erroneous) based on the standards in effect when the
beneficiary was placed on the rolls, before SSA may terminate
benefits;

-- slowing down the CDI process to assure that the reviews are being
accomplished fairly and accurately; and

-- paying benefits through the Administrative Law Judge appeals level.

Each of these recommendations is based in my prior testimony, and the

rationale for each has been explained in my earlier text.

There are other longer-term recommendations which we believe the

Committee should consider as well, each of which has also been raised in our

testimony.

(1) Is the definition of disability in use today too stringent as it is
applied to the mentally ill disabled? We believe it is.

(2) Should Congress mandate more clearly what is meant by vocational
factors to avoid the current failures of the SSA to appropriately
assess residual functional capacity in the mentally ill? We believe
it should.

(3) Should Congress mandate workshop evaluations as a means of assessing
residual functional capacity in cases in which someone does not
"meet' or "equal" the medical criteria for establishing per se
disability? We believe it should.

(4) How can consultative examinations be conducted so as to assure that
adequate time is devoted to case development and a clear assessment
of the patient's status, particularly in view of the use of bulk
providers?

(5) Should there be special requirements for a first level reviewer
(claims examiner) to conduct face-to-face interviews with the
mentally ill, either applying for SSDI or undergoing a CDI or both?
We believe both should exist.

(6) How can Congress help assure adequately trained personnel at the
state level -- both claims examiners, and professional medical staff
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specialists to handle the review of the cases of mentally ill SSDI
recipients?

(7) Should Congress mandate that SSA maintain nomenclature consistent
with current medical and other professional nomenclature? We believe
it should.

Mr. Chairman, we have presented what we perceive to be the key problems

to be in the current practice of the SSDI program's CDI review process as it

is affecting the mentally ill disability recipient. We have posed several

important short-term and several longer-term solutions. I hope the Committee

will act promptly In both cases, and act to the detrement of no one rightfully

on the SSDI rolls or in need of SSDI in the future.

I am grateful for the opportunity to have appeared before the Committee,

ans would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have at this time.
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September 13, 1982

The Honorable William Armstrong
Chairman
Subcommittee on Social Security
G Income Maintenance Programs

Senate Committee on Finance
2227 Dirkuen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

With respect to the questions you enclosed with your letter of
August 20, 1982 for the hearing record in regard to my August 18,
1982 testimony, my responses are as follows.

I understand your first question to be "Is it possible the high
rate of reversals at the AIJ level is a direct result of the
backlogged cases at that level?" As noted in my written
testimony, we suspect that such backlog is not the basic cause for
the reversals. Rather, I suggest the reasons for the.high
reversal rate, borne out both by GAO's May report and that of the
House Select Committee on Aging, include:

(1) the face-to-face meeting between an A12 and SSDI
recipient;

(2) the likelihood that the patient may have deteriorated in
the period intervening between reconsideration and the
ALJ hearing; and

(3) most important, the fact that the AlA is bound by the
statute regulations and DHHS Secretarial rulings whereas
the state level officials rely upon the POMs and other
SSA directives which are not necessarily consistent with
either the law or regulations. (It is for this reason
that we are concerned, for example, about the SSA's
current efforts to upgrade portions of the POMs to the
level of DHS rulings.)

Your second paragraph question states: "Why is it important or
equitable to demonstrate medical improvement based on the
standards in effect when the individual was first brought on the
rolls? What is wrong with using current standards which, as you
assert, should reflect current medical technology and
terminology?"

I believe it is important first to distinguish what is meant by
the term "standards." A clear distinction should be made among
medical standards, standards as embodied in regulation, and
standards which are established pursuant to the PO3 or other sub-
regulatory documents. We believe that the latter two standards
should reflect the state of the medical art.
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Aa I mentioned in my oral testimony, the nomenclature in the
regulations is badly outdated and may create difficulty for claims
examiners in ascertaining whether the "Medical Listings' are met
or not based upon a medical report written in current nomenclature
by an attending physician. At the ease time, I noted tat
technology, as contrasted to terminology, has not advanced in the
area of treatment of psychiatric disorders as rapidly as we might
like. The major psychotropic medications, used to ztablize or
improve a patient, have been refined over the past twenty years,
since they were developed. However, new 'breakthrough" .*rugs or
treatments have not been introduced recently. (In contrast, it is
Important to note that advan::es have been made in diagnostic
technology -- such as the development of the PET scan -- which aid
In the initial medical diagnosis of mental illness.)

Unfortunately, 'standards' as embodied in the POKe and regulations
do not today reflect the medical state-of-the-art. Indeed, at
least one new item in the Pcxs-relating directly to the mentally
ill, does not even reflect statute. Neither physicians nor the
law recosmend the disregard of vocational factors in assessing
disability of a mentally ill patient. However, the "standard'
developed by BSA suggests that those mentally ill individuals who
are not able to 'meet' the Medical Listings, shall be 'deemed"
capable of performing some unskilled labor, absent a review of
vocational factors altogether. To judge the mentally ill against
such a standard, particularly when medical improvement need not be
demonstrated, is not, in my opinion in line with sound medical
practice or opinion.

In regard to your question 'Based on your knowledge of the
program, do you believe it is advisable to hold individuals to a
standard which is medically outdated?', my response is: clearly
not. We would not disagree with those provisions of the law
relating to individuals who fail to follow prescribed medical
treatment. We remain concerned, however, that both the standards
now embodied in regulations and certainly in the POKs do not
reflect current medical practice and policy. The reason we
support the demonstration of medical improvement based upon the
standards (read. regulations, rulings and PONs) in effect when
the individual was brought on the rolls is based upon the recent
trend to "tighten' the sub-regulatory standards unduly. Moreover,
an SSD beneficiary, placed on the rolls some time ago, and still
under physician care for his or her medical impairment or
impairments upon which the determination of disability was based,
would be receiving state-of-the-art care. If a major breakthrough
in treatment ware developed for just that impairment or
impairments, and iu were recomended and prescribed by a
physician, the statutory provision regarding failure to follow
prescribed medical treatment would prevail.

You asked, 'If there are so many problems In obtaining reliable
information from the mentally ill, do you believe that state
agencies should deal with someone other than the beneficiary,
perhaps a guardian?'
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We believe that appropriate joint notice to both a beneficiary as
vell as a legal guardian (if suoh exists), family, or physician,
may be appropriate. We have, for example, suggested the value of
a face-to-face meting at the initial CDI review level for the
mentally illy suggested that outreach on the part of the state
agency may be necessary in the case of these individuals. As I
mentioned in my testimony, the very nature of mental illness
itself, often impedes not only responding appropriately to
questions, whether in writing or in person, but oomprehansion of
the magnitude and purose of the review, the diecision-aking
process and the potential repercussions themselves.

I trust these responses are of further benefit in your
deliberations on this most critical issue.

Ra ctfully,

rican Psychiatric Association

JAT'"P I aw

Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Stern, secretary of the department of
labor and industry in Pennsylvania.

STATEMENT OF MR. BARRY H. STERN, PENNSYLVANIA
SECRETARY OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY

Mr. STERN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have also submitted. a lengthy statement, and in the concern of

time I would like to summarize my summary, if I may.
Senator ARMSTRONG. That would be very helpful. We of course

would be very happy to have your statement in full, and we will
make it a part of the record of this proceeding.

Mr. STERN. Thank you.
I am Barry Stern, secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of

Labor and Industry, which is the agency responsible for determin-
ing eligibility for disability benefits under the Social Security Act.

Like many other States, Pennsylvania has come under intense
public scrutiny from claimants, advocates, and the news media
with regard to the sharp increase in termination of benefits which
has resulted from the application of more stringent Federal eligibil-
ity regulations.

Pennsylvania responded early to these problems. Governor
Thornburgh directed me to establish a task force to identify the
source of these problems that were resulting in complaints from
angry and confused beneficiaries. We are happy to see that both
SSA and Congress are reevaluating the procedures in ways which
parallel some of our task force recommendations. We also note
with satisfaction other positive corrective steps that are contained
in legislation sponsored by our senior Senator, a member of this
committee, Senator Heinz.

It is our position that the adjudication system must be made
more humane, sensitive, and responsive to claimants. We believe it
is possible, with some modifications, to structure a system which
gives each claimant a fair, comprehensive, and personal assessment

I N 0I I am
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of his or her disability while meeting reasonable goals of the 1980
amendments.

The basic goal of accelerated review is sound: to remove from the
disability rolls -those who for years were undeserving recipients of
benefits. However, our experience in Pennsylvania has been that in
the process of cleansing these rolls some people are losing benefits
whose disabilities offer no real prospect of improvement and who
have become dependent and conditioned to the prospect of receiv-
ing benefits for the rest of their lives.

In support of the Social Security Administration, it appears that
some of these problems are being recognized and corrective meas-
ures are being taken, about which we have heard earlier today.

Unfortunately, many problems still remain. Adjudicators in
Pennsylvania are now required by the SSA guidelines to make
their determinations almost exclusively on the current State of the
claimant's condition within the past 12 months, with little regard
of past medical history.

For example, a 50-year-old widow with a 30-year history of psy-
chiatric disability and with other lesser physical ailments such as
arthritis and diabetes was terminated from our rolls. We believe
that some deserving recipients are being wrongfully denied
through the use of these strict criteria, and that by primarily con-
sidering current medical evidence it has a disproportionate impact
on the mentally impaired.

Adding to the public anger and confusion is the very high rate of
reversals by ALJ's of our adjudicators' decisions. This situation has
had the effect of callously pushing already distraught people back
and forth, in and out of eligibility.

At least a semblance of uniformity in the process could spare
these people considerable anguish.

In addition, the increased workload imposed upon Pennsylvania
by the acceleration of these periodic reviews has made it impossible
to keep up with the Social Security _Administration's processing
time requirements.

In the 2 years prior to implementation of the 1980 amendments
our average caseload per adjudicator was 88. Subsequent to this im-
plementation in this past June it rose to 125 per adjudicator.

The result has been that it is taking us an average of 210 days to
process a periodic review. SSA's target for all reviews, as you are
aware, is 70 days, and we would recommend 120 days given ade-
quate staff to more positively and humanely handle the situation.

But even if these problems can be solved, there is a more impor-
tant one which should be addressed if the purging of social security
disability rolls is to be carried out fairly, equitably, and with sensi-
tivity to human needs. There is a crying need for some kind of
transitional step for those whose benefits will be terminated. These
people need to be gradually eased from their total dependence on
social security benefits to a new and altered life situation, that of
competitive employment.

As an outgrowth of our task force report, we are putting together
the finishing touches on a comprehensive medical/vocational evalu-
ation model for use during the periodic review process-the time
after the initial notice of termination, and during the reconsider-
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ation of that decision. We plan to submit this to SSA shortly for
their consideration.

If I may, I would like to go over the major elements of that
mbdel:

First, a detailed interview to obtain work, education, and social
history of that person.

Second, a comprehensive medical evaluation by a certified in-
ternist.

Third, an evaluation of physical capacity done by a licensed occu-
pational therapist under the direction of a physiatrist.

Fourth, and vocational and work-sample testing to determine
how the individual actually performs in a simulated work setting,
and if he has skills which could be used in alternative employment.

We estimate that this evaluation model would take an individual
somewhere between 12 to 15 days to complete. With changes such
as I have described, Mr. Chairman, I believe that we will make sig-
nificant strides toward achieving the goal I am certain we all
share: To insure that the social security's rolls are free from unde-
serving beneficiaries, to provide a transition between dependence
on the system and the task of finding employment, and to garan-
tee that those with genuinely serious or long-term disabilities con-
tinue to receive the help that they so badly need.

Thank you for this opportunity to present the situation in Penn-
sylvania as I see it, and I will be glad to answer any questions.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much for your report, espe-
cially for the upbeat, optimistic tone of it for which we are grate-
ful.

[The prepared statement of Barry H. Stern and answers to ques-
tions from Senators Heinz and Armstrong follow:]
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Statement of
BARRY H. STERN

Pennsylvania Secretary of Labor and Industry
Before the

u. S. Senate Finance Committee
August 18, 1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee, I am
Barry H. Stern, Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor
and Industry, the agency in Pennsylvania which has responsibility
for determining eligibility benefits under the Social Security
Act. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to
present these comments.

INTRODUCTION

There has already been much discussion about the impact of the
Social Security Amendments of 1980 and, in particular, the
accelerated continuing disability investigations now known as
the periodic review.

Rather than amplify on these, my purpose in being here today is
to discuss the impact of these amendments on Pennsylvania's pro-
gram, the problems we face, the initiatives we've taken, and
recommendations to address these issues.

From March 1, 1981, through May 28, 1982, the Pennsylvania
Bureau of Disability Determination (BDD) received 23,000 periodic
review cases, made decisions on 11,000 of these cases, with a
termination rate of 35 percent or about 4,000 removed from the
SSA beneficiary roles.

PROBLEMS

Like other states, we found ourselves under intense public
scrutiny, particularly from the claimants, advocates, and news
media, with regard to the sharp increase in termination of benefits
which has resulted from application of more stringent federal
eligibility regulations.

Doginning in tho summer of 1981, tho Office of Vocational Reha-
bilitation (OVR) received many complaint letters and phone calls
from disabled Pennsylvanians objecting to the abrupt termination
of their disability benefits.

It was -not long after, Mr. Chairman, that we in Pennsylvania
identified problems with the system, problems relating to
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sensitivity, to an increased workload for our adjudicators and
to wide disparities between the decisions made by adjudicators
and those made by Administrative Law Judges (AJ's).

We are proud to say that Pennsylvania made an early response.
When these problems came to the attention of Governor Thornburgh,
a Task Force was commissioned to identify the source of the
problems which were coming in from all over the state from angry
and confused beneficiaries. The Task Force focused upon not only
theL technical adjudicative processing of the claims, but also on
how this adjudication process can become more humane and respon-
sive to disability claimants.

From the efforts of this Task Force, now a permanent component
of our agency's process, three broad areas of concern can be cate-
gorized: (1) Administration, (2) Medical Considerations,
(3) The Periodic Review Process. I would like to discuss each
of these at this time because these findings parallel the
efforts of SSA and Congress in reevaluating the procedures and
guidelines under the regulations emanating from the 1980 Amend-
ments. We also note with satisfaction other positive, corrective
steps contained in legislation sponsored by our Senior Senator
from Pennsylvania and a Member of this Committee, John Heinz.

I. Administration

The findings and recommendations of the Task Force in this
area have resulted in a formal implementation plan which
gives high priority to a fair, comprehensive and personal-
ized assessment of the claimant's disability. As a result
of over 140 personal contacts with claimants, the consis-
tent thread in responses was the depersonalized approach
taken with claimants and insensitivity to their problems.
Clearly, this is indicative of the need for a more sensi-
tive system.

We in Pennsylvania have initiated a series of steps to
improve the adjudicator's awareness of claimant needs.
Briefly these are

-- Initiating the adjudicating process begins
with a personal claimant contact rather than
written notification.

-- All written communications now being sent to
claimants have been reviewed and revised so
that the claimant can better understand the
adjudicative process.
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Uniform procedures are being developed in each
of our branch offices to consistently address
claimant complaints.

Questionnaires have been mailed to randomly
selected allowed and denied claimants in an
effort to evaluate our service delivery system.

We have developed both initial and in-service
training programs to redirect our adjudicators'
efforts toward a more personal and comprehensive
assessment of the claimant.

We have instituted a matching system when
scheduling consultative exams so that service
provider facilities present no architectural
barriers for the claimant.

II. Medical Considerations

In the area of medical considerations, we became aware
that the Periodic Review Process was detrimental to the
overall benefit determination system. Many of the prac-
tices and procedures used in initial claim development
were injurious to the claimant when applied to the Periodic
Reviews. I draw your attention to two areas of concern:
(1) the development of medical histories and (2) volume
providers.

Medical Histories

During the initial stages of the Task Force activityr-the
state agencies were advised to adjudicate Periodic Reviews
considering current medical evidence. This gave little
consideration to the prior years of disability and in
particular the impact these considerations would have on
the mentally impaired. When only the current status of
a psychiatric impairment is evaluated, the history of
recurrence and remission cannot be considered. Further,
I would point out that a study by the House Select Committee
on Aging shows' that, while there are more cardiovascular and
orthopedically impaired beneficiaries, the mentally impaired
were the most frequently terminated by the Periodic Review
Process. We believe that this occurs because insufficient
consideration is given to prior medical history. A case in
point is a fifty-year old widow with a thirty-year history
of psychiatric disability and with other lesser physical
ailments--arthritis and diabetes--was terminated from the
Pennsylvania rolls.
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Volume Providers

One measure of an agency's performance is the percentage
of cases pending over seventy calendar days. Pennsylvania,
when applying this standard to the unprecendented volume
of Periodic Review cases, was unable to obtain enough
physicians to satisfy consultative examination needs.
It was then that the "volume provider" appeared in
Pennsylvania, and in several other states, I add, to per-
form the needed consultative exams associated with the
Periodic Review cases.

Considerable controversy arose in Pennsylvania concerning
one of these volume providers--Johnson and Byers. In
response, we conducted site visits, analyzed and investi-
gated complaint letters, interviewed claimants who had
been examined by Johnson and Byers, and reviewed the
consultative examination reports submitted by Johnson and
Byers.

As a result of our findings, we have implemented the
following corrective operational requirements for volume
service providers:

-- All volume provider examination sites must be
fully accessible.

On a day when a provider of consultative exami-
nations schedules fifteen or more consecutive
claimants, an agency representative is on-site
to assist in responding to questions and con-
cerns of the claimants.

To assure the continuing accuracy and reliability
of the consultative examinations prepared by
volume providers, we conduct a semiannual
random sample review of their reports. These
reports are reviewed by a staff physician in
the same or related specialty to verify the
findings.

With the assistance of the Pennsylvania Medical Society,
we have involved the medical community by asking for
their advice about standards and guidelines to be used
in consultative examinations. As a panel, these physicians
were asked to provide the agency with comments and recom-
mendations concerning

-- The time which would minimally be required to
thoroughly conduct a consultative examination
m,.eting SSA requirements.
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The qualifications of a volume provider's
staff in the supportive field of x-ray,
pulmonary functions, treadmill, etc.

The extent to which standardized reports
and findings are acceptable as medical
evidence.

Physicians performing consultative exami-
nations outside of their area of specialty.

The use of resident physicians to provide
consultative examinations.

III. The Periodic Review Process

One of the most glaring questions we faced in Pennsylvania
was, "Why are people who were granted disability benefits
in the past now being terminated by The Periodic Review
Process in such large numbers?"

Our Task Force pointed to the 1979 changes to the medical
listing used in determining disability as having a
significant impact upon the Periodic Review cases.
Persons previously found to be disabled under a less
restrictive set of listings now find their claims being
reexamined using a more "stringent" set of medical
listings. For example, for an individual to meet the
medical listing of back impairment from nerve root
compression under the wold" (prior to 1979) listing,
medical evidence had only to show pain and motion
limitation in the back or neck. Now to meet the "new"
listing, pain and muscle spasm and significant limitation
in the spine must be documented.

Another example is that, prior to 1979, to meet the
listing for disability following a myocardial infarction
(heart attack) evidence was required showing the infarc-
tion had occurred and there was chest discomfort. Now,
in addition to evidence of the infarction and chest
discomfort, the listings require specific exercise test
results (treadmill) or specific resting electrocardiogram
(EKG) readings.

We also found statistical indications that SSA procedural
revisions contributed to the high termination rates
associated with the Periodic Reviews. In 1975, 44 percent
of the claims allowed were based upon the beneficiary's
impairments "equaling" the medical listings. The revised
SSA administrative policies had reduced this allowance
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Category to 9 percent by 1981. SSA now discourages the
allowance of claims where an impairment is similar in
severity, but not specifically described in the medical
listing.

Compounding this issue is that SSA no longer considers
the combined effect of all impairments of the individual,
but rather evaluates each impairment singularly, resulting
in many of the multiply disabled being terminated from the
disability rolls.

Consequently, people who were allowed disability benefits
and who relied on these payments, in many instances for
over ten years, now find their benefits terminated under
these more stringent guidelines. Furthermore, many
persons' medical conditions have not improved or may even
have worsened since their initial allowance. This situa-
tion, when combined with many years of nonemployment and
deterioration of work sills, has created a large group of
angry and vocal disabled citizens. It is this scenario of
events which has resulted in an adverse effect on claimants
dependent on this system.

Adding to the public anger and confusion about these Periodic
Reviews is something I'm sure the Committee is well aware
of--the very high rate of reversals by AL's of adjudicator
decisions. This situation has had the effect of callously
pushing already distraught people back and forth--in and out
of eligibility. At least a semblance of uniformity in the
process could spare these people considerable anguish.

In support of the Social Security Administration, it appears
that some of these problems are being recognized and that
corrective measures are being taken. In March of 1982, SSA
published information designed to improve public under-
standing of the Periodic Review process by explaining why
the claims are being reviewed and how the Review Process works.

SSA, realizing that certain older disabled beneficiaries
should not be included in this Review Process, twice
revised their selection procedures to screen out benefi-
ciaries over age 62 and also beneficiaries over age 59
with certain impairments.

Additionally, SSA revised its policy to accept medical
evidence generated during a twelve-month period for
specific chronic disabilities.

Nevertheless, the large volume of Periodic Review cases
and the pressure created by processing time goals remain.
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The increased workload imposed upon Pennsylvania by the
acceleration of these Periodic Reviews has made it
impossible to meet SSA's expected processing time require-
ments. As recently as March 1981, the average caseload
per adjudicator in our state was 88. By June of this
year, that figure had risen to 125.7. The result has been
that it is taking us an average of 210 days to process a
Periodic Review. Pennsylvania's recommended time is 120
days for Periodic Review cases.

We estimate that it would take 94 staff members to handle
our expected total of 19,344 Periodic Reviews in the cur-
rent fiscal year and meet the 120-day-per-case recommenda-
tion. Currently our complement is authorized at 640 positions
of which only 578 are filled because of funding limits. Of
the 578 filled positions, 245 are adjudicators and it is
estimated an additional 50 are needed to reduce the backlog
of Periodic Review cases in the next year.

The remainder is needed to service our regular disability
caseload of more than 122,000.

But even if these problems can be solved, there is a more
important one which should be addressed if the purging of
the Social Security Disability rolls is to be carried out
fairly and with sensitivity to human needs.

There is a crying need for some kind of transitional steps
for many of those whose benefit. will be terminated to ease them
from their total dependence on SSA benefits into a new and
altered life situation--that of competitive employment.

As an outgrowth of our Task Force report, we have developed
a comprehensive medical/vocational model for use at a key
point in the Periodic Review Process. The key point is
after the initial notice of termination and during the
reconsideration of that decision. We will recommend use
of this model to SSA.

The major elements of the model are:

An in-depth interview to obtain a detailed work,
education and social history of the person;

* A comprehensive medical evaluation by a
certified internist.

* An evaluation of physical capacity done by a
licensed occupational therapist under the
direction of a physiatrist.

11-346 0-82--18
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* Vocational and work-sample testing to determine
how the individual actually performs in a
simulated work setting and if he has skills
which could be used in alternative employment.

* Referral to public or private agencies that
can best meet the claimant's needs.

We estimate that it will take an individual about fifteen
days to complete this medical-vocational evaluation.

These beneficiaries will be given the opportunity to
participate in a model program that will more thoroughly
assess the medical and vocational elements of their
impairments. This evaluation will provide more compre-
hensive information for their final adjudicative decision.
If terminated, the beneficiary, in addition to knowing
that their evaluation was cc',plete and thorough, will also
have a detailed vocational evaluation to assist in their
adjustment to a new life situation.

We are preparing a medical/vocational evaluation proposal
which will be completed and forwarded to SSA for review the
week of August 23, 1982.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe that, with the changes I
have described, we will make significant strides in achieving,
humanely and responsively, the goals I am certain we all share:
To insure that the Social Security Disability rolls are free of
undeserving beneficiaries; to provide a transition between
dependency on the system and the task of finding employment;
to guarantee that those with genuinely serious or long-term
disabilities continue to receive the help they so badly need.
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
HARRISDURG, PEN NSYLVANIA

THE SECRETARY September 28, 1982

The Honorable John Heinz
United States Senate
443 Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Heinz:

Thank you for your recent request for further
information concerning my August 18, 1982 testimony before
the U.S. Senate Finance Committee hearings on Social Security
disability.

As I stated at that time, I am pleased that Pennsylvania
and Governor Dick Thornburgh were able to respond early to
difficulties posed by implementation of the Social Security
Amendments of 1980. Since that time both Congress and- the
Social Security Administration have taken positive steps to
re-evaluate 'the entire process of disability determination.

I am hopeful the enclosed response to your additional
questions will further clarify the problems we have encountered
in Pennsylvania and will contribute to your endeavors in
this critical area.

Thank you again for the opportunity to assist you in
this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly
if I can be of further assistance.

Barry H Stern
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I. LAST SPRING, REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) VISITED
TIlE PENNSYLVANIA STAfE DISABILITY DETERMINATION UNIT IN HARRISBURG. SOME
OF THE DISABILITY EXAMINERS THEY TALKED TO WERE CRITICAL OF T1hE CDI PROGRAM.
T1E EXAIINERS SAID T11E WORKLOAD WAS GROWING FASTER TiLN THE STAFF, AND T1lAT
THE UNREALISTIC PROCESSING GOALS WERE PRESSURING TEM 10 MIOVE CASES TOO
QUICKLY, AND THAT TiE QUALITY OF DECISIONS WAS SUFFERING AS A RESULT. THEY
ALSO SAID Ilih CHANGING SIGNALS FROM THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION AND
TiE TIGHTENING OF CRITERIA ARE CAUSING INDIVIDUALS TO BE TERMINATED WiO HAVE
NOT IMPROVED AND OFTEN ARE WORSE THAN WHEN TH1EY WERE AWARDED BENEFITS. COULD
YOU ELABORATE ON THESE PROBLEM AREAS IDENTIFIED BY Ti1E DISABILITY EXAM-INERS?
IN PARTICULAR, COULD YOU EXPLAIN HOW [tE BURGEONING CASELOAD HIAS HAD AN ADVERSE
IMPACT ON THE QUALITY OF-DECISIONMAKING?

The concern you express regarding the "burgeoning workload" and its
affect on the quality of decisionmaking in the periodic review was identified
by the Pennsylvania Task Force on Bureau of Disability Determination (BDD) in
its final report. The Task Force felt the processing time goals imposed on
the state agencies were unattainably high. Prior to the periodic reviews
our adjudicators caseload averaged 88 claims. Now with these added claims,
this figure has risen to an average of 125 claims per adjudicator. Pennsylvania
has not received the necessary funding from SSA to hire and train additional
staff to adequately deal with this increase. Therefore, to alleviate pressure
on our existing staff, the periodic review cases have been allowed to backlog.
We now have a br.cklog of over 7,800 periodic review cases awaiting action.

In addition, as indicated in my testimony, the lack of sufficient lead
time to train staff and the lack of specific guidelines for adjudicating
claims of this type have created a strain on the system. All of these facts,
when combined with a "tighter" set of medical listings and a "stricter"
adjudicative climate imposed on the state agencies by SSA, have created a
system that is not responsive to the needs of the handicapped citizen.

2. HOW MANY PSYCHIATRISTS ARE EMPLOYED BY THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE DISABILITY
DETERMINATION AGENCIES? AND, WHERE PSYCHIATRISTS ARE NOT EMPLOYED, W1O
EVALUATES TilE PSYCHIATRIC EVIDENCE FURNISHED BY CONSULTATIVL AND TREATING
PHYSICIANS?

At the present time there are approximately two hundred (200) psychia-
trists or neuro-psychiatrists providing needed consultative examinations in
Pennsylvania. Unfortunately, no psychiatrists are employed as full or part-
time staff consultants with.Pennsylvaoia BDD. The medical relations staff
at BUD has tried with little success to interest psychiatrists in serving
as staff consultants. However, we are hopeful that with the assistance of
the Medical Review Panel currently working on recommendations for the con-
sultative examination process, peer influence will develop new interest
among psychiatrists in working as staff consultants for BDD.
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
HAPRISUUR0. PLNNSYLVANIA 17120

THE SECRETARY I W910-

September 8, 1982

Honorable William L. Armstrong
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

ATTENTION: Robert Lighthizer
Chief Counsel

Dear Senator Armstrong:

I welcome this opportunity to answer the additional
questions which you presented in your letter of August 20,
1982. I believe these responses will further clarify Pennsyl-
vania's position related to the problems created by the periodic
reviews in our Commonwealth.

Again, my thanks to the Committee for the opportunity to
present Pennsylvania's views on this issue.

Sin,1re I y,

ar .Stern
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1 ACCORDING TO YOUR STATEMENT,- WHEN A PROVIDER SCHEDULES 15 OR MORE
CONSECUTIVE CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS AN AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE IS
AVAILABLE TO ANSWER CLAIMANT QUESTIONS. MORE THAN 15 EXAMS PER
DAY MEANS THAT LESS THAN 30 MINUTES IS AVAILABLE FOR EACH EXAMIN-
ATION. CAN A FULL EVALUATION BE COMPLETED IN THAT SHORT OF TIME?

Your concern regarding The completeness of a 30 minute ex-
amination is one that was shared by the Pennsylvania Task Force
on the Bureau of Disability Determination (BDD). As recommended
in the task force report, a panel of medical experts is currently
reviewing the consultative examination process used in Pennsyl-
vania BDD. One of the questions being addressed by the panel is
the amount of time needed to thoroughly conduct a consultative
examination while still meeting the Social Security Administration
(SSA) requirements. As indicated in my statement, Pennsylvania
BDD is monitoring all providers of consultative examinations
scheduling 15 or more examinations per day. While it does appear
that this allows only 30 minutes per examination, most providers
do have a team of more than one physician providing examinations
on any given day, thus allowing a physician more than 30 minutes
per exam. Also, it is realized that certain consultative examin-
ations require more time to complete than others.-

2. IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE CURRENT CESSATION RATE OF 4- PERCENT IN
PENNSYLVANIA TIlE RESULT OF TIlE INCREASED WORKLOAD IMPOSED BY PERI-
ODIC REVIEWS?

In my opinion, the cessation rate is not a reflection of the
workload imposed by periodic reviews. Rather it is a reflection
of the types of claims we are asked to review. SSA applies a
screening process to potential Continuing Disability Investigations
(CDI) to identify those claims which are most likely to be continued.
This screening is based upon the severity of impairment, age, edu-
cation and similar criteria. These claims are not sent to the
State agency for adjudication. Rather the claims sent to the State
agency are those that do not meet the screening criteria and there-
fore include a higher percentage of claims likely to be ceased or
terminated. In Pennsylvania, to minimize the impact of this in-
creased CDI workload on our adjudication staff, a backlog of approx-
imately 10,000 unassigned CDI claims has been accumulating. We
feel this action is necessary to allow our staff adequate time to
adjudicate the claims thoroughly and accurately, aud at the same
time, avoid any, suggestion of a numerical goal for cessations or
continuations.
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3. FUNDING LIMITS ALLOW YOU TO FILL ONLY 578 OF 640 AUTHORIZED POSI-
TIONS ACCORDING TO YOUR STATEMENT. WHO IMPOSED THOSE LIMITS? IS
IT THAT SSA OR T1lE STATE WILL NOT FUND ALL 640 POSITIONS?

While it is true SSA has authorized 640 positions, to date
SSA has not provided additional funding to hire the staff necessary
to reach that (JO figure.

4. A FREOIIENT CRITICISM IS THAT THE HIGH RATE AT WHICH ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGES (.\L.Il REVERSE STATE AGENCY DECISIONS (60-65i OF CASES)
REVEALS POOR DECISION-MAKING AT THE STATE AGENCY LEVEL. DO YOU
RELIEVE THAT AlIS -- UNDER COMPARABLE WORKLOAD PRESSURE -- MAKE
BETTER DECISIONS? WHIY?

I do not believe the high reversal rate of the ALJ's is in-
dicative of poor decisions at the State agency levul. ALJ's make
their decisions based upon their interpretation of medical and
vocational evidence and are guided by Federal appeals court inter-
pretations of the disability laws. Also, ALJ's have an opportunity
for a face-to-face contact with the claimant at which time subjective
information soch as pain can be presented. The State agency on the
other hand is n.it allowed by current SSA regulations to consider
pain as an clement in the adjudication process. In addition, fre-
quently the AL.J is provided with medical evidence that was unavail-
able to the State agency at the time of their decision.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Heinz, I explained a few moments
ago that we are now operating under fairly close time constraints,
but I would be happy to recognize you if you have questions that
you would like to address.

Senator HEINz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I particularly want to thank Mr. Stern for his work and the work

of the Department on the comprehensive vocational and medical
evaluation model, which sounds very creative and very hopeful. Let
me just encourage you in what you are doing. It may be a very
meaningful way out of the wilderness for a very large number of
people.

I have one question which I am going to direct to Secretary
Stern:

Probably the single biggest issue in contention between the
House bill, between the administration and some of us here, is
whether or not there should be a standard of redetermination
based on medical improvement.

Let's take the easiest example of that that I know of which is the
provision in my bill, S. 2731, where medical improvement takes
into consideration advances in medical technology. Now, those vary
by area.

For example, in some medical areas there hasn't been much in
the way of advancement, and in others there has been a consider-
able amount.

Dc you think that we should mandate such a medical technology
standard?

Mr. STERN. It is hard to mandate within four corners a specific
standard. What I think can happen, though, because of medical ad-
vances that are constantly happening, is that where it is applicable
and where this individual can meet the criteria that I have just de-
scribed in our evaluation model, that maybe within those con-
straints an individual should be terminated.
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In order to ease that, though, I was talking about the transition-
al period, as you speak of in your legislation also, that would be
able to determine if and when this person can lose his or her de-
pendence on these benefits.

One of the most traumatic experiences that we are seeing in
Pennsylvania is that for those that are being terminated now, it's
because of a detrimental reliance, in their minds, on these benefits,
and with a "callous" purging from the rolls.

Senator HEINZ. I think your point is extremely well taken. As I
understood your first answer - and correct me if I am wrong-you
do no-t favor people being terminated whose medical conditions
have gotten worse or have stayed the same; but you are not quite
sure on what standard we should apply that test. Is that correct?

Mr. STERN. Absolutely. Those whose conditions are the same or
worse I don't believe should be terminated unless adequate meas-
ures are taken to ease them back into the environment from which
they came.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, gentlemen. We appreciate your

participation.
Next we will hear from Mr. Edwin 0. Opheim and Mr. Nelson

Weinstock.
Mr. Opheim is assistant commissioner of the Minnesota Division

of Vocational Rehabilitation of the Department of Economic Secu-
rity in St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. Weinstock is deputy commissioner of operations from the
New York State Department of Social Services.

Mr. Opheim, we are going to get you on that last plane to St.
Paul yet, and we appreciate your patience; but I am under firm
instructions from Senator Durenberger that we are to meet your
travel schedule. We are glad to be able to do that.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, not to delay his air-
plane---

Senator ARMSTRONG. Oh, I beg your pardon. I didn't see that you
had returned. I thought you were not in the room.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me express my appreciation to you
for your thoughtfulness, and to the chairman of the full committee.

About Ed, I just want to say one of the reasons he is here is not
just that he is from Minnesota. He has been involved in vocational
rehabilitation most of his life, and for the last couple of years at
least he has been a key member of a task force that I have had in
Minnesota to deal strictly with the issue of disability.

One of our early contributions out of that group related to work
incentives for disabled persons, and a lot of recommendations, some
of which probably appear in his full statement, and some of which
appear in the bill which Senator Heinz and I have cosponsored.
Under a previous administration Ed was a member of the National
Council on the Handicapped, as well, and so I recommend his testi-
mony to members of the subcommittee.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Durenberger.
Mr. Opheim, please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF EDWIN 0. OPHEIM, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER,
MINNESOTA DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
Mr. OPHEIM. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-

mittee, I appreciate very much this opportunity to present my
views on the Social Security Disability Amendments and to com-
ment on the impact of the current policies as they relate to this
program.

I have with me Mr. Wally Roers, who is the assistant director of
the disability insurance program in the State of Minnesota, and I
may call on him to comment on some certain aspects of the testi-
mony.

My name is Ed Opheim. I am the director of the Minnesota voca-
tional rehabilitation program, which is a division of the Minnesota
Department of Economic Security. The vocational rehabilitation
program, under a contract with the Social Security Administration,
administers the disability insurance program in the State of Min-
nesota. I have. served with the Minnesota DVR for the past 25
years, and as such I have a very definite or a specific interest in
the administration and management of this program as well as the
disability insurance program.

My main concern is that the periodic continuing disability inves-
tigations, as I see them, cannot be administered fairly or effectively
under the current provisions that are in place. The result of the
application of these provisions as they exist is such that the lives of
handicapped persons throughout this country are being adversely
affected, and in many instances unfairly so. I would like to describe
for you some real life examples of how this is happening or occur-
ring. I would first like to provide some information on the size and
scope of the activity of the disability insurance program in Minne-
sota.

Earlier members of the various panels talked about the cessation
rate of disability recipients throughout the country. I think they
talked about a cessation rate of 44.4 percent during this past year.
In the Minnesota agency we have had during the same time period
almost 130 cessations. The rate of cessation was 30.5 percent-con-
siderably less than the national average. In spite of the cessation
rate being considerably less than the national average, we are still
faced with some very serious problems in the State.

I think when people are losing benefits in such massive numbers
throughout the Nation, there are obvious questions which arise:
Are the people losing benefits truly employable? Who are the
people who have been most affected by this process? Have the deci-
sions been accuratIs there a need to further reform the process
of review?

I would like to discuss two specific cases which were handled by
the Minnesota State agency, and I believe these cases illustrate two
aspects of the termination process or results.

The first case is an example of an individual who should not
have been collecting disability payments and was properly re-
viewed and subsequently had his benefits ceased. The individual is
88 years old and had been collecting benefits for 10 years. He was
initially found disabled due to a back injury sustained while work-
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ing as a police officer. This man collected monthly benefits for-10
years and never underwent any review in regard to his eligibility
until the periodic review began in 1981. At that time the medical
evidence revealed that individual had no objective medical findings
of disability, he had no neurological defects, no muscle wasting,
and no significant X-ray findings of pathology. At age 38, with a
high school education and no findings of any signficant impair-
ment, it was determined that this man should no longer collect dis-
ability benefits. The decision was subsequently upheld by both the
Administrative Law Judge and the appeals council. I believe this
claim illustrates the importance of the periodic review process
when it is properly applied, and it underscores the need not to
abandon such a process.

This man, however, still has many problems. We have been con-
firming his inability to work for ten years through benefit pay-
ments. He has adjusted his whole life style and that of his family
to that disability income. It may take him much more than the
three months his benefits will be continued to readjust to employ-
ability even with the best of vocational rehabilitation services.

The second case I would like to discuss concerns an individual
who had been receiving benefits for a period of 7 years due to
schizophrenia. In February of 1982 this woman's claim was investi-
gated as a periodic case review. The medical findings at that time,
including a psychiatric consultative examination, revealed an indi-
vidual with a severe psychiatric problem. Among other findings,
the case file reveals that this woman was tearful during examina-
tion, literally consumed with concern about a pet cat dying of leu-
kemia. She was described as becoming easily confused when at-
tempting to listen to people, and being unable to distinguish be-
tween her dreams and reality.

The examining psychiatrist described her fears of going outside
her home as being close to delusional. In concluding his examina-
tion, the examining psychiatrist stated the following:

The patient has problems relating to others because she-doesn't listen, gets con-
fused, does not know what is real or unreal. Her attention is scattered, and she
doesn't seem to focus on any one thing very well, except she seems to be able to
meet the needs of her cats as far as I can determine. From her history it appears
that she is unable to do much of anything because of her mental impairment.

The above woman's benefits ceased as of February 1982 on the
basis that she would be capable of performing simple, unskilled
work.

This benefit cessation was dictated by the adjudication standards
currently in use. This case, I believe, is an illustration of the
review process not working as it should.

This woman will not return to employment, and yet using
today's very rigid ad judication standards she was properly found
not eligible for disability benefits. I believe that this raises a sig-
nificant question about the standards in use today.

The cases that I have discussed illustrate both the need to con-
tinue a review process, but at the same time to improve the system
so that the decisions are the~most equitable possible. Of particular
concern, as Congress has pointed out, are thoe applicants who
suffer from mental illness or mental retardation. These individuals
are of particular concern not only because of the nature of the im-
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pairment but also because of the great percentage of decisions
which involve mental illness and mental retardation. Experience in
our agency shows that between March of 1981 and February of
1982, 46 percent of all cessations involved people with mena ill-
ness. I believe that this group particularly is being hurt by exces-
sively rigid standards that do not reasonably differentiate the em-
ployable from the unemployable.

One other major issue in regard to the periodic review process is
the effect such a process has on the administration of the State
agencies.

In the State of Minnesota the staff of the disability unit has in-
creased from 103 employees to 152 employees in less than 2 years.
This is a 47-percent increase in staff that is required to do the job.
This staff increase was due almost exclusively to the periodic
review process.

This expansion that we have had within the agency, coupled
with the additional caseload, has created a signficant strain. The
experienced examiners in the agency have caseloads which are
almost exclusively comprised of periodic continuing -disability in-
vestigation claims.

The experienced staff spends 80 percent of their time working on
periodic review claims; newer examiners have been brought on
board in the last year and are responsible for processing the major-
ity of the initial claims. The agency has been able to maintain the
accuracy of the decisions, but it is no longer able to process the ini-
tial claims within the time standards established by the Social Se-
curity Administration.

In view of the natioffal importance and the serious problems as-
sociated with the periodic review process, I believe that an immedi-
ate moratorium of the periodic review process should be consid-
ered. I believe this moratorium should not extend to those cases
which were diaried for continuing disability investigation on the
basis of anticipated improvement, but only on the periodic reviews.
Such a moratorium would allow the State agencies time to devote
needed attention to initial claims which are presently delayed in
processing because of the huge caseload of periodic reviews. It
would also provide time for a study of the disability standards in
use to determine their relationship to real employability. Further-
more, it is felt that such a moratorium should continue until such
time as legislative changes in the periodic review process have
been completed, and necessary lead time can be given to the State
agencies to implement such changes.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, if anyone were to
ask me if this program was a failure, my response would be, No, it
is not a failure. However, I would be the first to point out that in
1982 we are living with a legacy of prior decisions reaching back at
least a decade. Decisions that were made under standards that are
no longer in use today. It is essential and proper to undertake this
national examination of continuing eligibility for disability insur-
ance. I believe that it is necessary that we focus our consideration
in that direction; however, I also believe that the process of reex-
amination must move forward in the most fiscally responsible and
humane-direction.
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In summary, it is my observation that the periodic review proc-
ess is essential to the effective and equitable administration of the
disability insurance program, but it is not working as it was in-
tended.

I respectfully offer two suggestions for your consideration:
First, that an immediate moratorium be placed on the periodic

review process. This would immediately halt the injustices present-
ly occurring and would allow time to fimd appropriate solutions to
the problems inherent in the current system.

Second, a continuation of this hearing in the form of several ad-
ditional meetings to explore in depth the impact of current legisla-
tive proposals in order to assure a long-term solution to the prob-
lems that exist in the current system. -

Several proposals now being considered for reform of the periodic
review process, while appearing valid on the surface, need to be
thoroughly examined to insure that they will lead to the intended
result.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Opheim.
[The prepared statement of Edwin 0. Opheim follows:]
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TESTIMONY STATEMENT ON THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISARILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM

EtEZDLifLf

EDWIN Q. OPHEIM

DIRECTOR OF THE MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM

EE..RTE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 18. 1982
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE:

I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY OF PRESENTING MY VIEWS ON THE

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM AND TO COMMENT ON THE

IMPACT OF CURRENT POLICIES AS THEY RELATE TO THIS PROGRAM.

MY NAME IS EDWIN OPHEIN, AND I AM THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINNESOTA

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM, A DIVISION OF THE MINNESOTA

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY. THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

DIVISION, UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

ADMINISTERS THE DISABILITY INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE STATE OF

MINNESOTA. I HAVE SERVED WITH THE MINNESOTA DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION FOR THE PAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS, WITH THE LAST SIXTEEN

IN AN ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY AND FOR THE PAST THREE YEARS HAVE BEEN

THE DIRECTOR OF ".dE PROGRAM. As SUCH, I HAVE A PROFESSIONAL INTEREST

IN THE MANAGEMENT AND CONDUCT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

INSURANCE PROGRAM. I ALSO HAVE A VERY PERSONAL INTEREST IN THE PROBLEMS

OF HANDICAPPED PERSONS, BEING THE PARENT OF A SIXTEEN-YEAR OLD DAUGHTER

WITH CEREBRAL PALSY AND HAVING A MODERATE HEARING IMPAIRMENT MYSELF,

MY MAJOR CONCERN CENTERS AROUND THE IMPACT OF REGULATIONS AND

POLICIES PRESENTLY GOVERNING THE CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATION

(CDI) ASPECTS OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM, PARTICULARLY THE

PERIODIC REVIEWS MANDATED BY THE 1980 SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS.

MY PROFESSIONAL CONCERN IS THAT THE PERIODIC CONTINUING DISABILITY

INVESTIGATIONS CANNOT BE ADMINISTERED FAIRLY OR EFFECTIVELY UNDER THE

CURRENT PROVISIONS THAT ARE IN PLACE. MY PERSONAL CONCERN IS THAT THE

CURRENT STATUS OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM iS SUCH THAT THE
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LIVES OF HANDICAPPED PERSONS THROUGHOUT THIS COUNTRY ARE BEING

ADVERSELY AFFECTED AND, IN MANY INSTANCES, UNFAIRLY SO. I WOULD -

LIKE TO DESCRIBE FOR YOU SOME REAL LIFE EXAMPLES OF HOW THIS IS

HAPPENING. HOWEVER, I WOULD FIRST LIKE TO PROVIDE SOME INFORMATION

ON THE SIZE AND SCOPE OF ACTIVITY OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM

IN MINNESOTA.

THE IMPORTANCE AND THE ENORMITY OF THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS

CAN READILY BE SEEN FROM THE STATISTICS CONCERNING THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE

REVIEWED AND THE DECISIONS MADE TQ CEASE BENEFITS IN THE PAST YEAR.

FROM MAY 1, 1981 UNTIL MAY 28,1TIONWIDE 106,862 DISABILITY RECIPIENTS
HAD THEIR BENEFITS CEASED UNDER THIS PROGRAM. THE NATIONAL RATE OF

CESSATION HAS BEEN 44.4 PERCENT DURING THIS PAST YEAR, IN THE STATE

OF MINNESOTA DURING THIS SAME TIME PERIOD, 1,278 CESSATIONS WERE

PROCESSED. THE MINNESOTA RATE OF CESSATION WAS 30.5 PERCENT, CONSIDERABLY

LESS THAN THE RATE OF CESSATION NATIONWIDE. WITH PEOPLE LOSING BENEFITS

IN SUCH MASSIVE NUMBERS ON A NATIONAL SCALE, THERE OBVIOUS QUESTIONS

WHICH HAVE ARISEN. ARE THE PEOPLE LOSING BENEFITS TRULY EMPLOYABLE?

WHO ARE THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN MOST AFFECTED BY THIS PROCESS? HAVE

THE DECISIONS BEEN ACCURATE? IS THERE A NEED TO FURTHER REFORM THE

PROCESS OF REVIEW?

IN AN ATTEMPT TO ANSWERE SOME OF THESE QUESTInNS, I WOULD LIKE TO

DISCUSS TWO SPECIFIC CASES WHICH WERE HANDLED BY IHE MINNESOTA STATE

AGENCY. I BELIEVE THESE CASES ILLUSTRATE TWO EXTREMES. THE FIRST CASE

IS AN EXAMPLE OF AN INDIVIDUAL WHO SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN COLLECTING

DISABILITY PAYMENTS, AND WAS PROPERLY REVIEWED AND SUBSEQUENTLY HAD

HIS BENEFITS CEASED. THIS INDIVIDUAL is 38 YEARS OLD AND HAD BEEN
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COLLECTING BENEFITS FOR TEN YEARS. HE WAS INITIALLY FOUND DISABLED

DUE TO A BACK INJURY SUSTAINED WHILE WORKING AS A POLICE OFFICER.

THIS MAN COLLECTED MONTHLY BENEFITS FOR TEN YEARS AND NEVER UNDERWENT

ANY REVIEW IN REGARD TO HIS ELIGIBILITY UNTIL THE PERIODIC REVIEW

BEGAN IN 1981, AT THAT TIME THE MEDICAL EVIDENCE REVEALED THAT THIS

INDIVIDUAL HAD NO OBJECTIVE MEDICAL FINDINGS OF DISABILITY. HE HAD NO

NEUROLOGIC DEFECTS, NO MUSCLE WASTING, AND NO SIGNIFICANT X-RAY FINDINGS

OF PATHOLOGY. AT AGE 38, WITH A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION AND NO FINDINGS

OF ANY SIGNIFICANT IMPAIRMENT, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THIS MAN SHOULD

NO LONGER COLLECT DISABILITY BENEFITS. THIS DECISION WAS SUBSEQUENTLY

UPHELD BY BOTH THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE AND THE APPEALS COUNCIL.

I BELIEVE THIS CLAIM ILLUSTRATES THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PERIODIC REVIEW

PROCESS WHEN IT IS PROPERLY APPLIED AND IT UNDERSCORES THE NEED NOT

TO ABANDON SUCH A PROCESS.

THE SECOND CASE I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS CONCERNS AN INDIVIDUAL

WHO HAD BEEN RECEIVING BENEFITS FOR A PERIOD OF 7 YEARS DUE TO

SCHIZOPHRENIA. IN FEBRUARY OF 1982 THIS WOMAN'S CLAIM WAS INVESTIGATED

AS A PERIODIC CASE REVIEW. THE MEDICAL FINDINGS AT THATIFIME, INCLUDING

A PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATION, REVEALED AN INDIVIDUAL WITH A

SEVERE PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEM. AMONG OTHER FINDINGS, THE CASE FILE REVEALS

THAT THE WOMAN WAS TEARFU DURING EXAMINATION, LITERALLY CONSUMED WITH

CONCERN ABOUT A PET CAT DYING OF LEUKEMIA. SHE WAS DESCRIBED AS

BECOMING EASILY CONFUSED WHEN ATTEMPTING TO LIST TO PEOPLE, AND BEING

UNABLE TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN HER DREAMS AND REALITY, THE EXAMING

PSYCHIATRIST DESCRIBED HER FEARS OF GOING OUTSIDE HER HOME AS BEING

CLOSE TO DELUSIONAL, IN CONCLUDING HIS EXAMINATION, THE EXAMING

PSYCHIATRIST STATED THE FOLLOWING: "THE PATIENT HAS PROBLEMS RELATING
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TO OTHERS BECAUSE SHE DOESNfT LISTEN, GETS CONFUSED, DOESN'T KNOW

WHAT IS REAL OR UNREAL. HER ATTENTION IS SCATTERED AND SHE DOESN'T

SEEM TO FOCUS ON ANY ONE THING VERY WELL, EXCEPT SHE SEEMS TO BE ABLE

TO MEET THE NEEDS OF HER CATS AS FAR AS I CAN DETERMINE, FROM HER

HISTORY IT APPEARS THAT SHE IS UNABLE TO DO MUCH OF ANYTHING BECAUSE

OF HER MENTAL IMPAIRMENT.t

THE ABOVE WOMAN'S BENEFITS WERE CEASED AS OF FEBRUARY, 1982 ON
THE BASIS THAT SHE WOULD BE CAPABLE OF PERFORMING SIMPLE, UNSKILLED

WORK. THIS CASE, I BELIEVE, IS AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE REVIEW PROCESS

NOT WORKING AS IT WAS INTENDED. THIS IS TYPICAL-OF THE CESSATIONS

WHICH HAVE CAUSED NATIONAL CONCERN--SOMEONE WHO HAS COLLECTED AND

DEPENDED ON DISABILITY PAYMENTS FOR YEARS, WHO HAS NOT APPROVED MEDICALLY,

WAS NEVER AWARE THAT HER CLAIM WOULD BE INVESTIGATEDo AND WAS GRANTED

BENEFITS UNDER STANDARDS WHICH NO LONGER EXIST. AND FEW PEOPLE, I THINK

WOULD DISAGREE THAT SHE IS DESERVING OF DISABILITY PAYMENTS. THIS

POINTS OUT THE PROBLEM WITH THE CURRENT STANDARDS AND THE GRAVE

CONSEQUENCES WHEN THESE STANDARDS ARE APPLIED TO LONG TERM RECIPIENTS

THROUGH THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS,

THE CASES DISCUSSED ABOVE, IT SEEMS CLEAR, ILLUSTRATE BOTH THE

NEED TO CONTINUE A REVIEW PROCESS BUT AT THE SAME TIME IMPROVE THE

SYSTEM SO THAT THE DECISIONS ARE THE MOST EQUITABLE POSSIBLE. OF

PARTICULAR CONCERN, AS CONGRESS HAS POINTED OUT, ARE THOSE APPLICANTS

WHO SUFFER FROM MENTAL ILLNESS OR MENTAL RETARDATION. THESE INDIVIDUALS

ARE OF PARTICULAR CONCERN NOT ONLY BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF THEIR

IMPAIRMENT, BUT ALSO BECAUSE OF THE GREAT PERCENTAGE OF DECISIONS WHICH

INVOLVE MENTAL ILLNESS AND MENTAL RETARDATION. EXPERIENCE IN THE

11-346 467

11-346 0-82-19
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MINNESOTA STATE AGENCY SHOWS THAT BETWEEN MARCH OF 1981 AND FEBRUARY
OF 1982, 46 PERCENT OF ALL CESSATIONS INVOLVED PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILL-

NESS.

ONE FURTHER MAJOR ISSUE IN REGARD TO THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS

IS THE EFFECT SUCH A PROCESS HAS HAD ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATE

AGENCIES. IN THE STATE OF MINNESOTA THE STAFF OF THE DISABILITY UNIT

HAS INCREASED FROM 103 EMPLOYEES TO 152 IN LESS THAN TWO YEARS. THIS

STAFF INCREASE WAS DUE LARGELY TO THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS. THIS

RAPID EXPANSION, COUPLED WITH THE ADDITIONAL CASELOAD ON THE AGENCY

OF NEARLY 7,000 CLAIMS, HAS CAUSED A SEVERE STRAIN ON THE RESOURCES

OF THE AGENCY, AS WELL AS THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY UPON WHOM THEY MUST

RELY FOR INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO MAKE THEIR DECISIONS. THE EXPERIENCED

E*'kMINERS IN THE AGENCY HAVE CASELOADS WHICH ARE ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY

COMPRISED OF PERIODIC CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIONS CLAIMS.

WHILE THE EXPERIENCED STAFF SPENDS 80 PERCENT OF ITS TIME WORKING ON

PERIODIC REVIEW CLAIMS, THE NEWER EXAMINERS BROUGHT ON BOARD IN THE LAST

YEAR OR SO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR PROCESSING THE MAJORITY OF INITIAL CLAIMS.

THE AGENCY HAS BEEN ABLE TO MAINTAIN THE ACCURACY OF THE DECISIONS BUT

IT IS TAKING LONGER TO PROCESS THE INITIAIL CLAIMS. AT THIS TIME IT IS

UNABLE TO MEET THE TIME STANDARDS PRESCRIBED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY

ADMINISTRATION IN VIEW OR THE NATIONAL IMPORTANCE AND THE SERIOUS

PROBLEMS OF THE CURRENT PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS, AN IMMEDIATE MORATORIUM

SHOULD BE CONSIDERED. THIS MORATORIUM, I BELIEVE SHOULD NOT EXTEND TO

THOSE CASES WHICH WERE DIARIED FOR CONTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIbN

ON THE BASIS OF ANTICIPATED IMPROVEMENT, BUT ONLY ON THE PERIODIC REVIEWS,

SUCH A MORATORIUM WOULD ALLOW THE STATE AGENCIES TIME TO DEVOTE NEEDED

ATTENTION TO THE INITIAL CLAIMS WHICH ARE PRESENTLY DELAYED IN PROCESSING
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BECAUSE OF THE HUGE CASELOAD OF PERIODIC REVIEWS. FURTHERMORE, IT IS

FELT THAI' SUCH A MORATORIUM SHOULD CONTINUE UNTIL SUCH TIME AS

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES IN THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED

AND NECESSARY LEAD TIME CAN BE GIVEN TO-THE STATE AGENCIES TO IMPLEMENT

SUCH CHANGES,
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jIR, CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE; IF ONE WERE TO

ASK ME IF THIS PROGRAM WAS A FAILURE, MY RESPONSE WOULD BE

A DEFINITE 'NO." HOWEVER, I WILL BE THE FIRST TO POINT

OUT TO YOU THAT IN 1W2 WE ARE LIVING WITH A LEGACY OF PRIOR

DECISIONS REACHING BACK AT LEAST A DECADE. IT IS ESSENTIAL

AND PROPER TO UNDERTAKE THIS NATIONAL EXAMINATION OF CONTINUING

ELIGIBILITY FOR DISABILITY INSURANCE. I BELIEVE IT IS

NECESSARY THAT WE FOCUS OUR CONSIDERATION AND EFFORT IN THAT

DIRECTION,

HOWEVER, I ALSO BELIEVE THAT THIS PROCESS OF REEXAMINATION

MUST MOVE FORWARD IN THE MOST FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE AND HUMANE

DIRECTION,

SEVERAL PROPOSALS NOW BEING CONSIDERED FOR REFORM

OF THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROCESS, WHILE APPEARING VALID ON THE

SURFACE, NEED TO BE THOROUGHLY EXAMINED TO INSURE THAT THEY

WILL LEAD TO THE INTENDED RESULTS,

IN SUMMARY, IT IS MY OBSERVATION THAT THE PERIODIC REVIEW

PROCESS IS ESSENTIAL TO THE EFFECTIVE AND EQUITABLE ADMINISTRATION

OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM -- BUT -- IT IS NOT

WORKING AS IT WAS INTENDED.

I RESPECTFULLY OFFER TWO SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION:

FIRST, THAT AN IMMEDIATE MORATORIUM BE PLACED ON THE PERIODIC

REVIEW PROCESS, THIS WOULD IMMEDIATELY HALT THE INJUSTICES

PRESENTLY OCCURRING AND WOULD ALLOW TIME TO FIND APPROPRIATE
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SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS INHERENT IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM.

SECONDLY, A CONTINUATION OF THIS HEARING IN THE FORM OF

SEVERAL ADDITIONAL MEETINGS TO EXPLORE IN DEPTH THE IMPACT

OF CURRENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS IN ORDER TO ASSURE A LONG-

TERM SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS THAT EXIST IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM

THANK YOU, M. CHARIMAN, FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO

SPEAK BEFORE YOU THIS AFTERNOON,

Senator ARMSTRONG. Are there any questions?
I am mindful of your time schedule. I once made it from here to

National in 7 minutes, but not at this hour of the day, and I was
not at the wheel-I was cringing in the other seat of the car as we
careened toward National, and I think you should not attempt to
do that.

But are there any observations or questions from the committee
before you excuse yourself?

Senator DURENBERGER. Just an observation. Bill and I live within
15 miles of the Capitol, and he has been proposing a helicopter
service-which I think went out with the Senate gym. That's the
only way I think he could get to National in 7 minutes.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, also present with
us here today is State Representative Janet Clark from Minneapo-
lis, who is a member of the Minnesota State Legislature and who
chairs the welfare committee. Yesterday she conducted a hearing
in Minnesota on disability. With the Chair's permission, to the
degree that you may have a summary of that hearing, and having
sat through this entire session today, with the Chair's permission if
she might be able to submit a summary of that.

Also with her today are Maureen Billis, who is the staff director
for the committee. Maureen's son David is over here, and Repre-
sentative Clark's daughter is over there. -

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, we are delighted to do so, and of
course we will be happy to have the results of the hearing in Min-
nesota.

Mr. OPHEIM. Mr. Chairman, I do have a couple of short com-
ments that I would like to make that are not included in my basic
testimony.

Senator DURENBERGER. You had better submit them in writing,
Ed, because I do think you might be running out of time.

[The information was subsequently submitted:]



In addition to the personal injustices and hardships that occur as a re-

sult of the current Periodic Review Process, there is a real concern in our state

over the resulting transfer of the cost burden to the state and local communities.

Yesterday I had the opportunity to attend a special hearing on this issue held

by the Health and Welfare Committee of the Minnesota Legislature. During the

hearing the Commissioner of Public Welfare expressed grave concern about the trans-

fer of Disability Insurance beneficiaries to General Assistance caseloads, and

presented a letter which he had written to the Commissioner of the Social Security

Administration stating his concerns. With your permission I would like to intro-

duce a copy of this letter for the record. At this same hearing, a Connissioner

of Hennepin County reported that their County Welfare Office employed a full-time

staff person to assist Disability Insurance beneficiaries in the development and

preparation of their appeal of cessation of benefits. They considered this

action necessary to constrain General Assistance costs which were rising as a

result of the termination of benefits to persons whom they considered as unem-

ployable.

I have briefly discussed what I view as an urgent need for an immediate

temporary moratorium on the Periodic Review Process until the problems inherent

in the current system can be remedied. I believe that S.F. 2731 is definitely

a step in the right direction. This bill addresses a number of problems which

require resolution, and many of the provisions of this bill deserve unqualified

support.

There is a provision in the bill which, I believe, should have extensive

examination before implementation on a national scale. This is the requirement

for a face-to-face hearing at the reconsideration level of appeal.
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The intent of this provision is to provide a more thorough and fair decision at

the reconsideration level and to prevent the need for many individuals to pro-

ceed to the next stage of the appeal before an Administrative Law Judge.

I believe this concept is valid,obut I am not fully assured that it will

produce the intended results. State agencies are presently required to use the

same objective definition and criteria of disability at both the reconsideration

and initial level. Unless there is a modification of the standards, which will

allow a subjective interpretation of data at the reconsideration level , a face-

to-face hearing is likely to produce little, if any, substantial change in re-

consideration decisions. If subjective interpretation of evidence is allowable

at the reconsideration level, then we are likely to have the same disparity of

decision-making within the state agency as we now have between the state agencies

and the Administrative Law Judges.

I would respectfully suggest that any face-to-face interview program be

thoroughly tested before implementation on a national level. I believe a well

constructed pilot study should be conducted in several states before any final

decision is made.

Thank you for this opportunity to present these views on the Periodic

Review Process of the Disability Determination Program.

T
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much.
The committee is pleased to welcome Mr. Nelson Weinstock from

New York, from the department of social services there.
Mr. Weinstock?

STATEMENT OF NELSON WEINSTOCK, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
OF OPERATIONS, NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
SERVICES, MANHATTAN, N.Y.
Mr. WEINSTOCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for invit-

ing me here today. I am glad most of you have been able to stick
around.

I will cut my remarks very short; I realize the hour is late.
You are probably aware that the disability determination func-

tion in New York is part of the department of social services, and
we operate under contract to the SSA for making medical determi-
nations.

Since the inception of this Federal CDI program, New York State
has expressed its concern to Congress and to the Social Security
Administration about the massive disruptions and damage to vul-
nerable individuals that have occurred. While we fully support the
goal of assuring that only those beneficiaries who are eligible con-
tinue to receive benefits, a program to achieve this goal must be
designed with careful attention to its potential impact on recipients
and on the public and private agencies designed to assist them.
This program has not. Failure to anticipate these consequences has
resulted in major hardships for individuals and in administrative
nightmares for the States. States performing reviews for SSA are
in an untenable position. We are reviewing cases according to Fed-
eral guidelines which are unacceptable; however, if States opt not
to continue the reviews, clients may receive more superficial re-
views resulting in greater numbers of terminations.

The Federal disability program has for some time been consid-
ered harsh and restrictive in its rules and regulations. The imposi-
tion of the review program has placed a further burden on the dis-
abled population during a period when massive cuts are being
made in all programs designed to assist needy and disabled per-
sons.

New York, frankly, is confronted by a problem of major propor-
tions. Since the initiation of the review program in April 1981 over
25,000 New York State residents receiving disability benefits have
been reviewed, and more than 11,000 have had their benefits termi-
nated. The Social Security Administration's present plan calls for
completion of more than 175,000 disability reviews in New York
State by the end of 1984. An additional 175,000 to 200,000 cases re-
ceiving SSI title XVI disability benefits are tentatively scheduled
for review beginning in late 1983.

Based on SSA's current projections, New York estimates that be-
tween 50,000 and 75,000 present recipients of social security disabil-
ity will have their benefits terminated before the end of 1984. A
total of over 100,000 terminations can be expected in the next 5 to
6 years in our State alone.

The hardships experienced by these individuals will be accompa-
nied by fiscal hardship for the State. It is estimated that nearly 60
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percent of the title II disability recipients will require some form of
State assistance after cessation, involving tens of millions of State
and local dollars. When extended to include the title XVI SSI
cases, new costs to the State of New York and its counties could
exceed $150 million annually. In addition, various State, local, and
private service programs that are supported by disability payments
will have reduced capacities to provide needed services to the dis-
abled population at a time when they seem to be needing it most.
Mental health programs will be particularly affected.

New York's position has been and remains that any review of
disability recipients should take every possible action to assure
that an appropriate decision is made, that unnecessary injuries are
avoided, and that attention is given to providing adjustment assist-
ance to those individuals who will no longer receive benefits.

We believe that this can be accomplished by three actions:
We believe that State disability organizations can do things

themselves, and they primarily deal with insuring that quality is
appropriate, that the procedures are appropriate, that people who
are, getting-forms understand what those forms mean and what
they have to do in order to get their benefits to be continued.

Also, the State programs can do work with the psychiatric com-
munity, which is particularly hard-hit in this area, in terms of pro-
viding training, in terms of what is required in order to insure that
disabilities will continue. And I have included those in my formal
statement, so I won't dwell on them.

In addition, though we believe that the major problem with this
program is in the definition of disability and the definition of em-
ployability, we would suggest the immediate implementation of re-
forms in the program. Many of them have been mentioned h re
today, and I will just summarize them quickly:

We would support very strongly a continuation of benefits for
needy recipients during an appeal process.

We would support an extension of the period during which claim-
ants can receive benefits after termination to 6 months from the
present 3.

We would ask for increased Federal funding-and this is very
important-for vocational rehabilitation and other job programs
designed to assist former recipients to return to the labor market.

We would ask that the forgiveness of each individual's retroac-
tive claims be continued.

We would ask for an expansion of the representative concept so
that people who are going for disability reviews can have assist-
ance in getting through those reviews. It is an extremely complex
process.

We would ask that SSA review its time standards and get some
of the pressure off the States.

We would ask for increased funding to allow field contact, par-
ticularly for psychiatric cases where we believe it is most impor-
tant.

These suggestions alone, most of which have been mentioned
today, will not do the job alone, however. It is critical to recognize
that the major problem is caused by the stringency of the defini-
tions of disability and employability.
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The Department of Social Services has initiated a study of claim-
ants whose benefits have been terminated and has made an analy-
sis of their characteristics and needs. The preliminary results of
this study support our impressions regarding the particularly vul-
nerable nature of this population. The majority, at best, even
though considered disabled, have questionable prospects for em-
ployment. This is supported by a finding that in the first 7 months
of this program some 25 percent of the terminated clients from
title II, people who had worked and had some assets, applied for
public assistance. And we expect that that percentage of applica-
tions for public assistance will increase significantly.

The Department has also undertaken a review of Federal rules,
regulations, and procedures to determine whether they contribute
to denials in the decisionmaking process. The results of this review
clearly illustrate the exactness and the stringency of the process
specified and the severe limitations on the latitude involved in
making disability and employability decisions.

The vulnerability of the individuals involved and the stringency
of the disability and employability definitions utilized clearly re-
quires Congress and SSA to reexamine the definitions in this pro-
gram. This is particularly true-and I know this point was made
before-when it is recognized that many of the clients who were
being ceased were originally qualified for disability under different
sets of rules and regulations and procedures than exist today.

In summary, the need for immediate reform in the periodic
review program cannot be overstated. Expanded to a nationwide
basis, this program could result in termination of benefits for well
over 1 million recipients over the next 3 to 5 years.

Our studies have shown that the large numbers of disability re-
cipients whos6 benefits are terminated cannot reasonably expect to
obtain gainful employment and will ultimately require financial as-
sistance from the States.

Faced with greatly diminished resources, States will be unable to
meet these pressing needs, and the Nation will be faced with a
crisis of major proportions.

[The prepared statement of Nelson Weinstock follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

NELSON WEINSTOCK, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

DIVISION OF OPERATIONS

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

THE N4EII YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES HAS

PARTICIPATED WITH THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (SSA)

IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROGRAM SINCE ITS INCEPTION

IN 1956. THE STATE'S OFFICE OF DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS

BASED IN NEW YORK CITY PERFORMS, UNDER CONTRACT FOR SSA, THE

MEDICAL DETERMINATIONS NECESSARY TO ADJUDICATE APPLICATIONS

FOR TITLE II.AND TITLE XVI DISABILITY BENEFITS; THE OFFICE

OPERATES UNDER A SET OF RULES, REGULATIONS, AND GUICELI:ES

DEVELOPED AND PPCMULCATED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINIST.ATI- ,

IN 1930, CONGYRss PASSED AN IMEI:MENT TO THE SOCIAL SECUR:T7

ACT WHICH CALLED FOR A REVIEW OF THE CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY OF

EVERY RECIPIENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS. SINCE

THE INCEPTICN OF THIS FEDERALLY INITIATED PROGRAM, NEt YORK STATE

HAS EXPRESSED ITS CONCERN TO CONCRES3 AND TO THE SOCIAL SCJnRITY

ADMINISTRATION AECUT THE MASSIVE DISRUPTIONS AND DAMAGE TO

VULNERABLE 'INDIVIDUALS THAT HAVE OCCURRED. 'HILE WE FULLY

SUPPORT THE GOAL OF ASSURING THAT ONLY THOSE BENEFICIARIES
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WHO ARE ELIGIBLE CONTINUE TO RECEIVE BENEFITS, A PROGRAM TO

ACHIEVE THIS GOAL MUST BE DESIGNED WITH CAREFUL ATTENTION TO

ITS POTENTIAl. IMPACT ON RECIPIENTS AND ON THE PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE AGENCIES DESIGNED TO ASSIST THEM. FAILURE-TO

ANTICIPATE THESE CONSEQUENCES HAS RESULTED IN HARDSHIPS

FOR INDIVIDUALS AND IN ADMINISTRATIVE NIGHTMARES FOR THE STATES.

STATES PERFOR, ING REVIEWS FOR SSA ARE IN AN UNTENABLE POSITION.

THEY ARE REVIEWING CASES ACCORDING TO FEDERAL GUIDELINES, WHICH

ARE UNACCEPTABLE; HOWEVER, IF STATES OPT NOT TO CONTINUE THE

REVIEWS, CLIENTS MAY RECEIVE MORE SUPERFICIAL REVIEWS, RESULTING

IN GREATER NUMBERS OF TERMINATIONS.

THE FEDERAL DISABILITY PROGRAM HAS FOR SOME TIME BEEN

.CONSIDERED HARSH AND RESTRICTIVE IN ITS RULES AND DEFINITIONS.

THE IMPOSITION OF THE REVIEW PROGRAM HAS PLACED A FURTHER

BURDEN ON THE DISABLED POPULATION DURING A PERIOD WHEN MASSIVE

CUTS ARE BEING MADE IN ALL PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO ASSIST NEEDY

AND DISABLED PERSONS
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NEW YORK IS CONFRONTED BY A PROBLEM OF MAJOR PROPORTIONS.

SINCE THE INITIATION OF THE REVIEW PROGRAM IN APRIL 1981,

OVER 25,000 NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS RECEIVING DISABILITY

BENEFITS HAVE BEEN REVIEWED AND MORE THAN I],090HAVE HAD

THEIR BENEFITS TERMINATED OR ARE IN THE PROCESS OF HAVING

THIS OCCUR. THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION'S PRESENT

PLAN CALLS FOR COMPLETION OF MORE THAN 175,000 DISABILITY

RECIPIENT REVIEWS IN NEW YORK STATE BY THE END OF 1984.

AN ADDITIONAL 175,000 TO 200,000 CASES RECEIVING SUPPLEMENTAL

SECURITY INCOME (TITLE XVI) DISABILITY BENEFITS ARE TENTATIVELY

SCHEDULED TO BE REVIEWED BEGINNING IN LATE 1983.

BASED ON SSA's CURRENT PROJECTIONS, NEW YORK ESTIMATES

THAT BETWEEN 50,000 AND 75,000 PRESENT RECIPIENTS OF SOCIAL

SECURITY DISABILITY WILL HAVE THEIR BENEFITS TERMINATED BEFORE

THE END OF 1984. A TOTAL OF WELL OVER 100,000 TERMINATIONS CAN

BE EXPECTED OVER THE NEXT FIVE TO SIX YEARS,
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THE HARDSHIPS EXPERIENCED BY THESE INDIVIDUALS WILL BE ACCOM-

PANIED BY FISCAL HARDSHIP FOn THE STATE. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT NEARLY

60 PERCENT OF TITLE II DISABILITY RECIPIENTS WILL REQUIRE SOME FORM OF

STATE ASSISTANCE AFTER CESSATION, INVOLVING TENS OF MILLIONS OF STATE

AND LOCAL DOLLARS. WHEN EXTENDED TO INCLUDE TITLE XVI CASES, NEW

COSTS TO THE STATE OF NEW YORK, AND ITS COUNTIES COULD EXCEED $15)

MILLION. IN ADDITION, VARIOUS STATE, LOCAL AND PRIVATE SERVICE

PROGRAMS THAT ARE SUPPORTED BY DISABILITY PAYMENTS WILL HAVE REDUCED

CAPACITIES TO PROVIDE NEEDED SERVICES TO THE DISABLED POPULATION.

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS WILL BE PARTICULARLY HARD HIT.

NEW YORK STATE'S POSITIONHAS BEEN AND REMAINS THAT ANY REVIEW

OF DISABILITY RECIPIENTS SHOULD TAKE EVERY POSSIBLE ACTION TO ASSURE

THAT AN APPROPRIATE DECISION IS MADE, THAT UNNECESSARY INJURIES ARE

AVOIDED AND THAT ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO PROVIDING ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

TO THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO WILL NO LONGER RECEIVE BENEFITS.
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TO ACCOMPLISH THIS REQUIRES ACTION IN THREE MAJOR AREAS:

1. IMPROVEMENT IN THE OPERATING ACTIVITIES AND

RELATIONSHIPS OF THE STATE OFFICE OF DISABILITY

DETERMINATIONS (WE WILL BELOW DISCUSS SOME OF

THE ACTIONS TAKEN IN THIS REGARD);

2. MODIFICATION IN BOTH SOCIAL SECURITY LAW AND

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION WHICH ADEQUATELY DEALS

WITH THE UNIQUE PROBLEMS AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF

THE ACDI POPULATION;

3. AND MOST CRITICALLY, A REVIEW AND REDEFINITION

OF WHAT CONSTITUTES DISABILITY AND EMPLOYABILITY.
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WHILE CONGRESS AND THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION HAVE

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THESE ISSUES, NEVW YORK HAS WORKED

TO INSTITUTE MANY REFORMS THAT ARE POSSIBLE WITHIN FEDERALLY

ESTABLISHED PARAMETERS. IN AN ATTEMPT TO ASSURE RATIONAL

ADMINISTRATION AND PROTECTIONS FOR CLIENTS NEW YORK HAS

IMPLEMENTED THE FOLLOWING MEASURES:

0 INCREASED QUALITY CONTROL-REVIEWS OF ALL TERMINATIONS

HAVE BEEN INSTITUTED TO ASSURE THAT APPROPRIATE

PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN FOLLOWED.

o FORMS AND PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN REVIEWED TO ASSURE

THAT REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION PROVIDE CLEAR DATA FOR

DECISION MAKING. IN ADDITION, SPECIAL ATTENTION HAS

BEEN FOCUSED ON EFFORTS TO OBTAIN APPROPRIATE MEDICAL

DATA FROM THE CLAIMANT' S TREATING PHYSICIANS.
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o A REVIEW OF STAFF EXAMINER AND PHYSICIAN POSITIONS

HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO DETERMINE WHERE APPROPRIATE

UPGRADING CAN OCCUR AND MONITORING OF PROVIDERS OF

CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS HAS BEEN EXPANDED.

0 CONTACT HAS BEEN MADE WITH ALL TERMINATED CLIENTS

TO INFORM THEM OF THEIR RIGHTS AND OF SERVICE

AVAILABILITY AND A TELEPHONE HOTLINE TO PROVIDE

ASSISTANCE TO CLAIMANTS HAS ALSO BEEN IMPROVED.

IN RECOGNITION OF THE PARTICULARLY HARSH IMPACT OF THE

REDETERMINATION PROCESS ON PERSONS WITH PSYCHIATRIC DISABILITIES,

NEW YORK HAS FOCUSED PARTICULAR ATTENTION ON THESE CASES IN

THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

o THE STATE OFFICE OF DISABILITY DETEPMINATIONS (ODD) HAS

INFORMED SSA THAT IT WILL NOT CEASE BENEFITS TO A

PSYCHIATRIC CASE FOR FAILURE TO COOPERATE WITHOUT A

11-346 0-82-20
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DEFINITE STATEMENT FROM SSA THAT THE MANDATED CLIENT

CONTACTS HAVE BEEN PERFORMED.

0 PROCEDURES RELATING TO CLOSING OF PSYCHIATRIC CASES

FOR FAILURE TO COOPERATE HAVE BEEN TIGHTENED.

o THE USE OF PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORKER HOME VISIS HAS

BEEN EXPANDED WHERE ADEQUATE MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION IS

NOT AVAILABLE.

o THE DEPARTMENT HAS WORKED WITH MENTAL HEALTH AGENCIES

WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING PROGRAMS TO ASSIST MENTAL HEALTH

PROVf-DERS IN UNDERSTANDING THE RULES OF THE DISABILITY

PROGRAM. IN ADDITION, A MAJOR EFFORT HAS BEGUN TO

LOCATE PRIVATE AGENCIES PROVIDING CARE FOR THE MENTALLY

ILL TO DEVELOP DIRECT AND ONGOING INTERFACE.
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MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY LPW AND ADMINISTBAIL0L

WHILE THE DISABILITY DETERMINATION PROGRAM WILL BE IMPROVED

BY THESE STATE ACTIVITIES, ANY IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE MARGINAL AT

BEST UNTIL BASIC PROGRAM REFORM OCCURS. SUCH REFORM MUST OCCUR

AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL AND MUST ADDRESS THE CURRENT DEFINITION

OF PERMANENT DISABILITY AS WELL AS THE DEFINITIONS, GUIDELINES

AND DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS FOR DISABILITIES WHICH ARE PSYCHIATRIC

IN NATURE.

AS THESE ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED, IMMEDIATE STEPS CAN BE TAKEN

TO REMEDY THE MAJOR INEQUITIES OF THE CURRENT REDETERM,1INATION

PROCESS. IN THIS REGARD, WE ASK FOR THE FOLLOWING REFORMS:

o THE CONTINUATION OF BENEFITS FOR NEEDY RECIPIENTS

DURING THE APPEAL OF THEIR BENEFIT TERMINATION.

o EXTENSION OF THE PERIOD DURING WHICH CLAIMANTS WOULD

-RECEIVE BENEFITS AFTER TERMINATION TO SIX MONTHS.
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o FEDERAL FUNDING OF PROGRAMS SUCH AS VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION, DESIGNED TO ASSIST FORMER RECIPIENTS

TO RETURN TO THE LABOR MARKET.

o FORGIVENESS OF RETROACTIVE OVERPAYMENTS,

o EXPANSION OF THE REFRESENTATIVE/ADVOCATE CONCEPT TO

PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO CLAIMANTS THROUGHOUT THE

PROCESS.

o RATIONALIZATION OF CASE PROCESSING TIME STANDARDS.

0 PROCEDURES TO ASSURE THAT ADEQUATE DATA FROM ALL

APPROPRIATE SOURCES ARE OBTAINED.

0 INCREASED FUNDING TO ALLOW EXPANDED FIELD CONTACTS

ANDI,,OTHER DOCUMENTATION EFFORTS FOR PSYCHIATRIC CASES.
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o EXPANSION OF REVIEWS OF TERMINATED CASES.

o EXTENSION OF THE TIME ALLOWED FOR RECIPIENTS TO

RESPOND TO DUE PROCESS NOTICES.

IT IS GRATIFYING THAT MANY OF THESE PROPOSALS HAVE BEEN GIVEN

SERIOUS CONSIDERATION BY CONGRESS AS WELL AS BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY

ADMINISTRATION.

CHANGE III DEFINITIONS

.YHILE THE ADOPTION OF THE ABOVE RECOtK' 'EIDATIOCNS WILL IMPROVE

CIRCUMSTANCES FOR TERMINATED CLIENTS, IT IS CRITICAL TO RECOGNIZE

THAT THEY ALONE WILL NOT SOLVE THE SEVERE PROBLEMS PRIMARILY

CAUSED BY THE STRINGENCY OF THE DEFINITIONS OF DISABILITY AND

EMPLOYABILITY.

THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES HAS INITIATED A STUDY OF

CLAIMANTS WHOSE BENEFITS HAVE BEEN TERMINATED TO IDENTIFY THEIR
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CHARACTERISTICS AN4D NEEDS, THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THIS

STUDY SUPPORT OUR IMPRESSIONS REGARDING THE VULNERABLE NATURE

OF THIS POPULATION, THE DATA SUCCEST THAT THE TYPICAL INDIVIDUAL

LOSING BENEFITS IS A SINGLE MALE AGED FORTY ONE WITH NO OTHER

SOURCE OF INCOME AND A LIMITED RESIDUAL FUNCTIONING CAPACITY,

HE IS MOST LIKELY TO BE SUFFERING FROM A MENTAL ILI-NESS,

PARTICULARLY SCHIZOPHRENIA, OR FROM A MUSCULOSKELETAL. DISORDER

SUCH AS A BACK PROBLEM, THE QUESTIONABLE PROSPECTS FOR

EMPLOYMENT FOR SUCH INDIVIDUALS IS SUPPORTED BY THE FINDING

THAT NEARLY A QUARTER OF THOSE WHO HAVE LOST BENEFITS HAVE MADE

A NEW APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. THIS PERCENTAGE WILL

GROW WITH TIME.

THE DEPARTMENT HAS ALSO UNDERTAKEN A REVIEW OF FEDERAL RULES,

REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES TO DETERMINE WHETHER THEY CONTRIBUTE

TO DENIALS IN THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS, THE RESULTS OF THIS

REVIEW WE BELIEVE CLEARLY ILLUSTRATES THE EXACTNESS AND STRINGENCY
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OF THE PROCESS SPECIFIED AND THE SEVERE LIMITAIONS ON

LATITUDE INVOLVED IN AMKING DISABILITY AND EMPLOYABILITY

DECISION,

THE VULNERABILITY OF THE INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED AND THE

STRINGENCY OF THE DISABILITY AND EMPLOYABILITY DEFINITIONS

UTILIZED CLEARLY REQUIRES CONGRESS AND SSA TO RE-EXAMINE THE

DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS PROGRAM. THIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE

WHEN IT SI RECOGNIZED THAT MANY OF THE CEASED CLIENTS WERE

ORIGINALLY QUALIFIED FOR DISABILITY BENEFITS UNDER SETS OF

RULES AND REGULATIONS AND DEFINITIONS WHICH WERE CC; SIDERABLY

LESS STRINGENT THAN TODAYS STANDARDS.

THE NEED FOR IMMEDIATE REFORM IN THE PERIODIC REVIEW PROGRAM

CANNOT BE OVERSTATED, EXPANDED TO A NATIONWIDE BASIS, THIS

PROGRAM COULD RESULT IN THE TERMINATION OF BENEFITS FOR WELL OVER

ONE MILLION RECIPIENTS OVER THE NEXT THREE TO FOUR YEARS,
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OUR STUDIES HAVE SHOWN THAT THE LARGE NUMBERS OF DISABILITY

RECIPIENTS IHOSE BENEFITS ARE TERMINATED CANNOT REASONABLY EXPECT

TO OBTAIN GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT AND WILL ULTIMATELY REQUIRE FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FROM THE SIATE,

FACED WITH GREATLY DIMINISHED RESOURCES, STATES WILL BE

UNABLE TO MEET THESE PRESSING NEEDS AND THE NATION WILL BE FACED

WITH A CRISIS OF MAJOR PROPORTION.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much. That is a valuable
insight, and we are glad to have it.

My colleagues, throughout the afternoon we have heard that the
Administrative Law Judges have overruled a large proportion of
the decisions made by the State agencies, and it is only fitting, I
think, that our final witness is Judge Ainsworth Brown, who is vice
president of the Association of Administrative Law Judges, who I
presume has come here this afternoon to overrule a large propor-
tion of the testimony which has been previously submitted.

Judge, you are good to come. You are a man of patience, arid we
are sorry to put you at the end of -a busy afternoon; although per-
haps you have found it interesting to hear how this thing looks
from another perspective.

Judge BROWN. It certainly is.
Senator ARMSTRONG. May I ask that you hold your statement for

just about 30 seconds, and then we will be ready to go?
Judge BROWN. Yes.
[Pause.]
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Judge. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JUDGE AINSWORTH BROWN, VICE PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES IN TIE DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
Judge BROWN. I want to disabuse you right away, Mr. Chairman,

that I would overrule anything. I know that's not my province. But
I did hear many things, especially from your distinguished col-
leagues, earlier on in the afternoon that I was highly impressed
with.

I would like to say that I would appreciate very much if the brief
written statement that I had submitted to the committee could be
included in the record of the hearing. I just have a few additional
remarks-I know the time is late.

On behalf of the Association of Administrative Law Judges in
the Department of Health and Human Services, we appreciate the
opportunity come before you today. Our membership comprises a
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majority of the judges in the Department of Health and Human
Services.

Judge Chester Shatz of Boston, Mass., sits to my right. He is
director of region 1 of our association and is our legislative
chairman.

At this critical juncture in the social security system, the integri-
ty of the hearing process is being subjected to the greatest stress it
has ever experienced. Not only are we confronted with a burgeon-
ing onslaught of requests for hearings but starting with the consid-
eration of the 1980 disability amendments we have also come
under unwarranted criticism from within our employing agency.
This criticism has continued from last summer to the recent past,
when a high-ranking social security official testified before a
Senate committee that the disability adjudicators were better able
to evaluate medical evidence than administrative law judges-a
proposition which would amaze most practicing lawyers as it would
the framers of the Administrative Procedure Act, a statute which
has protected litigant rights ever since the late 1940's.

The many complaints that members of both bodies of the Con-
gress have received during the past year involving the continuing
disability investigation program have become commonplace cases
or a commonplace affair for most judges. We see these cases every
day.

Since the protections given administrative law judges are person-
al in nature, it is incumbent upon us to insure that the hearing
process remains a fair system which is professionally administered.
This high responsibility on us brings with it tension from time to
time with our employing agency. This is the nature of the fair
hearing process.

As my written statement points out, Senate bill 2730 and 2731
will materially assist in maintaining the fairness in the adjudica-
tion of disability claims. We believe that the continuing interest in
the fairness of the system by Congress will mean that the integrity
of the process will continue.

I welcome any comments or questions that you have. I will let
my statement be brief because of the lateness of the hour.

[The prepared statement of Judge Ainsworth Brown and answers
to questions from Senator Heinz follow:]
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Association of Administrative Law Judges
in the

Dept. of Health and Human Services

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF SENATE BILLS 2730 AND 2731 SUBMITTED
BY AINSWORTH H. BROWN, VICE PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.

On behalf of the Association of Administrative Law Judges, I
urge favorable-consideration of these well conceived bills.
They demonstrate a thoughtful and well-balanced approach to
problems in the disability program observed within the last
one or two years by the public, the Congress, and the Administrative
Law Judges. -These bills will preserve the right of Social
Security claimants to receive a fair hearing before the
Social Security Administration. Our Association has only a
few suggestions for changes in S. 2731.

The Association urges support for S. 2730 which provides a
temporary partial moratorium until January 1, 1983 on the
accelerated continuing disability investigations. The
moratorium will allow time for Judges and support staff who
have been hired within the past year to become more efficient;
it will allow time to reduce the heavy current pending
workload; and it will allow time for those who manage the
disability program to assess further the continuing disability
program.

S. 2731 addresses several problems relating to the program
of continuing disability investigations in a manner which
will protect the interests of both the government and the
public. Specifically, the requirement in Section 6 for
Administrative Procedures Act (APA) rule making is one which
the Association wholeheartedly endorses. One of the major
causes of tension and conflict in the current management of
the disability program is that different adjudicative standards
are being used by the State Agencies and Administrative Law
Judges. Several of the differences were described in the
Bellman report which was furnished to the Congress earlier
this year. Recently, the Social Security Administration has
started to eliminate the differences through the issuance of
Social Security Rulings. However, piecemeal elimination of
differences in a solely in-house manner is not adequate. S.
2731 provides for the uniform standards that are essential
to an efficient adjudication system. Equally important, the
bill provides for public comment which is vitally important
if there is to be judicial and public confidence in the
fairness of the Social Security disability benefit program.
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The Association of Administrative Law Judges also endorses
the provisions of S. 2731 which mandate a face to face
meeting at the reconsideration level between the State
Agency decision maker and the individual whose benefits are
to be terminated. We believe that many requests for hearings
before Administrative Law Judges would be unnecessary if the
adjudicator personally observed the disability applicant at
reconsideration. However, the use of the term "evidentiary
hearing" in Section 5 of S. 2731 to describe the face to
face meeting at reconsideration causes us some concern. The
term "hearing" connotes an Administrative Procedure Act
proceeding. We, therefore, respectfully request that references
to an "evidentiary hearing" be changed to "face-to-face
interview." We also recommend-that a State Agency Review
Physician be required to participate in the interview process
and to assist in the questioning of the claimant at reconsideration.

We note that in Section 8 relating to terminations, that
under certain circumstances the case is referred to the
Appeals Council. We believe that either in the language of
the bill itself, or in the Committee report accompanying it,
a statement should be made that the claimant is entitled to
an APA hearing before an Administrative Law Judge.

Finally, we support the fact that S. 2731 will make medical
improvement a statutory requirement in most instances. This
will resolve a policy problem which has existed since about
1975. The current agency policy does not recognize medical
improvement as a standard. The problem is briefly highlighted
in the GAO report of March 3, 1981 at page 8. There are at
least three distinct fact situations which have come under
one policy umbrella for the last 6-7 years. These may be
described as follows:

(a) Initial finding of disability correct, but
medical improvement clearly shows claimant can
now work

(b) Initial finding of disability clearly wrong or
dubious

(c) Initial finding of disability correct as meeting
a Listing or other existing criteria, but currently the
Listing or criteria have been changed.

S. 2731 makes it clear that in situation (a) what policy
should be applied and provides a different approach, at
least by inference for (b) and (c). Having different policies
for different situations as provided for in Section 8 will
make the Agency explain to an individual who is said to be
no longer disabled why he or she is no longer considered
disabled in a more legally meanful manner.

Our Association appreciates the opportunity to share our
views on these two bills and would be glad to provide any
additional written information desired by the Committee. I
will be glad to answer any questions you have.
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SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
WASHINGTON. D.X. 20510

August 20, 1982

Mr. Ainsworth Brown
Vice President
Association of Administrative Law Judges

in the Department of HtS
20 No. Pennsylvaina Avenue
Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania 1701

Dear MI. Brown:

I want to thank you for the excellent testimony you submitted on behalf
of your association at the Senate Finance Committee's August 18 hearing on
social security disability.

As I indicated during the hearing, the pressures of time precluded me
from asking certain questions of you, which I am now submitting in wt.ling
for inclusion in the hearing record.

Question L1

Have the administrative law judges noticed any change in the quality of
the State agency decisions denying disability benefits, especially in CD] cases,
since the accelerated reviews were begun in March 1981?

Question #2

Do the administrative law judges concur in the finding of SSA's Office
of Assessment-Iat 97.5 percent of the CDI decisions terminating benefits
are accurate?

Question #3

As indicated during the hearing, S. 2731 imposes on the Social Security
Administration a medical improvement standard, while making allowances for
improvements in medical technology. In your opinion, is such a standard
desirable and appropriate for adjudicating CDI reviews? (You may refer to
the attachment for the precise langu1agc under consideration.)

PC Y. W",+. LA 0, C""III
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Quesiton #4

The Social Security Administration has testified that it will achieve
uniform standards by including the P.O.M.S. in the Social Security Rulings.

.)Are any of these standards such significant policy statements that they warrant
public review and comment before they are made binding on administrative
law judges? And, if so, why?

Question #5

. You indicated at the hearing that this is a critical juncture, when the
integrity of the hearing process is being subjected to increasing strain. What
steps could Congress take to enhaAce the fairness and preserve the integrity
of the hearing process?

Your prompt response to these questions would be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

hirman

I~hairman

JH/fmh

Carolyn Weaver
Senate Finance Committee
2227 Dirksen SOB
Washington, D.C. 20510

Brian Waidmann
Senator Armstrong
1321 Dirkscn SOB
Washington, D.C. 20510
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

September 30, 1982

.O, IM&@

A]JNIT a€ IL ILOG"

fl0i, VA 6505

lA-SEA vKcMv Senator John Heinz
. WC7"m United States Senate

KARA? OOLMoIM Washington, D. C. 20510
C4=6ONw Dear Senator Heinz:
OARD OF

CHMXTRE8NA On behalf of the Association of Administrative
='WAIMM Law Judges in the Department of Health and Human Services,

PA"L H. T"Uf I want to thank you for your efforts in allowing me to
A..&$ testify on August 18, and to have the opportunity to

,oU,., m,"oO.,, -- respond to your incisive written questions. I regret that
-A ,W.3, my docket has been such that I have been delayed inJOKn IF Po.aat

JOHN Fom responding to your questions.

H LAs a resident of Pennsylvania I am personally
PAL659S6 proud to be in a state who has a Senator who has the

JAMV '.eAMICO interest and understanding of the complexity of human
services in general, and Social Security disability issues

JAM- 0 MARY in particular. I hope that the answers I have developed1-A.f..&?*" on behalf of the professional association I serve will be
vs a&viii, of benefit to you in your effort to improve the Social

= EK*&7&? Security Disability Program.
I&VINE HODU

L CA, , ~Again, thanks for the opportunity to comment.
L&O A2N

= VA $430-Yours truly,
PAfl' FUOSE W
PAUL R5SWTHAL
So A CA &75 6'

Ainsworth H. Brown
Vice-President
Association of Administrative
Law Judges

AHB/mJm
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

RESPONSE TO QUE TION NO. 1

The changes in the quality of State Agency
adjudication since March, 1981 are merely a continuation
of the erosion of the process observed over the last several
years. Beginning in the late 1970's, profound changes in
disability policy were instituted. It is more accurate to
describe the change in the policies the State Agencies were
required to follow in evaluating the issue of disability
as a divergence from regulatory language. Some changes in
the State Agency determination policy may be related to pro-
cessing time requirements. Others relate to the development
of biases toward psychiatric impairments, particularly toward
those claimants afflicted with alcohol dependency.

Often the State Agency determinations, especially
in cessation cases, have been brief to the p6int of containing
mere conclusions without supporting rationale. The evaluation
of pain in the State Agency determinations is virtually non-
existent.

Judges with a number of years of experience can
appreciate profound changes in quality which are not for
the better.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO. 2

The answer to this question is an unqualified and
emphatic "no." As recently as the President's September 28
news conference he pointed out that bureaucratic errors have
been corrected following a hearing by an Administrative Law
Judge. If the President determined that this was a matter
worthy of comment it would seem that it is his perception
that there is a problem with incorrect actions in the CDI
process. The standards used to govern this assessment study
must be ascertained and evaluated to understand the study
itself. It is highly probable, if not certain, that the
standards used came from the disability guidelines of the
POMS. Our Association has gone on record before the Congress
and within the Social Security Administration questioning
the legality of the POMS criteria as valid substantive law,
(See Serial 97-31 of the Subcommittee on Social Security of
the Committee on Ways and Neans, October 23, 28, 1981
testimony of the Association of Administrative Law Judges).

The "horror" cases which have been brought to the
attention of Nembers of Congress constitute substantial
evidence to contradict the assertion made by the Office of
Assessment. The areas where a significant number of errors
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO. 2 Cont'd.AJ"
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are made include psychiatric cases, pain cases, and cardiac
cases. A bias is evident in the adjudication of cases involving
mental and emotional illness, as pointed out in response to
Qupqtion No. 1. While these claims are difficult to eval-
uate, in that they often do not lend themselves to adjudication
according to totally objective procedures such as blood tests
and x-rays, they, nevertheless, cannot be ignored or evaluated

s on the basis of simplistic standards like "the claimant could
work if he stopped drinking."

Nr. Simmons' testimony on August 18 in responding
to the issue of 97.5% accuracy versus the judges' allowance
rate of more than 60% is partly valid in noting that new
evidence is a way of explaining how different decisions can
be correct at different levels in the same cases. This is in
accordance with an explanation I gave Chairman Pickle of the
Subcommittee on Social Security last October. However, there
is another important reason for the disparity in results.
The simple truth is that State Agencies are being required
to follow narrower or more stringent criteria than ever before.
These criteria have not been exposed to public scrutiny through
rule making.

This raises the serious question as to whether the
"new" criteria are really in accord with Congressional intent
as to the meaning of disability as embodied in the statutory
definition. Specifically, the questions concern:

a. Nay pain be a basis for considering a person disabled,
and, if so, what standards are to be employed?

11

b. Is mental or emotional impairment to be evaluated
in a very narrow and restrictive manner so that a
person can only be disabled if he is in a strait
jacket for 12 months or more or if he is so
emotionally impaired as to be virtually paralyzed?

c. Can significant alcohol dependence which has not
caused profound organic damage be considered to
be a severe impairment under 20 OR 404.1521?

d. Is a cardiac or cardiovascular impairment in which
a person cannot adequately perform a treadmill stress
test or performs it to 6 or 7 NETS, be free of a
disabling impairment?

e. Can a person with a bad back syndrome be disabled
even though all of the requirements of listing
1.05 (c) are not satisfied?
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

RESPONSE W) QUESTION NO. 3

The vast majority of CDI cases would be covered
by a standard relating to medical improvement. Cases which
might not be covered include situations where the claimant
has returned to work, others where there was a mistake in
the original grant of disability, and a relatively minor
number involving a change in the medical listings. The
change in medical technology issue is an insignificant
consideration. Therefore, we would not question its
inclusion.

There appears to be a trend developing in the courts
requiring a standard of medical improvement. While this issue
may be settled in the Supreme Court in a year or two, it
would be more efficient for Congress to speak to the issue
now so that Congressional intent will be clear and any qual-
Iloations can be expressly stated. There is no rational
basis to reject a standard of medical improvement. If "dis-
ability" can be measured or determined, a material change
from this status can also be measured or determined. Only
where the original determination is dubious or questionable,
is there a problem in determining improvement. Even progress
in medicine can be demonstrated and dould well constitute
medical improvement.

It is difficult to understand the reluctance of
disability policy makers to accept the concept of medical
improvement in the context set forth. Fundamental fairness
to claimants would not be an insignificant consideration.
With the publication of the qualifications as set forth
above, claimants and their representatives would know more
precisely that the grant of disability is not a lifelong
proposition unless the impairment or impairments are defin-
itely permanent. Where a cessation takes place then a clai-
mant is put on adequate iptice as to why disability is said
to have ceased. It is this aspect of due process which a
disability applicant has a reasonable right to be afforded
by his government. It is not too much to expect a modest
amount of fairness. This is also good public policy because
it will contribute to public confidence in the disability
program.

11-346 0-82--21
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
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The first step which I would respectfully suggest
that the Congress could take would be to send a clear and
unambiguous message to the leadership 5f the Departent of
Health and Human Sciences and the Social Security Administza-
tion that it is the firm intent of Congress that the fairness
of the Social Security hearing process be maintained. This
could be accomplished by a resolution indicating that the
independence of the hearing process is an important concern

RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO. 4

The stated position otour Association is that
all standards of adjudication bearing on the issue of
disability ought to be subject to public review and comment
as provided for in S. 2731. However, since practical
legislative considerations dictate some form of compromise,
we strongly urge that certain key standards be exposed to the
rule making procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act.

These are:

1. Lny and all standards relating to the
determination of residual functional
capacity (RFC).

2. Definition of a non-severe impairment
(i.e., the so called "negative'llistings).

3. RFC for musculoskeletal and cardiovascular
n a mental impairment.

4. Sequential evaluation process

5. Loss of speech

6. Mental deficiency - supplemental criteria

7. Medical equivalence

8. Evaluation of mental disorders

9. Duration of impairment

10. Capability to do other work - both
exertional and non-exertional impairments

RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO. 5
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
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RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO. 5 Cont'd.xw . rS N S"1.3I
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PAURL ENTKAL Over the past several years, the intrusions into
5S~iiAMCA S-7M5 the hearing process by the insatiable desire to increase

"production" and now the on-going criticisms of the Judges
and puffing as to the accuracy of the reconsideration deter-
minations are ominous portents for the continued integrity
of the hearing process. The "Nary Poppins" statistical game
that the CDI's are "practically perfect" is more than credulity
can bear. Constituent complaints to Congress by those caught
up in the review process in conjunction with a persistent
allowance rate at the hearing level of nearly 2 out of 3 cases
cannot be fully rationalized on the basis of "new evidence."
Unless the Congress speaks in an affirmative fashion, the
hearing process may suffer irreparable damage.

I believe special attention should be given to the
incisive statement submitted for the August 18 hearing by
Eileen P. Sweeney on behalf of the National Senior Citizens
Law Center. She points out some of the lawless aspects of
disability adjudication policy over the last several years
and the perfidious implications of the volume providers of

of Congress; that substantial and important procedural
rules should be subject to rule making and not exempted
from the protections of the Administrative Procedures Act;
and that more emphasis should be placed on the initial phases
of adjudication to insure that full development and consid-
eration is to be carried out by the State Agencies.

To preserve the independent status of the hearing
process, there are two legislative proposals which are being
developed. The first relates to the creation of a Corps of
Administrative Law Judges. This proposal is being developed
by the Conference of Administrative Law Judges of the American
Bar Association and will be considered by the Association at
its mid-winter meeting. This concept will provide for effi-
ciency and eliminate agency interference which currently is
possible through control of housekeeping functions.

The second proposal relates to a reconfiguration
of the Office of Hearings and Appeals of the Social Security
Administration into a review commission concept. This will
take the hearing activity out of the Social Security-Admin-
istration and the Department of Health and Human Services.
This is vitally important in order to maintain the necessary
independence which gives the public confidence in the hearing
process. With commentary in the media as to waivering con-
Tidence in the Social Security System, this proposal will be
a positive factor in fostering renewed confidence in the
system.
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ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

RESPONSE TO QUESTION NO. 5 Cont'd.

of consultative examinations. The whole issue of the
selection and use of consultative examiners should be
given much closer scrutiny. The money spent for these
examinations is, at times, not a prudent use of trust
fund moneys. For example, in Pennsylvania the fee of
035 has remained unchanged for years until the very
recent past. It's effect was to drive away competent
physicians or to discourage them from rendering thorough
examinations and legally competent reports.

In a conversation with a State Agency adjudicator
within the past years, the subject of a survey of disability
adjudicators arose. I was advised that the only way such a
questionnaire could be candidly answered would be if it were
sent to the home address of the individual adjudicator. In
view of the allegations of significant errors made by Admin-
istrative Law Judges in contrast to a high degree of accuracy
by State Agencies, an objective and carefully crafted
questionnaire could elicit significant information if the
study were done in a manner designed to protect adjudicators
from reprisal and intimidation. Great care would need to be
exercised in the language of the survey questions in order
to eliminate bias which has been observed in some past
questionnaires directed to Administrative Law Judges.
Currently, another survey is underway by a political science
professor who has become interested in the Social Security
hearing process. Congress might receive some valuable insight
into the disability adjudication system which has been the
subject of so much recent controversy through an objective
survey.

Finally, I reiterate for emphasis, if Congress
wishes to renew its commitment to a fair, independent, and
professionally constituted hearing process for Social
Security adjudication, a firm pronouncement is needed now
to impress congressional intent on the policy makers in-he
Social Security Administration. Without such an expression,
the mounting pressures may be so great as to alter the nature
of the hearing system into an agency controlled program. If
I am correct that Congress would not want to allow the devel-
opment of a process which would be no more than a cynical
facade of a due process system--now is the time to speak
before the damage becomes irrepa-r-TLe.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Judge, we are grateful to you. We will in-
corporate your statement in full in the record.

Members of the committee, your questions or observations?
Senator HEINZ. Judge Brown, I heard you endorse S. 2730 and S.

2731. S. 2730 is a temporary, partial CDI moratorium. S. 2731 is in-
tended to be a comprehensive reform of the system. Do you feel
both bills represent good policy?

Judge BROWN. Yes. I only have a few suggestions to make: one in
articular, with the face-to-face interview, I feel if you have the
tate agency review physician present that will add a lot more to

the process, because I think the expert eye of a physician at that
process will identify some things that laymen might not ordinarily
be aware of.

The other point that I made, and it is merely a matter of lan-
guage, is to change the wording to "a face-to-face interview,"
rather than have some confusion in the record about calling the
face-to-face proceeding a "hearing." Hearing is a rather special
term that we are interested in, and I think, to save some confusion,
it would be better if the Congress could see its way clear to change
that language.

Senator HEINZ. One last question: It is my understanding that 45
percent of these redeterminations that are made involve a redeter-
mination of mental impairment. Is that correct?

Judge BROWN. I wouldn't say that that has been my personal ex-
perience. We have seen psychiatric disablities come up frequently,
but whether it is 45 percent, I really can't speak to that.

Senator HEINZ. Is it more like 30 to 35 percent?
Judge BROWN. Yes. They play a prominent part in the continu-

ing review cases.
Senator HEINZ. It is my understanding that State disability de-

termination agencies have very, very few trained psychiatrists to
evaluate mental inpairments. Is that your experience?

Judge BROWN. Well, I guess my answer would be on the basis of
my own empirical experience in adjudicating cases in Pennsylva-
nia. I think that the circumstantial evidence from my personal
point of view would suggest that. I know in my own hearings I
resort to the use of medical advisers, board-certified experts, to
help me evaluate this very, very difficult area. This is probably the
most difficult area in adjudication to evaluate, by its very nature.
So I try to compensate for that in my own experience by trying to
go to an expert.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I just want to thank Judge
Brown. Although he is here representing, as is very clear, a nation-
al association, I am also proud to claim him as a resident of Penn-
sylvania.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. One question, Mr. Chairman.
What is your particular view on the job impairment issues? I

raised them earlier, and Bill Cohen spoke to them.
Judge BROWN. I can't give you a position of our association; I can

just give you a personal comment, for whatever that is worth.
Senator DURENBERGER. I would appreciate it.
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Judge BROWN. I would say that to discuss it in general terms is
maybe misleading. I think that, when you get down to cases, so to
speak, if you carefully evaluate the vocational factors I think the
national economy test which has been discussed this afternoon is
not that much of an impediment or detriment to a claimant being
successful in pursuing a disability claim.

I think what is more important, if you carefully evaluate the re-
sidual functional capacity and then, in our case when you have a
vocational expert at the hearing, place before the vocational expert
all of the limitations which are reasonable to take -from the medi-
cal evidence, then I think that aspect of the test of disability is not
quite as important as other facets-that is, evaluating what the im-
pairment is and what limitations it causes.

But I do think that you have to go into great detail in the voca-
tional question, otherwise you can have some of the problems that
have been discussed this afternoon.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Judge, do you handle a lot of these cases in
the course of a year?

Judge BROWN. Oh, 400 to 500.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Do you get much correspondence about it

from Members of Congress?
Judge BROWN. I think I understand where you are going. I guess

I do.
Senator ARMSTRONG. How many times a year would you hear

from a Member of Congress?
Judge BROWN. It is more from House Members than from Sena-

tors.
Senator ARMSTRONG. We have a saying in the Senate which is

"Write your Congressman." [Laughter.]
Judge BROWN. Well, I just think that people are more familiar

with their local Congressman. They know that they have two Sena-
tors from their State, and they tend to go to a name that they are
a little bit more familiar with in their own bailiwick. In the vast
majority of the cases I get a letter from the local Congressman,
probably.

Senator ARMSTRONG. In a majority of the 400 to 500 cases that
come before you you have a letter from a Congressman?

Judge BROWN. I would say so, particularly in the area where we
get most of our work.

Senator ARMSTRONG. What do these letters say?
Judge BROWN. They ask my attention to the case. There is one

Congressman who at times takes a lot of interest in his constitu-
ents cases, to the extent that he will give me a little argument on
behalf of his constituents; he will associate medical evidence to sup-
port his argument. The interesting thing is-and maybe this is be-
cause he is a lawyer-I find that his arguments are sometimes very
well taken. But that is on the basis of the merits of what he has to
say to me, not because of any influence.

Ican state categorically that since I have been an administrative
law judge no Congressman or Senator has ever tried to influence
me in any way, shape, or form, other than as to the status of a
case, to ask my careful consideration of a case, and give me medi-
cal evidence which he thinks I don't have. I have never had any
pressure in any way, shape, or form from anybody in Congress.
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So this is one judge's experience which I would assume is prob-
ably shared by the vast majority. I think there may be some feeling
by constituents that because their case is looked upon with favor
by an administrative law judge, and they had contacted a Congress-
man, they may put 2 and 2 together and come up with 5; but that
is the only explanation I can give to you for the issue that was
raised earlier.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I am not sure I understand your observa-
tion. Is your point that someone might put 2 and 2 together and
get 5--

Judge BROWN. Because they wrote to a Congressman, and be-
cause they got a favorable administrative law judge decision, they
might think having gotten in touch with the Congressman or the
Senator had something to do with how one of us decided the case.

Senator ARMSTRONG. But in fact it wouldn't have had anything
to do with it?

Judge BROWN. I have never even heard that in discussing work
with colleagues.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Is there anything else for the good of the
order?

I'm not sure how far to go with that line of questioning. I think
that is as far as I want to go today, but I am intrigued by it-not
because I know much about it but just because I hear whispers
that at least in some instances the influence of Members of Con-
gress is substantially greater than you have portrayed it today.

Maybe I will carry it just one half-step further to ask this ques-
tion: I am not an attorney, by the way. If I were to write, as a
Member of the Congress or the Senate, a Federal district judge,
urging him to take a particular decision, presenting say medical
evidence in a case that was pending before him, what would he do
with that letter?

Judge BROWN. I am not sure I can speak to that. I don't know
whether that is done in practice. All I can tell you is what my ex-
perience is and what the experience of my colleagues is.

I suspect that because we are housed in the executive depart-
ment, and we are not separated as the judiciary is, that there is
more inclination to communicate with us than with our colleagues
in the article III judiciary. But that is just speculation on the spur
of the moment.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Let me just ask you: Is there any legal
counsel in the room? I mean, is there a lawyer in the room. That is
what I mean.

[No response.]
Senator ARMSTRONG. Do you mean this whole hearing is going

forward, and there isn't a lawyer here?
Senator HEINZ. You are beginning to talk like a lawyer.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, I think I will seek some further

advice from counsel.
The point I am really driving at is whether or not there ought to

be some standard of consideration. I have an instinct that the ad-
ministrative law process, falling as it does between discretionary
executive branch kinds of actions and completely judicial function-
ing, are subject at least to the suspicion of abuse-as you say, 2 and
2 equals 5-and maybe as we consider legislation aimed at solving
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the problems that we have discussed this afternoon that we may
want to make some decision or set some standard for congressional
participation in the process. Or we might just say that ALJ's ought
to pay no attention whatsoever to such inquiries, or they ought to
throw them away, or that their staff ought to open them and file
them without the judge seeing them. I don't know.

Judge BROWN. If I could make one comment it would be that I
think that constituent contact with House Members and Senators
provides you with the kind of insight that I think you have into the
continuing disability investigation program. And if you would limit
the contact between the Congress and the administrative law judge
you might not necessarily always get a full readout, so to speak, on
what is happening; because I know that at various times I have
sent more specialized responses, particularly to Congressmen, when
I felt that there was something that they really needed to know
about the process in a given case. So I don't think I would want to
cut off the contact with us, because I would like to think that it
provides you folks with useful information.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Would you feel the same way about a Fed-
eral district judge? Or, say, a judge of a circuit court?

Judge BROWN. I think there may be some distinctions there.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Unless there is something further, I am

grateful to all the witnesses.
Judge BROWN. I just want to say one thing, please. For what my

information basis is worth, I don't believe that this is a problem.
Senator ARMSTRONG. On that reassuring note, this hearing is ad-

journed.
Thank you, Judge.
[Whereupon, at 5:29 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the-hearing record:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JIM SASSER

Mr. Chairman, I would first of all like to thank you and Members

of the Senate Finance Committee for allowing me to present this

written testimony today.

As you sit here today, the social security disability program

is itself severely disabled and in need of major repair. Both

the variety and number of legislative approaches which have been

offered t. deal with the problem attest to its seriousness and the

urgency with which it must be dealt. It is my sincere hope that

Members of this committee will act quickly to remedy the current

injustices in the disability program.

I became acutely aware of this problem in January of this year.

In addition to letters from constituents recounting numerous incidents

of erroneous terminations from the disability rolls, I received allegations

of the existence of a quota system that was being used to systematically

reduce the disability rolls. In March 1 brought this problem to the

attention of the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services,

4r. Schweiker. In April I instructed the General Accounting Office to

conduct an investigation of the Memphis Social Security Administration

District office to determine whether quotas were being used to terminate

the benefits of Disability Insurance recipients.

The final GAO report was released In June and proved inconclusive

with respect to these allegations. However, it did reveal criticisms

of the disability determination system whicn parralled those heard

in other states. The report concluded that the problems in Tennessee

are not unlike those found in Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, and

California, suggesting that deficiencies in the Continuing Disability
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Investigations (CDOs) process are widespread and not the result

of isolated instances or unique to any geographical region of the

country.

The criticisms included: complaints directed at the quality of

consultative examigiations being performed at the request of the

State disability determination system; complaints that the

consultative examinations were too short, were not comprehensive,

and did not adequately cover the claimants' impairments, and complaints

that some consultative physicians are rude, prejudiced, and unprofessional.

The employees also believed the Tennessee disability determination

system (ODS) is experiencing organizational and workload problems

because of the current continuing disability investigation (CDI) program.

They also revealed there was a high case backlog and some pressure

to reduce it.

It is little wonder that the social security disability program is

currently experiencing such a deluge of complaints which has prompted

the close scrutiny of several Members of Congress.

In 1980, the Congress adopted the Disability Amendments in

response to the dramatic growth of the program during the early

and mid 70's. A major provision of these amendments required the

Social Security Administration, beginning in January 1982, to review

the cases of disabled workers on the disability rolls at least once

every three years, except where the disability was considered to be

permanent.

However, in March 1981, the Reagan Administration, in an

attempt to realize savings, decided to accelerate these reviews

some nine months ahead of the January 1982 implementation date.

This was done despite the lack of appropriate resources with
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which to handle the large increases in State agency caseloads. To

a great extent this has contributed to the inequitable treatment

and erroneous termination of a substantial percentage of the

disabled population.

In Tennessee alone, the disability determination system in

Nashville is scheduled to review approximately 11,179 cases.

Next year this caseload will increase to 19,747, and in 1984

there are 30,896 cases scheduled for review.

Now, the original purpose of the 1980 disability amendments

was to weed out those individuals who were no longer eligible for

disability benefits. I strongly support any and all efforts

to rid Government programs of waste, fraud, and abuse. In many

cases there may be sufficient justification and cause for removing

individuals from the disability rolls. If they, do not belong on

the rolls, then they should be removed.

However, it is apparent that the rights of disability beneficiaries

are being callously disregarded and abused through the hasty a~d

inefficient administration of unfair and unjust policies. In far

too many cases, what we are seeing is that truly deserving beneficiaries

are being systematically knocked off the rolls in an effort to

reduce costs. Substantial evidence indilates that gross inequities

are occurring not only in Tennessee, but across the Nation. Many

beneficiaries are being indiscriminately terminated without so

much as the, benefit of a medical examination.

The legislation I have introduced would provide for a face-to-

face evidentiary hearing at the reconsideration level of appeal in

the hope that personal contact will reduce the hiqh percentage of

erroneous terminations at this level. Under my bill the disabled
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beneficiary would continue to receive benefits until this time and

should it be necessary to carry the appeal to the Administrative

Law Judge level, the individual would continue to be eligible for

medicare benefits.

The importance of protecting disability beneficiaries from

erroneous terminations cannot be understated. Examples where

desperation and despair follow 'termination of these benefits

are plentiful. A recent article in the Memphis Commercial Appeal

detailed several cases where adverse impacts upon disability

recipients were felt. In one case, an East Tennessee lawyer told

of one of his clients--a man who suffered from paranoid schizophrenia--

who committed suicide because his benefits were terminated. The

lawyer said the man left a note saying that was the reason he took

his life.

Another woman, 51 years of age, suffers from multiple sclerosis,

lupus, two ulcers, cystitis, a tumor, and a deteriorating spine,

yet her benefits were terminated last October.

Two weeks ago I received a letter from an Attorney's office

in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In the letter the attorney, Ms. Dorothy

Stulberg, outlined ten specific cases In which disability benefits

were terminated. These cases are merely illustrative of what is

happening across the country. Ms. Stulberg writes that "there

is almost no way to express in words the hardship and the pain

needlessly causediby the actions of the Social Security Adminis-

tration"with respect to disability terminations.

CASE NO. 1-Male, 48 years of age, this man is on nine kinds
of medicine. He has had two heart attacks while on
social security disability. He has urinary prob-
lems, bleeding bowel, stomach problems, headaches,
ankles swell, bad nerves, chest pains, and back
pains. He became so desperate because of no income
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CASE NO. ](continued)
that he tried to work and broke his arm.

CASE NO. 2-female, 34 years of age, this woman suffers from
arthritis, headaches, seizures, psychological
problems, frequent kidney infections, constant pain
from a serious automobile accident. This lady is
so upset about being terminated that she has
overdosed. All doctors statements indicate that she
is unable to work. She has absolutely no funds.

CASE NO.-3-female, age 57, this woman worked for thirty years
and was forced to take a medical discharge because
of her physical condition. She voluntarily tried
to return to work but was unable to do so. She
also suffers from lupus, one leg is shorter than the
other, must use a walker for support, has stiff fingers,
suffers from hallucinations, sleep paralysis, on many
medications ahd has organic brain disease. After
contributing to social security for thirty years
and being unable to work, she is now being denied
social security disability benefits.

CASE NO. 4-male, age 46, this man looks 65. He was terminated
from disability and for one solid year he and his
family had no income at all. Benefits were
resumed in March 1982 without even a hearing.
The midicals were so extreme that the Administrative
Law Judge determined that it was necessary to have
a hearing. It was so obvious that this man had
psychological and physical problems. During the
entire year he was not able to get the medication that
was necessary to treat his illnesses. Our office
borrowed and begged money from local churches in order
that his family could survive.

CASE NO. 5-male, 44 years old, this man suffers from bronchial
emphysema, a bad back, and eye trouble. He has been
without any funds at all for about seven months.
He needs medication in order to ease his breathing
problems. He has no funds to purchase medication.
He has called our office begging for us to help him
find some money so he can at least breathe. He has
children. He has gone to the local health department
and they have told him that they have money only for
his high blood pressure which~was extremely high.
He weighs only 138 pounds and is 6 feet 3 inches tall.

Mr. Chairman, Ls;ould go on and on with examples of needless

hardship. I think that these five examples, however, more than

make the point. The issue is crystal clear and we must implement

corrective legislation quickly to stem these gross injustices which

are occurring every day.
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On June 22, 1 introduced S. 2659 to address these inequities.

The major provisions of my bill are as follows:

o the bill provides for an adjustment period not to exceed
six months wherein disability benefits will be continued
until the reconsideration hearing

o the bill provides that a face-to-face evidentiary hearing
be conducted at the reconsideration hearing.

o the bill allows for the extension of medicare eligibility
until such time as a decision is reached by an Administrative
Law Judge.

o tUe bill requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services
to report to the Congress on a quarterly basis information-which

will better facilitate an accurate evaluation of the
actual continuing disability investigations process.

The difference between this bill and other proposals primarily

lies in the length of time wherein payment of benefits are paid.

The legislation I have offered provides that benefits be paid until

the reconsideration hearing as opposed to paying the benefits until

the Administrative Law Judge hearing.

I believe that this approach is preferrable from the standpoint

of cost-effectiveness. According to the Congressional Budget Office,

payment of benefits through the Administrative Law Judge level will

cost approximately $120 million in 1983, $80 million in 1984, and

$85 million in 1985. These figures include repayment of overpayments.

In comparison, payment of benefits through reconsideration including

a face-to-face hearing at the reconsideration level will cost $40

million in 1983, $45 million in 1984, and $30 million in 1985. Thus,

my bill would save approximately $170 million over the next three

years. Furthermore, according to Social Security Administration

actuaries, only about 50 percent of these overpayments are recoverable.

In order to compensate for those individuals who are erroneously

terminated, my bill provides for the extension of medicare eligibility
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until the ALJ hearing. In most cases, eligibility for medicare is

just as if not more important than the disability benefits themselves.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, this provision would

cost approximately $45 million in 1933, $50 million in 1984, and

$55 million in 1985. This provision is important because it is

extremely difficult for individuals who have been on the disability

rolls to procure hospitalization insurance once they have been

terminated from the disability rolls. Insurance carriers are reluctant

to carry these individuals and even if they do the insurance premiums

are very high.-

As I have already mentioned, providing for a face-to-face hearing

at the reconsideration hearing will hopefully reduce the inexcusably

high percentage of erroneous terminations at this level. The in-

dividual facing termination of disability benefits should be afforded

an opportunity to face those deciding the appeal as well as produce

evidence which might have a bearing on the outcome of the appeal at

the earliest possible time.

Finally, it is currently very difficult to accurately gauge the

exact depth and scope of the problem simply because no individual

or agency is charged with collecting data relevant to the number of

continuing disability reviews, the number of initial benefit termin-

ation decisions resulting from these reviews, the number of such

termination decisions with respect to which reconsideratin is re-

quested or a hearing is requested or both, and the number of such

termination decisions which are overturned at the reconsideration

or hearing level.

Under my bill, the Secretary of the Department of Health and

Human Services would be responsible for reporting this specific
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information to Congress on a quarterly basis. These reports will

enable both Congress and the Secretary to better measure the dis-

ability review pro-cess and make changes as they are necessary.

It is my sincere hope that this committee will carefully consider

the legislation I have offered here today and will move quickly to

adopt what is intended to be a temporary solution to a most crucial

problem. While a comprehensive disability package is needed, I do

not believe such a comprehensive package could be adopted before

the end of this year. It is therefore incumbent upon us to address

this problem in an effective and expeditious manner.

Once again, I would like to express my thanks and appreciation

to the Chairman and the Members of this committee for allowing me

to offer this testimony today.
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97TH CONGRESS S 2659
2D SESSION •

To amend the Social Security Act to provide that disability benefits may not be
terminated prior to completion of the reconsideration process including an
evidentiary hearing, to provide that medicare entitlement shall continue
through the administrative appeal process, and to require the Secretary of
Health and Human Services to make quarterly reports xith respect to the
results of periodic reviews of disability determinations.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JUNE 22 (legislative day, JUNE 8), 1982
Mr. SASSER introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to

the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Social Security Act to provide that disability

benefits may not be terminated prior to completion of the

reconsideration process including an evidentiary hearing, to

provide that medicare entitlement shall continue through

the administrative appeal process, and to require the Secre-

tary of Health and Human Services to make quarterly

reports with respect to the results of periodic reviews of

disability determinations,

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

11-:346 0-82---22
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1 PAYMENT OF ADJUSTMENT DISABILITY BENEFITS DURING

9 RECONSIDERATION

3 SECTION *&. (a) Section 223 of the Social Security Act is

4 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

5 section:

6 "Payment of Adjustment Benefits During Reconsideration

7 "(g)(1) In any case where-

8 "(A) an individual is a recipient of disability insur-

9 ance benefits, or of child's, widow's, or widower's in-

10 surance benefits based on disability,

11 "(B) the physical or mental impairment on the

12 basis of which -such benefits are payable is found to

13 have ceased, not to have existed, or to be no longer

14 disabling, and as a consequence such individual is de-

15 ternined not to be entitled to such benefits, and

16 "(C) a timely request for reconsideration of the

17 determination that he is not so entitled is made under

18 section 221 (d)(1),

19 entitlement to and payment of such benefits and any other

20 benefits based on such individual's wages and self-employ-

21 ment income shall not be terminated until such reconsider-

22 ation under section 221(d) has been completed and the find-

23 ing under subparagraph (B) of this paragraph has been

24 upheld on such reconsideration, or, if earlier, until the end of

8 26S9 IS
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I the sixth month after the month in which such initial termi-

2 nation determination was made.

3 "(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in the case of a termi-

4 nation of benefits which is based upon a finding made in ac-

5 cordance with subsection (d)(4) that services performed by

6 the individual or earnings derived from services performed by

7 the individual demonstrate such individual's ability to engage

8 in substantial gainful activity.".

9 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

10 to determinations (that individuals are not entitled to benefits)

11 made after the date of the enactment of this Act.

12 RECONSIDERATION PROCEDURE FOR DISABILITY BENEFITS

13 SEC. 2. (a) Section 221 of the Social Security Act is

14 amended by redesignating subsections (d) through (i) as sub-

15 sections (e) through (j), respectively, and by inserting after

16 subsection (c) the following new subsection:

17 "(d)(1) Any initial decision the Secretary renders with

18 respect to an individual's rights for a payment under this title

19 (including a decision the Secretary renders by reason of a

20 review under subsection (c)) in the course of which a determi-

21 nation relating to disability or to a period of disability is re-

22 quired for such payment and which is in whole or in part

23 unfavorable to such individual shall contain a statement of

24 the case, in understandable language, setting forth a discus-

25 sion of the evidence, the Secretary's decision, and the reason

S 2659 IS
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1 or reasons upon which the decision is based. Upon request by

2 any such individual, or by a wife, divorced wife, widow, sur-

3 giving divorced ife, surviving divorced mother, husband,

4 widower, child, or parent, who makes a showing in writing

5 that his or her rights may be prejudiced by such a decision,

6 he or she shall be entitled to reconsideration of such decision

7 under this subsection. Any such request with respect to any

8 such decision must be filed within 60 days after notice of the

9 decision is received by the individual making such request, or

10 witl.in such longer time as the Secretary may provide in any

11 case where good cause is shown as to why filing was delayed

12 beyond such 60 days.

13 "(2)(A) If a reconsideration is requested by an individual

14 under paragraph (1) and a showing is made by such individu-

15 al that he or she may be prejudiced in such decision by a

16 determination relating to disability or to a period of disability,

17 such individual shall be entitled in the course of such recon-

18 sideration to a determination relating to such disability or

19 period of disability.

20 "(B)(i) In the case of a reconsideration to be made by

21 the Secretary of a decision to terminate benefits in which a

22 determination relating to disability or to a period of disability

23 was made by a State agency, any determination under sub-

24 paragraph (A) relating to disability or to a period of disability

25 shall be made by the State agency, notwithstanding any

S 2659 IS
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1 other provision of law, in any State that notifies the Secre-

2 tarv in writing that it wishes to make determinations under

3 this subparagraph commencing with such month as the See-

4 retard. and the State agree upon, but only if (I) the Secretary

5 has not found, under subsection (b)(1), that the State agency

6 has substantially failed to make determinations under this

7 subparagraph in accordance with the applicable provisions of

8 this section or rules issued thereunder, and (HI) the State has

9 not notified the Secretary, under subsection (b)(2), that it

10 does not wish to make determinations under this subpara-

11 graph. If the Secretary once makes the finding described in

12 clause (1) of the preceding sentence, or the State gives the

13 notice referred to in clause (II) of such sentence, the Secre-

14 tary may thereafter determine whether (and, if so, beginning

15 with which month and under what conditions) the State may

16 again make determinations under this subparagraph.

17 "(ii) Any dterniination made by a State agency under

18 clause i) shall be'made in the manner prescribed for determi-

19 nations under subsection (a)(2) and regulations prescribed

20 thereunder, except that it shall be made after opportunity for

21 an evidentiary hearing at which the individual requesting the

22 reconsideration and the individual (if different) whose disabil-

23 ity or period of disability is in question shall have a right to

24 appear.

S 2659 IS
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1 "(3) A decision by the Secretary on reconsideration

2 under this subsection in the course of which a determination

3 relating to disability or to a period of disability is required

4 and which is in whole or in part unfavorable to the individual

5 requesting the reconsideration shall contain a statement-of

6 the case,-in understandable language, setting forth a discus-

7 sion of the evidence, the Secretary's decision, and the reason

8 or reasons upon which the decision is based.

9 "(4) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation proce-

10 dures for the reconsideration under this subsection of issues

11 other than issues relating to disability or a period of disabil-

12 itv.".

13 (b) Section 221 of such Act is further amended-

14 (1) in subsection (b)(1), by inserting "under sub-

15 section (a)(1) or subsection (d)" after "disability deter-

16 minations" the first place it appears, and by inserting

17 before the period the following: "or the disability deter-

18 minations referred to in subsection (d)(2) (as the case

19 may be)";

20 (2) in subsection (b)(2), by inserting "or under

21 subsection (d)(2) (as the case may be)" after "subsec-

22 tion (a)(1)" the first place it appears, and by inserting

23 before the period in the last sentence the following: "or

24 the disability redeterminations referred to in subsection

25 (d)(2) (as the case may be)";

S 2659 IS
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1 (3) in subsection (b)(3)TA), by inserting "under

2 subsection (a) or subsection (d)" after "function", and

3 by inserting "under subsection (a) or subsection (d) (as

4 the case may be)" after "process";

5 (4) in subsection (b)(3)(B), by inserting "under

6 subsection (a) or subsection (d)" after "function", and

7 by inserting "under subsection (a) or subsection (d) (as

8 the case may be)" after "process";

9 (5) in subsection (e) (as so redesignated by subsec-

10 tion (a) of this section), by striking out "(c), or (g)" and

11 inserting in lieu thereof "(c), (d), or (W)";

12 (6) in subsection (0 (as redesignated by subsection

13 (a)), by striking out "under this section" and inserting

14 in lieu thereof "or subsection (d)(2)", by inserting "or

15 under subsection (d)(2), as the case may be" after

16 "under subsection (a)(1)" the second place it appears,

17 and by striking out "subsection (f)" and inserting in

18 lieu thereof "subsection (g)";

19 (7) in subsection (h) (as redesignated by subsection

20 (a)), by inserting "or subsection (d)(2)" after "subsec-

21 tion (a)(1)", by inserting "under subsection (a)(1) or

22 subsection (d)(2)" after "disability determinations" the

23 second place it appears, by inserting after "guidelines,"

24 the following: "in the case of disability determinations

25 under subsection (d)(2) to which subparagraph (B)

S 2659 IS
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1 thereof does not apply,", by inserting "under subsec-

2 tion (a) or subsection (d)" after "disability determina-

3 tions" the third place it appears, by inserting "or the

4- determinations referred to in subsection (d) (as the case

5 may be)" after "in subsection (a)", and by adding at

6 the end thereof the following new sentence: "In the

7 case of a reconsideration by the Secretary of a decision

8 to terminate benefits, any disability determination made

9 by the Secretary under this subsection in the course of

10 such reconsideration shall be made after opportunity

11 for an evidentiary hearing at which the individual re-

12 questing the reconsideration and the individual (if dif-

13 ferent) whose disability or period of disability is in

14 question shall have a right to appear."; and

15 (8) in subsection (i) (as redesignated by subsection

16 (a)), by adding at the end thereof the following new

17 sentence: "An individual who makes a showing in

18 writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by a

19 determination under this subsection with respect to

20 continuing eligibility shall be entitled to a reconsider-

21 ation and a hearing to the same extent and in the same

22 manner as provided under subsections (d) and (e).".

23 (c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

24 with respect to requests for reconsideration of decisions by

S 2659 is
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1 the Secretary of Health and Human Services filed after the

2 date of the enactment of this Act.

3 CONTINUATION OF MEDICARE ENTITLEMENT DURING

4 ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS PROCESS

5 SEC. 3. Section 226(b) of the Social Security Act is

6 amended by striking out "the month in which notice of termi-

7 nation of such entitlement to benefits or status as a qualified

8 railroad retirement beneficiary described in paragraph (2) is

9 mailed to him" and inserting in lieu thereof "the month in

10 which such individual's entitlement to benefits or status as a

11 qualified railroad retirement beneficiary described in para-

12 graph (2) has been terminated and such individual has ex-

13 hausted all possible administrative remedies (or such individ-

14 ual has failed to request such remedies within the time period

15 provided for such requests) for challenging such termination,

16 up to and including a decision rendered by the Secretary after

17 a hearing as provided in section 221(e) or a final decision

18 rendered by the Railroad Retirement Board".

19 REPORT ON PERIODIC REVIEW OF DISABILITY

20 DETERMINATIONS

21 SEC. 4. Section 221(i) of the Social Security Act is

22 amended by inserting "(1)" after "i)" and by adding at the

23 end thereof the following new paragraph:

24 "(2) The Sccretary shall transmit to the Congress on a

25 quarterly basis a report setting forth the number of continu-

S 2659 IS
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1 ing eligibility reviews carried out under paragraph (1), the

2 number of initial benefit termination decisions resulting from

3 such reviews, the number of such termination decisions with

4 respect to which reconsideration is requested under subsec-

5 tion (d) or a hearing is requested under subsection (e), or

6 both, and the number of such termination decisions which are

7 overturned at the reconsideration or hearing level.".

S 2659 Is
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The American Association of Petired Persons appreciate

the opportunity to comment on current problems with the

administration of the Social Security Disability Program.

Recent administration of the continuing disability invest-

iratjon (CDI) process has proved to be poorly managed as

evidenced by the numerous accounts of human suffering and

hardships of disability recipients - many of whom are older

Amer icans.

In January of 1982, 62.5% of the total disability

recipient population was between the ages of 50 and 64 years,

7.4'3 were persons aged 62 through 64. The disabled elderly

rely most heavily on the Social Security disability insurance

program and have a qreat deal at stake with the current

review procedures and future changes in the program. Dis-

ability insurance i-; important to them, because for the older

worker who becomes disabled, recovery is less likely

than for a younger worker. But even if recovery does occur,

the older worker tends to be less able to find employment.

Moreover, the elderly are often the victims of multiple

impairments and their ailments tend to be compounded by the

factor of age.

Overly-Hasty- CDI Process Has Created Problems

The Social Security Disability Amendments of 1930 mandated

that the Social Security Administration (SSA) commence a

three-year review of all non-permanently disabled recipients
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in 1982. (Permanently disabled recipient review would

start in 1985). In order to achieve quick budget savings,

the Reagan Administration moved the start of the review

ahead by nine months.

Only 160,000 disability cases were reviewed annually

before 1981, but starting in FY81 SSA sent more than

300,000 cases to state agencies to review and plans to review

an additional 567,000 cases in FY82 and 840,000 in FY83.

This is in addition to the 160,000 cases already reviewed

by social security which will also be ongoing.

We doubt that there is any Member of Congress who is

not aware of the trag ic consepwiences that have occurred

as a result of the CDI's. The overly hasty implementation

of this procedure left inadequate time to provide sufficient

staffing and develop proper review procedures. Present

state agency personnel are extremely overburdened with a

backlog of case files. This situation has led to chaos

and improper termination of benefits for thousands of

disabled persons, many who have been on the rolls for a number

of years.

Benefits are being terminated in more than 45% of the

cases reviewed which greatly exceeds the 20% originally

predicted by SSA. in addition to losing their benefits,

many disabled have lost their homes, personal possessions,

and in some instances, their lives. Although many will have

their benefits restored on appeal (the current rate of

reversal is about 604), the financial losses suffered are
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irretrievable. Many of the people who are unjustly

terminated from benefits are people who are aged and

who have limited education. They often lack the soph-

istication necessary to fully understand their appeal

rights or to seek counsel. Thus, many beneficiaries are

unjustly terminated from the rolls because of this overly

aggressive state agency review.

An additional problem with the CDI process is that

recipients are being terminated without substantial medical

evidence of improvement to support the decision. The poor

dovelome~qt -of records is due in part to extremely large

state agency workload, understaffing, and arbitrary time

constraints imposed for processing cases. The sheer volume

of cases precludes the attentiveness necessary to a careful

decision. The medical evidence is therefore usually incomplete

and not current.

P couunen.lations on CDI Process

In order to assure that only non-disabled recipients

are terminated from the rolls, it is necessary that there

be an immediate slow down in the volume of cases subject

to the CDI process. A reduced work load upon state agencies

is necessary until staffing is adequate to meet case work

loads and adequate procedures are implemented to assure

quality reviews.
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AARP also believes that there should be evidence of

medical improvement prior to the termination of benefits

unless there is evidence that the initial decision was

clearly erroneous.

Inadequate Use of Consultative Examinations

There is also evidence that the state agencies rely

heavily or consultative examination reports rather than

on treating source reports. Both case law and SSA indicate

that the most desired and trustworthy evidence is that of a

treating physician eminently familiar with the claimants'

maladies. The state agencies, however, appear to give

more credibility to the consultative examination reports

which are done by volume providers who perform cursory

examinations. SSA has also failed to impose controls on

these providers and that has perpetuated inadequate and

incomplete examinations and records.

In the case where a treating physician's report

is available, we believe state agencies should be required

to rely primarily on that source tc support the disability

claim. If the consultative examiner's report is the only

medical document which sup-ports the termination of benefits,

it is critical that tle examination be complete and standards

be imp osed that set forth minimum requirements for consultative

examinations to assure quality reports.
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Strengthening the Reconsideration Level

Another area of concern in the disability program

occurs at the reconsideration level. Representatives

Pickle and Archer attempt to strengthen the appeals process,

especially at the reconsideration level, through various

provisions in H.R. 6181, the Disability Amendmrnts of 1982.

One such provision would extend the time period in which an

applicant must request a reconsideration of his initial

decision from 60 days to 180 days. AARP views this as a

positive step in that it allows individuals to try to work

but if they find themselves too disabled, the longer time

period will most likely still give their. time to appeal.

H.R. 6181 intends to make the reconsideration level

more meaningful by providing face-to-face hearings commencing

in January of 1984 for terminations based on medical reasons.

Unfortunately, H.R. 6181 would also prohibit the introduction

of additional evidence after the reconsideration level. The

provision of a face-to-face hearing, in our opinion, is not

an adequate substitute for the prohibition against additional

evidence. Because of the complex nature of meeting disability

standards, many individuals do not understand the importance

of seeking counsel until the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)

hearing and therefore tend to develop inadequate'records at

the state level. State agency personnel are often overburdened

and generally do not assist claimants in developing substantial

records or in obtaining necessary medical evidence. In

addition, unless the state agency personnel has the autonomy
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that is currently accorded the ALJ's, it is unreasonable

to expect the use of fair and impartial procedures. Prior

to accepting the provision that would close the record at

the reconsideration level, additional assurances are necessary

to insure that complete and adequate records are developed

at this stage.

AARP therefore believes that the opportunity to submit

additional evidence at the ALJ level should be maintained

or the reconsideration decision should be made by independent

adjudicators who would have responsibility to develop complete

records after face-to-face interviews with the claimant.

Extending the Payment of Benefits

Under current law, when SSA determines that a beneficiary

is no longer eligible for benefits or is otherwise ineligible,

there potentially could be the payment of benefit for one

additional month after the initial decision. H.R. 6181

addresses the financial hardships that beneficiaries may

encounter by allowing the receipt of benefits for a maximum

of six months while they appeal the initial decision. Although

extending the payment of benefits up through the reconsideration

level is laudable, it does not go far enough. The reconsideratic..

determination occurs shortly after the initial decision but

a much longer period passes between the reconsideration level

and the ALJ hearing. Beneficiaries, many of whom are in-

appropriately terminated, lose their benefits and suffer

irreparable financial injury while waiting for the appeal

11-346 0-82---23
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decision. AARP, therefore, favors extending the payment

of benefits through the Administrative Law Judge (ALT)

level, a most crucial period.

Standards for Determining Disability

In adjudicating disability claims, state agencies,

ALJ's and the Appeals Council are governed by the Social

Security Act, the Code of Federal Regulations, the Social

Security Rulings, and Supreme Court decisions. The Rulings

amplify SSA policy and provide interpretations of the Act

and Regulations. In order to clarify all of these for state

disability adjudicators, SSA issues to them a detailed

set of administrative instructions known as the Program

Operating Manual System pomsS). They set forth the

objectives of the disability program and standards with

which the state agencies must comply in reaching a disability

decision. Although the POMS contain the guidelines to be

used in determining disability, it does not have the force

or effect of the law and therefore is not binding on ALJ's

or the Appeals Council.

The POMS are neither published nor subject to rulemaking

procedures under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), and

are often at variance with the standards set forth in the Social

Security Act, Regulations, and Rulings. H.R. 6181 proposes

to make the POMS binding on ALJ's. Although this appears

to be a minor provision, it would have the major effect of

allowing the Social Security Administration to set more
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rigorous standards of disability, without the benefit

of public comment or scrutiny of Congressional review.

AARP feels that all adjudicative standards that affect

substantive rights should be promulgated through notice

and comment rulemaking as required under the APA.

Conclusion

In conclusion, AARP would like to thank this Committee

for holding hearings on an issue that is of paramount concern

to the-Association. We urge you to recognize the problems

with the administration of the disability program and to

make a maximum effort to correct the procedures and standards

which result in denying benefits to individuals who are

truly disabled and in dire need of their benefits. The

implementation of the several measures which we, along with

some Members of Congress, have recommended should improve

the quality of the program, restore confidence and equity

to its administrative procedures and allay many fears

expressed by its recipients.
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Those of us who share with members of this Committee a

committment to maintain the Social Security system as a sound,

fair and adequate social institution welcome your decision to

hold this oversight hearing at this time.

Over the past several months the crescendo of protest over

the massive terminations from the disability rolls has begun

to be reflected in the pages of the Congressional Record and

in the spate of bills cosponsored by many of your colleagues,

who seek to redress the injustices of a system now become

"uncontrollable" in reverse gear. It will not be our purpose

to add more anecdotes to the stories of human distress recounted

by the press and in your mail, or already on the record of other

Committee hearings in the Senate or House. Rather we wish to

take this opportunity to point up what to us appear to be

aberrations in public policy, systems management, and in adminis-

trative compliance with the spirit and letter of the law.

These aberrations underlie the individual human crises and will

repeat and perpetuate them if not addressed.

FIRST THINGS FIRST

Several Senators have concluded that there is a disability

crisis requiring some immediate action on a short range basis,

to be followed by some more careful long range adjustments to

the Social Security Act. We agree with them. These short range

remedies cannot and should not wait for the report of the

National Commission on Social Security Reform since they are

issues of equity and due process not primarily associated with
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the issues of trust fund reserves (short or long range).

we believe that action must be taken at once to assure

the following with respect to redeterminations (CDI):

1) Benefits will not be discontinued until an appeal,

if taken timely, has been denied at the ALJ level.

2) No current SSDI or SSI beneficiary will be terminated

without a clear finding that either (a) there has been medical

improvement to the extent that the individual no longer meets

the disability tests, or (b) the original decision was patently

erroi.eous.

3) The process of redetermination is slowed down

so that it can be conducted fairly and accurately, by adequately

trained personnel, with respect for due process. There must

be time for disabled persons to respond to the demands of SSA.

There must be time for quality work. Quality work is not

possible when SSA and DDS staff are subject to unreasonable work-

loads. We recommend a 5 year periodicity for those who are diaried.

4 ) No rules will become binding on DDS or ALJs until

after publication and opportunity for public comment.

Secretary Schweiker and Commissioner Svahn have already

made clear that they support extending the benefits of

"certain" beneficiaries at least through the first appeal

stage: they also favor allowing face-to-face contact at

reconsideration rather than waiting until the ALJ hearings.

GAO has expressed the view that Congress should clarify its

intent with respect to "medical recovery" or improvemiezit as
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it relates to redetermination of continuing disability.

We urge your immediate attention to these crisis issues.

RECENT ACTIONS BY SSA

On March 16th Commissioner Svahn testified before the

House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security. The

official summary of his remarks on SSA actions to improve

the DI program is appended.

In April SSA Associate Commissioner James S. Jeffers

met with representatives of many organizations of and for

disabled people. He gave further assurances along the-

following line:

1) Benefits will continue to the due process final date

and beneficiaries will no longer be expected to repay benefits

made by SSA error.

2) The list of permanent impairments will be expanded.

3) State agencies will be required to obtain medical

documents of record for each review, or document reasons

why they cannot do so. They must also give specific in-

formation on each individual's impairment or lack thereof.

4) More thorough investigations will be made in cases

of mental illness or retardation.

5) More federal reviews will be made of the result of

DDSA redeterminations :Ds).

6) Federal evaluations will be made of methods used by

state agencies to contact personally each person under review.

7) A continuing series of meetings will be held with
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disability groups to keep them informed of SSA policies as

well as to receive their comments.

8) A new set of improved guidelines for conducting CDIs

will be published and sent to state agencies soon.

We appreciate this evidence that SSA has at least

recognized that many disabled people who are entitled to DI

or SSI (or both) have been victims of the system and that

"reform" should not be equated merely with "throwing the

bastards out" but must also address prompt allowances and

harassment-free maintenance of benefits to those entitled

to them:

Despite these present and proposed reforms, we believe

that the crisis is deeper than has been realized to date.

It is not limited to CDIs or to Title II. It affects new

applicants and SSI eligibles as well. We are receiving

ominous reports that disabled SSI recipients are also being

terminated abruptly, and that some are being reinstated 6-10

months later either without retroactive payment or with the

lump sum payment being considered windfall income in the

monlh received. This is a brutal way to save money.

POLTCY ISSUES - THE POLITICS OF CUTTING BACK.

As your Committee is painfully aware a program which

involves five million people cannot be cut significantly

without some fanfare. The political choice is between

cutting many people a little, or a few people a lot - maybe
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eliminating a whole segment. Politically shafting a few may be

safer than offending many with more moderate modifications.

Despite much discussion of impending adverse dependency

ratios and their impact on the cash flow in OASDI, little has

been done to curtail the benefits of present or prospective

ordinary retirees. In the meantime much is being done to cur-

tail the relatively smaller disability program, not only by

curtailing benefits selectively as was done in 1980, but by

targeting many people for ejection or rejection entirely. For

them it is not a statistical 10 or 20 percent reduction but

100 percent. The more subtle form of this political strategy

is to exclude now those who might have become eligible in the

future but are not counting on it.

This Committee, even more than most, understands the

meaning of "hold harmless". It is a long standing principle

of politics that from him who hath and knows that he hath,

nothing may be taken, but from him who hath but knows it not,

even that which he hath may be taken away with impunity.

Following an adage which describes the undergraduate

collegiate hierarchy in somewhat similar language, I shall

call those who know what they have (or believe they are

about to receive) as "seniors", and those who have but don't

know it "sophomores". People who are receiving social

security benefits, whether as retired workers, as their

auxiliaries or as disabled workers, know what they have,

including at least in principle, their COLA. So do people
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who are approaching the magical age of 62. That became

evident a year ago, when President Reagan suggested making

early retirement less attractive. Similarly in 1977 it was

necessary to assure that the reforms then instituted would

be phased in over some 5 years, lest decoupling dash the

expectations of those whose aspirations had been raised in

the early '70's.

But people who will become disabled in the future usually

do not know it. They are the sophomores. They do not know the

extent and value of the disability coverage they have built up,

nor how essential it may be to their protection if disaster

strikes. Taking away their benefits before the moment of en-

titlement is like taking candy from the proverbial baby.

We are here to speak for disabled people, both the seniors

and the sophomores. You have been getting letters from the

seniors (or at least from the more vocal of them) who are being

targeted in the continuing disability investigations. You knew

that you would. In announcing this hearing the chairman

referred to the "confusion and understandable concern on the

part of people now receiving disability benefits". The fact

that you expected some remonstrances should not be allowed to

deaden your sensitivity to real and valid complaints about the

fairness of the procedures, the correctness of the findings

in particular cases, and the hardships being imposed on some

individuals.
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Others on this panel are speaking particularly to the

intense experience of people who are terminated due to alledged

"recovery". They are the center of the firestorm. While

affirming our concern about these identifiable persons, we wish

to stress particularly the needs and rights of the "sophomores"-

those who do 6ot know that, unless you act, SSA will not, after

all, be there when they need benefits because of an unforeseen

premature, long term or permanent extrusion from the labor

force.

TRENDS SINCE 1970 - THE CRESCENDO OF THE MID '70s

Congressional and administrative concerns about the DI

program go back to the mid-seventies when the rolls increased

quite dramatically over a five-year period.. There has been

considerable speculation on the cause or causes of this phenomenon

but- in our opinion, no adequate analysis of the relative con-

tribution of various convergent factors. More particularly it

seems to us that these factors have not been clearly classified

in such a way as to indicate which were adventious and peculiar

to that. era, which were to be expected from demographic con-

siderations, which could be properly remedied by better manage-

ment, which required policy review by the Congress, and above

all what should be considered reasonable on-going rates for

allowances, terminations and numbers on the rolls. Where some

of these factors have been addressed it has usually been on a

single assumption and not on an interactive or systems basis.
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Among the explanations that have been advanced for the

peaking of DI applications and allowances in 1075 are:

1) The economic recession in 1974-1977.

2) Outreach by SSA in connection with initiation of the

SSI program, which outreach allegedly encouraged

applications by handicapped people who were not

"severely impaired".

3) The greater public acceptance of government aid.

4) The overload on the disability determination machinery

as a result of assimilation of the SSI program, allegedley

leading to shoddy work on allowances during this period.

Among the factors given less attention have been:

5) The cumulative effect of the return of Vietnam veterans.

This was the first major cohort of veterans to have had

contributory OASDI coverage while on combat duty. In

addition to those who returned with disabilities,

many of them have since developed psychiatric disorders

or neurological problems which have not necessarily

been accepted as service-connected.

6) The effect of SSI enrollment on severely disabled

persons under 65 who were not aware of their eligibility

for small DI benefits based on an irregular earnings

record; these entitlements were disclosed and claimed

when the SSI claim was processed.

7) The concurrent effect of liberalizing the requirement

for the number of quarters of coverage for young
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disabled workers at a time when a quarter could be

earned on as little as $50.00 in covered wages.

8) The age specific effect of having in 1975 a particularly

large cohort of persons between 50 and 65 (born between

1910 and 1925), an age range in which one expects the

incidence of disability to increase markedly.

9) The rise in the number of people in this age range who

are insured for disability.

In reviewing these considerations one by one and considering

the degree to which each might or might not be expected to apply

today we note the following:

i) The present recession is more pronounced than was that

of the mid-seventies.

2) If SSA outreach did bring in inappropriate applications

which did indeed get through the screen, the effects

should have stabilized by now. More than half of those

awarded benefits in 1975 will have died or been converted

to OASI by the end of this year.

3) Increased respectability of legitimately eligible persons

receiving benefits was an objective of the SSI program

and should continue as such but is probably suffering

set-backs now as a result of publicity about "the disability

mess".

4) The notion that somehow SSA's disability determination

system let down its guard and allowed itself to be

raped in 1975 is not consistent with the fact that the
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allowance rate at the initial level was only 40 per-

cent in 1975 compared to 44 percent in 1970. Since

then, initial denials have gone from 60 percent in 1975

to 67 percent in 1980 and confirmation of those denials

referred for reconsideration has increased from 67 per-

cent to 85 percent. With this escalation of denials it

is scarcely surprising that appeals from the reconsidera-

tion step to ALJs have both increased and become somewhat

more successful.

This is not necessarily deplorable since the ALJ system

was put in place to provide a review independent of SSA,

using administrative due process, in lieu of judicial

due process, while leaving the courts as a last resort.

(See later discussion of "Bellmon Report".)

5) Those Vietnam veterans already on the rolls with permanent

disability will affect the caseload for about

40 years. Even though the risk of subsequent disability

may be heightened by active duty, as time goes on new

accessions of middle aged and older veterans should

reflect more nearly the experience after World War II

since those who reenter the civilian work force can

acquire insured status independent of military duty.

6) That many DI eligibles were unaware of their eligibility

in 1974-1975 is supported by specific studies on this

point in the 1974 follow up study of the 1972 disability
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survey which showed that 33 percent of the severely dis-

abled were receiving benefits, but that 42 percent were

unaware of the program and 24 percent, though aware, had

not applied. The one-time incremental effect on the DI

allowance rate in 1974-1976 which accompanied initiation

of SSI will not be repeated. However, the proportion of

disabled worker recipients who also receive SSI appears

to be about ten percent or about 275 thousand currently.

7) The windfall for younger workers with very low coverage was

remedied by the 1977 amendment which increased the minimum

earnings required for a quarter of coverage; in addition

the deliberalization of "drop out" years in 1980 and the

more recent removal of the minimum benefit have diverted

new cases of this sort, although many younger workers who

were legally enrolled in the mid-seventies will continue

as beneficiaries for some years to come.

8) The expanded cohorts of those born between 1910 and 1930

are still impacting the critical disability age group

50-65 and will continue to do so, although the cumulative

effect on the DI program would be expected to subside

beginning in the mid-80's. Indeed this demogrdphlc fact

was presumably a major factor for the 1977 prediction by

SAA that disability rolls would continue to rise until

3986 at which time they would peak at a level about one-

third above 1977.
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There is an additional demographic factor to be noted here.

Among older people present criteria include Considera-

tion of educational factors. This is a realistic

reflection of the capacity for work of a person who is

both impaired and under educated. The people who in

1975 (or today) are 60 plus 5 years old were of high

school or college age during the depression of the '30's.

This cohort lacks the educational attainment of those

that preceded it as well as those who follow. This was

specifically illustrated in the 1972 disability survey.

9) The number of persons insured for disability has continued

to increase. The number of persons filing applications

in 1982 is expected to total about 1.3 million, close

to the 1975 level. The number of people in the most

vulnerable age range has increased (19.7 million in 1975,

21.7 million in 1980). The full implications of this

phenomenon are discussed in the next section.

Reviewing all these factors togetl 9r qualitatively

suggests to us that had 1977 allowance parameters continued to

be applied with reasonable accuracy and consistency, rolls would

have increased at least another 10-15 percent by now. Allowing

for a 10 percent retrenchment to cover the legitimate effect of

a more diligent search for recovered beneficiaries through CDI, an

essentially level or slightly increasing enrollment might have

been anticipated until 1985. Instead, the rolls are declining.
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TRENDS SINCE 1975 - WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW

The most striking recent statistic is the dramatic

decline in new allowances since the peak in 1975. The 1981 rate

was 3.62 per thousand insured, half the rate of 7.11 in 1975,

and it appears to be continuing its downward plunge. This is

the lowest rate in the 25 year history of the program (Table 1).

Because this gross rate is not age adjusted we examined

the age-specific incidence rates for 1975 and 1978 (latest

available). Whereas the overall rate declined about 27 per-

cent in the three-year period, the age specific rate declined

about 23 percent for younger age groups and 25 percent for

older workers (Table 2).

Because so many people are now taking early retirement

(and hence are no longer in the denominator of the incidence

equation) we also examined the data on prevalence, i.e., the

number of disabled workers age 62-64 who were on the DI rolls

between 1970 and 1981 as a percentage of those eligible (i.e.,

those working plus OASDI primary beneficiaries in this age group).

Table 3 indicates that (I) the number of disabled workers in

current payment status as a percent of eligibles peaked in 1979

and is now declining while the percent of retired workers con-

tinues to increase, from 40.6 in 1979 to 43.1 in 1981. The

conclusion we have to draw is that significant numbers of people

in their 60's are being denied or terminated for DI but are

nevertheless having to retire early on OASI. While forcing them

to take actuarial reduction in individual benefits may save sor.e

11-346 0-82--24
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money, this intercategory transfer is scarcely a triumph for

the disability purge, even if it appears to cleanup the books.

TERMINATIONS

SSA does not publish termination data in its regular

monthly bulletins. Moreover, to understand what is occuring

one must have a breakdown by cause. Most terminations are due

to (1) conversion to OASI at age 65, (2) death, and (3) "recovery".

In 1976 these accounted for 49 percent, 39 percent and 10 percent

respectively of the 351 thousand DI workers terminated that

year. The death rate has been steadily declining despite the

demographic shift mentioned earlier. Conversions should remain

relatively high until the early 90's unless older disabled people

are forced off the DI rolls prematurely. The serial data on

"recoveries" is marked by inconsistencies in reporting codes,

but it is clear that numbers so recorded have been increasing in

the past five years even before the stepping-up of CDI's beginning

in March 1981.

Not only are there declines in incidence and .age specific

prevalence, but prevalence and numbers of DI worker beneficiaries

of all ages have been coming down since 1978 (Table 4). The still

more dramatic decline in the numbers of minor children of DI

workers appears to reflect primarily the graduation of the baby

boom cohorts. While fiscally favorable, it is not a variablJe

subject to direct administrative control, although we understand

that disabled workers with families have been targeted for CDIs.
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In short the evidence we can deduce from the readily

available published data leads us to conclude not only that CDIs

are resulting in excessive and ill considered terminations but

that new applicants for both DI and SSI are being denied at an

unprecedented rate. Because of the current and projected

demographic profiles we would expect a maintenance or even a

modest increase in incidence and prevalence of DI allowances

and current payees even without assuming that a reduced death

rate means an increased longevity for disabled people. Instead

both are declining.

The variety of factors contributing to the net gain or loss

in beneficiaries in any year requires disaggregation by cause.

We urge you to prevail on SSA to publish current figures on a

quarterly basis covering persons on DI worker rolls whose status

has changed during the year, broken down by termination type

(as above), appeal and payment status, and broad age group .

We also believe that timely indicative data on initial denials

and on appeals by new applicants should be made available to you

and us, including trends in pre-effectuation review, of both

allowances and denials:

Much damage could be done if this pre-effectuation process

receives no objective evaluation prior to the report which

Congress has required be prepared by January 1, 1985. We believe

SSA should give special attention to quality control on denials

which involve multiple impairments and those disorders which
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characteristically fluctuate in functional effect, such as

multiple sclerosis and schizophrenia. Our anecdotal reports

support the notes on these topics presented by Mr. Ahart, the

Director of GAO, at the hearing before the Senate Committee on

Government Affairs on May 25, 1982.

THE BELLMON REPORT

During the Carter administration ALJs became a target of

complaint by the Department of Health and Human Services and the

Social Security Administration: the Congress concurred by

adding Section 304 (g) to the Social Security Amendments of 1980.

This amendment required the SSA to institute a program of ongoing

review of ALJ decisions and to submit to Congress last January

a report on that review and on a study of factors that influence

ALJ decisions. It is said that the request for this report

"arose from Congressional concern with the increasing number of

denials being appealed to ALJs and the high percentage of DDS

denials that were being overturned by ALJs". The report deals

with the latter but not the former.

You now have this report: more recently it has become

available to the public through publication in the May 1982

Social Security Bulletin. We believe that the study on which

the report is based was well designed and the results useful.

There are, however, some inferences to be drawn from this study

that have not been highlighted sufficiently.
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In the words of the report itself:

The initial review was based on a sample of 3,600
recent ALJ decisions on disability cases. The case
folders were reviewed by two different units within
SSA: the Office of Assessment (OA). which operated
under the standards governing the DDSs, and the
Appeals Council which applied the standards and
procedures governing ULJ decisions. Each unit made
new decisions on each case without being aware of the
original ALJ decision or the decision of the other
reviewing organization. These new decisions were used
only for analytical purposes; they were not used to
actually alter the original ALJ determination.

The major finding of the initial review was that signi-
ficant differences in decision results were produced
%hen these different decisionmakers were presented with
the same evidence on the same cases. The ALJs allowed
64 percent of the cases. The Appeals Council, applying
ALJ standards, allowed 48 percent. OA, applying DDS
standards, allowed only 13 percent.

An examination of the standards and procedures governing
the ALJs and DDSs indicates distinct differences. In
certain instances, operational definitions are not
identical. In other instances, ALJ procedures permit a
finding of disability that is not possible under the
DDS standards. Finally, in some areas the definitions
contained in the standards are the same, but procedures
differ for evaluationg evidence of impairment.

Our observations are as follows:

1. In the test situation the Office of Assessment

reviewers used the more detailed and explicit rules and POMS

which were considered binding on the DDS agencies but not ALJs.

OA then "allowed, 13 percent of those cases denied at the

initial (state DDS) level. This figure is based on a sample

taken before the recent intensification of pressure on the DDS

to become more strict, to place less emphasis on vocational

factors, etc. While this reversal rate is less than the ALJ
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or Advisory Council rates (based on more general rules) it

still represents an unacceptable "error rate" for the DDS

level. It also suggests that DDS staff may be playing it on

the safe side for themselves by favoring denials on the assump-

tion that the client can appeal any denial. This is distinctly

unfair not only to those who do appeal but to those who are

denied and do not have the wit or resources to appeal. Appeals

are costly to everyone. The system should be structured to

maximize correct first decision and minimize the perceived need

to appeal.

2. There is strong evidence that face-to-face contact

and full information improves a client's prospects for success

at the ALJ level. SSA is considering permitting face-to-face

contact at the DDS reconsideration level. We favor this change

but caution that DDS personnel do not have the legal training

and experience of ALJs. If reconsideration is to be a credible

resource, staff who conduct reconsiderations should be shielded

from a vested interest in protecting the initial decision.

3. The study was structured in response to a Congressional

directive. The assumption behind the directive was clearly

that ALJs are "out of line": the study was not designed to

evaluate the performance of DDS reviewers as such. Moreover,

the assumption appears to be made that, because the POMs and

other directives used at the DDS level are more detailed and

precise, they are also more likely to produce "correct" as well as
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consistent results. From this it is inferred that ALJs must

be required to comply with them. Yet it is quite possible

that experienced ALJs may be more "correct" than initial

reviewers at the state level. We have grave questions as to

whether the Social Security rulings and other guidance, much

of which is not put out for public review, in fact conform

fully to the statutory language and intent.

We trust that current efforts for regulatory reform

do not result in a regulatory underground of invisible rules.
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Table :.1
NUMBER OF AWARDS AND INCIDENCE RATES FOR

DISABLED-WORKER BENEFICIARIES, 1957-80*

Number Insured
on January 1
(in millions)

10.00
10.36
11.78
46.36
48.51
50.47
51.52
52.30
53.32
54.99
55.72
67.96
70.12
72.36
74.50
76.14
77.80
80.44
83.27
85.15
86.65
88.83
90.60
93.10
95.2

Number of Awards
During the Year
(in thousands)

179
131
178
208
280
251
224
208
253
278
301
323
345
350
416
455
492
536
592
552
569
457
409
390
345

Incidence
Rate

(per thousands

17.90
13.79
13.95
4.49
5.77
4.97
4.35
3.98
4.74
5.06
5.40
4.75
4.92
4.84
5.58
5.98
6.32
6.66
7.11
6.48
6.57
5.15
4.51
4.19
3.62

-a/ For statistical purposes, the years 1958 and 1959 vere defined as cov..!ring
the periods January 1, 1958 to Novcmh:r 30, 1958 and Occeihber 1, 1958 to
December 31, 1959, respectively. However, the gross incidence rates are
shown after conversion to an annual basis.

b/Estinated by the Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration.

From Actuarial Study No. 81, Social Security Administration, April 1980.

From report of the National Commission on Social Security p. 197
a updated with data from the Social Security Bulletin Annual
Statistical Supplement 1980 and Social Security Bulletin June

Calendar
Year_,

1957
1958a/
1959a/
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980b/
1981

'C'
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TABLE 2 - AGE SPECIFIC INCIDENCE: DISABILITY AWARDS

1975 1978
Awards per Awards per

Age group 1000 insured 1000 insured

Under 25 1.00 .77
25 - 29 1.89 1.37
30 - 34 2.59 1.88
35 - 39 3.45 2.68
40 - 44 5.02 3.90
45 - 49 7.50 5.66
50 - 54 12.21 9.37
55 - 59 20.05 15.07
60 - 64 29.53 21.07

Total 7.11 5.22

* Number of awards in year per 1000 living workers insured for
disability at beginning of year (estimated).

Source: Social Security Bulletin Annual Statiscal Supplement
1975, Table 71.

Social Security Bulletin Annual Statiscal Supplement
1980, Table 4A.
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TABLE 3 - PREVALENCE OF DISABLED AND RETIRED BENEFICIARIES
AGED 62-64 1970-1981

Column A: Number of disabled worker beneficiaries as
percent of all eligible persons age 62 - 64
at beginning of year *

Column B: Numter of beneficiaries receiving early retire-
ment benefits as percent of all eligible persons
age 62 -64

Column C: Number of all
beneficiaries
age 62 - 64

A

1970
1971
i972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

* Number

Fromlata

8.3
8.5
9.0
9.8

10.3
11.1
12.1
12.7
13.2
13.3
13.2
12.9

disabled and retired worker
as percent of eligible persons

B

30.9
32.2
34.0
36.0
38.1
39.2
40.6
40.1
41.3
40.6
41.8
43.1

eligible is estimated.

contained in Table 46 -

C

39.4
40.6
43.0
45.7
48.3
50.3
52.6
52.7
54.5
53.8
55.0
56.0

Social Security Bulletin,
Annual Statistical Supple-

ment, 1980
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Table 4- Disabled workers and auxiliaries : 1957-82

Number in current payment status. Number of new awards
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.79313

S0,24
1.271.11I

4.914740 2

2, .4 7.340

.414.91

3.14 I

4.3M.5,13I
4.323,327J

4,344.174
4.977.2743

4.012l.191

4.987,.740r

i .1 l33.47 3

4~~.2 2.3I

.,odecrb I

I 37.444

149.150

274,44
17.711

l27.014
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Adapted from Tables M-12 and M-17
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From Appendix

SJ1iARY OF TESTINKVY
Social Security Ca nissloner John A. Svahn

March 16, 1982
House Ways and Means Subcamtittee on Social Security

Social Security Disability Program

o Deep-seated and long-standing prcblams in many areas of the program have been
documented. The 1980 disability amencknents made important inproveents.

o The Admnistration has been moving aggressively to address problems
administratively, using four objectives:

-- Isure that all claimants wio are disabled will be found entitled to
benefits, those not disabled will be denied benefits, and that
beneficiaries no longer disabled will be rcioved from the rolls.

-Process claims timely at initial and appellate levels.
-Treat similar claimants uniformly throughout the country at all levels

of adjudication.
--Use high quality medical evidence.

o To achieve these objectives, SSA is:
-Changing the way of determining when beneficiaries have medically

recovered. %ben the system is at fault in delaying the determination,
the person generally will be considered to have recovered iten the
continuing disability determination is made. No repajnent of benefits
paid before then will be required. If delay is clearly fraud, however,
SSA will make a retroactive detennination of medical recovery and
prosecute fully.

-- Currently reexarining all disability beneficiaries.
-Fpanding the use of Social Security Rulings to assure uniform

nationwide application of adjudication standards.
-Reviewing a sample of initial denials as well as approvals.
--Doing can-mot:Lon review of AUJ allowances, since October 1, 1981.
-Testing ways the State DDS reconsideration process might be improved.
-- Expanding the AIJ corps and support staff to reduce backlogs and speed

processing
-Introducing innovative processing techniques in hearing offices,

new equipment to increase productivity, and improved training.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE Of
MEMINGS ANID APICA4.5

ago" T*fftamr*S06dg., Sungs 2 M4

August 13, 1982 29", 211d Avefte Noa
illg Mo $n 9101

Phioni1 406) 6V.64.

Hon. Pat Williams
U. S. HOUVE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. '"illiams:

At the Subcommittee (veterans) hearings in Helena, I pointed out
several areas where the Congress has intentionally and wilfully
"stuck it to" the citizen and/or assisted and permitted the
bureaucracy in so doing. Subsequent to the hearing, The Montana
Maverick asked me for a summnary of my statement Rather than try
to again summnarize it hera, I will just encios4J a copy of the
statement printed by the Maverick.

I am also enclosing a copy of the Program Operations Manual System
(POMS) pertaining to the Social security Administration (SSA) having
a representative present to present*%,the SSAs8 side. (It appears
that the SSA's representative may be an attorney or nonattorney, as
is now true with respedt to the claimant.) In particular, mote that

1, The SSA representative will be an employee of the Office
of Hearings and Appeals (OHA) -- which is part of the SSA.
In other words, working for the same employer (SSA), etc.,
etc., as the Administrative Law iTuide (AUJ) thatq will
decide the case. Cozy?

2. The SSA's representat.ike:;will be "stationed in the (OHA)
hearing officem . Cozier?

Note also the assertion that one purpose of the project is that of
"reducing delays in hearings m . When was the last time you ever heard
that a hearing involving one judge, one claimant and one attorney or
representative toc more time than a hearing involving one judge, one
claimant and two IT2'Ftotneys/representatives?
Keep in mind that the idea of the SSA having a representative/attorney,
making that person an employee of the SSA's OHA, placing that person
in the same office as the SSA'a own AZAT, etc., etc., was worked on
and approved by career government lawyers of the OHA/SSA/HHS. They
saee-no conflicts of interest, ethical problems, etc., etc., in having
an attorney/representative for one of 3jparties to a lawsuit work
for, with, etc., etc., the same organization and being in the same
office as the judge who is supposed to provide a fair, impartial,
objective, etc., hearing to both parties. That's the tragedy of the
whole things -- they honest to God do not see conflicts of interest,
ethical quel tions, etc.
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Some time ago I said that one of these days the bureaucracy will just
simply decide that it has had enough of the Congress and enact some
regulations to abolish it. (We may be one step closer.) I am enclosing
an article from the Federal Times, August 16, 1982, which shows that
the Department of MRS may just atop publishing some notices in the
Federal Reaister, or, they may condescend to publish them only*after
they have taken effect. (Based on your experience, what do you think
the chances are that any bureaucracy would actually put regulations
into operation and then admit that they were wrong and withdraw them

In a recent article in the Federal Employees News Digest, August 2,
1982, Representative Edward Derwinski (R"1ll.) is quoted as saying.

"...Federal annuitants will be'better served in the immediate
future by a cap on COLA than they would be by the abolishment
or absorption of the civil service retirement program into the
Social Security system,-but what you are doing here is helping
to build a case for the Ways and Means Committee which has
btched and bungled the Social Security Sys for 45 years, to
grab the federal retirement system and use it as a patch on
social security. This is the thing federal employees and
annuitants should fear the most."

I disagree with him only in that I uould change "Ways and Means
Committee" to read "the Congress". I would then add "And the
Congress is still botching and bungling it."

Don Edg 'Burris
Administrative Law Judge

cc: Hon. John Melcher
Hon. Max Baucus
Hon. Ron Marlenee
Hon. Patrick Moynihan
Hon. Jake Pickle
Hon. Timothy Wirth
Members, Ways & Means Comm.
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Program Operations Manual system
Part 02 - General

Chapter 031 - AppeAls
Subchapter 09 - Disab[lity Insurance Program

and Black Lung
**I

TN 3 7-82 APPEALS T03109.200.C

NOTE: The audience for this entire supplement is the amse: 03, *A, RR, FR, CR

T03109.200. SSA Representative Project

A. General

SSA will be conducting a project In which S siIt h".W11111a1ed at hearing.
involving the issue of disability bX.a

1 
i ... r.ain PAtW6 The project viii

run for approximately I year and will Involve five hearing offices within '
Regions 111, IV, VII, and IX. The Itai~nttrive WilI ha resoonsiblaiog

ne the ,mahilitv ease for hearing. When the claimant has appointed arepresentative, the SSA representative will also participate in the hearing end
in any post-hearing development approved by the administrative law judge. (The
SSA representative's responsibility in cases involving claimants who have
appointed representatives will be limited to preparing the case for hearing
Under these procedures, the claimant will retain all rights which are provided
under the Social Security At and current regulations. and the 4 A"iv
l ; will retain the ultimae responsibility for condtictina and controlling

A for the ramnlaronam of the claims r dcord, and for-issuance of the
o.r;n.g drisiain, When the claimant has appointed a representative, the SSA

representative will have the sam rights as the clafmant except the right to
appeal the hearing decision.

Then-rae of the RSA renr.eantative project is to determine whether mre
,nir.. an,

4 
rntigmntnr hPAring Aacisipng on the issue of disability will result

from having a representative of SSA sharpen the issues, present the facts, and
state SSA's position in a disability case to the administrative law judge.
Other purposes for the project includ' iorog~nit the overall disability

xdi~[ tnv nrc~ssand ed illay In heiais, Because a primary

funtin o te SA eprelenta=v MEl De to devel -ths claimt eod h

hearing level, the administrative law judge viii be able to devote mre time and
attention to his or her primary tasks of conducting the hearing and issuing the
hearing decision.

B. Included Cases

The project will include alt canes In the selected hearings offices (see C.
below) in which there is a request for a hearing on an Issue of disability
under title 11 and/or title XVI of thu Social Security Act. It will include any
such cases-in which the claimant either has appointed a representative or Is
unrepresented (see D. below). Cases involving travel from the hearing office
that necessitate per diem expenses wilt not be Included, and all other cases
will also be excluded.

C. Selected Itcaring Offic,•

The'project viii be conducted Initially ik four regions and will involve five
hearing offices and the district/branch offices serviced by those hearing
offices. Diatrict/branch offices other than those serviced by the live
selected hearing offices my also become involved when a hearing request is
filed outside the claimant's resident office. It the claimant's resident office
is serviced by one of the selected hearing offices end the case mets the
criteria shown In S. above, it will be included In the project.
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D. R.,presented and Unrepresented Clakmants

The project, will include all hearinita cace which sset the criteria in B.
above, .cther the claimant is represented or unroprueented.

S'1nrirventd Claimants - When the claimant has.0 appointed a
repre.;nL. iLVe, the SSA repreenLative viii 111.- QAM for the he t
including obtaining any additional evidence and making any necessary coprtacts
with the claimant. The SSA representative will have no further involvement igh
the case and vill not appear at the hearing.

R represented Claimants8 -Where the claimant hae appointed a representative
(see GN 03910.020 and G 03920.030), the $1A tepTeaentative ill prepare the
case for the hearinS, including obtaining any additional evidence and matng
necessary contacts with the elaiuant's appointed representatives The $1A
representatLve will also participate is the hearing ad wi4 initiate any
post-heating development approved by the adainletirtive law Judge. In addition,
the SSA representative vil send copied of any correspondence to the appointed
representative.

E. Location of tile SSA Representative

The c A representative vi lFe an fluak ~nw* ItiftadA the hearOMfc ,,'_ "

)
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FEDERAL TIMES, Aug. 16, 1982
Public Responds Angrily
To HHS 'No Comment'
In late June, the Health and Hu- unnecessary, or contrary to the

man Services Department pub. public interesL"
iished a notice In the Federal Reg- 'he department says I would
ister for public comment. It said cIrcumvent comment only rarely,

flflt nn--be ubWAIs such as cams where regulations
______ Pmust be issued quickly. When

Sister r(or _ eK-_CQmmenL • there isn't time to publish pro.
by early August, HHS had re- posed rules for comment, HHS

ceived 121 letters of comment. All says, comments wUl be considered
of them were negative. the rules take effect.

Mfany of the letters came from -- i'st year, for example, Con.
Florida, where retirees feared •res changed some benefits un-
changes in social security and der Aid to Families with Depen.
Medicare. Other letters came 'dent Children on 'August 13 and
from lawyers in private practice, HHS had to Issue rules. by the
groutps providing legal services to start of the fiscal year, October 1.
the poor, aged or mentally etard- A district court judge ruled that
ed, state agencies, hospitals, the rules were Invalid because the
nurses, former civil servants and public didn't have time to com-
selfdecscribed disappointed voters. ment, but that decision was over.-

Some letters decried a "power thrown on appeal.
Crab" by HIIS and said the plan "nhat Ls what brought It to our
runs counter to Reagan adminis. attention," said Terry Coleman,
ration promises to shift power the WIS attorney who supervises
from the government to the new regulations. "Part of the con-
citzens. . cern also was that courts have

The MIS notice asserts a been graduaaU rtghtening the ex.
o m, tenew rulrerardn " emptons" Md r the Admlntstra.

lie' proprt3 l Uve ProcedureA& "
fits and contracts 1i ,hc i e .. The Federal Register notice

c-- nIn 1s..ays the proposal would "clarify
e : .-n"The bit "- -- that the Department's voluntary
.Ve. ,cia. ultv, Medicare.. use of notice and c comment proy

lilc& d-' e ]. benefit ' dam Is not Intended to create anyprograms as well as various pro-.. judicially enforceable rights.
jec' grants. . 1 - 1 . ... when the Department finds It

Technically, those types of rules necessary to omit notice and com-
already are exempt from the pub. meant procedures, the courts
lic comment requirements of the sbou d not review that action as If
Administrative Procedure Act .th.earmn had been legally
but in 1970, IIS, then the Health, ue and comment
Education and Welfare Depart- r-e-' .
ment, announced it would comply •EM3 rules'irll be published for
with the act voluntarily. comment, the notice says, except

Because It is complying volin. wben "the delay that woul resutf
trly, HIIS says. It should not be would Impair the attainment of
held to the act's standards of a).. prOgram objective Or would havie
lowing agencies to omit comment other dIuavntages that outweigh
only when It Is "impracticable, ;'.'"' (See"'H ,Papefl)

the benefits of recettlvwtt pblc•
comment prior to Issuance of the,
rules." . • , - -..

Some In Congress read more'Into the notice. "I suspect this pro.

inse sad Rep. Denns E.
Eckart, D-Ohlo.

Rep. Claude Pepper, D.Fla.-
chairman of the House select com-
mittee on aging, said the plan
would allow far-reaching changes
In benefits programs Involving
millions of people and billions of
dollars "in a manner that turns a
deaf ear to the Concerns of those
affected and the public as a
whole."

The Senate already has passed a
provision to eliminate the exempt -
tions from comment under the
procedure act as part of a regula.
tory reform bill. The bill Is pend-
Ing in the House.

Coleman said -HS went ahead
with Its Federal Register notice
despite the bill because similar
bills have been considered since
1970 without resolution. He said It
Is "certainly" possible that the
proposal will be dropped even It
the bill does not pass.

- ODEJ.

11-346 0-82--25
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P94 AVUia ..19U. gow vontigjia

Special Letter to the Editor: An Insider Viws the-

Dis Mrke. Ntaaa ut t15.-r MSb sen paThis lto Sclkode d s"li a y pr eac

request for a summary of my sat~eme/nth .. sa..lebWne the Subtomriafle s Overashl ag k'Zs' lisnme
Luvis|tsr s of the U.S. Hodse of Rh o- b u ..... • SSA- I.

selatiri Cemmilice on Veteras' Aas Sh -.. *j. S it e . What lealsly happees
ta Helen a. Moan=, Jun 19, 19U. kir; OdeIh~: Cosnslfs us is && Grer. no;

I haa been a mt) sice the tMtvhp "- . pbfil r (W.lse agency) wa Chasms
1

ihretor t~ectryisen'dd loes o. made. ese Consegs pe" die
rusty. Fer a Sail. I do i.a~co all Of 0y7magmsao l ep pc hr
Rotorki.te Order us shal they Wer 0Pe111 prolem egsi = 2= 6 if'voted, clc. I do recll, th followwi pIof. wn aid bow tocrc itI.

firt: I mdte 31 clear io the Subcosalk. Now ha Yu so e oee the

ee, i Id uiali to make it clear lamS• tn bam da5c Masagemest th Ia I epee
'ieIeasAdtmiialtive Law flip big let atit prolemI he a - ce-M

(Al)asllb the Oice of Heantigs sad ApD. ssuesidiag aiytlica thae would MA I
peals 4O0AW, Social Securay Adftluic'b US! Aete Ck alnk tat ouder 0019
OsISSA), Departocnt Of He&h fae problem, make th peb lesms

Human Serets (DXS). I appeared be- aplicatsed etc.?
I" the 5rSamrinct solly saptlia Here' a good example The a ocia
tusco snI e-iaIn Staff sergea t. - ialy peegra lI auppose tobe Sep I
I so trade it elear that I was 044l tata8apeeses Wo ISheessseaaraoyeSan

0F.A. the SSA indoor the DXXS, a
comnti ed that tVis was agreeable wit
me s there ias very little thaI they weld
ty abot. me thai was good sad crw less
oal I wculd Say "g abot them. I

Second: The most important
point I made has to do with a
very basic concept of American
government and law, namely,
the doctrine of separation of
powers.

Evry scheo kid Ia te Untied States Is
espaed Is the iea Of eparltro Of peter
bm a very earl) age-The idea of kail
Vie Lertlalxtve KCogress) caic laws, the
Esecutnve curl then. out d the Jodaciayr
(cats) interpret theta i ty o e of the
d not Vi tgralrest ideas tad uateigards
embodied us rue cctsiaoe.

While most Americans have
faith in the Constitutional con.
cept of separation of powers, the
U.S. Congress docs not.

Per tasm;l. leek at the number of bills
Dms peitege t Congress Oat would lake
away the junasdiction of the courts k ear
certain cases, Arc h tluslrsttae is lf
fac tha* abeS C"grCss aeas a la at
fectuti yia and me. it totally ferteos ales
eparatr ot powers oad just lumps try

On otidet a go:verireal agecTy.
As you ci ires'l, erie of tf mai eow

plSDUe the veirrets made to the Subkes
unce &a Helea was the treuatIen they

proceed at the bands if fth VA. They
partIcatly cvmpliicd about the way s
VA adydtstiheurbo claims.

out Vie tthof the alslter Istthlt (1) the
VA is oy drorg chait Congest authated
ttastO ad (2) Cot re's is scll reepoasi

bie for the fat Vt all the VA people to,
nled L adlaVdialtga vterta'S claim
againt the VA to fact wrk lot. ar e pd
by, sne gooey r, mioolraselP
in¢cues, rta/tiei by the VA.

As I said 1tVi hearing. "Wha& she hell
day"er t 'hea you set soeetlua Vp

lae tht?
5 tec that Coniess did see just do

tls with one agetny Ithe VAL, I potated nt
that to fth arts of social security, CiOW
gross give the coitn a aright 1l a claiL
As "anitoal deletrillia is wAde by thie
ISA. U the eiteas disa rces, he Can as fee
I "lcresiceraoion. Whi makes the i
onatitall" deleirmnatoni? The SSA.

If the cith s 1 st il dsst"isfied . (Id
believe mt., heoshe gectall tll. tieWali
can a& tot s heinng bore t ALl. WIN
is the AU's emItpcyei? The SSA. N ad
satisid thO the A1e di e. th dl.
esai eswtha0lLAAyflalCf9L~

r. whom d the members aliS At.
pub Caf.ll e t? The S&A. (For a k-
tea sad purposes, the Commissoner of
the IA sppot the hod ofthe OKA.e
head of the OA b she Chairmsn sae
0XA Appeals Cees. Feal laiatel sad
ppIS tl head if eke OtNA dealiges
she Mebes of abs Appeals Cael of the
OKA.

TMmeibesof the Appeals Cencil, a
in tree o the ALIt ar all asher Social
$ecery employee ae totilply dependent
a the 5I5. e . ieomsolles.

nassau. nas rTsste at this to whet
te Ces ofc dshe United Sates tall a

I'," "imp ." 6keclie, e e..
etc., precede for ye Sod me.

In fact. It Is about the same as
suing your spouse foe divorce
and then having to let your
spouse's attorney ac as the
"Judge" In the casel

If hIl elar Yes a through with he
OKAAppeals Com ta • recall low
Federal D6i0We Cowes. ThIs will be pow
&a eal chas of getalag sa elwo
lb. - .19, eie.. hbCaiag ad daI

ec s tle Ceaaieatoe evwnless.
Whon yes S"e hote Federal Coet. thet

m hata? e khe Fede Jesse deldss
ye tee l g m es tal he l t t
e".. vam were e atty a eehelaa~ tm h re m ita41 w tm

hasndd heaen refusedd' hea cas toeI
OKA. ala SSM Sad he D 5 sadlS al m
What he wants deo.

in t good lee sor me. the elae
miltias s d?lLt M ae Answer this way: II
Is aCl goad piesecuss fee Yeuso San -Ae
a bill ( Ili) sot pending Is ala U..
Xmem PC Ieptieelves eontains aS
propaslwhlch my maw be uet) tia do
Ciutrs "at nt remand a case to she
OHA,5SA/DXIS. Plow whe ds 7oe saP
pen wanted se st haIpen sad wlyir

Does that sound to you like
Congress Is worried about you
and use? Hell. nol

Cmao t t h red @ a t as. paJ
Se, (Sir Ply. tee. I Is only werti alle

ow' a peelecels ahe rlha its d
Isiessrsey InpeW the ot" us vin fles
why Casgr isI ceescasalp Suretlass
Ie hea ad the lereecuep.

So lS ce Ace nakes If meiadesiep.
thale&claimnt hate aa Atteaney af IePCe-
macative. This is true eves 0 tte
dalmse Is Severely retarded, diallei by
tites aa psKlabitrk dlubahity. oI.) #1
GIll hes a preiale that ,a1

"Any isiets? decisions the $ecrtssy If
ee DHMS renders wink respect mW
dade'l Khtis fto a psyment aWIe ea
ALe.. d adA i be whoe orin pe w

Jhivoreableo elW inatvMW f leuosaie a
Asemeae ef the rose. In sdAneaadia
lsagse. Soniaa.JIMA a Asas-vans. ale
tadtes-a, ae Seeaea dcietan se
teseo if ?"Ses a.Po Whai eke d"(81"
6 ase& V/Pe request bpy e ar Vkeo&*
asia.s . who meles a ahowiag I
eke hat r n rghes wap be pee=
btychd lersiote. heor " {is 0e llea
InE t No ieestem of each &da mi
mash chi aa~hecisia- . -~ via it,
Pari a 9-SM OA l00. 60ePl . t

eM 0 d Wl

easocial secusntI deal -l
willcdalms by Seas aged, bhia ad din.
ibed cn yes aoe a eltsea via r ealIp ytaoter problc. teadleg s Sacta

lowlyAct ad themsaetting fewi. ha
wrieng, hat he/she was prejudiced sa
Ihe Ade by ehe dealal?

IS the ascee s require people wise S
teeps sad o matbe thewboi thq ia ad-
esary peaceedin? It appses ta cay.
TI. Last, but certanly wa least. dhs

red "kk'"' here Is this: jest cbs d eo
am Ia log lvto red your tatemeata Ia
hoe pee a hai be prejudiced ged la
Act hy the iltil denill aid 4ecide ietlee
pe am right set heiag prejudiced bp e
iA's hsillel denial of youcl aimy
Abselately crrect. smte etiployeea o

shat very ame fill ole S3A tht lalilepy
dealed yfet di.

Now, just what do you think
your chances wilt be of getting
these li'l ole SSA employees to

ay. "Yes, sir, you're right. We
(or out brother employees) here
at the SSA 'prejudkied' your
rights when we/they denied you
benefits.

Am us- rt s hemu tat oft, dma IFbe y- '- romaxide w

we te i res sht that hesbot 7% of
ans. O Intal , cclloo in teahuad

(seCKUoe aijoysmeat ha. SAs.. Nae.
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w slop a minute ad hisMb We u
sold that lonyers shovs &N people, knot
thl cemfiat la d Iterest are nethLo 1a
gt ad am em ofthag. We ae te
teat. wham you lookt mfk Me Op llos amJt embers of Coupron, te meJor ft
ctpedoe Is that of lawyer.

00 yo boresil bet~li "that i

Congres lookt mlMR 6181 sad do @at koo
tIhe lettii employees of the SSA role a
whether you weve prejudicedd". (or, th
proposal to tshe away the lagw fedora
courts ,to msd Social Security caes
tcu.. reeks with ceelicts o inors

Violated the separotionsof powers, localie
too.?

As to all bureaucratic &Sen.
cles such as the VA, Social
Security, etc., the Congress has
been, and Is. bending ovej
backward to rule out and nullif)
Constitutional and other safe.
guards such as the doctrine o
separation of powers.
to III plan. cooeta perts SAeWm .

4semet of bureaucrsatc oaeacd o Mact
the (1) laglnlatia (enact ito m rules.
ragulatoes. eo.), (2) executive (mn eut
the law Any woy It so fill said (3) Jdicisy
(have "its" ow in-ietc "Judges." "st.
tooys," Appeals Council, ect a ba
Judg* ad juy with tspeit to its Ms
regulators. decisions, coeda etc.).

Htvang eosjs s few saml of wha
Coaer" ha gies, mad wean give us
pease in terms of law and just ce. kl'
tea at what Coagress does forelf wham
it cmas to separado of poes ad a
th Ipeof thing. You doe' bav to Soek
may further than Watergate and Abqsca.

As ino will recall. -me of eke pmst
'Ilaw md osdr" me that this try ba
ever "heard" wore tic4lvd 1 Weorato.
e.g. Nto. Mtchell, SUltna. Hao.
aM et. More Watergate, they had so
- fou the Coestsme.a or w Ay pereo
that rolled no proteciloma.

An Americon who ued the M'll
Ameodmest woo obica iingso e
thing. Amy Amerkcan that would merm
-n Wae"adrki1 violatodh no b
Amendmento was aovously htmln kidS
atrmital, communist. of what ban yeu.

But the minute these great
law andorder men were caught,
they demanded each, every, all,
singular and sundry rights,
benefits, etc., provided by the
Constitution.

Each ad ovoy me waned his a*
orsey (ow to"esay). Eachsad avery se

waaetw is ha rd sead, the meeos
of pow owoph - b* tMwetal oW
jeco, etc.. judge.

No a demand oe waed t ea baud
r Oled by sce "I- base" 0egP. ?# m

single. oleay me of these aets/hu.
gW/ec. Is Wotegmla ow Antacse ras
We cahsed by acme aeM, and as the
$gag tht filed tbe amenhs a i m.

Is sbot .thon, wht a me. t
Compos. thes Comathation is eMO, li
t8. Wlea It omes to Yea ow ma.
pas acys the Comitroa is for the sldi
ead e a met e titled " allt l

rIr Asotha lo a ilade , so t s
Sobmmmtt"e heasas wai the fat dst
cht#" In the VA and other praama
(e.g.. SoW Secury) ml mecemsary a

-u vt heidgeosoy aaslderatleas the,
ruu s "eeeosy." oh.

In r$ply Ig 18 tI1 pointed mDo that an
of e ehngsIamo abes tms
thie rc I a perm's "Wrd" s
emts. Maybe ,4esana I "in e* d s

m.es" as comp"sem . Ay. Cdwsk
(wbere I prMcced law for 15 u) o
emew else hacam of t_ i ia.

I Iaet be dt " k aeyy. theame a
iuatins what, a bonaan's word teal
'good." without baviag 1hbe 1s w Idg.

I Agin. thaIsm fte thingstrelygUs
ae 4p -r abotset aaa.

So as to the idea, or argu.
meant, that changes n the econ-
amy require the government to

ttnlg on its word about Socia
3 Security. VA. etc., sai and

say. "Bulll" I don't even want
to hear of it.

When I was W akid o mSil rt~tly .'
the Unted State sold me that I was .
vetea sd woo lojw (a th 00.I hey would take taco of me, peod. Then
i o is. 46 of butssoc "prewdlog we do amhv au ees cu." , ,,.11id

log we do anhave beudgetary proSters."
cue.

Lot me a4d tha I understand thit losns.
teg tme ago. the ancnt Greeks would mu
around thei btoleflelds ad meiolly il
their badly wounded. Stme win ma doum
agSe thae we shoul still do that instead of
providing hospital car. voters' beelioo,
etc. Rut the fact is that the United Slts
decided It would at do that. Iostad. a
meeb is credited with saying, the U.S.

maed the duty of cartnl fo ht. who
shel hare tehre the battle, and his widow
mad bis -aih.

We h mes 1 the U.S. ntlggtg am
ho urd lt's ate rgo Soa Security.
The Conges male It mandatory that You
and I pep 1t Social Security if worked
I certa coneed o cpalost. Wm bad.
ad bave. asolstely ao choIce Is thematte.

At the ame time, ew government
romse 4hat i me worked ad paw

a atporm e coutd m reaching amm age. becoming disabled. etc., he
eatted 8 cean betflles. Th er e so
ia adt w hAts mhevl It sea As "ll ths
depetds am the nte of the ,msoa." ow
"'dopeadlag am hoc many pepl ther are
payaglit then prgAs at the JIMa,* eco

So whether w'e talkingobut veterans'
dgts. Soctl Security ow beth. I dome wool
t1 boar, Ad reIt 18 woe, hI a aaeow , * m -2aiest has a ris to, fsi.

Shethethahelmm-.tbe~du"

I gee w maldor wha the Praeollea
ad Cngeoss Ia "U " t oaego al . at
Se am Sle. IIn the ha mamey Ou

bege catIes. subsidies fo hale'
stsfeacbas/mIbka etfe. fur Cam

Psso. tbeus writeuofs he lar WPM -
Ouet that male fean"s bum the ce
veterat fought. etc. e.

While Congresses and Pres-
Idents are against providing
peasants like us with any type of
national (or other) health car,

medical care for veterans, ben-
efits for veterans and their de.
pendents, Social Security claim-
ants, etc., the same Pres-dents
and members of Congresses
vote themselves the best pos-
sible health care the country can
provide. absolutely free. For
sure, someone is trying to 9.S.
mel

FoasA.. Another are I covered before
the Sabcommittee was a reply to a
comment thaIt was made badmoothig and
'bloa-tg"the btuceaucracy. e would he the
last peses in the world who would deled
the b eucracy. Out you show me a mom.
be of Coaress who Names the hamt-l.
Crcy sod [I] show you someeie who
kow nothing about the facts of Ida of
Rovermealt Is the Uited States.

Members of Coogress parc cilarly Ihe to
0y to make us forget tho fa t &Ad it is a
facil that the bureaucracy can ey do
chat Coegress peirtits it to do. For exam.
pie. Congress enacts a Iw au the Law
aMb'tres the bureaucracy to cjny oot.
to enact rules ad regulsoas.

When Congress yells about
the bureaucracy enacting too
many regulations, it's really just
blowing smoke.

(I) The bureaucracy cannot rost ewes
ON rule or regulations tless Couni.
Authorizes it to so am (2) LI the Coo.
p ts io mad about soy agency entoto
rulwregs, AS Cogress has to do is tae
awoy tme athotity of the agracy to easct
rules/regulatiocs.

Porstoll No problem. Also remember
that the Congress - not the bureaucracy
oe1ols the budget: Conpaesscas whip the
bu.ascracy into toe any time it wats by

simply t nihig up so the budget.

U1 the Congress is too weak,
incompetent, Impotent, etc., to
fight the bureaucrady • and it is .
then it has only itself to blame.

And led's face it. bureaucratic muls.
meet has been Outsmartng and out-otevy.
thin the Cogess for so tag that it t
peathetic.

Ia short, then. any time the Conpets
larts mouthing off about the big, bad
Ihvusrwcscy. Jest remember that you ane

probably lstening to someone 'ho is
renlog with hh/her tail tucted between
their logs because they don't bave the
concage crbrcs te stop the bureaucracy
they eroatel ("Soon In t remain siest And
be thought s fool than to spe out Andre.
mVe Al doube" Abr am Licolol

The Subcmntie's hearings were cor.
iY Staety. As development Atr the

boaea4gs have sove, they wore crotoy
p1oudecele Congessman Pat Wiliams Is
eaaisty to be cm pimeAte for his past In
eans the hearing. pucpotoes ia

Sfad IN his Csncern sod rousid rstlae
in "tan and their wvet ad families

Sincerely,
D= Fidget Saovlo
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COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY STANDARDS WITH JUSTICE
c/o Public Employees Federation Division No. 192
P. 0. Box 395 Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

August 23, 1982

Robert S. Lighthizer, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

Reference: Oversight Hearing on Social
Security Disability Insurance
Program - August 18, 1982

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

Enclosed please find five copies of a statement of the views of the Committee
on Social Security Disability Standards with Justice on the subject of the
Disability Insurance program. We respectfully request that our statement be
included in the 'official record of the hearing.

Our organization consists of staff members of the New York Office of Disability
Determinations who are intimately involved in the administration of the Social
Security Disability Insurance program.

The enclosed statement was originally prepared in connection with the appear-
ance of our representatives before the May 21, 1982, hearing on disability of
the House Select Committee on Aging. We wish to call your attention specifi-
cally to our recommendations for improvements in the disability program on
pages 15-17 of our enclosed statement.

Very truly yours,

Majl t sky,
Co-Chair, Co te nSca
Security Disability Standards
With Justice

Enclosures
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May 18, 1982

Hr. Chairman, Committe Members, vs wish to thank you for the

opportunity to express our view concerning the day to day opera-

tion of the Disability Program and-the effects of the many changes

that have been made i it, especially in the last three to four

years.

The testimony offerred by us today, represents the opinion

of a great majority of-our fellow professional staff members at

the New York State Office of Disability Determination@. We be~g-

3.-___ :s-- We also think that what we have to say repre-

sents the opinions of other disability examiners in other states

across the country.

Hr. Chairman, we would like to begin our testimony by draving

tvd profiles - one of ' disability recipient whose benefits have

been ceased under the ACDZ program and the other a disability

claimant whose recant slain has been denied. Neither one of these

people actually exist. Hmever, they are accurate representetios

* of actual vesiplats snd lalumts.

The ftit pae Is Mary Smith. He. Smith was put os disability

o aft., the loeeps" s #t 838, Im 1974. She suffers from a

variety of ImpaIrmet thet haem prevented her from vork"n8 since 1965.
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However, it was not until 1974, when the government began to

publicize the availability of disability payments under the SSI

Program, that she realized her eligibility under Title I. She

applied for Titlb 11 benefits and was found, under the standards

and preetlee that existed at that time, to be so severely im-

paired that she was declared disabled. Subsequently, due to

changes in her financial situation, she also became eligible for

SB!. Because her impairments were of a static nature, It was

decided that her case would neter have to be reviewed. She had

been recalvin her momthly cheeks until 1981 when our State

agency, under Congressional nd Bocial Security Administration

mandates, reviewed bar lam ad solely because of the changes

in the Los and regulations which have occurred since 1974. ceased

her benefits. (Under the provisions of the 1980 amendments, she

would not have been reviewed until 1982, but SSA began their

reviews in 1981.) Ms. ftith then became a woman without any finan-

cial support. With no work history since 1965p a. recent vocational

skills to rely on, and a history of severe sedima problems, Ms. Smith

must now go out and 9id a Job or w*-ply for Wlfare.

Our second profila onsmeen Niwerd Jones. Mr. Joa is 55 years

old. He has a work history a a butcher. His Job involved a Sood

deal of heavy lifting. He had been at that job for 19 yrs.
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Mr. Jones has a severe cardiac Impairment which has necessitated

coronary artery bypass surgery because of severe chest pains

brought on by occluded coronary arteries. After the surgery,

Mr. Jones experienced the return of his chest pain. Since his

doctors performed a variety of post-bypass tests, the results

were obtained and when interpreted in the light of SSA's

medical/vocational standards, it was decided that Mr. Jones

has a residual functional capacity (RFC) for light work. Since

Hr. Jones' prior work was msdium work, he can no longer return

to it. However, since it was also highly skilled work, we are

mandated to say that he has skills transferable to jobs within

his RFC. According to the ways that SSA tells us to make these

decisions, Mr. Jones is able to do other work and is not dis-

abled.

These two profiles rWresent, in capsule-form, some of the

enormous problems, Ia etis and Iajustieas of the Disability

Program. The members of Congress, hre In Wahiston, and the

Social Security Administration headquartered in lBaltimore have -

created a program that contains minimal opportunities for

compassion and understanding and, at the sam time, fails to

deal with real human problems in any real way.
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However, the day to day burden of administering the program

falls on our shoulders. We are the ones who are actually forced

to deny benefits to our fellow human beings. We are the ones

who receive the CoaSraeilo.al inquiries, the irate phone calls

from your constituents, the suicide threats, or news that a

clainmant whose benefits we were forced to cease, actually pulled

the trigger or jumped out the window.

fir. Chairman, it takes its toll. Our fellow workers are

not the heartless people that claimants think we are. Most of

us are concerned and acutely distressed that we are forced to

work in a system that Is supposed to provide protection for our

fellow citizens, but instead, because of Its' severe standards

- and rigid rules, leaves little room for compassion and sensitivity.

'e did not create this system. It was created here by your

colleagues and in Baltimore by the administrator of the Social

Security system some of whom, apparently, seem quite satisfied

by the program's recent trends. It seems to us that the problems

of the systems were created-by some who are too high up and

removed from the ordinaiyitfz-Thit this program was intended

to serve. The furthzremov*4from the people the program becomes,

the more the program takes on a bursacratic logic all of its own.

As a consequence, the needs of your constituents are not served.
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It Is abundantly clear that since the late 1970's, Congress

and SSA have consistently lepislated and administered the program

in a way that has resulted In more and more applicants and re-

cipients with increasingly severe levels of impairments having

their claim denied or benefits ceased. This is the result both

of express law and regulation as well as clarifications and

directives contained in national and regional circulars, which

effect the adjudicative climts of the program.

The medical standards of the program are so severe as to be

a detriment to the health and welfare of millions of Americans.

Many of these people have worked hard for 20 - 30 years or are

living at or below the poverty line. They suffer from severe

forns of illness and/or injury and cannot benefit from the -

Disability Program because of overly stringent standards that

bear only a tenuous relation to the real world where real

people suffer from real impairments.

The situation changed considerably in 1979 when new medical

standards went into effect. In some cases, the medical listings

were drastically altered. This was especially so for musculo-

skeletal, cardiac and neurological impairmente. Some other types

of inpairments underwent sisi=iar changes. Others remained as

they were. However, the three types of impairments mentioned

along with mental disorders, are the "Big Four" impairments and

constitute the overwhelinne number of cases that disability

analysts handle.
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Any increase in the severity of these standards wil have an

effect on how many clalsi are allowed and increase the number of

denials.

The easiest medical listing with which to illustrate this

increase in severity is the neurological listing. Under the

older standards, one of the key things that was looked for

was whether a person had a "...moderate motor deficit in two

extremities". The never and current standard says something

quite different. We must now look for "...significant and

persistent disorganization of motor function in two extremities,

resulting in sustained disturbance of gross and dextrous move-

ments, or Caits and station".

The difference between the two is obvious. The older

standard refers to moderate lose of function due to a CVAf

cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, brain-tumors and the like.

The never standards require the near uselessne of two extre-

mities. To us, a more humans view is that a person becomes

disabled lon, before his or her limbs have reached the point

of effective uselessness.

The changes in the medical listings were supposedly

made for two purposes. One purpose was to recognize and

take into account advances in the medical profession. The

other was to provide clarification and needed definition as

to the type of medical documentation needed to properly ad-

judicate a claim.
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However, a medical advance that either takes life possible

or more comfortable should not militate against a findinC of

disability. A person who has had his or her life spared by a

new medical techbique vay still be quite disabled.

In addition, each clarification and definition, in fact,

represents another piece of medical documentation needed to cake

an allowance that was not needed before. Lach piece of aedi-

tional docuywntation represents a level of severity to be reached

that need not have been reached before. This inevitably leads

to rore denials.

In addition, SSA puts greater and greater pressure on the

analyst to obtain more and more objective, as opposed to sub-

jective, medical documentation in order for a claim to be

properly adjudicated. In one sense, this is sound practice.

We cannQt make an allowance based on allegations and subjective

complaints alone. There must be other corroborating medical

data.

P'ovever, SSA takes it's emphasis on objective data to

extrcres. In it's over-emphasis on objective results, SSA

overlooks the way medicine is practiced in the real world.

A physician does not evaluate a patient solely on the basis

of test results.
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Physicians also Lust take into account subjective factors such

as pain, pain threshholds, range of motion, psychological stress

of illness or injury and the like. Objective factors, combined

with subjective factors lead the doctor to form an overall judge-

meat as to how impaired the patient is.

In the Disability Program, there is a systematic effort to

de-emphasise the subjective and. in addition, to assign specific

residual functional capacities to specific objective findings.

The assertion that this test result revealing that severe condi-

tion specifically equals that functional capacity, defies all

r'allty, lopic and medical sense. In addition, it robs the

disability analyst and review physicians of the opportunity

to exercise Judgement atd compassion in the claimant's behalf.

Therefore, there is a definite difference between making "correct"

decisions according to the regulations and guidelines which is

what analysts are judged by and humane disability decisions

which all too often we cannot make.

W;e are told to use these artificial RFC's in combination with

the claimant's vocational history to make a large number of our

disability decisions. Using these vocational histories and

artificial RFC's, we often have to decide if a claimant is too

impaired to carry on in his former line of work or whether he or

sho has skills transferable to other jobs.
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If the claimant does, then we are required to deny the claim.

Another way of putting it is that we explicitly say to the

claimant that ve understand that you have a severe inpairnent

that prevents you from doing your usual work. However, there

are ocher jobs that exist elsewhere in the national economy

that you can do.

It seema not to matter that a person may be 50 years old

or older i uC may have Vorked at a single job for 15. 20, 25

years or longer. Nor does it seem to matter in reality that

few employers readily hire older workers, let alone those with

itupairments so severe that they are prevented from continuing

in that line of work. So, in effect, disability analysts i.pl-

citly say to claimants, 'I'm sorry you can't do your foru.er work.

here are a list of jobs which you can perform instead, which you

will probably never be able to find". Such actions and decisions

lead to nothing but cynicism on the part of the public and consti-

tutes a breach of faith that the American people put In their

povernrent nnd Social Security system.

Disability analysts, besides being responsible for the quality

of their decisions, are also under pressure to produce a decision

In the least amount of time possible. We must constantly juggle

the need for proper docummntation with this time pressure. Often

this forces us to send claimants to one of our doctors for a con-

sultative examination to complete proper documentation in a timely

manner.
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The consultative examination forces disability analysts to

consider other dilemmas in the disability process. One is Lhat

these exam are ofton done by high volume providers. In our

opinion, the quality of these exams and resultant reports is

sometimes suspect. But without definite proof to the contrary,

these reports mst stand in the record as proof of what the

claimant's condition is.

Nevertheless, even if theme exams and reports were reliable

a they should be, the av~niner must consider a second dilemma-

-what to do if there is a conflict between the medical evidence

fror the claimant's doctor and our consulting doctor. In our

system, yrivary emphasis ia given to reports from consultative

exaLnoations over treating source reports. In our bureaucratic

way of thinking, the explanation is that sonetimes a treating

source will sometimes slant a report to help his patient, while

a consulting physician will be neutral and therefore, 'wore

obiective'.

"ile this may be true in some instances, this also shows how

far from the real world this program can be. In the real world,

patients see their doctors when they are feeling ill and their

symptoms are at their worst. They go to see our doctors when

they are told to go.
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This may not necessarily coincide with a period of greatest symp-

tomotology. The resultant medical report will make the clainnnt

appear more functionally able than he or she really ia and lead

to a greter amount of denials.

All of these problems In the day-Lo-day work of the disability

analyst are magnified by additlnal problems superimposed on the

program by the 1980 Amendments to the Social Security Act. We

speak of the ACDI program.

Beginning in 1980, SSA began to study cost effective ways of

cutting the disability rolls. It began a pilot project known as

the CDI Redesign Study to see what would happen if Diuability

recipient's folders, which were never supposed to be re-examined,

were sent back to the state agencies for medical re-examination.

It was found that a relatively high percentage of continuing

recipients could have their benefits ceased at great savings to

the Disability Trust Fund. As a result, Congress passed the

1980 Amendments which provided for periodic review of claims.

It Is true that in periods up to the late 1970's, some

people were put on disability who should not have been. Others

have, for one reason or another, recovered from their impairments

to a sufficient degree so that they, too, should no longer be

considered disabled. Thekofore, we support ths general concept

of periodic review as a means of insuring that those receiving

disability remain disabled.
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However, we do not believe that periodic review is being

administered in the best interest of your constituents. In fact,

it has wreaked Freat havoc In the lives of rmny thousands of

rIople and threatens many thousaaei more. People have even

committed suicide because their benefits were cut off and they

were told that they were no longer considered disabled.

Under Lhe current ACDI prograr.:, cases are being selected for

shipment to the various state agencies on the basis of type of

impairment, age of the recipient, and/or on the amount of monthly

benefits that the recipient and his family ore entitled to. In

New York State, the cessation rate is approximately 50%.

All of these people were judged, under the less severe medical

standards and adjudicative climate that existed in the past, to

be so impaired that they would never improve and would never be

able to work. They were put on disability and were told that

their medical conditions would never have to be re-examined. In

effect, they were promised 'permanent' disability.

1:ow, folders by the thousands are being sent back for re-exiu-

ination in the light of more recent and severe standards and climate.

This has already resulted In claimants, whose conditions has shown

no significant improvement, having their benefits ceased. Thousands

more just like them will face benefit termination in the future.
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This means that the government's word has become valueless.

If promises, either implicit or explicit, can be broken in this

manner, what is to prevent the government from breakitii promises

to any other class of recipients past, present or future?

Also, the widespread dislocations that are and will be caused

by Lhe cessation of benefits have been effectively overlooked by

Congress and SSA. As a result, many people who have been on die-

ability and out of the work force for many years have obsolete

or non-existent vocational skills. Without extremely effective

vocational rehabilitation programs which, so far, do not exist,

these people are and will be cut off from disability income and

left to fend for themselves. In other case, we have ceased

older claimants because they are supposedly able to work. They

were then referred to OVR only to be told that they were too old

to rnake a successful vocational adjustment.

Psychiatric claimants have had an especially difficult time

because of ACDI. Although the medical standards for psychiatric

in-nirments have remained relatively stable, the adjudicative

clirate has changed drastically In the last few years. It often

seers to us that, in order for a psychiatric claimant to have

his claim allowed or continued, he must have lost, because of

his psychiatric impairment, every last quality that makes a

human beinp.

Fortunately for psychiatric beneficiaries in our state, the

climate for adjudicating their CDI claims has improved considerably

in the last few months through the efforts of forceful advocates

such as Nev York City Council President, Carol Bellamy.

11-346 0-82--26
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I "w.-ver, tie clir,ote for initial psycI.t,.trjc clrvio; rer-nins Imchanged.

This raises the question of who avocatva for the rentally ill

in other states? Who raines a vclce for the neuroloyically or

the orthopvdica]ly impaired or those with cardiac impaineonts or

with cancer? Who will protect their benefits or help then gain

acce3s to the 3ystem?

beforee we turn to our record,,. ationq, we would lie tn leave

you with two true .tories which le hev ' of. (ne concerns

a ieP with musculosoeletal and cardInc Lpnirrnts. Ills clam

as allowed and benefits were sturtec,.

ris case was returned from the Office of DisnAbility Operations

in 1qltir.ore for re-adjudicatlon of what they saw as an erroneous

allo.-nnce. 1 is case was re-adjudicated and with additional evidence

t%4 -*rij'nn deci:icn war. affirtied, a,'d te claim was returned

to BalItimore. f[ilce of I.isability Oporations returned it A

second tire becnm:;c they insisted that the clai, should be denied.

Ine clairant checked vith this office concerning !his recon-

shleraticon rihtq. he killed hiself a week later. We learned

about this when the regional office, a tart of SSA, called to

f Ind ot wihat lind occurred on the care.

ific other ntcry wns Irtnted in the 'e:w York 'ost on Aay

11, 10,2. It concerned a nan with a cardlc Inpair.ent. On the

initial level., h1h clnir- -as denied because b'e was supposed to

'-avc the c.-iacit-, to -erfor!' other than his r!ast work. The

CL2 ,1:t filC P -- C.,cst f,r tcconders,'crnLlon. Y e died fror

L 1alirr'ent I. i% r .. eci, .n ' ;' L l d l]
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Hr. Chairman, we would like to close by recoewending that

changes be made In the Disability Program in the following manixer:

(1) The overall adjudicative climate should be altered so

that we are alloyed some discretion in making disability decisions

that reflect a little human compassion and enable us to give the

little m the benefit of the doubt in &-big system.

(2) Some relaxation of documentation requirements so that

we no longer have to prove that someone io disabled 'beyond a

reasonable doubt'.

(3) Place greater emphasis on reports from treating doctovi

except where there is some reason to believe that the report may

not be valid.

(4) Appointment of an independent board of medical experts

for the purpose of re-wrLting the current medical listings.

(5) A complete re-working of the way in which we assess

residual functional capacity that is more reflective of the way

real impairments affect real people.

1 (6) Some alteration of the current medical/vocational rules-

specifically, elimination of some of the inequities created by

vocational rules 201.00, 202.00 and 203.00; also require that

if a worker, aged 55 or older, is judged not capable of perform-

ing his past work, he or she should be judged disabled.
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(7) Require that SSA-use greater Judgement in selecting cases

for P.CD1 review. Specifically cases should be sent back for review

solely on a medical basis. Even on a medical basis, cases should

not be reviewed if:

(a) Claimt Is 59 years of age or over.

(b) Claimant has been out of work force due to a disability

for more than fifteen years.

(8) Require that if a recipient's claim is being reviewed

because of the ACDl program and the person's condition has shown

no significant improvent, that benefits be continued regardless

of current medical standards.

(9) If a claimant is ceaaed because of ACDI. then the benefit

grace period should be proportional to the aecnt of tie "that the

person has been out of work force, up to a naximum of 12 months

worth of benefits.

(10) Allow Title I recipients to continue to receive benefits

while the appeals process runa its' course as is the case with

Title XVI recipients. Also, if the claimant loses his appeals,

benefits should be ceased without any retroactivity, except in

clear caaes of fraud.

(11) Create expanded, effective and accessible vocational

rehabilitation that vill realistically retrain people for re-

entry into the job market. It is a disgrace to cease benefits

to people who have not worked in =my years and whose vocational

skills are now obsolete. We cannot leave these people out in

the cold.
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Testimony of the Honorable Robert W. Edgar, M.C. before the Senate Finance
Committee

August 18, 1982

DISABILITY INSURANCE PROBLEMS: CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the

opportunity to appear before you today to speak about Disability Insurance.

As you know, my colleagues in the House have been working hard this session

to address mny of the questions your subcommittee will be studying. One

product of these efforts, the Disability Amendments of 1989 is pending on

the House calendar. Numerous additional initiatives are in the pipeline in

the House of Representatives, and in this house my fellow Pennsylvanian

Senator Heinz has introduced a similar package of reforms.

Mr. Chairman, this plethora of legislation is not a result of

showboating, but of grave concern on the part of many Members in both

Houses regarding the status of the Disability Insurance program of the

Social Security System. In 1980 the Congress wisely chose to review dis-

abled individuals to insure that they still qualified for benefits.

Legislation to accomplish this task was introduced after publication of

a Social Security Adainistration study which estimated that as many as 20

percent of the persons on the disability roles who were not periodically

reexamined no longer met the disability criteria. These instances cost

the disability insurance trust fund as much as $2 billion per year. Thus,

Section 311 of PL 96-265, the Disability Amendments of 1980, mandated that

the Social Security Administration review the status of disabled beneficiaries
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every three years if they are not classified as permanently disabled.

Although-the new law provided for these continuing disability

investigations to begin in January, 1982, the new Administration chose to

start the process in March, 1981. By January of this year, there was great

enough concern on the part of Members that the General Accounting Office was

asked to study the medical status of the large numbers of beneficiaries

being terminated from the rolls as part of these accelerated reviews.

Mr. Chairman, the problem with the accelerated disability inves-

tigation process lies not in the philosophy behind it, with the idea of as-

suring that all disability insurance recipients are actually disabled, but

with the manner in which the investigations have been carried out. The Social

Security Administration's original estimate of 20 percent ineligible recipients

has translated in practice to a termination rate of 45 percent, Eighty to 85

percent of thse reripeints are appealing their cases to the administrative law

judge level, and 65 percent of these appeals are successful. This high rate

of overturned decisions indicates that a substantial problem exists with the reviews.

This statistical approach to the problem is very antiseptic. Let me

illustrate my point more vividly by describing some specific examples which my

caseworkers in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, have brought to my attention:

---One of my constitu16 wo -hadbeen receiving benefits since 1972, was
reevaluated in the early part of this year. He had multiple problems: an
accident in 1970 had left him with spinal injuries, and he underwent several
back operations. Originally he suffered from severe back pain and muscle
spasms, and doctors judged him unfit to perform substantial gainful activity.
Over time, his condition became worse as the pain and spasms moved to his
neck. Doctors feel that the problem might be solved by further surgery,
but the chance of success would be only 25 percent, with a 25 percent chance
of total paray4&i-.an4&-50 percent chance of death. Nevertheless, in
February his benefits were terminated. On February 16 he appealed to the
state reconsideration level; only last month was the state decision reversed
on the record by an administrative law judge. The extended period without
benefits and his anxiety over his case have caused such mental distress that
he has almost been forced to seek psychiatric care.

---Another man who lives in my district has been receiving disability insurance
for several years, a result of various psychiatric problems. Last year his
case was reviewed and his benefits were cut off. An administrative law judge
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reinstated his benefits, but the stress of the cessation and sub-
sequent procedures and uncertainty aggravated his condition. His
physician is of the opinion that his condition deteriorated significantly
as a result of the process, This year he was terminated aaai, and
presently has an administrative law judge hearing pending. It seems
likely, according to my caseworker, that he will have his benefits reinstated.

Mr. Chairman, in order to properly attack this problem and to intro-

duce an element of compassion into the continuing disability investigation process,

I would ask that you and your committee strongly consider taking some of the steps

I am about to propose.

There are three areas in which we must finetune the 1980 disability

provisions and alter the existing statute governing the continuing disability

investigations. First, we must act to 'smooth the passage back to work for

those who are terminated from disability insurance. There are several ways in

which to do this. One is to provide additional adjustment benefits for those

who are terminated, allowing them to change their personal and financial arrange-

ments to cope with the new situation. If such an additional benefit was offered

to those who received disability benefits for at least 36 consecutive months

before termination, it would relieve some of the anxiety that these beneficiaries

feel when their benefits are terminated after many years. Next, the month when

termination becomes effective should be the same month in which the termination

notice is received by the beneficiary. This provision would protect those whose

recovery is judged to have occured before they were reviewed. Once the initial

round of continuing disability investigations is performed (by 1984), such retro-

active terminations should not be a problem. Finally, funds should be earmarked

for rehabilitative services for persons terminated in the next two years,

recipients who have been on the rolls for a number of years and were suddenly dropped

The second area in which we must contemplate changes is in the review

process itself. One of the most important steps, never taken by the Social Security

Administration, is to notify all disability insurance recipients of the review

process and explain it to them. Even this simple action would increase under-
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standing and reduce stress on the part of nany disability recipients. Con-

sidering the large number of terminations upheld at the state reconsideration

level and the almost equally large percentage of terminations overturned at

the administrative law judge level, it is imperative that benefit payments

be continued through this latter stage of the review. As I mentioned earlier,

80 to 85 percent of those terminated choose to appeal their decisions, and 65

percent of these are successful in their appeals. For these recipients to be

left without benefits during the appeal process is not only unfair, but can

cause incredible hardship for a recipient and his or her family. Those who

lose their appeals should certainly be required to return any benefits received

in the interim.

In order to strengthen the review process, we must give the states a

better perspective on the cases they are reviewing. One method for accomplishing

this is to provide for face-to-face interviews at the state reconsideration level.

Under the present system, the recipient does not appear personally until the

ministrative law judge stage. Allowing face-to-face visits at the reconsideration

stage should work to make that process more than a mere cursory review of the

original state examination and to take pressure off the ALJs. Lastly, attempts

to close the record before the ALJ level must be resisted. Although maintaining

an open record to this stage may allow for some reversals, it provides a type of

insurance for the many recipients who do not secure counsel until the ALJ stage

or are otherwise at a loss when confronted by a confusing quasi-judiciary process.

The third area in which we might move to reform the existing statute

is in the rules for the reviews. One of the major reasons for the astounding

reversal rate of state termination decisions by ALJs is that the two levels

use different sets of regulations to guide their decisions. The states use the

Program Operations Manual System for making their judgements, while the ALJs

have much wider latitude: they use their individual interpretations of the
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statutes, applicable regulations, and Social Security rulings. We must move

to rationalize the process by which decisions are made. However, the Social

Security Administration's attempts to bring ALJs under the Program Operations

Manual System-type guidelines called the Social Security Rulings is fraught

with danger. I believe that we must bring the varying rules more in line

with each other, but it is couterproductive to make all of the guidelines per-

taining to continuing disability investigations internal and unpublished. If

we are to restore public confidence in the review process we should have the

the Social Security Administration publish any rules for continuing disability

investigations in the Federal Register so that they will be subject to public

cement before implementation.. Only in this way can we standardize the termina-

tion guidelines and concurrently make the review process more open and compas-

sionate.

The other major modification necessary in these continuing disability

investigations is to establish a fair and equitable benchmark for terminating

persons receiving disability insurance benefits. One of the principal complaints,

indeed, the principal complaint about the current round of accelerated reviews

is that they have removed people from the roles who have experienced no change

in their physical condition. Some who have been terminated have actually ex-

perienced a deterioration In their physical or mental health. Mr. Chairman and

Members of the committee, I do not dissent from our 1980 decision to tighten the

eligibility requirements for disability insurance. However, I strongly feel

that we cannot apply new, more stringent standards to persons who have experienced

no improvement in their condition. I would be the first to advocate the return

to work of those whose medical condition improves and who no longer fit the de-

finition of disability. But it is improper to grandfather recipients, to remove

them from the roles after years when they have been assured that they are disabled

and unfit for work. We must apply new guidelines to new applicants.

Finally, we should encourage terminated persons to attempt a return
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to work before pursuing an appeal of their cutoff. One way to do this is

to extend the time limit for filing an appeal of their cutoff. One way to

do this is to extend the time limit for filing an appeal for a state recon-

sideration from 60 days to 180 days. This change would allow a terminated

recipient six months to find a job and attempt to reenter the work force,

rather than forcing him to appeal almost immediately for fear of inability

to maintain a job. Failure to keep a job because of medical disability

would also provide more compelling evidence at the reconsideration level.

Mr. Chairman, both houses of Congress recognize the necessity of

the continuing disability investigations. At the same time, every one of us

has heard of the agony and trauma suffered by those unjustly dropped from the

disability insurance rolls as the reviews continue. In order to give us time

to consider modifications to the continuing disability investigation process,

and in order to add some time for reflection on the effects of the program to

date, I have introduced a companion bill in the House to Senator Heinz's

S. 2730. This legislation will provide for a moratorium on continuing disability

investigations until January 1, 1983, giving us all time to review the process

and modify it. Of course, all cases of medical diaried reviews would be exempted,

as would those involving fraud and abuse of the system. This is only a short

break, but one that would allow us to contemplate the result of our legislation

without seriously disrupting the review process. I hope that you-and your com-

mittee will seriously consider some of these ideas as you examine the present

disability provisions.

I would be happyto answer any questions you might have.
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* INTERNATIONAL
REHABILITATION
ASSOCIATES INC.

985 OLO EAGLE SCHOOL RD
WAYNE PA 19087
(215)6 , 9450

September 22, 1982

Robert E. Lighthizer, Esquire
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

International Rehabilitation Associates, Inc. (IRA) has followed with
great interest Congressional activity involving the Social Security
Disability adjudicatory system. We have communicated with the House
Committee or Ways and Means with reference to HR 6181. We have
proposed an approach that we believe, based on our own private sector
business experience, would permit a prompter and more accurate
disability determination process. We have suggested that this
approach be tested on a demonstration basis to determine its
applicability in the public sector.

IRA is the oldest and largest independent provider of insurance
rehabilitation in the world. We are a wholly owned subsidiary of the
CIGNA Corporation. Our home office is in Wayne, Pennsylvania. We
have 84 other offices across the country as well as in Canada and
Australia. Since 1970, we have served approximately 130,000
handicapped citizens. I am appending information which tells more
about IRA.

An Analysis of the Current Disability Determination System

IRA believes the Social Security Disability Insurance System generally
is working but that the system can and should be tightened. The goal
should be to assure Lhat every individual who is legally disabled
receive benefits and that no one who is not legally disabled receive
Social Security Disability benefits. Further, it is our feeling that
those individuals who can benefit from rehabilitation services, either
to reduce long term medical costs or to return to work, should receive
those services. It is in everyone's interest that the determination
of disability be made fairly, promptly and with adequate protection of
due process. And the determination process must be cost-effective.

"Rehabitaton that Works"
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Recent studies by the Bellmon Commission and by the General Accounting
Office, as well as thousands of letters to Congress, attest to the
fact that the current system does not succeed in achieving all of
these goals. In 1980, there were approximately one million claims
including Social Security Disability Income (SSDI), Supplemental
Security Income (SSI), and concurrent claims. Of these claims,
670,000 individuals were denied at the initial claim level, Of those
denials, 295,000 individuals requested reconsideration. Only 15
percent (or 45,000) of those requesting reconsideration were allowed
at that level. Yet when 163,000 of those claimants denied a second
time requested a hearing, almost 60 percent (or 96,000) of their
claims were awarded at the final stage. Even those statistics may not
reflect the-full problem. Some of the claimants denied benefits at
either of the first two levels may have ceased efforts in
discouragement rather than because they believed they were not
deserving of benefits.

These statistics reflect at least two problems. The first problem has
been discussed recently by the General Accounting Office (GAO) and
summarized in the Congressional Record of July 15, 1982. The
respective State Disability Determination Units (DDU) use a very
specific set of guidelines called the Program Operating Manual
System (POMS) for the initial and reconsideration decisions. The
Office of Hearings and Appeals (OHA) uses a different set of
guidelines at the appeals level. Hence, different decisions on a
given case may be based on the use of different guidelines.

The second problem has been discussed both in the Bellmon report and
by the General Accounting Office. File development of disability
claims is often inadequate up to the appeals level. The applicant for
benefits often has little idea of what information is needed to
support a claim. Frequently physicians are equally naive and submit
inadequate medical information. Very often no one gathers sufficient
vocational information. This is particularly surprising in that the
Social Security definition of disability is so closely married to
vocational issues, And it was the GAO's belief that additional
information did make a difference in the ultimate adjudication of a
claim.

A Private Sector Approach to Disability Determination

IRA believes there are a number of ways the private rehabilitation
sector could be mobilized to help solve many of the vexing problems of
the Social Security Disability System. The most immediate need is in
the disability determination process both for new claims and for
continuation of disability benefit adjudication. Continuation of
disability benefits merely represents a subset of the broader problem.
Private sector organizations are now called upon to perform these
functions with respect to private insurance programs. Based on our

"Rehasbhtatron that Works"
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own experience, we suggest that Social Security consider experimenting
with a system in which processing of claims is facilitated by a
private sector organization performing functions such as those which
the private insurance industry has found to be cost-effective. Any
individual requesting reconsideration of a claim would receive active
assistance in putting together adequate information for the claim to
be fairly judged. The format of the data should be consistent and
should be gathered by a rehabilitation professional trained in both
medical and vocational issues impacting upon disability. This
professional would meet with the claimant and with the treating
physicians. When consultant examinations are required (and we believe
fewer would be needed than under the present Social Security
mechanisms), the rehabilitation provider would be able to help the
consulting physician better understand what information is most useful
in deciding the validity of the claim. The medical and vocational
information so collected would be adapted into a standardized format
and fed into a computer system. --The computer would sort the data
yielding concrete information including the applicant's skills,
education, and capacities and merge this information to numerous
existing data sources including labor market statistics and even
specific employers. Thus, alternative physically and environmentally
compatible occupations existing in the economy would be identified.
This cumulative body of information would be forwarded to the state
DDU which would make the determination of eligibility. This
information would also provide guidance for active rehabilitation
interventions.

The Congress has already authorized SSA to experiment with private
sector participation in the rehabilitation process itself. IRA
believes our recommended approach to disability determination should
be tested and that provision for this approach should be included in
pending legislation. The computer technology already exists.
Moreover, the private rehabilitation sector has, for years, served an
information gathering and analysis role for the insurance industry,
employers, and many governmental agencies, permitting those
organizations to make better decisions. In fact, the SSA's disability
determination examiner is in a position directly analogous to that of
the insurance claimsperson. The insurance industry has increasingly
turned to private sector rehabilitation organizations to perform
sensitive and thorough data gathering and wherever possible to offer
rehabilitation service as well.

Reihabbla;lon that Wo'ks'
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Summary

In brief, IRA strongly encourages Congress to recognize that the shape
of rehabilitation is quite different in 1982 than it was in 1972. New
computer technologies, information systems, and case management
techniques that were not available a decade ago can now be used to
solve old and difficult problems. We believe that the private sector
has available systems which may be adaptable for public policy
purposes that will permit:

o better decisions to be made earlier in the disability
determination process;

o better monitoring of the condition of those individuals
receiving benefits;

o better rehabilitation planning of those individuals
with potential (as recommended by the GAO);

o a better feeling on the part of those citizens applying
for benefits that their government has been more
responsive to their needs; and

o better and more efficient use of money now being used
to gather information about applicants for disability
benefits.

These objectives are, in fact, being achieved now with respect to
private sector disability coverage and rehabilitation programs. We
believe that the private sector has a contribution to make to the more
efficient operation of programs under the jurisdiction of SSA. At the
same time, we recognize the prudence in proceeding carefully to
experiment even with an effective private sector technique to
determine its appropriateness for a large-scale public program. The
technique must adhere to certain specific standards of quality,
cost-effectiveness, and accountability. We stand willing and anxious
to be part of the solution to these important public policy problems.

Sincerely yours,

V. Gordon Clemons

President

VGC/bh

"Rehabiitatron that Works'
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A Brief Description of IRA Services

IRA provides rehabilitation evaluation and related services to
individuals at the request of insurance companies, self insured
corporations, claims consultants, administrators, and government
agencies. All told, IRA serves more than 1000 such
organizations. The insurance companies pay our fees. Our
services are extended in connection with various kinds of
insurance coverages - mostly workers' compensation,- long term
disability, and automobile.

Our specialists perform a wide range of services starting with
medical care coordination. They meet with the client's
physician. They visit the client's job site and perform a job
analysis. A job analysis is an evaluation of the physical and
mental requirements of a specific job. The job analysis is
important because two jobs with the same job title in two
different companies may differ significantly. We also provide
job placement assistance.

While we do not do "hands-on" work like medical treatment,
nursing, occupational therapy, physical therapy, or
psychotherapy, we do try to identify the client's capacity to
perform substantial gainful employment and we do try to help the
client achieve those goals in the shortest possible time.

Rehabdhtation that Works"
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

WILLIAM G MILLIKEN. Governor

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
LEWIS CASS BUILDING

LANSlNG, MICHIGAN 48926
FRANK M OCHBERG, M D

Director

September 7, 1982

The Honorable Robert Dole, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Dole:

I am pleased to provide testimony for inclusion in the proceed-
ins of the gs recently held before your committee.

Let me commend you and other members of the Senate Finance Committee
for conducting the August 18 public hearing on a subject of signif-
icant concern to Michigan state government. This hearing was especially
relevant to the directors of six state departments who have assigned

staff to work collaboratively as part of an "Interdepartmental Disa-

bility Task Force." These departmental staff represent education,

mental health, public health, social services, management and budget

and labor, as well as advocacy groups, to monitor federal activities

related to disability benefits.

Members of the Interdepartmental Disability Task Force have

analyzed pertinent legislation, developed impact analyses of federal
budget proposals and recommended policy positions for adoption by
Michigan state qovernmernt. Based on the research conducted by Task
Force members, as well as my personal commitment to ensuring support

for the truly disabled, I am offering the following recommendation to

you and your Senate Finance Committee colleagues.
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Recommendation:

Justification:

CONDUCT A SERIES OF OVERSIGHT HEARINGS

REGARDING THE VALIDITY OF CURRENT DISABILITY

CRITERIA AS A MEASURE OF NON EMPLOYABILITY

Analyses of federal data reveal that individuals whose
SSDI benefits are terminated after a Continuing Disa-

ability Investigation (CDI) rarely, if ever, affirm the

non-disabled decision by achieving a level of substantial

gainful activity (SGA). Following are summaries of

several such studies which demonstrate that unemploya-

ability does not always lead to receipt of benefits.

A 1976 Social Security surveyI examined applicants who

were denied benefits in 1967. The report discusses the

circumstances facing these individuals in 1973, six
years after their denial. The 1973 follow-up data revealed

the following information regarding employability and

actual earnings:

- 80% of the denied failed to engage in sustained

competitive employment during the six-year period

studied;

- 67.5% of the denied had earned nothing during 1973i

- 16.8% of the denied earned less than $3,600 in 1973;

- 15.7% of the denied had earned more than $3,600 in

1973.

A 1979 Social Security report examined claimants who

were awarded benefits by Administrative Law Judges (ALJ's),

subsequent to denial by disability examiners. This

report reveals actual earnings received by denied appli-

cants during the five-year period from 1970 to 1975.

- 62.5% of those denied by the ALJ earned nothing during

the subsequent five years;

- 80.5% of those denied by the ALJ earned nothing in 1975.

- 9.7% of those denied by the ALJ earned less than $4,600
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in 1975.

Finally, a 1970 Social Security study of persons

denied benefits between 1963 and 1965 states that "in

no groupwas there more than token full time work (p.7)."
The 1970 data reveal that only 1% of the individuals

studied were employed full time. Of those males who

were employed, median incomes did not exceed $2,670

per year. Of those females employed, median incomes

did not exceed $900 per year.

I believe these studies demonstrate the current defini-

tion of disability, as applied in practice, is a less-

than-reliable indicator of unemployability. Applica-

tion of the current definition deviates greatly from

the intent of congress, i.e., that a safety net will

be maintained for truly disabled, unemployable individ-

uals. For this reason, the generic intent of SSI/SSDI

disability benefit programs should be reviewed and
reaffirmed by your Committee.

Should you initiate oversight hearings, I further
recommend that the definitional changes included in

President Reagan's FY 1982-83 budget be closely scru-

tinized. These two definitional modifications (to

extend the prognosis of permanent disability from 12 to

24 months and to eliminate vocational factors when

determining eligibility) would produce devastating

consequences among the disabled, especially the mentally

ill and developmentally disabled.

177,500 Michigan citizens currently receive SSI and SSDI
benefits. A recent Michigan report estimates that,
should the Administration's definitional changes be
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enacted, the following benefit termination statistics

would apply:

- Each year, 25% of current SSI/SSDI beneficiaries would

be terminated.

- The number of new SSI/SSDI beneficiaries would be
reduced annually by 38%.

- Michigan's termination rate would increase from

41% to 57% (between 1982 and 1984).

- Since SSI and Medicaid use the same eligibility

standards, the eligibility of 22,000 Medicaid recipients
who receive benefits due to disability would be

jeopardized.

SSA's proposed FY 83 definitional changes would remove

currently eligibile individuals from the protections of

congressional intent. Therefore, your Committee should

carefully contrast SSA's proposed FY 83 definitional

changes with program reforms, such as those proposed by
Senator Levin, Senator Riegle and Congressman Davis,

all from Michigan.

Specifically, the Interdepartmental Disability Task
Force supports concepts, such as the following, which

would improve the correlation between non-employability

and the definition applied in awarding disability benefits:

- Senator Levin's "Social Security Disability Amendments

of 1982" (S.2674) would require: (1) public comment
before disability standards could be modified, and

that uniform standards would apply to all levels of
decision making; (2) that examiners must document

medical improvement, or an erroneous initial decision

before benefits could be terminated; (3) that clients

receive advance notice of the intent to terminate
benefits, along with advice regarding appeals options;
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(4) that benefits be continued to clients through-

out their appeal before an Administrative Law Judge

(ALJ).

- Senator Levin's S. 2725, considered an interim bill

relative to S. 2674, would require that: (1) HHS slow

down the nuner of CDI's; (2) Benefits be continued

through the appeal level.

- Senator Riegle's S. 2776 would require: (1) that

examiners must document medical improvement before

benefits could be terminated; (2) that HHS slow down

the number of CDI's; (3) that benefits be continued
until an appeal hearing has been conducted.

- Congressman Davis' H.R. 6837 would require: (1) that

examiners must document medical improvement before
benefits could be terminated; (2) public comment before
disability standards could be modified, and that uniform

standards would apply to all levels of decision making;

(3) that benefits be continued to clients throughout

their appeal hearings.

Finally, should hearings be held, I urge you and your

colleagues to consider a recent statement by Social

Security Commissioner John A. Svahn who "once thought

that Social Security's definition of disability was too

loose, but, now believes it is strict." 5 I further

encourage you to heed the conclusions of two Social

Security advisory groups which previously examined the

disability definition and published the following findings:

According to the National Commission on Social Security

(1981): "The Commission finds little evidence that

the definition of disability in the law is too -

liberal or that it allows benefits to be paid to

people who are able tc work to support themselves. 6
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According to the 1979 Advisory Council on Social

Security: "...the council...recommends that a more

liberal definition of disability be used for deter-

mining eligibility for SSI disability benefits..."7

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the federal

disability program.

Sincere.h yours,

C. Patrick Babcock
Director

CPB:AA/d

FOOTNOTES

1 eeal by Denied Disability Claimants, Staff Paper 23, August 1976,

KIph Ireitel.

2 Disability Claimants Who Contest Denials and Win Reversals Through

Hearings, Staff Paper 34, December 1979, Ralph Treitel.

Social Security Survey of the Disabled, 1966 Report No. 11,Septem ber' 197U, Philip Frohlich.

State of Michigan Impact Paper on Proposed FY 1983 Definitional Changes
In S'DI and 5SI, June 24, 1982.

"Disability Rolls Up, Official Calls It Mess," Lansing State Journal,
August 29, 1982, pp 1A and 3A.

6 First Report of the National Commission on Social Security, Social
Security in America's Future, March 1981, p. 198.

Reports of the 1979 Advisory Council on Social Security, Social Security
Financing anid Benefits, p. 148.
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made
5219 Birchwood Way
Lansing, Michigan 48917

June 23, 1982

Honorable Donald W. Riegle
United States Senator
1207 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

I am writing on behalf of the Michigan Association of Disability Examiners.
Our membership consists of professionals who work for the Michigan Disability
Determination Service (DOS). The Michigan DDS is a state agency that works
with the Social Security Administration by obtaining medical/vocational
evidence aid making decisions on Title II (Social Security Disability
Insurance) and Title XVI (Supplemental Security Income) disabiltiy claims.

Since our job gives us a unique understanding of the disability program and
its impact on claimants; we would like to make ourselves available to you and
your staff. If you have any questions about the disability program in general
or the Michigan DDS in particular, please contact us. In addition, we would
like to receive information on proposed legislation so that we can assess its
potential impact and provide you with feedback based on our knowledge of the
program.

In order to facilitate this exchange of information, will you please designate
a contact person in either your local or national office that we can
communicate with regarding disability related issues. You can contact me by
writing to the letterhead address.

Attached is some material that will familiarize you with our organization and
some of our Imediate concerns regarding continuing disability issues.

We look forward to hearing from you. Thank you for your interest and
cooperation.

Sincerely,

Linda G. Largo
President

LGL/dkh

Enclosures

,-.a Michigan Association of Disability Examiners
Chapter of National Association of Disability Examiners
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nade
MICHIGAN ASSOCIATIa OF DISABILITY EXAMINERS -

STATEUff 01 CURRENT PFOBPA INITIATIVES

Disability Examiners deal directly with the Social Security program
regulations and procedures as well as with the claimants. We know
first hand how the program works, its strengths and weaknesses. As
a professional organization for Disability Examiners we would like to
share our membership's concerns with you.

The Michigan Association of Disability Examiners supports the current
Social Security initiatives to review, identify and remove from the
rolls those beneficiaries who are not disabled according to Social
Security criteria. This is currently being done through regular Con-
tinuing Disability Investigations and Periodic Reviews.

However, any Social Security Disability Investigation has a significant
impact on the life of the beneficiary and his/her family. Periodic
Review Investigations have an even more profound effect due to the fact
that the reviews were not anticipated and because the claimant has been
on disability (and out of the labor-market) for several years. There
are several problems with the way these periodic reviews and other CDIs
are conducted, which have resulted in undue hardship. For this reason
M.A.D.E. would like to recommend the following changes:

BENEFIT CONTINUANCE

The two month grace period during which benefits are paid after the month
of cessation should be lengthened to six months. A six month grace period
would allow the claimant-to pursue an appeal without immediate loss of
benefits.

POLICY CHANGES

There have been several policy releases by SSA which, although issued as
clarifications, have in fact been major changes in the disability criteria.
One example of this occurred in the evaluation of claims involving mental
impairments. For several years State agencies had been evaluating these
claims under both the Medical Listings and the Medical/Vocational criteria.
As a result many claimants who did not meet the Medical Listings were found
disabled on a medical/vocational basis. In 1981 SSA issued a policy clari-

I a Michigan Association of Disability Examiners
Chapter of National Association of DisabUity Examiners
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fication which stated that mentally impaired individuals who did not
meet the Medical Listings should be found capable of performing un-
skilled work. In almost all cases this would result in a denial or
cessation of benefits. This type of change has resulted in beneficiar-
ies who were correctly allowed benefits in the past now having their
benefits terminated simply because the SSA program criteria have changed,
even though their condition has remained the same or worsened since they
were allowed.

We recognize that as medical science progresses it may make a return
to work possible by offering improved treatment methods which signifi-
cantly reduce the disabling effects of some diseases and improving the
prognosis in others. However, we feel great care must be taken to
avoid ceasing benefits for those who continue to show the same level
of severe limitations that were required by the original criteria under
which they were allowed. Any major disability criteria policy change
should be noted as such.

We also believe that the 3taff in the DDS should have greater opportu-
nities for actual input in policy formulation. SSA should take advantage
of the DDS personnel's first hand knowledge and experience in dealing
with the SSA criteria. Social Security Disability criteria and documen-
tation policies have sometimes required tests and information that are
not commonly used in the medical community. These kinds of criteria and
documentation requirements cause many public relation problems as well
as unrealistic disability decisions. DDS could provide this kind of
information to SSA before policies are formalized. Currently, DDS's
are asked for input on changes which are ready to go into effect. For
the most part our input is ignored. DDS personnel's opportunites for
input needs to be expanded and their advice taken seriously at the Central
Office level.

PROCESSING TIME

Expectations for DDS case processing time should be re-evaluated. We
agree that providing a prompt decision is important. However, current
trends to establish processing time requirements for all types of cases
need to consider the time needed to effectively pursue and obtain all
the evidence from the claimant's own treating sources and to meet the
legal requirements of due process. By allowing more time to get reports
from the attending physicians we would strengthen claimant and public
confidence in the medical decision. In addition, processing times
established should take into account SSA's expectations of case develop-
ment and should allow the DDS reasonable time to meet these expectations.
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FEDERAL CASE REVIEW

Current SSA review of DDS disability decisions is focused heavily on
allowance and continuance decisions. This often results in perceived
pressure on the DDS to deny or cease benefits due to the higher po-
tential for review of favorable decisions. The Social Security Admini-
stration's review of DDS's decisions should be random with no emphasis
on allowances, denials or particular types of impairments. This will
require a change in the 1980 Amendments.

V. R. FUNDING

Many beneficiaries who are terminated as a result of Periodic Review
have been on Social Security Disability, and out of the labor-market,
for several years. Regardless of their age, these people are usually
ill-equipped to re-enter the competitive job market successfully. We
believe that all individuals who have had a medical disability for more
than seven consecutive years, as established by SSA guidelines, should
have the option of entering a vocational training program at SSA's
expense if Social Security review finds they are no longer medically
disabled. Benefits should be continued so long as they remain in the
training program and would be ceased upon completion of that training
program. Training programs must be realistic and job oriented. Tax
incentives should be provided to both public and private industry that
employ beneficiaries who are no longer medically disabled. This will also
require a change in tho 1980 Amendments.

UNNECESSARY REVIEW

Beneficiaries are occasionally subjected to unnecessary stress because
of inappropriate periodic review. In orde to prevent this it is re-
commended that the Social Security Administration expand the list of
permanent impairments which are excluded from the review process. The
list of permanent impairments should be expanded to include: (1) impair-
ments which have been sufficiently documented as severe and are known
to be progressive. Examples would be certain central nervous system
disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Parkinson's Disease,
Huntington's Chorea and paralysis or aphasia 3 months post CVA. These
impairments are known to be permanent, progressive and incurable. (2)
Impairments which have been previously assigned a specific permanent,
mandated residual functional capacity which would result in a vocational
allowance. An example of a situation where this would apply would be
the replacement of a hip or knee which automatically precludes heavy
or medium work activity. (3) Beneficiaries age 55 or older should not
be included in the Periodic Review Process, although they could be
included in other types of continuing disability investigations.
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In addition the DDS should be given more latitude in screening out claims
on the basis of individual case facts.

This recommendation would reduce increasing workload and cost expenditures
for the DOS.

The Social Security Administration should increase communication with
the States, legal organizations, claimant advocacy groups and the medical
community. The general public needs more concrete information regarding
the Social Security Disability program requirements. Social Security
Administration should continue to supply the medical community with the
medical criteria. Special announcements about policies and policy changes
in the medical criteria used by the Social Security Administration should
be publicized. This increase in communication would in turn, lead to
increased understanding of the Social Security Disability Program and be
beneficialin obtaining the needed cooperation from the medical community
when medical evidence is requested. This could result in obtaining more
complete medical evidence from the claimant's own medical sources. In
addition, the Social Security Administration would benefit by a reduction
in the need for cost development with outside medical sources if more
complete medical evidence were supplied by treating physicians.

ADVANCE STAFFING

Major program changes which will require training of current staff or
hiring of new staff, need to allow for DDS preparation time. Too often
,major changes are effective immediately without allowing adequate pre-
paration time - or, if additional staff is needed to comply with the
changes, hiring is delayed due to lack of funds. Lead time of at least
one year should be provided before major program changes are implemented.
Adequate funding for this must be provided by Congress. We do not object
to changes or to additional work. But we do object to lack of lead-time
and understaffing for changes which affect our work.

UNIFORMITY

Finally, we feel it is important to insure and maintain uniformity be-
tween and among the basic SSA components. The same laws, regulations,
and medical criteria should be used by all the various components. There-
fore, the ALJ should be bound by the same laws and regulations as the DOS.
We support the concept of a Social Security Court.

RETROACTIVE CESSATIONS

We support and applaud the Social Security Admihistration's recent changes
in regard to retroactive cessations.

11-346 0-82--28
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A local area office of the

Minnesota Department of Economic Security
METRO SQUARE SUITE 460 7TH AND ROBERT STREET

ST. PAUL MINNESOTA 55101

VOCATIONAL REHAUI'.ITATION DIVISION

August 20, 1982 SOCIAL SECURITY
DISABILITY DETERMINATION SERVICES

TELEPHONE e121 296-2574

Senator David Durenberger
353 Russell Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Barbara J. Washburn

Dear Senator Durenberoer:

On August 18, 1982, I had the privilege of accompanying Mr. Edwin Opheim,
Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Rehabilitation, as a witness at the
Senate Finance Committee hearing on Social Security Disability Insurance.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, there was no opportunity to receive

questions from members of the committee. Therefore, as you advised, I am
submitting this letter for your consideration and entry in the Congressional
Record.

The problems which have accompanied the "Periodic Review CDI" program have

generated a search for solutions both in Congress and within the Social
Security Administration. At least one of many ideas offered as a partial
solution has received rather popular support and, I believe, is offered in
one form or another in at least three separate Bills now before Congress.
The concept is contained in Senate Bill 2731, and is supported by the
Socia] Security Administration. The proposal is to conduct face-to-face
hearings either at or in place of the reconsideration level of appeal.
These hearings would be conducted by Disability Examiners from the various

State Agencies, and would be conducted for bene!iciariEs ",ho have had bene-
fits ceased or proposed for cessation. The hope for such hearings is that
they will provide for more equitable decisions, elevate the reconsideration
process from the status of a "rubber stamp" affirmation of the original
decision, and possibly bring some harmony to State Agency and AdministrAtive
Law Judqe decisions.

AdnlLtedly, the idea appears so logical and valid as to be almost a truism.
However, I have serious doubts that such a process will result in the sort

of changes envisioned by its proponents.

Disability Examiners, in adjudicating claims at both the initial and recon-
sideration level, are bound by a set of administrative rules which are not
binding on Administrative Law Judges. The very purpose of these rules is
to provide for uniform and consistent decisions by Disability Examiners
throughout the nation. I firmly believe that it is the different adjudi-
cative frameworks within which Judges and Examiners operate which accounts
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for the differences in their respective decisions. This conclusion is supported
by "The Bellmon Report", submitted to Congress by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services in January, 1982.

Given the policies under which Examiners must operate, no amount of face-to-face
contact, personal observations, empathy or human sympathy should alter the
outcome of a State Agency decision. Such decisions must be based on objective
medical evidence within a rigid framework of rules and policies. Examiners
will not become "mini-judges" with greater individual discretion in decision
making, simply as a result of conducting interviews.

While there may be a very reasonable expectation that face-to-face interviews
might elicit additional information regarding medical sources which should be
contacted, or additional allegations of impairment, such information might
well be more easily obtained simply by telephone contact or improved forms
and letters. In terms of accuracy of decisions being made on the evidence in
both initial and reconsideration CDI cases at present, the most recent sta-
tistics available to me from SSA indicate a national accuracy rate of 95%.

There are also adminstrative reasons, I believe, which deserve further consi-
deration before mandating implementation of such a process on a national
basis. The cost of such a program would be considerable, and would certainly
indicate the need for current "hard" evidence that the program can be expected
to produce the intended results. State Agencies, if they are expected to
undertake another major pro "ram change, would need more lead time than one
year. Experienced Examiner-, the very people who would conduct such hearings,
have never been recruited or trained for interview skills, nor are they
equipped to deal face-to-face with attorneys and other legal representatives
who would attend such hearings.

I would suggest that any face-to-face interview program be thoroughly tested
before mandating it for national implementation. I believe a well-constructed
pilot-study, to be conducted in several states in the current adjudicative

climate, would be a most valuable action before any final decision is made.

I wish to thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely, - y

Water J. Roers
Assistant Director, Operations

Disability Determination Section

WJR:wc

cc: Robert Sternal, Director DDS
Ed Opheim, Assistant Commissioner, Voc. Rehab.
Donna Mukogawa, Disability Program Administrator
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SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM

for the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SENATOR ROBERT DOLE, CHAIRMAN

written by

Michael Lomax, President

National Association of Disability Examiners

August 30, 1982
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Mr. Chairman,

Thank you for granting the National Association of Disability Examiners the

opportunity to submit written testimony regarding the review of Continuing

Disability Claims under the Social Security Act.

The National Association of Disability Examiners is an organization of

members from the State Agencies contracted to implement the review process.

The members of this organization are at the grass roots of the disability

process and are on the front lines of the review process. The professional

disability examiner has first hand knowledge of this review process and how

it effects not only the claimant, but also the Social Security Disability

Trust Fund.

Throughout the years the major workload of the disability process has been

at the initial claims level. Initial determination processing was the

priority of the Social Security Administration. The Continuing Disability

process through these years took a low priority beginning with S.S.A.'s

oversight of the Supplemental Security Income program. Priority was given

to placing claimants on the roles who met the disability criteria at that

time,

Due to the 1973 legislation Continuing Disability Investigation of both

Social Security Disability and Supplemental Security Income claims was

often delayed beyond the scheduled reexamination time and often ignored.
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This decision was made at the national level by S.S.A. in order to

accommodate the large influx of initial disability claims Evidence exists

in many claims folders to show that Continuing Disability Investigations

were delayed or cancelled by S.S.A. and not by the State Agencies.

True, the claimant may have received a letter in 1974 indicating their

claim would be reviewed in two years, however due to SSA's reluctance to

return these cases this review did not take place until recently. I can

certainly understanding their confusion. A claimant might have received a

letter in 1974 with notice of a review to take place in 1975 or 1976, and 5

to 6 years later the review begins. In that extended period of time the

claimant has become dependent on the monthly income from S.S.A. The

current process of notification of investigation, development, review, and

final processing prior to cessation can take from a few weeks to a couple

of months. This is too short of a time frame for the claimant to make

adjustments from receiving a check to no check.

The criteria by which disability determinations are made have changed over

the years. These changes have had a dramatic impact on the disability

process. Both a need to tighten disability requirements and major advances

in some fields of medicine have resulted in substantial changes in the

listing of impairments and S.S.A. policies. We believe these changes in the

criteria are both necessary and justified to insure that the Social

Security Disabikity program remains dynamic. Medical Science has advanced

much in the last twenty years. Claimants that would have been considered

totally disabled with no hope for medical improvement are capable of

productive and useful lives today. I do not believe it would be the intent
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of Congress to continuing paying claimants based upon a disability that no

longer exists.

Several Congressional proposals have been introduced which would limit the

Continuing Disability Invesitgation process to the disability criteria in

force at the time of the initial granting of disability benefits. Such a

restriction would only reinforce the false concept of "retirement on

disability" and deny to Congress and S.S.A. advances in medicine and the

flexibility to adapt to changing economic and political conditions. Of

course, claimants presently on the roles would take a dim view of this.

The delay in returning claims to the State agencies for reviews has

prompted Congress through GAO to review this process. The results were

horrifying to the Administration and Congress but only confirmed the

examiners concerns. The mandatory 3 year review required by the 1980

ammendaments, the Presidents' recommendation to start the "accelerated" and

profile" review processes immediately, reached the State agencies at the

approximately the same time. This resulted in backlogs of thousands of

cases in State agencies. This process of reviewing disability claims has

become a night mare in the eyes of the Professional Disability Examiner.

These cases are being reviewed by the most qualified examiners. However,

examiners are pressured to process not only this workload but the initial

workload as well. State Agencies performance standards only consider

initial caseloads. The current workload trends in the State Agencies have

forced examiners into an uncontrollable workload of hundreds of cases per

examiner. The review and development of these cases takes time. Examiners

are pressured to move cases faster resulting in incomplete medical

documentation. Examiners are human beings with human limitations.
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The pre-effectuation review of allowances and continuances established by

congress tends to influence the examiner to make a decision of denial or

cessation because it is, statistically speaking, less likely to be found in

error.

Examiners do admit the current medical criteria is difficut to meet. We

certainly understand the claimants point of view. However, we as

Professional Disability Examiners are implementing a disability program

established by Congress and administered by S.S.A. We do feel the

criteria in effect should be reviewed and revised as necessary.

We find a repugnant situation in the appeals process. The complete

disregard by wdich some Adminiotrative Law Judges review and adjudicate

disability claims is totally juxtaposed to the strict guidelines to which

disability examiners are held by the Administration. This evidence is

supported by the results of the "Bellmon report" presented to Congress

earlier this year.

The Continuing Disability Investigation process includes claims allowed by

both the State Agencies and the A.L.J. State agencies often find themselves

in the position of ceasing claimants initially allowed by the A.L.J. only

to have their decisions again reversed by the A.L.J several months later.

This has added complete turnmoil to the lives of claimants. One component

of the agency stating they are not disabled and another component saying

they are disabled. The decision is supposedly based upon the same

evidence. These two components need to use the same rules in making a

decision.
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The problems facing the disability program are numerous. G.A.0 has

determined this program to be the most complicated of all Federal

Programs. With this in mind Congress must take steps to correct these

inconsistences to present a just and fair program to the public:

1. S.S.A should reconsider the stringent criteria now in force and

reevaluate the requirements needed to meet disability.

2. Congress and S.S.A. should establish a moratorium on the performance

standards now imposed on the State Agencies.

3. A moratorium should be established on the additional Continuing

Disability cases, now being sent to state agencies until the current

backlogs are eliminated.

4. Establishment of a review process by Physicians, Congress, and

professional Disability Examiners before revisions are made in the

disabilitity requirements.

5. Wore uniformity between State Agency and A.L.J. decisions.

6. Establishment of expanded education opportunities for Physicians,

Examiners, and Administrative Law Judges.

This concludes my testimony and again, we the National Association of

Disability Examiners thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony.
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Statement of

John L. Melvin, M.D.

President

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES

Mr. Chairman:

Introduction

My name is John Melvin. I am President of the National Association

of Rehabilitation Facilities (NARF). NARF has 500 institutional

members who provide comprehensive rehabilitation services to over

400,000 disabled individuals annually. Many of these people are

Social Security Disability Insurance beneficiaries and Supplemental

Security Income disability beneficiaries. This statement is

addressed primarily at the beneficiary rehabilitation program under

the SSI and SSDI programs.

The SSDI program provides benefits and rehabilitation services to

persons determined to be disabled and therefore unable to work. It

contains incentives for people to seek employment, however several

disincentives still exist. Prior to the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

ation Act of 1981, the beneficiaries vocational rehabilitation pro-

gram was a main feature of the SSI and SSDI programs in returning

disabled people to competitive employment. It had managed to

achieve a margin of success in returning people to work and removing

them from the benefit rolls. However, the 1981 Reconciliation Act

amended the program and we believe rendered it useless. We support

incentives and services to help beneficiaries to become self-

sufficient. To this end NARF offers the following comments.

Vocational Rehabilitation Program

Prior to the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, the SSDI

vocational rehabilitation program authorized funds to be paid from
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the OASDI trust funds to state agencies for services delivered to

SSDI beneficiaries. The purpose of the program is to return

beneficiaries to work-, thereby resulting in savings to the trust

funds.

In 1981, $124 million was available under the program for both SSI

and SSDI beneficiaries. Approximately 150,000 people were served.

Several studies were done on the program, all of which showed it

to be cost effective.

In his FY 82 budget message, President Reagan proposed to repeal

the program as part of his overall budget cutting effort. Congress

did not completely accept this proposal; however, it did amend the

program. The new provision provides that states will be paid,

either in advance or by way of reimbursement for successful

rehabilitations. A successful rehabilitation is defined as a person

who is performing substantial gainful activity (SGA) for nine (9)

continuous months. SSA issued proposed rules stating that it did

not intend to make any payments in advance and that it anticipated

only $3 million being available under the program for FY 82. The

President's budget requested only $6.1 million for the program in

FY 83. States had until April, 1982 to indicate whether or not

they would participate.

There are several major problems with the statute as amended. First,

the provision severely limits the availability of funds for rehabil-

itation of SSI and SSDI beneficaries which will result in continued

dependence of many beneficiaries on zash assistance. Also, states

are expected to use funds under Title I of the Rehabilitation Act
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of 1973, as amended, to provide services which hopefully result in

a successful rehabilitation. If not, they are not reimbursed.

Use by the states of these increasingly scarce funds for SSI and

SSDI beneficiaries is unlikely given the uncertainty of reimburse-

ment.

Funds for the basic state grant program under Title I of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 have been diminishing steadily. In

fiscal year 1981, $854.3 million was available to serve disabled

people. The program was increased only marginally by approximately

5% for FY 82 to $863 million. In his FY 83 budget request, the

President proposed a $91 million recission for FY 82. For FY 83

the President requested only $579.5 million for state grants.

According to recent figures from the Rehabilitation Services

Adminstration, Department of Education, 35B,000 fewer people would

receive services at this FY 83 level. This is 28% below the 1982

levels. This potential decrease from the FY 82 levels is in

addition to the expected decrease from the 1981 to 1982 and the 9%

decrease in services from 1980 to 1981, not counting the effects

of inflation.

While the First Concurrent Budget Resolution for FY 83 assumes full

funding of the basic state grant program at $954 million, the final

level will be deLermined by the appropriations process. Given the

virtual elimination of the beneficiary rehabilitation program, and

cuts in the basic state grant program, state agencies are and will

have to continue to turn away numerous clients including SSI/SSDI

beneficiaries.
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We believe Section 11 of S.2731 introduced by Senators Heinz and

Durenberger goes a long way toward resolving some of these problems.

We do, however, have several comments.

The bill would require payment for services delivered to be paid

in advance. In fact, since this issue was raised with SSA it has

announced that it will pay states in advance. This bill would

assure continuing advance payment.

The bill would allow the Commissioner of the Social Security

Administration to contract directly with public and private

organizations to provide vocational rehabilitation services.

Payment would be made through a transfer from the trust funds for

the costs of these services. We support this provision. NARF

has sought to have direct referrals made to facilities in order

to expedite evaluation of clients, preparation of a rehabilitation

plan and delivery of services.

The bill also expands the scope of payments to include evaluation

services as determined by the Commissioners of SSA, services

contributing to medical recovery, and services delivered if the

person without good cause fails to cooperate, in addition to paying

for successful rehabilitations. While this expansion of circumstances

for which services will be paid is helpful, it still leaves open the

question of covering the cost of delivering services to individuals

not achieving 9 continuous months of SGA.

If the program is going to reimburse private rehabilitation facilities
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or states only in these four circumstances, both facilities and

states will be at risk for good faith efforts to rehabilitate a

beneficiary that does not result in a successful rehabilitation.

The state agencies can use basic state grant program funds to

cover such costs. Such funds would otherwise be available for

clients under that program. State agencies would have funds to

draw upon and not risk an outright loss.

Private facilities would have to pay funds for services out of their

own capital thereby decreasing their service capacity. It would be

imprudent for the trustees of a facility to accept referrals if

they must pay the cost for services whether the rehabilitations

are successful or not, unless there is potential for financial

reward concomitar with the risk. As drafted there is no way to

average out the failures. Even the best evaluation techniques do

not guarantee 100% success.

Therefore, if facilities tocept such referrals and the risk that

the client might never a.ieve 9 continuous months of SGA, there

should be an incentive and reward for doing so. If the only cost

paid is for successful rehabilitations and none for unsuccessful

ones, the facility can, at best, only come out even. Most will

always be losing funds.

We recommend that in those instances where facilities contract

directly with the Commissioner, that an incentive payment in the

form of a premium over cost be included in facility payments.

We suggest a premium over cost of services retained, recognizing

that if such services are not sucessful, reimbursement will be
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The bi] 1 also proposes to pay states for vocationa evaluation and

job placement services provided to peopllt who medically recover

and who are determLined to be no longer disabled as a result of a

continuing disabilty investigation (CDI). Such services are

needed by people. who have been disabled and not working to helf"

then determine and learn employment skills. We recommend that tnt'

legislative history make it clear that states can contract with

private rehabilitation facilities for these services.

The 1980 SSI/SSDI amendments established an experimental and

demonstration project authority. The bill would expand this to

include exploring ways to use private rehabilitation facilities

to provide services to beneficiaries. t speaks in terms of
organizations organ: zed for profit and those not so organized.

Current language favors the for-prof,, sector. If the intent _-s

to include both pr vate for-prefit and non-prof. t orqanizat-ons,

we reconmend chot it should be specifically so stated. We do

support the idea of denmnstrati.o. projects with rehabilitation

fac]Jities and placing specific time limits on the Department to

conduct the projects. To datt it has not implemented the section

of the, 1980 amendments ist ,,shino an experimental and demonstra-

tion project authority.

The Administration in ais testimony stated that it did not support

this provision because it would result in an unnecessary expenditure

of funds for vocational rehabilitation. We find this stance curious.
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First, during the House subcommittee markup on their bill, upon

direct questioning, the Administration's representatives said they

did not oppose the same provision. Second, the BRP program has

been shown consistently to save the trust funds money. Given that

the funds for all other social service programs serving the disabled

(including SSI and SSDI beneficiaries) such as the Rehabilitation

Act, Developmental Disabilities, Title XX, P.L. 94-142, medicare

and medicaid have been re~luced over the past two years, failure to

continue successful programs will compound the problems of depen-

dence and required continued reliance on some form of benefits or

other public assistance. Third, the OASI and OASDI funds (commonly

referred to as the Social Security Trust funds) are in financial

difficulty. This provision would reinvigorate a program which

would, for a very small investment (in budget terms) of approxi-

mately $30 million, ifsult in long term savings in benefits not

paid out by the trust fund but with contributions made instead,

and no need to limit, reduce or eliminate benefits to qualified

disabled beneficiaries.

We appreciate and support this provision of Senators Heinz and

Durenberger's comprehensive disability reform bill and have

several other comments on the bill and the program. They are:

Continued Benefit Payments (Sec. 2)

We have received reports from our members of the number of people

undergoing review of their disabling condition pursuant to the

1980 amendments. Many of these beneficiaries have not been reviewed

in years and are suddenly faced with a loss of benefits before their
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appeal is exhausted.

We support this provision to allow SSDI beneficiaries to continue

to receive benefits through the appeal period as do SSI beneficiar-

ies currently.

Adjustment Benefits (Sec. 3)

This provision would allow a person terminated as a result of the

continuing disability investigations currently being conducted to

continue to receive benefits for a total of four months after the

month he or she is notified of being terminated for medical

recovery. This provision would be in effect through 1984 by which

time all the rolls will have been reviewed. Such people could also

receive vocational work evaluation and job placement as proposed in

Section 11. We support this provision as a way of easing the

economic shock of a sudden loss of benefits and helping people obtain

employment.

Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA) and the Trial Work Period (TWP)

Under existing Social Security Administration regulations, any

calendar month in which a disabled recipient earns more than $75

in gross wages may be counted as one month of the trial work

period. This regulation makes it possible for disabled employees

of sheltered workshops to exhaust all or part of their trial work

period before they are ready to attempt independent, community

employment. For example, evaluation and training involve productive

work in providing such services. Especially in the case of the more

severely handicapped, such training is extensive and may exhaust

11-346 0-82--29
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the trial work period. We are unaware of any justification for the

$75 earnings level for a trial work period month. Even by linking

this amount to COLA increases, the test will continue to deprive

many sheltered workshop employees of a meaningful trial work period.

Because this requirement performs a substantial disservice to dis-

abled workers, we recommend that it be removed.

Another problem associated with the trial work period is the confu-

sion regarding what remuneration constitutes income, which is denoted

as "services" in the statute. In the House bill, H.R. 6181,

"Services" are to be defined as activity which is determined by the

Secretary to be of a type normally performed for remuneration or

gain or which is performed in any month for remuneration or gain.

Currently, there is no specific list of such services in the SSI

Claims Manual or elsewhere.

In determining a TWP month, disparate sources of income are considered

to constitute services. For example, one inconsistent source of

income used to determine a TWP month is the CETA training allowance

under Title II. These funds are counted against TWP income, but are

specifically excluded from income in determining SSI eligibility.

If income is to determine the existence of "services" for purposes

of TWP, the type of income that constitutes services should be

consistent in determining eligibility and SGA.

Productivity as measured by income, hot the work attempt, should

determine SGA.
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Second, the amount that constitutes SGA should be monitored to

assure that it does not increase to a level where it becomes a

disincentive to leaving the program and seeking competitive

employment.

We recommend the Comnittee examine this issue in its consideration

of the SSI and SSDI programs.

NAR would be pleased to provide any additional information on

these and any other issues under these programs.
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NATIONAL SENIOR CITIZENS LAW CENTER
Suite 300

1424 - 161f Street N W

Washing!on 0 C 20036
Telephone (202) 232 6570

BURTON D FRETZ NEAL S DUDOVITZ
EXECUTIVE DOCTOR DIREC1EN ATTORNEY

LOS AhrALES

Written Statement of Eileen P. Sweenev,
Staff Attorney at the National Senior Citizens Law Center,
to the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate (August 18, 1982)

I am Eileen P. Sweeney, a staff attorney at the National

Senior Citizens Law Center (NECLC). This statement is submitted in

response to a request from Senator John Heinz for such a statement.

NSCLC is a national support center, specializing in the

legal problems of elderly poor peo"Ie. Ile are funded by the

Legal Services Corporation and the Administration on Aging. Pur-

suant to the Law Center's Legal Services Corporation grant, we

provide support services to legal services attorneys and paralegals

throughout the country with respect to the legal problems of their

elderly clients. Under the Administration on Aqing grant, NSCLC

provides training and planning assistance to the states and is

developing strategies to resolve the legal problems of older people

without the direct delivery of services. My responsibilities include

working with legal services and aging advocates on the Social

Security and Supplemental Security Income problems of their clients.

The problems created by the Social Security Administration

(SSA) in the continuing disability investigations (CDIs) have reached

a crisis level both in terms of the number of eligible disabled

beneficiaries being cut from the rolls and in terms of the great

emotional and financial hardship being imposed upon these severely
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disabled individuals. The incredible stories of human misery and

suffering have appeared in the press across the country. Yet, not

only has SSA not taken steps which would assure that disabled

individuals are not cut, it continues to cut people daily. The

cessation rate is between 45-47%. This year alone SSA will review

565,000 cases. Next year, it intends to review 800,000. Just

between October, 1981 and May, 1982, SSA terminated the cases of

106,000 disabled individuals and their families. That number will

continue to climb. While many of these oeoole will eventu...lly be

returned to the disability program (the reversal rate on anoeal is

currently around 60%, although in some areas of the country it

exceeds 80%), the damage to their lives created by the terminations

is often irreversible.

These are not isolated incidents. The patterns of treatment

by SSA and state employees are re-peated throughout the country.

The unnecessary personal crises created by SSA vary only slightly

in each case: families are losing their homes; they are unable to

feed their children; some have relinquished their children to

relatives to assure they receive proper care; some beneficiaries

have died. The deaths seem to follow four patterns: (1) in complete

despair, the person committed suicide; (2) in comolete despair, the

person withheld his medical treatment and died; (3) the pressure and

tension resulting from the CDI termination aggravated and expedited

the person's death; (4) the person, despite the severity of his

impairments, returned to work (as SSA maintained he could) in order

to feed his family and died shortly thereafter. No one knows how

many individuals have died as a result of SSA's harsh policies.

Surely this is not what the Congress had in mind when it passed S311
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of Public Law 96-265.

This is thus a very important hearing which presents the

opportunity to investigate SSA's abuses of oower and to consider

solutions to the CDI crisis. This statement will begin with a

general discussion of the CDI problem and discuss legislative

changes needed to alleviate the crisis. The second section dis-

cusses some specific practices of the Social Security Administration

which, in combination with the acceleration of the CDIs, or as a

result of the CDIs, are clearly contributing factors in the crisis

and which must be rectified.

I. There must be a significant change in attitude in the
administration of the CDIs.

Over the past few years, there has been a change in tone in

the disability programs. Without much written instruction, all the

signals are that state disability personnel should cut the rolls

and keep them srnall. This has resulted in the termination of

severely disabled individuals as well as the denial of new apoli-

cants. These signals include:

- requirements that SSA review allowances but not denials

or terminations;

- excessive emphasis on speed to the exclusion of accuracy;

- as a corrollary, the failure to require states to assure

that there is adequate evidence development;

- public discounting by SSA of the currently high

administrative law judge (ALJ) reversal rates, arguing that

it is the ALJs who are out of step with SSA and ignoring

the growing problems at the state level;

- statements indicating that SSA is affecting budgetary
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savings in the disability program by terminating high

percentages of allegedly non-disabled persons;

- statements indicating that the decision regarding which case

to review is being based, not upon the likelihood of medical

improvement, but upon the amount of the person's monthly

benefit (the higher the benefit, the greater the chances

for review).

The Administration is effecting the budgetary savings in the

disability programs by cutting eligible people, exactly what Congress

refused to do just last year. SSA has gone so far as to attempt

through a variety of means to influence the outcome of decisions by

ALJs. In one memo, dated May 7, 1981 (attached as Exhibit "A"),

the Associate Commissioner at the Office of Hearings and Appeals

wrote to ALJs to express the concerns of the Commissioner and to

inform ALJs of the "seriousness with which he views the SSA effort

to throughly review those cases of individuals now on the rolls to

determine whether they still fully meet all requirements for

entitlement."

As witnesses will establish at the hearing, severely dis-

abled individuals are being terminated without adequate medical

evidentiary development and despite the fact that they are totally

incapable of working. Often the only documents supporting these

arbitrary and incorrect decisions are the inadequate reports of

consultative examiners. In some cases, however, cases are being

terminated evei where the consultative examiner believed the person

to be disabled.

All indications are that SSA is concerned with speed, not
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accuracy, in the disability determination process. That message

has been provided very clearly in the SSA regulations governing the

federal-state relationship. 20 C.F.R. S 404-.1601 et seq. These

regulations do not even require that medical evidence be properly

and fully collected. They do, however, set uo numerous time frames

with which the states must comply. While we agree that the states

should be required to operate efficiently, timeliness is not bene-

ficial to claimants and beneficiaries (in the CDIs), if it results

in wholesale inaccuracies in decisions. It is similarly not cost-

effective for SSA because claimants who do not believe they received

full and fair consideration will appeal. There has been no effort

to assure accuracy in the process.

The message must be changed. First, SSA should be required to

amend its regulations to shift the emphasis to assuring accuracy

in decision-making at the state level. To reinforce this shift,

SSA should be required to review disallowances in the same fashion.

that they currently perform pre-effectuation review of allowances.

It is not adequate to argue that the ability to appeal the

denials is a self-policing mechanism rendering review of disal-

lowances unnecessary. If that was true, SSA would currently be

questioning the state's abysmal records rather than attacking the

ALJs' high reversal rates. SSA simply does not view ALJ reversals

as any reflection upon the accuracy of state agency decision-making.

The result is that the easiest, least monitored, route for the states

to take is to deny or terminate benefits, regardless of the severity

of the person's impairments.

In addition to requiring review of disallowances as well as
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allowances, we recommend that Congress take the following steps to

change the message in order to assure that CDIs are performed

properly and that claimants receive full protection from SSA and

state agency abuses:

(1) Provide aid pending review in the Title II program

through the ALJ level and that any payments received

during the appeal process will not be treated as

an overpayment should the person not ultimately

prevail on the merits;

(2) Amend the definition of disability to clarify that,

before a person's disability benefits may be

terminated, there must be a showing that his/her

medical condition has improved or that the original

decision awarding benefits was clearly erroneous.

This last point is consistent with the rulings of

numerous federal courts which SSA has illegall' chosen

to ignore;

(3) Slow down the CDI process to prohibit SSA from termi-

nating nearly 400,000* individuals next year alone;

(4) Limit the ability of states and SSA to rely upon the

opinions of non-examining "medical advisers;" and

(5) Require SSA to (a) issue regulations detailing its

standards of conduct for consultative-ohYsicians and

(b) fully monitor the consultative nhvsicians utilized

by SSA and the states in the disability determination

*If SSA performs the 800,000 CDIs in 1983 which it currently plans,
at its current termination rate of 45 to 47%, as many as 376,000
disabled individuals will lose their benefits next year alone.
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process.

II. Specific problems.

A. The reconsideration level of review

The reconsideration level of review is generally considered to

be useless. In almost all states, it simply results in a rubber-

stamp approval of the original decision to deny or terminate benefits.

It generally serves to delay the time at which a person may first

seek review before an autonomous administrative law judge. Many

believe that the wisest solution to the problem would be to elimi-

nate this level of review.

Representative Pickle has proposed steps to "strengthen" the

reconsideration level of review in H.R. 6181 (formerly H.R. 5700).

Unfortunately, the appellant will bear the entire burden of cleaning

up this administrative nightmare. Nothing in that bill provides

any incentives to either SSA or the states to properly adjudicate

cases.

One provision of that bill will close the evidentiary record

before a person ever appears before an administrative law judge.

The vast majority of claimants are not represented at the recon-

sideration level. They are not familiar with the evidence required

to support a finding of disability. Yet, they alone will bear the

burden of assuring that the states improve their evidence develop-

ment practices. This approach is unrealistic, unfair, and destined

to fail.

First, it is unfair to expect that claimants will serve as

police officers. The price which they pay is delay. Bouncing

back and forth between the federal and state levels will add new
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elements of delay to the process. The ALJ will be required to

review all of the evidence to determine if a remand is appropriate.

Then, the case will return to the states, and then back to the ALJ.

Very few cases are reversed at the reconsideration level. It is

therefore likely that the case will return to the ALJ stage.

Unrepresented disabled claimants and beneficiaries will be required

to obtain all medical and vocational evidence on their own. The

ALJs will no longer be there to assist and, with rare exceptions,

the state levels have not provided that assistance.

It is not realistic to expect that claimant-sought remands to

the state agency level so that additional evidence may be intro-

duced will result in a systematic clean-up of the reconsideration

stage. Instead, it is more likely that the current problems will

simply escalate: state agencies will deny cases, continuing to

provide poor evidence development, knowing that claimants will

appeal and, if they can obtain the evidence on their own, be forced

to seek a remand. The Congress has already taken steps to remedy

an analogous abuse in the SSA appeals procedure: prior to P.L.

96-265 the Appeals Council regularly failed to orocerly review

appeals, knowing that they could easily obtain a court remand if

judicial review was sought.

B. SSA "non-acquiescence" in court rulings

SSA has developed the nasty habit of ignoring rulings of the

United States Courts of Aooeals. They do so despite the fact that

they have specifically informed the United States Suoreme Court that

their policy is the exact opposite. In Califano v. Yamasaki, 442

U.S. 682 (1979), the Secretary argued that certification of class

action was not necessary because he followed rulings of the Circuit
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Courts of Appeals.* Despite these representations to the Supreme

Court, to which that Court specifically referred, SSA's true policy

is that it will only follow decisions of the Supreme Court. A memo

from Louis B. Hays, Associate Commissioner of the Office of Hearings

and Appeals, to al ALJs, dated Januar, 7, 1982, specifically states:

"Frank Dell'Acqua [Deputy Assistant General
Counsel, Social Security Division] stressed
the ooint that the federal courts do not run
SSA's programs, and that ALJs are responsible
for applying the Secretary's policies and
guidelines regardless of court decisions below
the level of the Supreme Court..." (Exhibit B, page 3)

But, despite the fact that the Secretary frequently loses cases in

*"Restricted judicial review will not have a detrimental effect on
the administration of the Social Security Act, the Secretary says,
because he will appeal adverse decisions or abide (by] them within
the jurisdiction of the courts rendering them." 442 U.S. at 699.
In its Brief for the Petitioner in Yamasaki, at ages 68-69, the
Secretary specifically stated:

Contrary to the fears of the courts of appeals that
have endorsed class actions under (S405(g)), that
restricted version of judicial review permitted by
that-statute will have no detrimental effect on the
efficient resolution of Social Security Act claims.
When a statutory or constitutional issue is decided
adversely to the Secretary in the course of judicial
review obtained by an individual claimant, the
Secretary will either aooeal or abide by the unfavor-
able ruling. See Philbrook v. Glodgett, 421 U.S.
U7, 720-772 (1975). Repetitious litigation will
thus not be necessary in order to establish a general
legal principal applicable beyond the confines of a
particular case. (At this point, a footnote adds,
"In some cases, however, additional litigation of an
issue in additional jurisdictions is desirable. See
pages 75-76, infra.) Stare decisis will impel the
Secretary to follow statutory or constitutional
decisions within the jurisdiction of the courts having
rendered them. [Brief for the Petitioner (Secretary
of the Department of Health and Human Services) at
68-69, Califano v. Yamasaki, sunra (emphasis added.)]
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the Courts of Appeals, he rarely appeals.* Conveniently, under his

policy, because he does not appeal to the Suoreme Court, there will

not be a Supreme Court decision which he would have to follow. This

means that he can simply award the named plaintiff benefits while

otherwise ignoring the problem.

A problem currently existing in the Ninth Circuit is an

excellent, well-documented example of this incredible problem. In

Finnegan v. Mathews, 641 F.2d 1340 (9th Cir. 1981), the Ninth

Circuit ruled that the Secretary could not terminate the benefits

of SSI disability recipients who had been "grandfathered" into th6

program from state disability rolls when the SSI program began,

unless SSA established that either the "recipients' medical con-

dition has materially improved" or that there was "clear and

specific error" in the original finding of disability. In other

*It is possible that SSA will claim that is is now filing appeals
in the Supreme Court in cases in which it non-acquiesces, citing
Campbell v. Secretary of HHS, 665 F.2d 48 (2d Cir. 1981), cert.
granted sub nom. Schweiker v. Campbell, No. 81-1983, 50 U.S.L.W.
3994, Jun 21, 1982. In that case, SSA recently issued a ruling
of non-acquiescence, SSR 82-33c. However, in order to justify
all of this activity, SSA has misconstrued the Second Circuit's
ruling. The court required that SSA give a disabled appellant
notice of the presumptions which it intends to apply in his/her
case, and to explain what the presumption means, in order to
assure that he/she is in a position to attempt to rebut the pre-
sumotion. This is required by SSA's own regulations. See Rule
200.00(e) of Appendix 2, 20 C.F.R. Parts 404, 416. Instead of
adhering to the court's order, at least in the Second Circuit, SSA
has taken the position that the case invalidated the medical-
vocational guidelines (the "grids") and that, therefore, there is
a conflict among the circuits. This of course raises serious
questions regarding the intent of SSA to follow its own regulations
with regard to the grids. It also calls into question the
numerous circuit court of appeals decisions which have uoheld the
validity of the grids, often relying upon the Secretary's regula-
tory language for the protection to be provided claimants and
the exceptions to application of the grid. See, for example,
Kirk v. Secretary of HEW, 667 F.2d 524 (6th Cir. 1981).
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words, SSA can not apply its current regulations to cut a grand-

fathered person off as that would defeat the underlying purpose of

the grandfathering language of the SSI provisions.

SSA did not like the Finnegan ruling. But, unlike other

disgruntled litigants, it decided not to appeal to the Suoreme Court

and, instead, "non-acquiesced" in the ruling. SSA's thought

process here are particularly instructive. In a September 14, 1981

memo from Sandy Crank, Associate Commissioner for Operational

Policy and Procedures, to Donald A. Gonya, Assistant General Coun-

sel, (attached as Exhibit C, Sandy Crank outlined the following

reasons for not appealing:

1) "...according to our review of the medical
evidence in file, it is questionable whether
Finnegan is in fact not disabled at this time."
(page 3) Simply put, SSA had defended the
Secretary's termination of benefits all the
way through the Ninth Circuit, despite the
fact that even they believed that Mr.
Finnegan was disabled.

2) "Mistakes were made in the legal defense of this
case before the Court of Appeals." (page 3)

lie then recommended that SSA "non-acquiesce" in the court's order

and wait for a case with poorer facts to take to the Supreme Court:

"With a non-acquiescence ruling, we can attempt
to argue this issue again before the courts in
a case in which the plaintiff is clearly not
disabled, where the State disability determina-
tion is in fact not available and where the
case can be prepared properly without the legal
flaws found in Finnegan. The Office of Hearings
and Appeals agrees with this course of action."
(Id.)

So, in January, 1982, SSA issued Social Security Ruling 82-10c,

"non-acquiescing" in Finnegan. And, as if that was not sufficient,

on February 23, 1982, Louis B. Hays wrote another memo to
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all ALJs, specifically telling them that they were bound by Social

Security Rulings and were to ignore Finnegan even in "cases in-

volving Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit." (Exhibit D)

This practice is clearly illegal. At least two circuit

courts of appeals have struck a virtually identical practice of the

National Labor Relations Board. See, for examole, Ithaca College v.

NLRB, 623 F.2d 244 (2d Cir. 1980); Allegheny General Hosnital v.

NLRB, 608 F.2d 965 (3d Cir. 1979). These cases hold that the agency

is bound to follow the law of the circuit. Failure to do so results

in the agency operating "outside the law." Allegheny General

Hospital, 608 F.2d at 970.

SSA's illegal practice, just in the Finnegan case, resulted

in the filing of additional litigation, all of which must be de-

fended at government expense. In the state of Washington, a class

of grandfathered SSI recipients who have been terminated have sued

to enforce Finnegan. Siedlecki V. Schweiker, No. 81-6-R.

(W.D. Wash.) It is likely that other such cases will be filed in

the states within the jurisdiction of the Ninth Circuit. In

addition to needless governmental expense, SSA's failure to follow

Finnegan has resulted in the cessation of hundreds, perhaps thousands,

of SSI grandfathered recipients who are clearly entitled to benefits

and who have no other means of support.

We stress that the Finnegan case is just one example of this

problem.* Steps must be taken to require SSA and the Secretary

*For other examples, compare: Levings v. Califano, 604 F.2d 591
(8th Cir. 1979), with Social Security Ruling (SSR) 80-11c; Boyland v.
Califano, CCH Unempl. Ins. Rotr. 16,912 (6th Cir. 1980), with
(footnote continued on page 13)
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of HHS to act within the laws both as it is written by the Congress

and interpreted by the courts.

C. SSA frequently issues order which are inconsistent
with the statute and SSA's own regulations.

SSA often utilizes the Social Security Rulings (SSRs), Program

Operations Manual System (POMS), and a variety of other informational

documents, to establish rules which are inconsistent with the Social

Security Act and Social Security's own regulations. In the context

of the CDIs, the result has been that thousands of beneficiaries'

cases are being illegally terminated, only to be later restored by

the ALJs, who do follow the federal statute and regulations.

Examples of the problem reflect its enormity:N
1. 20 C.F.R. 5416.929 requires that consideration be

given to a person's pain in assessing his/her

disability. This is supported by numerous court

(continuation of footnote from page 12)

SSR 81-1c; Rasmussen v. Gardner, 374 F.2d 589 (10th Cir. 1967) with
SSR 68-48c. This list is bv no means exhaustive. Even where SSA
has not issued a ruling refusing to follow a court's order, it has
frequently done just that, ignoring others similarly situated until
another court requires it to address the class aspects of the issue.
For example, the district court's failure to certify a class in
Wiesenfeld v. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 367
F.Supp. 981, 986-987 (D.N.J. 1973) (three-judge court), which in-
validated a gender based classification in the Social Security
Act, resulted in the need for additional litigation. First, the
Secretary refused to provide relief to anyone but the named plain-
tiff until the Supreme Court issued its decision affirming the
three judge court's ruling. 420 U.S. 636 (1975). Second, after
that ruling, the Secretary applied the decision only Prospectively
to other individuals. At least two other suits were filed in order
to obtain the benefits for the period prior to the Supreme Court's
decision. See Crumpler v. Califano, 443 F.Supo. 342 (E.D. Va. 1978);
ifurvich v. Califano, 457 F.Supp. 760 (N.D. Cal. 1978).
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decisions. Yet, SSA deleted the instructions to con-

sider pain from the POMS, which is followed by the

state agencies, explaining that "deletion of this

section reflects the appreciation that an improper

emphasis on the role of pain is conveyed." Section 2205.

2. 20 C.F.R. S404.1545(a) requires that in assessing a

person's residual functional capacity (RFC) to work,

all impairments will be considered. With regard to

mental impairments, 20 C.F.R. §404.1545(c) provides:

When we assess your impairment because
of mental disorders, we consider factors
such as your ability to understand, to
carry out and remember instructions, and
to respond appropriately to supervision,
co-workers and work pressures in a work
setting.

Obviously, as the Secretary has recognized, these

factors are critical in assessing the ability of the

mentally disabled person to work. Yet, via an "infor-

mational digest", SSA eliminated consideration of

mental impairments from the RFC evaluation. The result

has been the wholesale termination of severely

mentally disabled oeoole from the rolls based upon

findings that they have the residual functional

caoacity to work.

3. As noted in the earlier discussion on "non-acquiescence",

SSA has refused to follow the Finnegan ruling that there

must be evidence of medical improvement or a showing

that the original decision of eligibility was clearly

erroneous before a disabled person grandfathered into

11-346 0-82--30
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the SS program may be terminated. Using a Social

Security Ruling, SSA has ordered the ALJs to ignore

Finnegan. SSR-82-10c. It should be noted that the

Rulings are not statutorily recognized but are, instead,

a creation of the Secretary which he has, by virtue of

one regulation, made binding uoon ALJs while avoiding

public notice and comment. 20 C.F.R. S442.408. Most

recently, SSA has begun to issue a series of Social

Security Rulings which address matters generally con-

tained in SSA's regulations. To the extent that the

SSRs differ from the regulations, they represent SSA's

attempt to control the decision-making of administrative

law judges without amending the federal regulations.

Because SSA has not provided for public notice and

comment as required by the Administrative Procedures

Act, 5 U.S.C. 5553 et seq., SSA's actions violate the

APA.*

It is critical that the current system of dual rules be

changed. However, any change should assure that all binding rules

be subject to public notice and comment. Under a provision of

H.R. 6181 (Section 7) passed bv the House Ways and Means Committee,

*HHS recently proposed to withdraw from compliance with the notice
and comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. 47
Fed. Reg. 26860 (June 22, 1982). SSA's policies and practices Pro-
vide an excellent example of a portion of HHS which for some time
has chosen to ignore the APA. As such, it reflects well the likely
result if HHS implements its proposal: total confusion between
levels of review; imposition of standards which violate the statu-
tory authorization and whatever regulations the agency may choose
to promulgate.
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the Secretary would be required to assure that all levels of review

follow the same standards. However, there is no mention of public

notice and comment. The Commissioner has indicated that he will

utilize the SSRs to create such rules. The bill would permit him

to utilize even the POMS. The provision should not be enacted.

It is critical that the disability determination process and the

standards utilized therein be accessible to the public and subject

to public comment. The only binding rules should be those which are

properly promulgated in accordance with the Administrative

Procedure Act. SSA's unauthorized practice of "non-acquiescing" in

judicial decisions it disagrees with has effectively insulated it

from fully complying with various court rulings, despite SSA's

failure to appeal the decisions with which it disagreed. The

Social Security Rulings, SSA's vehicle for "non-acquiescing," should

not be accorded the weight suggested by the proposed provision.

Rather, Congress should examine SSA's policy of "non-acquiescence"

and consider its appropriateness in the overall administrative

review scheme. Similarly, changes in the POMS are not-issued for

public comment. The effect of Section 7 will be to encourage SSA

to avoid the regulatory process, just amending the POMS. As mentioned

earlier, SSA already tends to issue POMS sections long before even

proposed regulations are issued. This practice should be discouraged

rather than encouraged. Further, the public comment process is

extremely important. Often it is the only means available to

claimants and their representatives to express their concerns.

Finally, access to the POMS is limited to SSA offices, unlike the

Code of Federal Regulations, rendering it more difficult for claimants
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and their representatives to remain up-to-date on its contents.

D. Consultative examinations purchased by SSA
are generally inadequate.

The federal government paid approximately $137,400,000 for

consultative examinations in1981.* It is therefore reasonable to

assume that SSA should be expecting to get something useful for

its money. Further, as the consultative examiner's report is

often the only document which supports the arbitrary and incorrect

terminations in the CDIs, it is critical to the disabled indivi-

dual that they be performed properly and that reports accurately

and completely describe their medical condition.

The Oversight and Social Security Subcommittees of the House

Ways and Means Committee have held two hearings specifically

addressing the problems k-eated by "volume provider" consultative

physicians, those who do a substantial amount of business with

state disability units.** While the problems are exacerbated by the

bulk nature of their business, the underlying theme of the need for

effective regulation and monitoring by SSA exists regardless of the

number of referrals.

*Statement of Sandy Crank, Associate Commissioner for Operational

Policy and Procedures, Social Security Administration, Seotember
18, 1981, House Ways and Means Committee, Serial 97-27, oage 12.

**In many states, the volume or bulk providers are churning out
report after report, denying disabled individuals the benefits to
which they are entitled. In Tennessee, for example, the volume
provider denies disability at a higher rate than the average. At
the September 18, 1981 hearing, Herbert L. Brown, Director, Dis-
ability Determination Section, Tennessee, stated that, in a samnle
review, Thurman and Thurman denied 82.5% while the state average
was 73%. "Volume Providers of Medical Examinations for Social
Security Disability Programs," Serial 97-27, nage 92.
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Given the emphasis on time and the incredible backlog created

by the CDIs (as well as the acceleration of the CDI process), it

is not at all surprising that the states place a premium uoon a

physician's ability to provide reports in the shortest time possible.

Two aspects of this are particularly disturbing. First, time

appears to take priority over all, or almost all, other relevant

considerations in making the referrals to consultative physicians.

Second, the volume providers, doing all or almost all of their

buisness with state DDS units, recognize this need and, with their

word processing equipment and often questionable practices, are

able to capitalize upon it, to the detriment of disabled individuals.

The states' preoccupation with timeliness is reflected in the

material which SSA provided to the Oversight and Social Security

Subcommittees of the Ways and Means Committee set forth at Ways

and Means Committee Print, Serial 97-27, pages 25-34. Timeliness

of reporting is often cited as a basis for identifying a referral

while no reference is made to identifying the ohysician(s) whose

specialty renders him/her in the best position to properly assess

the claimant's condition.

In some areas of the country, the administrative law judges

simply ignore the consultative reports because their experience

with theparticular provider(s) has taught them that their reports

are useless and unreliable. Given the current abuses of some

consultative physicians, this is as it should be. However, it is

critical that the cost implications be recognized. Because SSA

has failed to regulate consultative physicians, it is throwing money

away just so that it can assure that there is a oiece of paner in
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the file. If the reports are so useless as to be ignored, they

should not be purchased. It is critical that SSA be required to

issue regulations which set forth minimum requirements for consul-

tative physicians. Factors which have been suggested include:

1) a limit on the number of examinations which may be

scheduled per hour and oer day;

2) minimum competency requirements for technicians, aides

and paramedics who assist in performing any portion of

the exams, including interviews for the claimant's

history;

3) periodic checks on the equipment used in consultative

exams;

4) the consultative physician must personally author and

sign the report and the physical capacities evaluation;

5) the state unit consider paying for a consultative

exam performed by the claimant's treating physician

before considering a referral to a non-treating

physician;

6) the state disability determination unit establish

contacts with community health clinics to assure that

more consultative exams are performed locally instead

of by volume providers;

7) written documentation as to how much time the consul-

tative physician spent examining the claimant;

8) written documentation that the laboratory tests and

x-rays were actually performed;

9) the consultative physician should be required to have
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familiarized himself/herself with the various test

results and to have personally read all x-rays nrior to

completion of the report; and

10) creation of a mechanism for assuring that claimants'

complaints and concerns regarding consultative physicians

are investigated and resolved.

E. SSA is creating barriers to obtaining a full
hearing on appeal.

1. Accessibility of hearings.

Briefly, SSA is making it tougher for appellants to appear at

hearings before ALJs. First, the Office of Hearings and Appeals

has limited the ability of ALJs to travel to satellite locations.

Unless the location is over 75 miles from the aooeals office, the

claimant must travel to the appeals office. See January 7, 1982

memo from Louis B. Hays, page 2-3, attached as "Exhibit B." This

is true despite the fact that there may be more than one large

concentration of population in the 75 mile area, thus creating signi-

ficant hardships for large numbers of people. For example, OHA no

longer holds hearings in Colorado Springs. Appellants must all

travel to Denver. In Florida, SSA is holding hearings at a location

in a city within 75 miles of the hearing office but refuses to permit

residents of that city to appear there because they live %Within 75

miles of the main office.

Needless to say, there is no statutory or regulatory authority

for the 75 mile rule. It is an arbitrary limit which far exceeds

reasonable expectations of the ability of severely disabled people

to travel. But, OHA may force some appellants to travel even

further. The Hays memo indicates that OHA "will also encourage
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giving claimants the option to travel to the hearing office for

their hearing, even if the distance is more than 75 miles." Id. nage 3.

2. The adversarial experiment.

SSA will also soon announce that it has decided to implement

the "government representative experiment," also known as "the

adversarial experiment." This proposal was originally floated in

1980, 45 Fed. Reg. 2345 (January 11, 1980), and, after substantial

Congressional and public outcry, was later withdrawn by Secretary

Harris. 45 Fed. Reg. 47162 (July 14, 1980). On P-bruary 18, 1982

this Administration reinstated the proposal without republishing

its contents and, in its prefatory comments, discouraged the public

from filing comments. 47 Fed. Reg. 7261. Under the proposal, SSA

will be represented at hearings before administrative law judges

at five locations (believed to be Baltimore, Maryland; Kingsport,

Tennessee; Columbia, South Carolina; Pasadena, California; and

Brentwood, Missouri).

When this proposal is finalized, the disabled CDI anoellant

will face an adversarial process in which the SSA representative

will control the collection of evidence, regardless of whether the

disabled individual is represented.*

This is a uniquely inappropriate expenditure of SSA's resources,

at great expense to the disabled. As SSA has inappropriately

*11hile the Proposed regulations would bar the SSA representative from

attending a hearing where the appellant was not represented, they
still require the SSA representative to compile the evidence. The
unrepresented individual is therefore doubly disadvantaged not only
is he/she not represented but he/she is also unaware that an adver-
sary, supporting the agency's position of denial, prepared the case
file.
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encouraged and, in many cases, demanded termination of the benefits

of disabled individuals who are clearly eligible for those benefits,

it is perhaps not surprising that SSA would seek to make it even

more difficult for the disabled to obtain a full and fair hearing

of the evidence in their cases.

3. Proposal to close the evidentiary appeal
before the ALJ level

Unfortunately, Congress may soon incorporate other procedural

barriers for the disabled, this time at the reconsideration level.

In H.R. 6181, the evidentiary record will be closed after a hearing

is held at the reconsideration level. As reported at the Ways and

Means Ccvmittee mark-up, either the bill or the reL.ort will indicate

that the state reconsideration level hearings must be as accessible

as ALJ hearings. In a time when SSA is rendering ALJ hearings

increasingly inaccessible, it will be disastrous for that scheme to

be looked to as the standard for the state level.

F. Termination of benefits without evidence
of medical imor.jvement

SSA is terminating the benefits of individuals who are no better

than they were on the day that benefits were awarded and, in fact,

are often in much worse condition. SSA's method for Pulling the

rug out from under disabled beneficiari63 is very simple: if you

can't prove that they're not disabled under the standards in effect

when they became disabled, change the rules so that you can tell

the American public and the-Congress that the rolls are full of non-

disabled people whose benefits must be terminated. Then, terminate

their benefits.

This approach is not only unconscionable, it violates the intent
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of the Social Security Act. Benefits are to be terminated when the

disability "ceases." 42 U.S.C. S423(a)(1).* The general under-

standing** of this term is "stops" or "ends," not "when the federal

government changes the rules so that your medical condition no

longer qualifies you for benefits." Surely is is reasonable to

expect that Congress intended the ordinary meaning of the term.

Numerous courts have required SSA either (1) to establish that

there has been medical improvement or that the original decision

was clearly erroneous or (2) to rebut the resumption that the

person is still disabled. See, for example, Patti v. Schweiker,

669 F.2d 582 (9th Cir. 1982); Finnegan v. Schweiker, 641 F.2d 1340

(9th Cir. 19bl); Miranda v. Secretary of HEW, 514 F.2d 966 (1st

Cir. 1975); Shaw v. Schwdiker, 536 F.Supp. 79 (E.D. Pa. 1982);

Musgrove v. Schweiker, F.Supp. _ (E.D. Pa. June 18, 1982). Yet,

SSA persists in ignoring the courts and terminating disabled

beneficiaries.

Until 1976 SSA utilized the medical improvement standard. Then,

without amending its regulations, it changed the standard. It was

not until 1979 that SSA amended the regulation.

Implementation of the medical improvement standard is fair,

compassionate, and logical. It will permit the disabled to reasonably

"...For purposes of the preceding sentence, the termination month
fqr any individual shall be the third month following the month in
which his disability ceases; ... " 42 U.S.C. S423(a)(1).

**Webster's defines "ceases" as: "to bring to an end : Terminate
(the dying man soon ceased to breathe)... : to come to an end...to
bring ark activity or action to an end : discontinue ...to die out
become extinct. Iebster's New Collegiate Dictionary, page 176
(1980).
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rely upon their government where their condition does not improve

or worsens. It will also substantially reduce the appellate work-

load for SSA: if SSA treats the recipient fairly in the first

instance, expensive appeals will not be needed.

Finally, the standard is attractive because it is easily

understood by state disability personnel and, most importantly, the

treating physician. The treating physician is in the best position

to assess changes in the recipient's medical condition. Yet, he

or she is the least able or interested in trying to apply ever-

changing rules to each individual's case.

G. Role of the medical advisers at the
state level

Within every state disability unit are one or more "medical

advisers", physicians who re-view the evidence in the claims file

and make an assessment regarding the person's "residual functional

capacity" to work. While this nerson never sees, much less examines,

the claimant/beneficiary, it is his/her opinion regarding how long

the person can walk, stand and sit, how much she can carry, etc.,

which is the basis for the state adjudicator's assessment of whether

the person can perform "sedentary", "light", or "heavy" work and,

thus, which of the medical-vocational charts will be applied.

Courts have generally been wary of relying upon the opinions

of the non-examining medical adviser where his/her opinion conflicts

with other evidence. See, for example, Johnson v. Harris, CCH

Unempl. Ins. Rptr. V 16,703 (5th Cir. 1980) [The report of a non-

examining physician does not constitute substantial evidence.];

Lang v. Harris, 505 F.Suop. 43, 45 (W.D. Mo. 1980) f". . . while

the opinions by nonexamining physicians may constitute substantial
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evidence for consideration, they deserve little weight in the over-

all evaluation of disability."]; Moody v. Califano, CCH Unemo. Ins.

Rptr. % 16,737 (N.D. Ala. 1979) ["While not conclusive, the opinion

of a non-examining medical adviser may be considered by the Secre-

tary in his decision to deny benefits. (cite omitted) However, the

report of a non-examining physician may only be considered to the

extent that it does not differ from the medical reports of an

examining physician."]; McClanahan v. Harris, CCH Unempl. Ins. Rptr.

I1 17,362 (S.D. Ohio 1980] [It is not the medical adviser's role to

"serve the purpose of second-guessing the doctors responsible for

the plaintiff's welfare..."] Toner v. Secretary of HEW, CCH Unempl.

Ins. Rptr. 17,338 (D. Mass. 1980) [from the "excerpts of pro-

ceedings", included as part of the court's opinion: "I do not

consider the medical checklist (used by a reviewing medical officer] -

physicians who have simply said she has not proved enough, I do

not consider that their opinions are the equivalent of an opinion

that bhe is not disabled ... They are just negative conclusions,

and do not amount to substantial evidence in comparison with the

reports of her attending physicians."]

Unfortunately, SSA and the states rely far too heavily on the

opinions of these non-examining advisers, often to the total exclu-

sion of treating physicians and, in some cases, consultative

examiners. Congress should take steps to assure that the weight

given to these opinions is minimized at least where they conflict

with the opinions of examining physicians.

CONCLUSION

Disabled Social Security and SSI recipients have been stripped
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of all predictability and security in their lives by SSA's abusive

approach to the continuing disability investigations, as discussed

in this statement. It is incumbent upon the Congress to take the

steps necessary to change the message at SSA and to restore the

predictability and security so badly needed by the disabled in

this country.

Again, I thank Senator Heinz for providing me with this

opportunity to comment.
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J5JLCT: Accelerated CDt Program - Impact on Office of Hearings and Appeals - LNFOLATION

As you know, the Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980 (P.L. 96-265)
provide for the review, effective January 1982, of all Title it disability
beneficiaries at least once every 3 years unless their disabilities have been
declared permanent. Beneficiaries with permanent disabilities must be reviewed
less often, i.e., every 5 to 7 years. This review was mandated by statute
as a result of Congressional concern about the lack of a consistent, large
scale effort by SSA to reexamine the cases of-individuals who have been on
the disability rolls for many years.

Studies completed by the Social Security Administration and others over the
last two years - and most notably the recene-.Ceneral Accounting Office study -
suggest-that there may be significant numbers of people on the disability
rolls who do not currently meet the requirements of the law for continued
entitlement. In view of these findings, a major policy decision has been
made to review as many cases as possible on the SSA rolls. The Administration
is not waiting for the periodic review provisions of the new law to become
effective and, indeed, has already begun this review in conjunction with the
state Disability Determination Services.

I have been asked by the. Commissioner to express to you his concerns about
the findings of the recent studies and the seriousness with which he views
the SSA effort to thoroughlf-review those cases of individuals now on the
rolls to determine whether they still fully meet all requirements for entitle- ..
ment. I share the Co missioner's concerns.

ImnAct of Effort on 011A

It is expected, if the GAO findings are reasonably reliable, that the DDSs
will determine, at initial and/or reconsideration levels, that cessation of
benefits is warranted for a large number of disability beneficiaries. It
is to be further expected that such individuals will avail themselves of
their statutory rights to challenge such cessations by requesting hearings
before our administrative law judges, probably in ratios at least equivalent
to that prevailing for initial bunefit denials (now running at over 70 percnC).
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We do not know the exact volume of the hearing workload which will result
from cessation determinations made during the accelerated CDI jaitiacive.
but it is one which oust be handled. The new regulatory standard for assessin;
such cases, as you know, is no longer whether there is demonstrated medical
ifprovemenc but rather whether the beneficiary, on the basis of current evidence,
is disabled or not under the adjudicative standards that govern disability
adjudication (see SSR 81-6, January 1981).

This is a serious effort designed to assure, in the traditions of prudent
and sound public administration, that benefits are being paid only to those
individuals fully and legally entitled to them. Since the accelerated review
schedule must first pass through DDS processing, we anticipate that the initial
impact from the Cot initiatives will likely first be felt in ORA in August
or Septeobtr of 1981 with the full impact not expected felt until FY 82.

A, P 2-
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Rw t.o SGA Memorandum

C_ .. JAN 7 1982
Foom Associate Comminssioner

Office of Hearings and Appeals

Suoir~I ALJ Policy Council Meeting

To All Administratkve Law Judges

I would like to share with you a summary of the topics and
discueal.on at the masting-of the ALJ Policy Council held in
Arlington, Virginia on December 2 and 3. 1981. The meeting
was attended by Kathleen R.-Dacey (Boston), Irwin Bernstein
(Jamaica), Moses Thompson (Montgomery), Gordon L. Sroufe0
(Columbus). John M. Slater (Tulsa), Edwin W.. Ganter (Brent-
wood), Paul Smeliinson (Phoenix), Robert C. Wetherhold
(Seattle), and Charles L. Leonard (RCALJ, Region II). The

ALJ Association was represented by Its President,
Paul Rosenthal. i

Adiudicatory Policy

We are continuing to work with the other SSA components todevelop uniformity in adjudicatory policies and standards for
all elements of SSA. Our goal is to ensure that all levelsof adjudication are following a single set of policies and
guidelines, as determined by the Secretary. We had extensivediscussions during the meeting concerning how these policies
are developed and the manner in which OHA is participating
in the process. Rhoda Greenberg of the Office of Disability
Programs and Frhnk Dell'Acqua. Deputy Assistant General
Counsel, Social Security Division, participated during this
portion of the meeting. Much of the discussion centered onthe proposal to give binding policy effect to disability
adjudicatlcn guidelines in the POMS. As the result of a
suggestion by Paul Rosenthal, we are considering as an alter-native the publication of one or more Social Security Rulings
to establish a single set of adjudicatory standards for
all levels to follow.

P
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In general. there are four malor efforts underway in the area
of developing more uniform adjudicative standards:

1) We are working. with ODP to identify the specific
portions of the POMS that are relevant to the
adjudicative standards.

2) Program Policy Statements are being developed
for a number of major topics. including residual
functional capacity and transferability of skills.

3) We are attempting to identify additional case
type dsaability rulings for publication as Social
Security Ruling!, to provide additional precedential
guidance to adjudicators.

4) We are promoting a more systematic review of court
decisions to better identify candidate cases for
appeal. As part of the discussion on this subject,
Frank Dell'Acqua stressed the point that the federal
courts do not run SSA's programs, and that AL-Js are
responsible for applying the Secretary's policies
and guidelines regardless of court 4ecisions below
the level of the Supreme Court. Court decisions
can result in the changing of policies, but it is
not the role of ALJs to Independently institute
those changes.

Travel Allocation Cutback

Under the continuing resolution in effect at the time of the
Policy Coun-cil meeting, OHA was operating under a 50 percent
cut in travel funds Jn comparison to last year. Although we
do not yet know how inuch travel money will be available for
the remainder of the fiscal year, we definitely will have much
less than we need and expected. We have no choice but to re-
examine the way in which wt have been doing business in
regard to travel in view of this cutback.

We had consauerable dibcus~ion about the issue of hearing
assistant travel. The bjogesL reason for the change int pol-
icies on hearing assistant travel is that more than $1 million
would be spent on thief type ot travel this year under normal
practices. We have therefnre placed a general restriction
on hearing assistant travel, with exceptions only being
-approved on an individual basis by the CAL. We are, however,
taking stepL to continue to provide assistance to ALJs in
conducting hearings while on travel. The availability-of
When Actually Employed (IIAL) employees is beiwli expanded
throughout the country, and we are seeking temporary asiis-
tance from the district and branch offices located near
hearing sites.

11-346 0-82--31
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We are also re-ex inning the police's ard procedures on claimont
travel. During 1981. 51 percent of travel by A/Js occurred
within 75 miles of the ALJ'., office. Although it may be dtffi-
cult to actually change the existLog policies to extend tlK t'avl
radius. there was general agreement from the Policy Counci1
that JIIA should more fully enforce the present policy. We
will also encourage giving Claimants the option to travel 1,0
the hearing office for their hearing, even if the distance is
more than 75 miles.

Government Representativ_ Experiment

The Government Representative experiment is being delayed at
least until March 1982 .o -that a Federal Register Notice car,
be lasued. Four offices will participate in the experiment.
The goal of the experiment ifill be to evaluate the effect of
a government representative on productivity and quality.
Procedures for the role of government representatives are still
being developed.

B) ankenship

The government has filed a motion in the Blankenship case to
obtain relief from the court-ordered time limits on the basis
of drastically changed circumstances. we ard arguing that
the rapidly increasing workloads have changed the context of
the original judgement, and have made the notion of time
frame regulations and court-ordered time limits untenable.
As a substitute, we are proposing to publish annually in the
F..rra!Rgis;t(,r/ a non-binding average proces:;inq time goal.
It we are successful, we will not have to do special trackino
of individual cases.

Attorney Fee*

Proposed legislation is pending with OMI to elintinate SSA.'s
involvement in attorney fee processing and approval. The
Office of Gceneral Counsel is also analyzing the potential for
regulatory change in this area. The Policy Council recognized
that there are alternative remedies available for responding
to problems that arise with certain attorneys aside from
the fee authorization provisions.

Word Proce.,., inn

The procurement of "state-of-the-art" word processing equijl-
*ment for all hearing offices is underway. Installation will
be on a [phaed basis bnqinnxncj in Summer 1982. The equipment
will include video display terminals and keyboards, and the
printers will be capable of producing at twice the speed of
our present equipment.
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Minimum Numbe of Cases Per Hearinn Trip

A proposed policy was recently circulated to the field for
cotwient regarding the establishment of the requirement for a
minimum of 25 cases per'hearing trip. Many of the responses
on this proposal failed to recognize that it includes ample
leeway for ALJICs to grant exceptions as circumstances
warrant. This policy has been developed in response to the
Inspector General's criticism of abuses within ONA and is in
no way linked to any attempt to establish productivity quotas.

Bellmen Review

The Bellman "own-motion" review started on October 1. with
65 ALJs selected for review. Those ALJs who were selected
have either the highest individual allowance rates or come'
from hearing offices with the highest overall allowance
rates. The review covers 50 percent of the ALJs' allowance
decisions on Title II and concurrent cases. For sample seler-
tion purposes, 100 percent of those workloads are being sent
to Central Office. Sixteen hearings and appeals analysts
arq assigned to the review and are making recommendations
for own motion to two Appeals Council members. There is an
own motion recommendation rate of approximately 25 percent.
Those cases on which the Appeals Council takes own motion
are either reversed on the record or remanded to the ALJ.
The Appeals Council is sending detailed descriptions of
deficiencies to the ALJs for all own motion cases. Approxi-
mately seven and one-half percent of all ALJ allowances are
now being reviewed. The number of cases will be doubled by
April 1982 as additional analysts become available to par-
ticipate in the review. Once the larger case review capability
is achieved, a random sample of all ALJ allowance decisions
will be added to the review.

A second aspect of the BeLlmen amendment is the requirement for
a report to the Congress concerning a study of the problems
and differences in the adjudicative standards and approaches
used at the various levels in the decisional process. The
report, which is now bing completed, concludes that thore
are major differences between O1R and the DDSs and between
ALJs and the Appeals Council within ORA.

ougality Control Systemj

We are revamping OHA's Ouality Control System to develop a
mechanism to provide more direct and specific feedback to
the field. I aim concerned that the information generated by
the present system is so general as to be of very limited
utility. We are attempting to design a new procedure that
will provide much better information to the field.

-~;e. 9.
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The Policy Council generally agreed that an improved quality
control mechanism of this nature is needed to allow better
identification of training needs and to accentuate areas where
policy clarification is required.

Reconfinuration

The original reconfiguration experiment involving six office.
has led to expansion to approximately 30 offices in 1982.
We will give priority ir allocating resources, both in per-
sonnel and equipment, to these offices. Central Office and
the Regional Offices will be working closely with all of the
offices to assure smooth implementation. We are very mindful
of the potential for short term negative effect on produc-
tivity during implementation of the new processes, as pointed
out by the Policy Council. -However, we cannot ignore the
significant potential long-term gains. In addition to the
full reconfiguration of these 30 offices, we will also be
encouraging, other forms of innovative work processing.

Staff Attorneys

There continues Co be a high degree of interest in finding a
method by which staff attorneys can qualify 4s ALTs. In view -
of our need to hire a large number of additional ALJs this
year, we have to explore every opportunity to find high-
quality candidates. Our staff attorneys could provide an
excellent pool of such individuals.

The Policy Council agreed that staff attorneys should not be
barred from qualifying for the AL. register. The basic issue
is to find a method to fulfill the reauiremnent that candidates
already working for the government must have one year of
experience at the GS-14 level. It appears that the best
method to address this problem would be to have OPM give
approval for the experience of a 0S-13 staff attorney as
fulfilling the requirement for time in grade as a O5-14. OA
could the pursue the approval of supervisory GS-13 staff
attorney posit4ions in the Regional Offices and Hearing Offices.
We are not presently pursuing any other alternatives, such as
establishing GS-14. hearing examiners.

£iltd Trdinin Iritiativer.

We have established a Field Training Initiative Staff in
Central Office under tht. direction of Irwin Friedenberg of the
Washington, D.C., lcarinq Office. Irv is working with
Tom Capshaw to offer fiv: continuig education seminars for
ALJs beginning in April 1982. Each of these seminars will in-
clude a one and one-half day ALJ refresher training session
in addition to the tiie utilized by the Continuing Judicial
Education Comirwttee. Additional training for all hearing
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office support staff is also being developed. OI1A has
allocated almost six times as.much money for training in
1982 in comparison to last year.

Once again, the Policy Council meeting provided a frank and
open exchange of ideas on the important issues facing OHA.
The advice and opinions expressed by all of the participants
wore extramsly valuable and resulted in several significant
policy decisions.

cc : RCALJs
ORA Executive Staff
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11"1~': *;:yH 
V;. : rn~ran

nont As..neiat Conisslinr
fur UpecJtaital I'ulicy and 1'rocvdure5;

Sub-cl. Federal Title XVI Litigation--Terry Ftnne;-.n v. Matthews (U.S. Court 00
Appeals, Ninth Circuit, 641 F. 2d 1340. April 16, "98I)--ltNCOL'ATLON1 ,

To: Donald A. Conya
Assistant General Counsel . '

iSSUe

This is In response to your request for my recommendation on whether we
should seek an appeal to the Supreae Court In Finner.an. I believe that we
should not petition for L writ of certiorari In this case, but, instead,
should publish a ruling of nonacquiescence. The Issue In Finnegan is
whether the Social Security Administration (SSA). when attempting to remove
a grandfathered Supplemental Security Incooe (SSI) disability recipient from
the rolls, must show that there has been "a material Inprovement 4n his
medical condition" or that there was "a clear and specific error" cads by
the State In Its originaldeteriinatIon of disability under the former State
program.

BACKCKOUND.

The plaintiff, Terry Finnegan, who had been receiving State disa ilty
welfare payments since 1972, was grandfathered into the SSX program in 1974.
following a continuing disability Investigation, he was informed that SSI
payments would cease because he was no longer disabled under either the
Federal SSI program or the Washington State disability program which was in
effect prior to January 1, 1974 (the effective date of the SSI progra:).
SSA's decision to terminate Finneran Was affirmed by the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of.Washingcon. vp 1,s, the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed the decision of the district Court
and thereby reversed SSA (see tab A). In reversing SSA, the Cour: of
Appenls found that the terminacion of Finne.an's benefits was improper
because there was "no material lprovement In Finnegan's medical condition
or clear and specific error In the prior State proceedings.-
On June 25, 1981, the Court of Appeals deniedS!SAs request for a rehearin;
in F nnc5n.

Stction 1614(a)(3)(E) of the Social Security Act is the grandfather'" clause
which provides for the continued payment of SS to a converted Individual
who 'is permanently and totally disabled as defined under a State plan . . .
so lon- as he is continuously dit-abled as so defined." Section
161(fa)(3)(E) also limits eligibility for conversion to those individuals

q3i4
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...... g ~ 1973 were receiving aid for their total disability under

SL.t.,: ~,I';mu al.jovid 'm-dcc ttle XLV or XVI, as n fect for October 1972.
individnilS t'lnibla for conversion must lt-o have rceLved aid for at leat
oruC Pwait' riur to July I'7). These lLmitaLosi to the crandfither clause
vere aled its a "rollback" amendment to prevent StUircs iron transferring
their weiiru recipients oito the dLability rolLs in anticipation of the
Federal takeover.

D1SCUSSJON

SSA Interprets section 1614(a)(3)(E) to mean that individuals who satisfy
Its criteria are grandfathered into the SSI program and are thereby
protected from termination of SS1 benefits so lon; as they continue to =aCC
the FederaL or the former State plan definition of disability. Vnen a
continuing disability Investigation Is conducted to determine whether a
grandlathered SSI recipient Is still disabled as defined by the State plan,
State statutes and regulations are available and used by disability
examiners end Administrative Law Judges (ALJ) in adjudicating cases.

In Finnegan, the Court of Appeals rejected SSA's interpretation. According
to the Ninth Circuit:

"An ALJ's Inquiry must . . . focus on whether a clear and specific error
had been committed during the previous State determination of
eligibility and on whether the rcipiencn'c medical condition has
materLaly improved., Absent a finding of clear and specific error In
the earlier determination a recipient must logically hove been 'disabled
under a State plan;' absent a finding of subsequent material medical
Improvement a recipient must logically still be disabled 'as so
defined.'"

In essence, the Finnegan court's order means that AL~ should not rely on
their own Interpretations of the prior State plans, but rather that they
should weigh the current evidence against the State's Initial disability
determination to decide whether there was "specific error" or whether the
recipient's "medical condition has materially Improved."

SSA would face problems In complying with the court's order because In many
conversion cases the evidence with-which'convertcas were Initially alloyed
is either incomplete, unavailable, or no longer In existence. In the case
of Finnegan, it would be possible to comply with the court'a directive
because the record contains a copy of the State's initial disability
deternlvation in 1972, as well as pertinent medical evidence for that
period. 14 many conversion cases, however, coplete documentation regarding
the State's Initial finding of disability is unavailable. It would be
difficult in those cases to show either Improvement or error.

C/ A.
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itit s, :;Lrus'gly dls.agr:e with th COurL':; rationalu and would face aajor
iproblii.,; tit iolgcmnt I ltoi the coucc' order gicn-r.lly, there are significant
WC.Jl.IL..L; t1, the Finsr-as, case. Ilitakus wre made in the legal defense of -
this cn.e Iutore the Court of Appeals. It scens that the U.S. Attocrey's
offLce dcfend:d this cane without the advice of thu Department of llealth and
iman Services' 1ut;al counsel and cisinforaeJ the court about SSA's position
with regard to grandfathered 5S5 recipients.

In addition, there has been no improvement In Finnegan's medical condition
since the original State allowance and according to our review of the
medical evidence in file, it Is questionable whether Finnegan is in fact not
disabled at this time. Since the facts indicate that the State -

determination was one of judgment, and since we know that Finnegan has not
Improved, we believe that the Supreme Court eightt not think It appropriate
for SSA to substitute Its judgment for that of the original adjudicator.

RECOM'ENUATION

I recommend that certiorari to the Supreme Court not be sou;ht in Pinneran.
Although the court's order Ia based on a faulty understanding of the
conti o ng disability process, the standards applied by SSA and the
practical problems In complying with the gore restrictive standard erected
In Finnegan, we believe that the factual situation in Finneran rakes it
Inappropriate for review of these Issues by the Supreme Court.

If the Solicitor Cenera decides not to seek certiorari, ot believe It Is
critical that SSA publish a ruling of nonacquies ence In order to liLt the
holding of the Nlinth Circuit to Hr. Finnegan. With a nonacquiescence
ruling, we cais attempt to argue this Issue again before the courts in a c3se
In which the plaintiff is clearly not disabled, where the State disability
determInatlon is in fact not available and where the case can be prepared
properly without the legal flaws found In Finnegan. The Office of Hearings
sad Appeals agrees with this course of action.

Sandy Crank

Attacihent;
Tab A - Circuit Court Decision

cc:
orrit.- ,r tii .hi i ty Prorrin%
ori" il" lIarings artd Appculs.
n]ffice of Owgulations (IRulin3s)
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DEIdlAT.IE[NT OF tIEALTH & HUIAN SERVICES

Retea .... s-2 Memorandum

,ale FEB 3192 22 (82)
CL-19

Fromt Asscciate CanssicA-er
Office of Hearings and Appeals

S" d Riling of bon-.Aeui. escence-Continuance or Cessation of Grandfatheree's

Disability - n-aORTIC

To All FCAL~s

All ALTICs
All ALjs

Cn April 16, 1981 the united States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
-Circuit issued a decision holding that pa-.ental Security Income

(SSI) benefits based on disability to a clai-.ant who had been converted
from the State welfare ro'Ls to the Federa-1 SSI progrm. in January 1974
(grandfathereas) could not be tesinated unless 5SA shcseed that there

was either a material irrovenent in t-e c .anant's medical oondition or
a clear and specific error in the prior State deteLination.

I want to drew your attention to Social Security filing SSR 82-10c in
the January 1982 quarterly kiLings publication, indicating the Social
Security Asnistration's non-acquiescence in the Court's decision.
Under SSA policy, it is not necessary to show that there has been irprovamot
in the clamnant's condition or any error in the prior State deteniration
for benefits to be ceased. It is SSA's position that a grandfatheree's
SSI benefits based on disability may be ceased when the claimant's
disability, as shcwn by the cu-rcnt medical or other evidence, does not
meet the o .iteria of the appr-opriate State plan or the Federal criteria-
i.e., the imrairnp-nt is such that the clairant is able to engage in
substantial gairdul activity (20 CFR 416.994).

Although the ruling addresses only criteria for ceasing disability for a
grandfatl.,ree, you should be aware that the criteria for ceasing benefits
based cn disability also apply whiare the clai.rant is a title 1I or SSI
non-grandfatheree beneficzary. This basic policy is reflected in SSR
81-6 (January 1981, p.27).

Social Security1 Ruling SSR 82-10c is binding on all ccnxents of SSA
including adninistrative lw judges ar the Appeals Courcil (20 QR
422.408). SSA's policy must be follc ,ed in cases involving the issue of
cessatIcn of dis ilt-1, including cases in'olv.ng clairrants who reside
within the jurisdic-tio of the Luted States Couxt of Appesals for the
Ninth Cicit. If ,J

B. Hays

cc:
Office of Appea-ls Oporatirms
Co-Deputy Chajrperscn, Appeals Courj.cl
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Senators Dole and Long and Members of the Committee:

I.

INTRODUCTION

I am Sieglinde Shapiro, Executive Director of the

Pennsylvania Coalition of Citizens With Disabilities

representing the interests of over 250,000 Pennsylvanians

currently receiving Social Security Disability Insurance or

SSI disability. We are a statewide coalition advocating

the rights of the physically and mentally disabled and

including such constitutent groups as the Pennsylvania

Association of Retarded Citizens, Disabled In Action In

Action of Pennsylvania, Developmental Di,.ability Advocacy

Network, United Cerebral Palsy Association of Philadelphia,

Open Doors for the Handicapped, etc.

We wish to thank this Committee, especially Senator

Dole for scheduling this important hearing and for

Committee members, Senators Heinz, Durenberger and Moynihan

who have already taken to their credit initiatives to

introduce excellent remedial legislation to respond to what

we believe is the greatest threat to the legitimate

entitlement to disability benefits by truly disabled people

throughout the nation.

Since March, 1981 almost 200,000 beneficiaries have

been terminated yet current SSA appeal statistics show that

67% of those appealing are getting these cessations
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reversed, additionally others are getting terminations

reversed on appeal later. Of the cases we and our

attorneys see across Pennsylvania, we would estimate that

over 90% of these terminations are clearly wrong decisions.

We think this Committee would agree with us if you saw the

innocent victims of these disability reviews -- people with

obvious severe psychoses, some of whom have been

hospitalized in a mental institution at the time Social

Security is saying they are not disabled, or with cancer

having eaten away half their face or an entire limb, or

with heart disease or arthritis so severe they could not

walk from the door of this hearing room to this table

without intense pain.

There is a true crisis going on across the nation

quite unintended, we believe, from what Congress sought in

the 1980 amendments which called for accelerated reviews of

practically all cases within but a three year period.

II.

SUMMARY OF REFORMS NEEDED

1. To prevent more, needless suffering, including

the very loss of life from suicides, a temporary and

limited moratorium is need along the lines of that proposed

in S.2730 by Sens. Heinz, Chiles Durenberger, Hawkins and

Specter. This would still allow review of ""diaried cases"

of probable medical improvement (numbering almost 200,000 a

year) and cases where actual substantial gainful employment
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exists. A moratorium is the only humane and commonsense

step to be taken immediately to allow for more systemic

improvements to be made in a system that is directly

causing pain and hardship, not ameliorating it.

2. Because most people appealing succeed at the

ALJ hearing level, Title II benefits should continue on

appeal at least to this level. This procedure exists

currently and automatically with SSI disability appeals,

where no abuse has ever been reported. Continuation of

benefits is the only fair way to prevent suffering during

the months of delay before the hearing.

3. Social Security should be required to show that

someone whom they themselves determined to be disabled has

substantially medically improved before being terminated.

This is a common sense and equitable idea which in fact was

SSA policy before 1968, and, in our view, has always been

the intent of Congress in the Act. Certainly there is no

logical and fair basis to terminate someone whc is in the

same or even worse condition now than he or she was in when

found eligible by Social Security under the most rigorous

disability tests.

4. Social Security should be required to obtain

all relevant treating physician medical evidence before any

cessation and afford it the great weight it should have in

evaluating a disability.
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5. If so-called uniform eligibility rules and

criteria are established, they should explicitly be under

the publication and comment protections of the

Administrative Procedure Act.

6. Pain, which shockingly was excised out of

Social Security's Program Operations Manual as not relevant

to disability determinations, should be a factor required

by statute to be utilized for disability determinations.

III.

SUMMARY OF CAUSES OF THE CRISIS

The prime causes of this cessation scandal are the

unprecedented combining of three factors:

First is the impossible volume of cases being

pressed upon state DD agencies, currently at 30,000 new

reviews a month to increase in FY 83 when over 800,000

cases will be reviewed. Pennsylvania already has almost a

8 month backlock just in FY 82.

Second, are long-standing systemic weaknesses and

failings in the federal and state disability processes,

ignored for years by Congress and SSA, and now suduenly

painfully visible as hundreds of thousands fall victim to

these long ignored administrative failings; and
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Third, is an undeniable effort by the current SSA

administrators to save money on the backs of the disabled

by changing standards of determining disability,

accomplished quite secretly without Congressional sanction

nor with notice and comment rights offered to the public to

scrutinize what in essence has been agency sub rosa

amendment of the Social Security Act and properly

promulgated regulations.

IV.
High Volume Reviews and Systemic

- Failings Combine to Forge
a Prescription for Disaster

The mandate of the 1980 Social Security Act

Amendments to review all cases of permanent and non-

permanent disabilities in a relatively short period of

time, in addition to the hundreds of thousands of regular

application determinations ordinarily required is simply an

impossible task for any state DD agency.

The entire justification for this CDI requirement

for all cases has erroneously been called a "G.A.O. study"

by Commissioner Svahn. In reality it was a Social Security

study which cannot be assumed to be objective and

independent of bias; moreover, the reports' conclusion on

ineligibility of a minority of beneficiaries never tested

the numbers of supposed ineligibles against whether the

initial decisions concluding they were ineligible would be
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upheld upon appeal. With reversals on appeal before ALJ's of

sixty-seven per cent and with over half the cost succeeding in

federal court, any initial findings by anyone in SSA must

be highly suspect.

We urge Congress to reconsider and repeal these

mandatory reviews of all cases and review a much smaller

number where substantial medical improvement is both

probable and can be proven to justify cessation.

Specifically, the high volume of reviews has had the

following effects:

1. Cursory review of the evidence. The state

adjudication process can only be described as arbitrary and

completely failing in due process. A recently disclosed

report of the Pa. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, for

example, admitted that its DD bureau engaged in a

*dehumanizing' and "frenzied" adjudication process, where

the bureau could not possibly meet the demands of the 1980

Amendments. See Pa. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation,

Task Force Report on Bureau of Disability Determination

(Feb. 1982), file with Subcommittee staff, and "Task

Force" Disability Agency 'Not Responsive'", Philadelphia

Inquirer, p. 4B (May 21, 1982), attached as Exhibit 'A'.

Although the adjudication theoretically has all the prior

information available, in practice the adjudicator ignores

all the evidence but the most recent consultative

examination, ("CE's"), the one-shot medical exam given by a
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doctor who has never seen the beneficiary before and who

rarely has any medical history available to him or her.

75% of the 540,000 CDI's will utilize Consultative

Examinations ("CE's") as will 40% of initial determination

cases, according to SSA Assoc. Comm'r Sandy-- Crank

(Testimony of-Sept. 18, 1981 before House Social Security

and Oversight Subcommittees).

Consultative examinations have been made mandatory

as a matter of SSA policy, even if there is enough evidence

in the file to make a decision. See Program Operation

Manual System (SDI 2810.4. Despite Congressional hearings

last Fall, SSA has imposed no controls over the use of so-

called "high volume consultative examiners'; SSA refuses to

provide CE doctors with complete, prior medical histories;

and appears blind to a pattern throughout the country of

the most abbreviated and shoddy examinations, which in

Pennsylvania, at a maximum fee of $35, produce low quality

evidence yet determinative of a person's entire

entitlement.

2. Ignoring of treating physician evidence. In

practice treating physicians are totally excluded from the

process. The high volume of cases causes adjudicators to

cut corners and not seek such evidence. Thus Pa.

11-346 0--b2--32
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adjudicators told Robert Astrove, who is 60 years

old and a World War II veteran, whose multiple disabilities

include severe arthritis, angina, high blood pressure,

diabetes, and a psychiatric nervous condition, that they

would not even write to his two treating VA hospital

doctors, a neuropsychiatrist and an orthopedist because as

a matter of policy they could not wait for VA to respond

because then they would-not meet their processing time

goals.

In addition, evidence more than 3 months old is not

considered "current* in Pennsylvania and is deemed

irrelevant, something which would shock any professional

physician.

SSA always falls back on the lame excuse that the

claimant xmust prove his disability, yet their form

Cessation I notice gives the beneficiary as their "due

process" but 10 days to obtain additional medical evidence

making it virtually impossible for the beneficiary to

obtain additional treating medical source evidence.

Moreover, the very physical and mental disabilities of the

claimant plus his dependence on over-worked Medicare and

Medicaid doctors make it grievously unjust for SSA to put

the burdens of proving disability this way upon the

claimant during the initial review processer.
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Current SSA policy in the POMS does not even

mandate that treating physician evidence be fully developed

and complete in the file before a CDI cessation is ordered.

See SSA, Program Operation Manual System, SDI 2862(B) (July

1979), attached as Exhibit 'B'.

When treating medical sources are sought, the state

DD agency almost never informs them of the type of medical

information required, nor are they given copies of the

Listing of ImpaiTments. Thus initial reports from

treating doctors often lack the required specificity

because SSA and the DD agency hide the ball from them. When

caring and conscientious doctors summarily conclude what is

often obvious even to a layman, that a person is totally

disabled, the state DD agency as a matter of SSA policy

ignores the report as conclusory and fails to follow-up

with requests for more detail. See 20 C.F.R. 5404.1527.

Finally, SSA and DD agencies fail to afford to

treating physician reports the binding effect and great

weight our federal courts have uniformly held is required

in relation to the one time consultative exam. See, e.g.,

Bastien v. Califano, 572 F.2d 908,912 (2d Cir. 1978);

HephnerV. Mathews, 574 F.2d 359,362 (6th Cir. 1978);

Allen v. Weinberger, 552 F.2d 781,786 (7th Cir. 1977);

Rossi v. Califano, 602 F.2d 55,58 (3d Cir. 1979).
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Because the HHS Secretary and SSA Commissioner have

ignored repeated federal court decisions on the use and

weight of treating medical source evidence and the clear

value this evidence possesses, coming from professional

experts who are most familiar with the person's medical

conditions, we urge Congress to amend the Act to require

full development of treating medical evidence for the

immediate past year, affording it the weight it requires.

We suggest an amendment to Sec. 223(d)(5) by adding:

(8) In any case where the Secretary is
conducting a continuing disability review
of any individual already receiving
disability benefits, the Secretary shall
not make any decision terminating or
suspending benefits without first obtaining
complete and sufficient medical reports
from all medical personnel treating the
individual within 12 months of the time of
review, and without the Secretary having
given to these reports probative weight
greater than that given to any consulting
examination administered.

3. Medical Improvement Deemed Unnecessary to

Prove. Up until 1976, SSA had a common sense and reasonable

burden in CDI cases to show that a beneficiary had medically

improved as a prerequisite to a cessation decision. This

past regulatory policy, 20 C.F.R. 5404.1539 (a),

416.939 (a) (1979), had found repeated confirmation in

legislative history to various amendments to the Social
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Security Act which show that Congress assumed a cessation

was appropriate when the disability "may have ceased," Sec.

225 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 5425, only where there existed an

improved condition. See, eg., S. Rep. No. 96-408, 96th

Cong., ist-Sess. 4 for history of 1980 Disability Insurance

Amendments, Pub. L. No. 96-265, 5301(a), 94 Stat. 449 ("not

entitled to DI and SSI benefits after he has medically

recovered"); S. Rep. No. 404, 89th Cong., 1st Sess.,

reprinted in (1965) U.S. Code, Cong., & Adm. News 1943, 2044

("terminate entitlement to disability benefit in cases of

recovery based on such evidence"); S. Rep. No. 1856, 86th

Cong. 2d Sess. reprinted in (1960) U.S. Code, Cong. & Adm.

News 3608,3703, for history to 1960 Social Security

Amendments, Pub. L. No. 86-778, §403(a), 74 Stat. 969

(benefits end where "his physical or mental impairment

improves to a point whereby reason of such improvement he is

able to engage in substantial gainful activity').

In a typical, secretive move, SSA dropped its

medical improvement policy in July 1976 belatedly getting

around to announce its omission in 1980, see 45 Fed. Reg.

55566 (1980). Thus SSA set the stage to treat every single

disabled beneficiary up for CDI review as merely an

applicant applying for the first time -- ignoring all prior

disability determinations and past-medical history. Not
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surprisingly, then, whereas in 1975 only 16% of CDI's

resulted in cessations, by 1978 the rate had grown to-50%.

See Subcormittee Survey of State Disability Agencies:

Adjudicative Climate, p.17 (Feb. 1, 1979), U.S. House

Committee on Ways & Means, Subcommittee on Social Security,

96th Cong., 1st Sess., WMCP: 96-5.

Current SSA uniform policy establishes that "it is

not necessary to show that the individual's medical

condition has 'improved" since the prior determination.'

Social Security Rulings (SSR) 81-6 (Jan. 1981) and

Memorandum of Louis B. Hays, SSA Assoc. Comm'r, OHA, of

Feb. 23, 1982, directing all Administrative Law Judges to

ignore a Court of Appeals decision, Finnegan v. Mathews,

requiring a showing of medical improvement before

cessation. Attached as Exhibits 'C' and 'Di respectively.

SSA's continuing refusal to show substantial

medical improvement before cessation perhaps best shows how

they wish to push people off disability via assembly line

processes which do not even make the most basic and

sensible of inquiries: has the beneficiary improved for the

better since SSA and the DD agency themselves found him to

be virtually totally disabled. Mass volume reviews and the

desire to save money have made SSA more insistent in

defending its *we don't- care if there's no medical
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improvement" policy. Yet our federal courts around the

country have begun to demand that SSA fulfill the intent of

Congress by requiring a prior showing of medical

improvement In cases coming up for judicial review, See.

e.g., Patti v. Schweiker, 669 F.2d 582 (9th Cir. 1982);

Finnegan v. Mathews, 641 F.2d 1340 (9th Cir. 1981); Miranda

v. Sec'y of HEW, 514 F.2d 996 (Ist Cir. 1975); Magee v.

Califano, 494 F. Supp. 162 (W.D.N.Y. 1980); Shaw v.

Schweiker, _ F. Supp. __ (E.D. Pa. Feb. 4, 1982).

Typical of SSA's posture, the Administration has ignored

all these decisions requiring legal services attorneys to

bring affirmative, law enforcement class actions now

underway fro n our program in Pennsylvania, Kuehner v.

Schweiker, C.A. No. 82-1839 (E.D. Pa.), in V -mont, Smith

v. Harris, C.A. No. 79-244 (D.Vt.), and in Oregon,

Siedlecki v. Schweiker, C.A. No. C82-61R (W.D. Wash.).

Congress should not permit SSA to continue to avoid

its responsibility to prone medical improvement before

cessation.

We therefore suggest amending section 223(d) to add

a new subsection:

(7) For purposes of this subsection and
subsection (a) (1) above, a disability shall have
ceased only when the Secretary finds that there
has been a substantial medical improvement in the
disability or disabilities of the individual or
where newly discovered evidence shows that the
original disability determination was clearly
erroneous
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This is a sensible and fair means to go about

reviewing beneficiaries who have already, often more than

once, already passed Social Security's most stringent

eligibility requirements.

4. Resolving All Doubts Against the Claimant. SSA

has told state DD agencies, in effect, to treat

beneficiaries as new applicants by only looking at their

current medical condition. This plus the high volume of

cash has led adjudicators to resolve all doubts against

claimants -without additional pursuit of information.

Adjudicators almost never speak to beneficiaries, and as you

know, never see them, to resolve doubts. State information

in files is not updated. The message is clear: if there are

any doubts or questions, terminate the case, and move on the

next pile on the desk.

5. Ignoring of Vocational Factors and Changing the

Program into a Medical Listings Program. Unlike the widow's

and widower's disability programs, SSDI and SSI programs

require evaluation of vocational factors when a beneficiary

has an impairment which can't be said to meet or equal one

of the Listings of Medical Impaicmnts in the regulations.

20 C.F.R. S4l6.9,20(d). Thus SSA and the DO agency must

review "residual functional capacity and the physical .ind

mental demands of the work [the person] has done in the

past," S416.920(e), including "age, education and past work
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experience*" 5416.920(f).

Yet adjudicators, under pressure to turn ovec Iaw-&

numbers of cases, and we believe under cleac measegesf"om

SSA in Washington to focus solely on the Medcat List1=gs,

regularly ignore vocational factors byf solely c=@pacLn the-

recent consultative examination report: with the - N.•ica!

Listings and non-published interpretat:ions of then given

exclusively tO DD staff, thus never a.pearLng in the Federal. "

Register. DO staff do not intsrvtev beffeiciazies

concerning ability to-meet demands ot hypothettcal. :obs, nor

do they use vocational experts.

There is a most serious quest=az whether the muc"

touted vocational guidelines "grid', set up to streasline

cases, 20 C.F.R. 5404.1501 et se,. is ever used by DD

staff, as many elderly disabled who would benefit from this

*grid* are being regularly terminated without any-'reference

to these regulations.

Ignoring of vocational factors not only subverts

this entire legislative program but produces the following

callous results. 'Frank Jen wings, whose bone

cancer and leg amputation at the hip had placed him on Ssor

for 9 years was reviewed in late 1983. Despite his

illiteracy and failing to complete the 2nd grade, prior job

experience only as a laborer, continuing treatment for bone
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cancer, and lack of a usable prosthetic leg, he was informed

on February 17, 1982 by the Pa. DD agency: "...you can be

expected to adapt to other work." He was then terminated.

Attached as Exhibit 'E' is his cessation notice and treating

physician medical reports concluding he will be "impaired

indefinitely."

That vocational factors and age are totally ignored

is evidenced by the cessation of a 58 year old World War It

veteran, Raymond Stankiewicz. Suffering from severe

cervical spondylosis, degenerative joint disease,

arterioschlerosis and digital artery occlusion, his latter

condition was so serious that he was hospitalized in

February and March 1982 for his surgery. During this period

his CDI was underway. He soon was informed by mail, during

his post-operative recovery, that he was no longer disabled

despite two treating physician specialists corroborating his

continuing disabling conditions.

Margaret Douglas, aged 57, had been on SSDI for 8

years before due to uncontrollable diabetes, severe

arthritis and chronic, degenerative osteoacthrosis of the

cervical spine. The state DD's own doctor, a Martin Blake,

confirmed these multiple impairments and concluded she had

to "restrict her activities generally." Anyone seeing her

hobble up her stairs on the CBS National Evening News
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telecast on Saturday , May 15, 1982, had to be shocked to hear

that based supposedly on the Dr. Blake report, ironically

supportive of her claim, Mrs. Douglas was informed in

September 1981 that she was not disabled and her benefits

ceased last November 1981.

6. Ignoring of Non-Exertional, Mental Factors. The

most striking victims have been those with non-exertional,

mental impairments whose disabilities, one must conclude, are

being ignored in a wholesale fashion. Thus, such people as

Frank Kuehner, 12 years on SSDI due to a Manic-Depressive

Psychosis have been terminated, with Mr. Kuehner- being

examined for but 10 minutes during a date consultative

examination.

Frank Fisher, receiving SSDI since 1972 for chronic

schizophrenia was cut off despite strong treating physician

evidence confirming his severe psychosis.

Clinton Royal's schizophrenia was similarly ignored in a

CDI resulting in a cessation. Since 1979 when he began

receiving SSDI because of acute psychotic episodes requiring

hospitalization, his condition, marked by hallucinations and

convulsions, has worsened and his doctor wants to re-admit

him to a mental hospital.
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For Ms. M.K., the ultimate irony was.that despite

her severe depression, rendering her unable to work nor to

maintain any personal relationships -- she has said, 'the

state should build gas chambers for people like me" - she

received- her mid-1981 cessation while she was being

hospitalized for two months in a Philadelphia psychiatric

hospital.

And for Mara Park, a severely disturbed

schizophrenic found walking the streets of Philadelphia with

no money and no medical care, she lost her disability

benefits without ever receiving a notice of the CDI review.

No one in SSA or the DD agency ever considered that a

personal contact was mandatory with a schizophrenic.

In sum, SSA and DD agencies have virtually amended

the law to rule out psychiatric disabilities.

7. Ignoring of Pain in Adjudications.

SSA and DD agency bureaucrats have effectively

anesthesized their policies, as well as their consciences,

from the pain symptoms of the thousands of disabled living

with daily, recurrent pain. Regulations still require

consideration of pain symptoms, 20 C.F.R. 5416.929, as well

as do federal courts decisions in every Circuit, too legion

to cite, with many holding that pain itself can be found to
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be a disabling condition. Yet in the last two years, the

Evaluation of Pain section of the POMS, SDI 2205 (July 1979)

has been eliminated with the cryptic instruction from SSA

that "deletion of this section reflects the appreciation

that an improper emphasis on the role of pain is conveyed."

See Exhibit 'F' attached. We have not seen one case where

pain was recognized in whole or in part to award benefits.

Thus contrary to promulgated regulations and binding federal

caselaw a lawless agency has decreed that pain is

irrelevant.

Not only does this illustrate further the callous

subversion of Congressional intent in this program, but also

the underhanded subversion of the Administrative Procedures

Act whioh requires notice and comment on substantive policy

changes made by SSA. Through an internal, secretive change

in the POMS, the disability law on pain, as well as in other

areas, has become radically changed.

And now to make matters worse, in the name of

uniformity of standards, the Administration is embracing

H.R. 6181 (formerly H.R. 5700) Section 7 of which would

require "uniform standards.. .applied at all levels of

adjudication." Rather than creating "uniformity" in his

agency by conforming to federal court decisions and the law
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of Congress, Commissioner Svahn thus wishes to elevate his

internal POMS to the status of law to impose as binding

rules on ALJ's and tht Appeals Council but without

subjecting the POMS to Federal Register publication and APA

requirements. This is an affront to fundamental fairness

for all those on Social Security and to our system of

government by law, not Social Security bureaucrats.

8. Adverse Impact on the Appeals System.

SSA currently is trying to have it two ways

concerning appeals: on the one hand they praise the appeals

system as correcting the many horror cases published in the

media, thus "adequately safeguarding individuals' rights"

(Commissioner Svahn's Letter to the N.Y. Times, May 20,

1982), while at the same time scapegoating the

Administrative Law Judges for reversing DD agencies 60% of

the time or more, and, behind the rhetoric, trying to

subvert the ALJ's through administrative and proposed

legislative actions. The scapegoating will escalate because

as the CDI's continue, if this Committee and Congress allow

them to continue, tens of thousands of appeals will be

essential above normal appeals to correct the horrible

decision making going on at state agencies. Just like the

messenger who brought bad news from abroad, the AIJ

signaling the errors made below, will be and are now on the

Administration's chopping block. Mass reviews are making
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appeals problems worsen:

a) Delays Will Increase. Currently it takes close to

3 months to get a reconsideration decision, most often a

needless rubber stamp of the-initial denial or cessation; it

is up to 6 months to get an ALJ hearing scheduled 2-3 months

more for a decision; and up to 6-7 months further to get a

hearing decision effectuated. Thus delays currently are at

least a year before the terminated person gets a hearing, at

which 60% of the CDI cessations are being reversed. It

takes months more before benefits are re-commenced. This

is at a time when this past year there were 175,000 ALJ

dispositions. Further delays ensue for Federal Court

reviews where an additional 50% and more cases are reversed

or remanded.

- Increased rates of appeal due to unfair cessations will

greatly worsen the delay problem which currently has caused

an appeals backlog of 143,000 undecided cases before ALJ's

as of May 31, 1982.

b) Quality of ALJ Decisions Suffering. The increased

pressures on ALJ's is decreasing their efficiency and

quality of decisionmaking. Few referrals are being made for

medical consultative exams and other steps required by our

caselaw for ALJ's to look after the claimant's interests to

develop a full evidentiary hearing record -- left incomplete

by the state DD agency -- are not being pursued. The

requirements of the so-called on motion Bellmon reviews

of high allowance ALJ's -- but not interestingly high
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disallowance ones -- mean that ALJ's must write long

decisions in clear-cut cases delaying the decision for

months without any substantive change in result.

c) Misguided Proposals to Improve tl. Process.

Instead of taking steps to mandate adequate development of

the evidence at the state DD level, including face-to-face

interviews with claimants by the DD agency, the

Administration is embarking on policies to subvert the only

independent adjudicators in the system:

(i) The proposal in H.R. 6181 to close the record

to new evidence at the reconsideration stage, preventing

AL3's from hearing this evidence, puts impossible burdens on

uncounselled claimants to obtain evidence and underminesthe

ALJ's salutory role to obtain, and if necessary secure the

additional evidence;

(ii) An experiment, revived after public outcries

killed it two years ago, to have SSA represented at the ALJ

hearing will turn the hearing into an adverserial one which

neither Congress nor our Courts have sanctioned or

permitted;

(iii) Imposing the POMS upon the ALJ's in the name

of *uniformity" is a subversive step criticized above;
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(iv) Bellmon, on motion reviews solely of high

allowance ALJ's is, in effect, a means to harass and

intimidate ALJ's who are properly doing their sworn duty.

Interestingly, the recent Bellmon report vindicated the high

allowance rates of ALJ's by explaining and legitimating

their decisionmaking in contrast to. the shoddy quality of DD

agency decisionmaking. Thus reversals were attributable to

the ability to-examine the claimant in person; additional

medical evidence submitted to the AJ; ALJ adherence to

federal court decisions; the fact they are not bound by POMS

standards more restrictive than the statute and regulations;

and greater representation by claimants at this level.

DHSS, SSA "Implementation of Section 304(g) of P.L. 96-265,

'Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980,' Jan. 1982

("Bellmon Report"), at pp. 16-20, 25-27.

-Congress should not allow the continuing, blatant

scapegoating of the ALJ's and subversion of the only

independent, fair adjudicators in the system.

9. Denials of Due Process and Administrative

Fairness by Secret, Internal Decisionmaking Through,?OMS and

"Quality Assurance" Reviews.

Due process of law has been thrust aside amidst

these CDI's.

11-346 0-82--33
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a. Denial of Benefits Pending Hearing Decision.

Contrary to what is afforded those on SSI Disability or

those on welfare, once a cessation decision is made, the

claimant is given the right only to submit additional

evidence within 10 days. Benefits then cease until an

appeal decision corrects the error. In the interim, great

suffering can and does take place.

SSDI does provide claimants with necessities of

life, and especially if 60% or more of appeals are reversed

claimants should not have to suffer during their appeal. No

abuse of the SSI or welfare recipient's appeal rights to aid

continued pending a hearing decision has ever been

documented. The percentage of SSI disability cessations

appeals is not out of proportion to those of SSDI where

benefits do not continue pending the appeal.

This denial of due process also denies equal

protection of the law to SSDI beneficiaries who unlike the

SSI beneficiaries have long work histories of payroll

deductions into the Trust Fund. The SSDI beneficiary's

income and resources may even be so low as not to exceed SSI

eligibility limits yet solely because of a past work

history entitling them now to SSDI, they get no aid pending
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a hearing decision. Equal protection of the law demands they

at least receive the SSI benefit level pending their appeal.

The bills sponsored by Senators Heinz, Durenberger,

Cohen, Levin and Metzenbaum and others should be passed as

soon as possible to provide necessary due process

protections for innocent and severely disabled

beneficiaries.

b.- POMS = State Chamber Justice. Due process is also

denied through the use and revision of the POMS to subvert

the Social Security Act and regulations, and the

Administrative Procedure Act. We have shown how SSA revised

the POMS on pain to undermine Congressional intent and the

regulations. Similarly, the POMS are more restrictive and

consequently contrary to law in other areas such as

standards for determining when alcoholism and drug addiction

are disabling, and the listing of what are called "slight

impairments,* meaning non-severe conditions denied without

considering vocational factors. All these standards have

never been subjected to public scrutiny or comment. As an

example, "slight impairment" denials went up from 8.3% of

initial denials in 1975 to 25% of denials in 1977 due to

these new internal, unpublished lists of "slight

impairments." Use of this denial code "has been inflated

by both conscious and habitual examiner actions to
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avoid vocational development.... The requirement that

detailed vocational history and forms be obtained whenever

a vocational biases code is used may have produced a

tendency to avoid use of vocational information at the time

of the intial disability interview.* Subcommittee Survey

of State Disability Agencies: Adjudicative Climate,

supra, at pp. 15-16.

Other examples of abuse of the POMS can be readily

provided. POMS must be made to conform to the statute and

regulations and the first step is to require their

publication and opportunity for comment pursuant to the

Administrative Procedure Act.

c. Quality Assurance - More Star Chamber Justice.

Under the benign, bureaucratic jargon of Quality Assurance

Reviews, SSA has altered and imposed its policies upon

state agencies without public scrutiny or knowledge by the

disabled victims of these reviews. As inadequate and far

removed from the beneficiary as is the DD agency, SSA

utilizes a Quality Assurance or Quality Review Feedback

Report system where yet a further removed, anonymous

bureaucrat ,whose role is never revealed to the beneficiary,

makes the determinative decision in many cases, and by so

doing affects the state DD adjudicator's decisions in other

cases.
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Joseph Borell, a 52 year old man awarded SSDr in

1978, by an ALJ, because of cancer of the bladder, is an

example. Eight months after the ALJ allowance a CDI ended

his benefits only to be reinstated on appeal by a second

ALJ in mid-1979. Mr. Borell remained disabled due to the

weakening of his abdominal wall from the surgery for

cancer, with two stomal openings remaining, a large ventral

hernia, and by the continuing need to have tubing drain

urine from his kidneys. See Exhibit 'F' attached.

Up for yet another CDI and despite two prior ALJ

awards for disability and no improvement in his condition,

his case was sert to Baltimore for a Quality Review

Feedback Report wherein it was concluded from SSA's Mt.

Olympus that the 'weakened abdominal wall" should

nevertheless have permitted him to return to "less

strenuous work.* The report adds, "accordingly, it can

only be concluded that the decisions to allowance

decision." See Exhibit 'G' attached. The SSA Request for

Case Action to the state DD agency while repeating the form

language that the agency is not bound by the reviewer's

opinions referred the reader in handwritten instructions to

the above quoted Report, and its clear message, adding, *If

you determine that a cessation is appropriate, please
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afford due process per POMS 2868 (sic)." See Exhibit 'H'.

Not surprisingly, there was a state DD cessation ordered

later which ignored any mention of the weak abdominal wall

and hernia, or tubes draining urine 24 hours a day from Mr.

Burrell's kidneys. See Exhibit 'I'. The decision did

report, "Recent blood tests show that your kidney is

functioning normally (sic)." Id.

It is now clear that adjudications are being

directed by a totally unaccountable system of *quality"

reviews which is kept secret and divorced from any direct

sources of information. The claimant cannot rebut or

challenge the findings or opinions of the "quality"

reviewers as he is not even aware of the determinative role

they play. This unjust system must be now stopped before it

imposes more gratuitous suffering on beneficiaries.

10. Hardship on Claimants - SSDI provides

necessities of life for most of its recipients. These

unfair cessations have led to countless people suffering

inadequate diets, loss of homes, and other suffering from

material losses. Many states do not have welfare to fall

back on and where it is available, as in Pennsylvania, it

pays half or less of what is minimally needed for

subsistence.
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Others suffer losses with no ready measure. James

McKeown, a Vietnam veteran, with over 100 operations during

the course of his 10 years receiving SSDI, had among his

multiple impairments depression for which he was receiving

psychotherapy. When he recently received his cessation

notice ending benefits to himself, his wife and three small

children he had a relapse of his depression, out of anxiety

as to how he would be able to care for his family.

Frank Kuehner's loss of SSDI and the Medicare

coming with it, resulted in his loss of psychotherapy for

his schizophrenia, greatly worsening his mental health.
i

And what notice, we ask, has Social Security

dreamed up for the families of beneficiaries who have

committed suicide after cessation of their benefits.

Steps must be immediately taken to stop these

cessations and to allow for benefits to continue pending a

hearing decision on appeal. Improvements in the development

of the evidentiary record early in the process have already

been suggested as well as forcing SSA to conform to the

Social Security Act, its own published regulations and

federal court decisions.
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The lawlessness and inhumanity of this once beneficient

agency must be drawn to an immediate close. We trust that

this Committee can accomplish this speedily. Thank you for

the invitation and opportunity to give this testimony.

Exhibits A to I are stored in the official committee files.
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PROBLEMS WITH THE ACCELERATED CONTINUING
DISABILITY INVESTIGATION PROCESS

The initial responsibility for a continuing disability

investigation has been placed with the State agency. I am

particularly familiar with procedures utilized by the State agency

in South Carolina because I have practiced law in the State of

South Carolina since 1971 and have specialized in Social Security

disability matters. The current continuing disability investiga-

tion process does not resemble an objective review but instead

resembles anag~essive effort by a governmental agency to

terminate a percentage of Social Security disability claims.

The current disability investigation process proceeds initially

with a written form being furnished to the claimant. The claimant

is asked to complete this form which includes certain information

about work efforts, periods of hospitalization since entitlement,

medical treatment since entitlement, and efforts at vocational

rehabilitation since initial entitlement. This information is

returned by the claimant to the State agency. The review process

which begins is totally inadequate. The entire initial review

process has consistently been directed toward finding sore

reason to terminate the payment of benefits. In many instances

medical resources are never contacted by the State agency. One

physician will be contacted ny telephone and the telephone con-

tact will be summarized by an official of the State agency. In

many instances the questions which are presented to the claimant's

physician develop a totally misleading picture concerning the

claimant's health. Reccrds of hospitalization are frequently
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not requested ny the State agency. New medical conditions which

haVe developed since initial entitlement are not mentioned and

are not developed.

The most egregious error committed by the State agency

exists when medical consultative examinations are arranged at

government expense. The claimant is referred for a comprehensive

medical examination by a specialist. Unfortunately, the specialist

has never seen the claimant before and does not have the benefit

of medical history. It is the written policy of the State agency

in South Carolina to "select" those medical records that it feels

are appropriate for the medical consultant to have for medical

history. In many instances critical medical reports have been

deleted from the medical history furnished to the examining con-

sultant. The medical consultant will frequently reach decisions

concerning the claimant's residual functional capacity that are

erroneous. These decisions would have been completely different

if the medical consultant had been furnished with a comprehensive

medical history that is in the possession of Disability Determina-

tion officials. I genuinely believe that medical consultants are

selected on the basis of their willingness to prepare reports that

are favorable to the government's position for purposes of denying

or terminating benefits. I also believe that this selective pro-

cess of furnishing medical information to medical consultants is a

deliberate effort to obtain a medical report from a consultant that

will probably be more favorable to the government's effort to

terminate benefits than the report would otherwise be if the
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consultant had comprehensive information.

In many instances the conclusions reached by disability

medical consultants are ignored. Social Security disability

benefits have been terminated in at least 15 separate Social

Security claims when the medical consultant who examined the

claimant at the request of the State agency has concluded that

the claimant is severely impaired. In other words, the Dis-.

ability Determination Division has moved forward with an effort

to terminate benefits although the consultants have consistently

stated that benefits should be continued. I can only assume

that someone in the disability agency was disappointed by the

report and has elected to proceed with a termination utilizing

some standard unknown within the Social Security regulations.

It would almost appear that some type of quota has been applied

when this type of medical information has been ignored.

The Social Security Administration expended sizable

amounts of energy and money in developing detailed regulations

which spell out the sequential evaluation process to be utilized

in Social Security disability applications. All of these regula-

tions went into effect in February of 1979 and they apply equally

to new claims as well as continuing disability investigations.

The State agencies do not utilize the sequential evaluation

process. The State agencies will never consider pain in a

disability application although these Social Security regulations

from February of 1979 compel a consideration of pain. Non-

exertional factors such as mental disease, mental retardation,
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shortness of breath, dyspnea, nervousness, and pain apparently

will not receive a valid consideration as part of a continuing

disability investigation although all of these matters may have

been considered in the initial award. The State agency insists

on utilizing standards that are not part of the Social Security

Act and that are not part of the Social Security regulations

dealing with disability. As long as the State agency insists

on relying on the POMS I can assure you that the disability

evaluation process is always going to be unsatisfactory.

The Office of Hearings and Appeals and the administrative

law judges within that agency appear to be the only individuals

involved in the appeals process that correctly consider Social

Security regulations and correctly consider the definition of

disability contained in the Social Security Act. The adminis-

trative law judges should never be criticized for their role in

correctly considering Social Security disability applications.

The decisionmaking process within the State agencies should be

brought into line with the correct application of Social Security

regulations at the hearing level. I have detected a genuine

resentment of the Office of Hearings and Appeals within State

agency circles. This type of interagency bickering is unfortunate

because the Office of Hearings and Appeals is correct and the

State agency is consistently incorrect in considering disability

applications. The State agency attempts to convert disability

claims into some type of objective review or mathematical pro-

cess that is totally stripped of any human consideration. It
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consistently ignores Social Security regulations and consistently

relies on POMS and consistently makes mistakes.

I would like to make the following recommendations to

improve the initial and reconsideration levels of review in new

applications and in continuing disability investigations:

1. The Disability Determination Division is currently

reviewing Social Security disability claims that have been

favorably decided by an administrative law judge in the last

two years. Any award of Social securityy disability by the

Appeals Council, an administrative law judge, or the United

States District Court should be afforded some presumptive

weight unless the decision is more than 36 months old.

2. The State agency should be compelled to obtain medical

information that is complete and should be compelled to contact

each medical resource listed by a claimant in the initial

continuing disability investigation report. A disability payment

should be undisturbed by the State agency unless there is medical

information to document a medical improvement or unless there is

vocational information to suggest that the claimant has undergone

rehabilitation which would now allow him to perform some type of

work. In the absence of a showing of medical improvement or-

rehabilitation the previous decision of the Social Security

Administration should remain undisturbed and benefits should be

paid.

3. The reconsideration process should be eliminated in

Social Security continuing disability investigations. After all,
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the State agency has been responsible for making a recommendation

that disability benefits be terminated. For all practical purposes,

a very small percentage of Social Security terminations are re-

versed on the reconsideration process. The reconsideration level

of review has become a meaningless type of review available in

continuing disability investigations when termination has been

recommended. The State agency is being asked to reconsider its

earlier recommended termination. The statistical information

will clearly indicate that the reconsideration is a meaningless

form of review in disability determinations and should be

eliminated. A claimant should be entitled to an immediate

hearing once the Office of Disability Operations has issued a

termination notice from Baltimore, Maryland. The claimant

should be notified in the termination notice of the right to

request a hearing within 60 days of the termination notice. This

would eliminate the need for a reconsideration process as part of

the continuing disability investigative review and would also

allow the claimant to have immediate access to a hearing during

a period of time that he continues to receive Social Security

disability benefits. This would substantially reduce the work-

load for the State agency, would effectively reduce the number

of personnel required in the State agency for the reconsideration

process, and would afford greater due process protection to

Social Security disability claimants. Almost all Social Security

disability hearings in this type of investigation could be con-

ducted within 90 days after the termination notice. Benefits are
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currently paid for atleast two months after the month of termina-

tion. Under the circumstances it would be quite likely that a

Social Security disability recipient could continue with payments

until a hearing has been held.

4. The Social Security Administration should insist that

State agencies utilize the February 1979 sequential evaluation

process which clearly defines the administrative process to be

utilized in Social Security disability applications. The State

agencies must discontinue the utilization of POMS. The POMS

does not reflect the definition of disability correctly and leads

to unnecessary appeal work within the Office of Hearings and

Appeals. Nothing should be done to hamper the decisionmaking

process which is currently available at the Office of Hearings

and Appeals. The problem clearly lies within the State agency

and the system utilized oy the agency in consider ig disability

applications in the first place and in conducting disability

investigations for termination. The State agencies could very

definitely obtain substantial education from reading the regulations

of February 1979 and in applying those regulations consistently.

5. Finally, someone should remind the State agency that

it is not administering a welfare program and that the recipients

of Social Security disability benefits are human beings that

deserve some measure of courtesy and civilized treatment. The

attitude of local State agency officials can only be defined as

shocking. Many Social Security claimants have begun to under-

stand, from the attitude of the disabilityexaminer, that the
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review process is not going to be objective and that benefits

are going to be terminated regardless of the information submitted

in support of the claim.

Respectfully submitted;

THOMASON & FRENCH

Gdorge H. Thomason
Attorney at Law
Post Office Box 772
Spartanburg, SC 29304
582-5857

August 11, 1982
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STATEMENT OF UNITED AUTO WORKERS
ON

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY PROGRAM
August 18, 1982

The UAW recommends several major changes in the Administration's Continuing

Disability Investigation (CDI) program which reaches Disability Insurance beneficiaries

under Titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act. We speak for 1.2 million active

workers and 375,000 retirees (many of whom are disabled) in the UAW who have a

keen interest in the protection that Disability Insurance benefits offer.

Continuing Disability Investigations

Section 311 of the "Social Security Disability Amendments of 1980" (P.L. 96-

265) required the Secretary to review every 3 years those cases where disability is not

expected to be permanent. These new provisions were to have commenced on January

1, 1982. In fact, Secretary Schweiker has used administrative discretion to step up

the review of these disability cases and implemented the policy in March of last year.

Estimates indicate that 314,000 CDIs were processed last year, with 520,000 scheduled

for 1982 and 832,000 in 1983. This represents a 350% increase in the number of cases

reviewed between 1980 and 1983. Given that the number of staff at the Social Security

Administration has been fairly constant and the state disability determination agencies

have yet to expand their staffs, it is not surprising that there is a high level of error in

the CDI program which results in wrongful denial of benefits to disabled people.

We do not oppose, in principle, the spirit of Section 311 of the 1980 amendments.

The government has an obligation to conserve the trust funds and to pay disability

benefits only to those who have met its rigorous proofs and who continue to be disabled.

The government also has an obligation to protect the rights of disabled beneficiaries

by preserving in all its administrative contact with disabled people (and all other Social

Security beneficiaries) the highest regard for fair treatment and due process. The

accelerated CDI program has placed the benefits of thousands of disabled people in

jeopardy by challenging their continued eligibility without ever having to show a change

in the person's medical condition.

11-346 0-82--34
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The number of people harmed in this process will be substantial. The number

of disabled workers currently on the OASDI rolls is about 2.8 million, with about 2.3

million others receiving benefits under the Supplemental Security Income program.

Preliminary statistics show that by late October, 1981 the state agencies responsible

for the initial review of these disability cases were stopping benefit payments in about

half the cases. If this pattern holds, and the Administration continues its schedule for

review through 1983, then more than 800,000 people could be thrown off the disability

rolls. Many of those erroneously denied benefits at the state agency level will win

their rightful benefits in subsequent steps of the appeals process; (currently about 3/5ths

of those who appeal to the hearing level have benefits reinstated) but the loss of

benefits, which constitutes the sole income of many disabled workers, will mean

irrevocable harm for those individuals. Disabled workers and their families could lose

their homes, their automobiles and any savings they may have had while pursuing their

appeals.

The media has reported a dozen or so suicides in the last year for which the

proximate cause was the denial of disability benefits through this CDI process. Suicide

is the most visible sign of desperation. We are convinced that the human toll of this

administrative zeal will number in tens of thousands of broken lives as disabled people

are capriciously denied their rightful benefits. We therefore recommend 3 legislative

solutions which would: 1) place an affirmative obligation on the Secretary to weigh

current medical evidence in the CDI process and show medical recovery before denying

disability benefits; (2) continue payment ol benefits on appeal through the formal hearing

process before an Administrative Law Judge; and (3) sharply scale back the number of

reviews so that the program can be responsibly administered by available staff and

disabled people can thus avoid having their lives wrecked by an erroneous decision by

over-worked state agency personnel.
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The Secretary's Obligation to Show Medical Improvement Before Stopping Disability

Benefits

Prior to July 1, 1976, the Social Security Administration Regulations required

the Secretary to show that a disabled person's medical condition had improved before

they could have their benefits discontinued. Current Regulations (Section 404.1594)

state that,

"when the medical or other evidence in your file shows that

your disability has ended, we will contact you and tell you

that the evidence in your file shows that you are able to do

substantial gainful activity..."

The Secretary is interpreting this Regulation to allow the state agencies to

"retry" disability cases as if they were simply initial decisions. Claimants are thus

required to totally reprove their disability. The Congress has recognized this state of

affairs but has not yet drafted a legislative response to this wrong-headed interpretation

of the Regulation.

Leaving this Regulation and its current interpretation in place means simply the

loss of the administrative equities of a sequential process where each successive step

results in a binding decision (unless reversed at a subsequent, higher step). The result

is the creation of an inefficient and unfair administrative 'loop" whereby state agency

examiners will be able to reverse prior decisions of Administrative Law Judges (or the

Appeals Council or a Federal District Court) without any change in the material facts of

a case. Such an illogical, expensive and cruel standard demands a remedy from this

Congress, especially in light of the fact that hundreds of thousands of disabled workers

now on the rolls may be subjected to this administrative nightmare. The burden of

proof in the CDI program should be squarely shifted to the Secretary to show medical

improvement before Disability Insurance benefits can be terminated.
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The restoration of the pre-1976 standard (in the form of legislation) is even more

important now that the Administration has sharply accelerated the CDI program. The

only permissible exception to such a decision rule would be in the situation where the

finding of disability was clearly erroneous at the outset, and this exception would

require the Secretary to detail the nature of the error.

Continued Payment of Benefits in the Appeals Process

The UAW supports legislation which would continue payment of monthly benefits

to those who appeal the government's decision that they are no longer disabled. Such

payments should be continued until the Administrative Law Judge returns a decision

based on a full and fair and independent hearing. If the original denial at the state

agency level of the process is upheld by the ALJ, then those monthly benefits continued

in this way should be subject to a reasonable repayment schedule, not the -heavy-handed

lump sum payment obligation which the Administration is now emphasizing in the Social

Security program. -

Continuation of disability benefits on appeal is justified out of simple fairness

to those who have already satisfied the rigorous proofs the government requires to

meet the definition of disability and who are now being "re-tried"; these disabled

workers have a legitimate claim for benefits until the point when they have had a

chance to rebut the government's findings and have had a decision returned by an ALJ.

Further, given the often lengthy delays in scheduling a hearing (largely due to the

Administration's acceleration of the CDI program and the number of appeals It has

generated), it is grossly unfair to disabled workers to stop benefits and leave them

without income for months when they have no control over the timeliness with which

their case will be handled.
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Slowing the Pace of the CDI Program

The UAW supports legislation which would immediately slow the pace of reviews

under the CDI program. There is simply no way that the due process rights of disabled

workers can be respected in a program where the demands on staff time are increased

several hundred percent with no concomitant increase in the numbers of staff at the

Federal or State levels. The consequences of staff error in the CDI program will be

measured in broken lives of disabled workers who are denied their rightful benefits and

who do not appeal. The costs of this kind of error in human terms outweigh the dollar

"savings" achieved. And since many of these disabled workers will have to seek

subsistence from state and local governments for income and health care, errors in the

program serve only to convert Social Security "savings" into costs for other levels of

government. In addition, the high rate of ALJ reinstatement of those benefits terminated

by state agencies indicates considerable error in the program at the lower levels. In

this kind of situation, there is a direct cost to the Social Security system in that the

eligibility review amounts to another pointless layer of administrative costs.

Congress should tie the pace of the CDI program to the abilities ot the Social

Security Administration to handle the workload in a responsible way, which means

requiring and providing adequate time for full development of current medical evidence

and guiding those disabled workers affected through the process. Administrative

efficiency and the rights of disabled workers are both served by slowing the CDI program.
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Related Issues in the Social Security Disability Program

Many in Congress have been preoccupied in recent years with the fact that an

increasing number of people have been awarded benefits at the third step of the appeals

process. Other things being equal, it is not surprising to find a different pattern of

decisions at the hearing level because it is a "de novo" procedure, not bound by the

record to date. The ALJs are required to weigh all of the evidence, including evidence

of a medical condition which may worsen during the appeals process. The fact that

ALJs base decisions on a more-comprehensive evidentiary record and are bound to

follow court rulings and Regulations of the Secretary means that their decisions can

be expected to differ from those of the first two levels of the process at the state

agency, where the examiners are also bound by internal standards (The Program

Operations Manual System - POMS) developed by the Secretary without the opportunity

for public notice and comment. The explanation for the increasing numbers of awards

at the third step will be discussed below, but a few comments should be made first

about Congressional efforts to alter the role of the Hearing stage of the appeals process.

The UAW is firmly opposed to provisions of legislation pending in the House of

Representatives (H.R. 6181) which would limit the disabled worker's right to a full and

fair hearing before an Administrative Law Judge. We recognize that the Senate is

not now acting on a similar bill, but wish -to register our objections to two of the

provisions of the House bill which are very much a part of the general debate over

Social Security disability.

One provision (Section 5) would close the evidentiary record for disability

determinations at the second step of the process (reconsideration at the state agency).

Currently, the evidentiary record is closed after the third step of the process (the

hearing before an Administrative Law Judge). Most claimants are not familiar with

the appeals procedures and are not represented by attorneys until the third step where
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objective medical evidence, opinion testimony etc. are presented. Decisions at

reconsideration use the same standards as at the first step (which are in part, developed

by the Secretary without public comment) and apply them to the paper evidence on

file. We see no justification for narrowing the scope of evidence to be considered at

the hearing level of the process where, unlike the situation at the reconsideration step,

the Administrative Law Judge is bound to weigh all the evidence in light of Social

Security Regulations, Rulings and authoritative court decisions.

Another provision of the House bill (Section 7) would grant the Secretary power

to set uniform standards for disability determinations which would bind decision makers

at each step of the appeals process. We are strongly opposed to the type of uniformity

which would apply standards to any level of the decision-making process without first

submitting them for public review and comment. We read the language of Section 7

as allowing precisely the kind of mechanical consistency which would contravene the

whole purpose of the Disability Insurance program and routinely deny disabled workers

their rightful benefits. The UAW is primarily interested in the fairness of the entire

adjudicative process which leads to disability determinations.

A look at the recent program statistics on the appeals process leads us to a

different remedy for any lack of uniformity in the decision-making process. In 1974,

the first 2 steps of the process accounted for 95.3% of all new awards made to disabled

workers (ALJs accounted for 4.2%). In 1978, the first 2 steps accounted for 85.2% of

the awards and in 1979 the share had dropped to 82.8%. By 1980 the state agencies'

share of all Disability insurance awards had dropped to 78.9% and ALJs were accounting

for 20.6% of all new awards. The number of initial applicants remained fairly stable

(or declining) in this period but the ALJ caseload has more than tripled from 51,900
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in 1974 to 172,470 as more and more people are appealing denials at the second step,

which confirm earlier denials almost as a matter of course. The problem appears to

be not in the third step hearing level of the appeals process, but in an inordinate

number of denials at the first two steps of the procedure at the state agency levels.

Thus, an attempt to make the whole process more uniform could begin by requiring

the first two steps to follow uniform federal guidelines developed as Social Security

Regulations and open to public comment and criticism.

The Unmet Needs of Disabled Americans

We question whether or not the entire CDI process deserves the attention and

resources devoted to it by this Administration.

Social Security program statistics already show that the disability determination

standards have been tightened. Estimates in 1980 indicate an absolute and relative

drop in the number of Disability Insurance awards-since 1975. In that year there were

592,049 awards (a rate of 7.1 awards per 1000 insured workers); recent estimates show

390,000 awards for 1980 (a rate of 4.1 awards per 1000 insured workers). The number

of awards in 1980 was lower than in any year since 1970, and the rate per 1000 insured

workers was lower than in any year since 1964. This 42% reduction in the rate of

disability awards in a 5-year period is dearly indicative of tightened eligibility standards,

implemented without any change in the statutory definition of disability.

This preoccupation with the further tightening of the standards for disability

determination completely misses the crying need for greater (not less) protection for

disabled workers. A recent Social Security Administration study firmly underscores the

need for broadening the eligibility standards in order to meet the needs of the disabled.

This study involved a survey questionnaire using a sample population from the 1970

Decennial Census to estimate the extent of disability in America. The results
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indicated there were 7,378,000 "severely disabled" adults in the country who were not

institutionalized! However, only one-third of all "severely disabled" adults received

-OASDI benefits. Thus, about 5 million disabled adults were living and dying in 1972

without monthly Disability Insurance benefits - an appalling statistic. Most severely

disabled adults do not receive OASDI cash benefits and the important health care

benefits DI beneficiaries qualify for under Medicare after 24 months.

Another Social Security Administration study sheds more light on the treatment

of those who are "truly disabled" in America. This study tracked those who were

denied Disability Insurance benefits and described their situation five years after denial.

Almost 85% of those denied DI benefits in 1967 had incomes under $3600 five years

later. Two-thirds of those denied DI benefits in 1967 had no earnings whatsover in

1972! What happened to these disabled workers? Seventeen percent died in the 5-

year period following denial. Twenty-eight percent retired under OASI and 23% later

qualified for Dl benefits, leaving 32% who were alive and without earnings or benefits

in the same period of time. Clearly, the rate of erroneous denials in the disability

determination process is high when measured against the continuing needs of disabled

Americans. Rather than a further tightening of the standards for disability determination

(as contemplated in H.R. 6181), the evidence strongly suggests that a broadening of

the standards is desperatey needed. Otherwise, tens of thousands of disabled Americans

will continue to be assigned lives of abject poverty and pain.

# "Disability Survey 72: Disabled and Non-Disabled Adults." Social Security

Administration (April, 1981), p. 318, Table K. "Severely disabled" was defined as

"unable to work altogether of unable to work regularly," (see Appendix A, p. 326).
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Summary

The Continuing Disability Investigation program has severe deficiencies which

have resulted in much pain and suffering for tens of thousands of people already thrown

off the disability rolls. Given the Administration's plans to further accelerate the

program, the incidence of arbitrary termination of benefits and resulting hardships for

disabled workers will become a staggering social problem. As with so many other

mindless budget-cutting initiatives from this Administration, the result will be to

aggravate social problems, while shifting responsibility for them to the private sector

or to state and local governments. In many cases this will mean a net increase-in costs

to the society-as once self-sufficient Disability Insurance beneficiaries are forced back

into costly institutional care.

Three legislative changes in the CDI program are urgently needed: 1) the entire

CDI process needs to be overhauled by requiring the Secretary to weigh current medical

evidence and to show medical improvement in a CDI case (as prior to 1976) before

ending a person's Disability Insurance benefits, 2) payment of monthly benefits should

continue while disabled workers appeal the state agency decision through the formal

hearing process, and 3) the scheduled number of CDIs should be sharply scaled back so

that the program can be responsibly administered by available staff and with a high

regard for the due process rights of disabled workers.

The Administration's preoccupation with purging the disability rolls has turned

into a heavy-handed and arbitrary CDI program which has caused much pain, suffering

and death. The process needs to be overhauled as described above, but Congress should

also not lose sight of the larger issues in our disability programs. The evidence to

date ;ndicates that Social Security disability programs already reach too few disabled

Americans. Yet, two Administrations have obviously tightened their interpretations
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of the statutory definition of disability. The reasons for this contraction of disability

protection should be explored fully by Congress. The Social Security Administration

owes the Congress an explanation of this trend and Congress will have to decide whether

or not the Administration is fulfilling its mission to serve the needs of totally and

permanently disabled workers.
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